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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Setting

Technological development has bestowed upon mankind its physical health and longevity,

welfare and entertainment. So, the merits and thereby the desirability of pursuing

technological developments are evident. While technological progress is often attributed

to the unrelenting efforts of heroic inventors, technological development in present days

takes place by recombination of knowledge accumulated in firms and research institutes. In

capitalist economies with competitive markets, firms are motivated to engage in research

and development by the profit that technological developments may generate. Competition

erodes profit margins of existing products and thereby threatens continuity of firms.

Incumbents and potential entrants subsequently seek to develop new products, new markets,

new production processes or new forms of industrial organization to restore and appropriate

the higher profits (Schumpeter, 1942). An important driver in industry evolution hence is

technological development. Evolutionary models of industry development describe regular

patterns of interlocking development of market demand, product and production technology,

the population of firms, and these firms’ innovation, competitive and business strategic

priorities (cf. Utterback and Abernathy, 1975; Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Anderson and

Tushman, 1990).

Appliances, gadgets, devices, machines, and consumption goods are developed and produced

in so-called value networks populated by firms ranging from final assemblers, component

suppliers, the suppliers’ suppliers, complement providers, all the way upstream to firms that

extrude raw material.

Traditional models of industry evolution do not explain how value networks develop over time

as these models lack a vertical perspective (Murmann and Frenken, 2006; Klepper, 1997).

These models ignore the role of upstream suppliers, complement providers, and business

customers, and, moreover, ignore the heterogeneity of final consumers. Furthermore, to

understand the relationships between firms in a value network, we cannot rely on the classical

strategic management perspective that takes buyer-supplier relationships to be antagonistic
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(cf. Porter, 1980, 1985; Grant, 2009). However, firms not only rival with their suppliers and

customers in distributing jointly generated value, they have a common interest in efficiently

producing a product that is sought after by final consumers. Firms thus have a collaborative

attitude towards other firms in the value network in creating and increasing the total value

for final consumers and thereby the whole value network (H̊akansson and Snehota, 1995;

Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996).

In developing and producing products, firms cross-fertilize knowledge and mobilize capabili-

ties across firm boundaries (H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989). While suppliers’ and customers’

capabilities are important, the horizon of firms often stretches beyond the first tier, e.g. to

suppliers of suppliers, to customers of customers, to complement providers or suppliers

of complement providers. As firms are thus sought after for certain capabilities, these

capabilities form a source of competitive advantage (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; Teece

et al., 1997) and appeal to value network partners. The value of capabilities hence is relative

and is derived from the value network in which they are embedded (H̊akansson and Snehota,

1995). Due to technological developments, the value of capabilities changes over time such

that firms need dynamic capabilities that create and exploit new opportunities (Teece et al.,

1997; Leonard-Barton, 1992).

With the industry evolving and capabilities developing, value networks emerge, evolve,

and dissolve over time in an ongoing, endogenous process (Halinen and Törnroos, 1998;

H̊akansson and Snehota, 1995). Until now, it is yet poorly understood how and what drives

network change (cf. Halinen et al., 1999), and how the competing value networks and the

industry co-evolve (cf. Oksanen et al., 2010; Malerba, 2006). To understand the dynamics in

the orientation (in terms of product-market positioning) as well as the organization (in terms

of the scope of capabilities of firms in a value network), we need an industry dynamics outlook

(Langlois and Robertson, 1989; Argyres and Bigelow, 2006; Cacciatori and Jacobides, 2005),

an understanding of the dynamic business and competitive strategies (cf. Porter, 1991) firms

pursue, and moreover need to transcend the firm level for the network level to understand

the interactions (cf. H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989; Jacobides and Winter, 2010; Allee, 2000;

Kothandaraman and Wilson, 2001). Recently, several scholars started shaping frameworks

that synthesize cost and capability-based concerns and describe the evolution of networks (in

competition) over the industry life-cycle (Fine, 1998; Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Cacciatori

and Jacobides, 2005; Argyres and Zenger, 2009). This dissertation is a contribution to

exactly this new multidisciplinary research field synthesizing concepts from organization

science, economics of technological change, industrial organization science, organizational

economics, and strategic management science. We add a vertical orientation to industry

evolution models, add dynamics and network collaboration to strategic management, and

add technological change to value network models. We provide perspectives on a value

network, from which we derive the -so called- biplex model on network development, used

to formulate a fine-grained contingency model on strategic network management, which in

turn is used to study the existence and form of value network life-cycles.

There are two competing concepts on the evolution of such value networks over the product

life-cycle. Firstly, network evolution displays cycles of vertical integration and specialization
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(Fine, 1998; Jacobides and Winter, 2005). In this case, the business strategy of firms is

to maintain both production and development capabilities, and to produce and develop

their own component technology in-house. Secondly, network evolve to take the form of a

stable system-integrator lead network. In such a network, the knowledge and development

capabilities concerning the system produced (e.g. automobile, lithography systems) reside at

the system-integrator. This system-integrator develops the whole system and orchestrates

the vertically specialized network of production capabilities (Brusoni et al., 2001; Pavitt,

2002; Möller and Svahn, 2003). The specialized suppliers are mainly production houses,

but have some development capabilities and collaborate intensively during research and

development of new component technology.

Particularly the system-integrator lead value network is recently heralded as a durable

organizational form for production and product development activities that is evolutionary

superior to vertically integrated or specialized organizational forms (Pavitt, 2002; Brusoni

et al., 2001; Sturgeon, 2002).

Ultimately, we reflect on the evolution of value network development and industry evolution.

We show that there is not one, uniform value network life-cycle and shed light on when we

are to expect what sort of networks and network dynamics.

1.2 Definitions and perspectives

To understand value network development and ultimately the evolution of industries as

driven by competitive interaction of such value networks, we lay down two complementary

perspectives on the concept of value network. The first one, the nested dimension

perspective, serves us in giving a static description of what the network produces, the actual

organization of production, and the relationships of firms. Throughout this dissertation,

we use this nested dimension perspective to relate changes in one dimension to changes in

another dimension, e.g. by hiving off particular capabilities, certain products can no longer

be produced in-house. We define the terms used in this nested dimension perspective.

The second one, the value perspective, serves us in explaining immediate and longterm

motives for (strategic) activities of individual firms and the network as a whole. Throughout

this dissertation, we will use the value perspective to reflect on both individual firm behavior

and the changes to the value network thus caused. As an extension of the value perspective,

we describe how efficiency drives firms and thereby the value network to pick one over other

decisions.

We start off with defining the value network, capabilities, knowledge, and resources.

1.2.1 Capabilities, knowledge and resources

In line with Hamel and Prahalad (1994), we take ’capabilities’ as a set of skills and

technologies that transform particular input into particular output, and thereby possibly

create value for the firm having these capabilities. Production facilities are relatively

fixed implementations in terms of capital goods and contractual arrangements of such
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transformations. Owned capital goods and employees that can be put to work in this

transformation are resources. Knowledge is the codified or tacit information on which skills

and technologies are needed for particular transformations. The production capabilities

enable a firm to conduct a particular transformation, while developmental capabilities

enable a firm to develop certain skills and technologies. Firms should focus on capabilities

(sometimes called ’competences’) that provide a superior customer value (or similar product

performance at superior efficiency as compared to rivals) and thus are a source of competitive

advantage (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Teece et al., 1997; Barney, 1991). Firms also require

so-called ’dynamic capabilities’ (at meta level, say) that develop the portfolio of capabilities

to meet the challenges changing over time (Teece et al., 1997). The nested dimension

perspective is a focal lens on how firms, their capabilities, and produced products form a

network in generating this value, while the value perspective is a focal lens on the rationales

in managing the network in creating and appropriating this value.

Subdivision of 

technological modules 

Decomposition of  

production capabilities 

Topology  

of firms 

Figure 1.1 A graphical representation of the nesting of multiple dimensions of the value

network. On the left, the network of technological modules (circles), in the middle the

production capabilities required (rectangles with rounded corners), on the right the topology

of agents owning these capabilities (squares).

1.2.2 Value network

A value network is defined as the hierarchy of value adding productive steps executed by

thus interrelated firms that produce a product that fulfills market demand (cf. Sturgeon,

2001). The focus in this dissertation is on the manufacturing of products sold on the final

consumer market. Over time, the products produced and demanded change. Firms develop

their capabilities to produce what is demanded now or might be demanded in the future.
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Firms actively shape their value network. In production, each firm in the value network

acquires components and material from suppliers (or extracts them firsthand), processes

and assembles these into its product(s) and sell(s) these products to downstream customers.

Firms may switch supplier and change governance over up- or downstream production

capabilities to exploit economic conditions in competition. However, there also may be

a technological rationale to engage in relationships while developing and designing a new

product to produce. So, firms also have development capabilities that redefine production

capabilities and reset the product to make.

1.2.3 Nested dimensions perspective

We provide the nested dimension perspective as a tool to describe the value network in

its complexity and multidimensionality. We then use the nested dimension perspective

to distinguish two elementary properties of the value network: its orientation and its

organization.

The market requirements (indirectly) define the product technological specifications. In this

dissertation, we assume that the technological decomposition of a product into components

spans the structure of production capabilities required, which in turn restricts the (network

topology of) buyers and suppliers that may be involved. However, the converse also holds:

the firms involved determine the capabilities available, which in turn limits the technological

components that can be produced. These three steps are pictured in Figure 1.1. The agent

topology in turn determines the logistic and communication infrastructure. These nested1

dimensions of a value network are depicted in Figure 1.2.

The firms in the value network are engaged in developing and producing value for consumers

and cashing in on this to invest in creation of future value. However, firms are not merely

translating consumer requirements into product specifications: what firms make and what

consumers want co-evolve. Furthermore, the capabilities owned by the firms in the network,

on the one hand, limit what can be made and, on the other hand, may enable making a

particular distinct product that is different from competing products. Parallel to the co-

evolution of market demand and capabilities plus product technology, firms are engaged

in Porterian competitive positioning. So, the network is -by interaction of individual

firms- engaged in a process of finding a combination of market segment to target, product

proposition to offer, and (type of) production arrangements/ facilities to use. We refer to

this as the process of network orientation. We see that network orientation primarily takes

1We argue that the nesting in Figure 1.2 is ’natural’ in the sense that major alterations at one layer

generally require reevaluation of outer layers and less so of inner layers. As such, intended alterations can be

ordered according to the grade of (possible) impact. The first grade change is the little invasive adjustment of

logistics, e.g. altering scheduling of shipments or inventory ordering levels. Second grade change is switching

of supplier or customer given that the capability network remains as is, e.g. to reduce costs. Third grade

change involves alterations to the capability structure or the ownership over certain capabilities (e.g. to

leverage capabilities in improving product performance, or to reap organizational economic advantages).

Fourth grade change is appropriating product technology to (fixed) customer requirements. Fifth grade

change involves developing the market or targeting alternative niches, which is generally done by providing

alternative products and creating demand for it.
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operations

agent topology

production capabilities

product technology

market requirements

Figure 1.2 Nested dimensions of a value network

place at the inner layers of the nested dimension model (see 1.2).

The product proposition relates to the technology to develop, the knowledge to acquire,

the capabilities to grow, and the production processes to run. In developing products and

arranging production, firms in the value network have to decide on the governance form of

up- and downstream capabilities, i.e. on whether to develop in-house or rely on external

capabilities for input components or downstream products. As we will see, during some

phases in the industry evolution, firms may want to remain flexible in switching to different

suppliers and component offers. During other phases in the industry evolution, firms may

want to have control over technological developments and closely attune components. In yet

other phases, firms may want to out- or insource parts of the production for cost economic

or strategic reasons. Firms in the value network are hence -in interaction with other firms-

engaged in a process of finding and changing the governance form over certain capabilities

for productive and innovative use. We refer to this as the process of network organization.

A static snapshot of a value network thus has an orientation and organization, and the

firms in the value network are engaged in orienting and organizing this value network. Over

the industry evolution, both the network orientation and organization are likely to develop,

possibly structurally. As we will see in Chapter 2, various research fields are studying how

networks develop in relation to certain events in the industry evolution.

To further demarcate our research, we note that our value network concept transcends the

narrow concept of ’supply network’ that is associated with physical exchanges of goods as

dealt with in operations management and logistics (Harland et al., 2005). Our conception

of value network development is more encompassing and features both the production as

well as R&D networking activities. We explicitly seek to synthesize the two fundamental

activities rather than discuss or extend either one.

Furthermore, we deal with manufacturing industries in which, in general, multiple value

networks compete in an unregulated fashion. We omit discussing the role of governmental
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agencies or public institutes (e.g. universities). For excellent work on more encompassing

sectoral systems perspectives, the reader is referred to Lundgren (1991) and Malerba (2002).

1.2.4 Value perspective on network management

The value network evolves by operations of firms in the network. The value perspective is

a set of rationales on these operations and derives from the elementary motive of a firm

in a capitalist society: generate profit. Part of the profit is skimmed to reward the (risky)

investments done in the past, and part of the profit is reserved for and invested in creating

future profit options (and thus thereby assure continuity).

As we will see, the rationales on changing the network are internally conflicting. Firm

behavior is understood by looking at the trade-off to be made. We start off from the fact that

the entire value network is concerned with increasing the appropriated market value, either

by capturing market share of competitors (a bigger piece of the pie) or increasing the market

size (a bigger pie). Firms that populate the same value network share this concern and thus

have an incentive to collaborate in creating and appropriating market value. However,

firms in subsequent tiers in the value network have buyer-supplier relationships, such that

they have conflicting concerns in dividing the generated payoff (a bigger bite of the piece).

A further complication in dividing the payoff is that firms have not only immediate but

also long-term concerns. Even if there are no interdependencies other than regular market

exchange, evolutionary economics tells us that the industry is bound to change. Firms thus

need to invest in future value options. In developing product technology of the future, firms

need to recombine with capabilities and knowledge of other firms, and likely those in the

value network. Consequently, firms should not squeeze every bit of profit margin out of their

suppliers or customers, or exploit complement providers, but rather grant these firms some

part of the profit margin. Not only will these firms thereby be more ’willing’ to help out,

they will also be able to build financial reserves that can be used to invest in future profit

options. So, the value network perspective favors a co-opetitive rather than antagonistic

attitude (cf. Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996; H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989).

In sum, the value network reveals that firms balance two trade-offs. Firstly, firms balance

appropriating value now and investing in the future value creation. Secondly, firms

balance appropriating value selfishly and sharing the generated value with network partners.

Throughout the remainder of this dissertation, we will use this value perspective to structure

the description of firm concerns and activities.

1.2.5 Evolutionary selection and efficiency dilemma

The value perspective highlights which decisions firms may make in firm and value network

management, but does not prescribe any. To understand which of these possible decisions are

to be preferred, we note that particular decisions (or rather even the underlying particular

strategies or visions followed by firms) will provide a competitive and -in case of a sustainable

competitive advantage also- an evolutionary advantage over its alternatives. To us, the

ultimate evolutionary selection mechanism is efficiency. Firstly, in arriving at making what
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the market wants, and, secondly, in actually making this. Given what to make, value

networks should produce and sell this at a higher level of static efficiency than competing

networks. However, when facing imminent structural changes, firms are more concerned

with assuring continuity. In that case, value networks need to keep on offering products

that consumers want. Upon shifts in requirements to products, value networks should adapt

to new competitive challenges and switch to producing a new product that meets the new

requirements. The value network should acquire or mobilize production capabilities that

allow making the desired/ required product, and should do so at relatively low costs and

in a competitively timely manner, i.e. at a higher level of dynamic efficiency. Having a

statically efficient production, but not making what consumers want is a competitive liability,

while keeping switching options open at all times for dynamic efficiency sake is statically

inefficient. So, value networks face this efficiency dilemma, and we contend that firms should

be dynamically efficient whenever required and statically efficient whenever possible.

As efficiency is -according to us- the ultimate selection criterion, we see this efficiency

dilemma pop up in different guises throughout this dissertation. While we argue that

efficiency is the ultimate, long term selection mechanism, it is definitely not the only selection

force. For example, under stable market and industry conditions, value networks may be

able to choose between producing different products at different costs while its production

may be statically efficient in both cases (see e.g. Chapters 5 and 8). Such decisions become

hard whenever there is a trade-off, e.g. between costs and substitutability, and there is

uncertainty about the profit differential (see Chapter 8).

1.3 Assumptions and methodological implications

Each of the individual firms in the value network has to decide what to make, for whom,

and how. Due to the value perspective trade-offs that firms face and the complexity

and multidimensionality of the network in which they operate, such decisions are hard.

Moreover, such decisions are made by individuals that are boundedly rational and have

imperfect information (Simon, 1955; Nelson and Winter, 1982). The assumption of

bounded rationality postulated in evolutionary economics is more restrictive on capabilities

of individuals (and firms) than the assumption of perfect rationality postulated in neo-

classical economics and industrial organization (e.g. Tirole, 1988). In this last stream of

economic research, the point-of-view2 is that -regardless of whether people are rational or

not- science should facilitate making optimal (perfectly rational) decisions. Our point-of-

view is that further assumptions required to arrive at a formal model to derive the -in that

narrow context- optimal decisions limit the external validity and thereby deter the supposed

optimality of that decision. Firms are not capable of formulating an all-encompassing

objective, not capable of determining the whole future decision tree, and also not capable

of perfectly solving the (often non-linear) programming problem across the multitude of

dimensions and constraints. Firms only gradually find out what to make and how, while

2Loosely based on a speech given by professor Krugman to the European Association for Evolutionary

Political Economy in 1996.
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consumers only gradually find out what to want and how/ where to get it. In the presence

of such Knightian (cf. Knight, 1921; Boudreaux and Holcombe, 1989) technological and

market uncertainty (but presumably sufficient opportunities), firms engage in (preemptive)

technology races (Schumpeter, 1942; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Harris and Vickers, 1987;

Malerba, 2006). In combination with strategic and business economic management of firm

activities, this brings about product life-cycles (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975) and bursty

technological progress (Anderson and Tushman, 1990).

The assumptions that firms behave boundedly rational and that Schumpeterian technological

competition gives rise to cyclical patterns reflects also in the research methods we use.

In this dissertation, we follow mostly two research methods. Firstly, we follow the neo-

Schumpeterian research methodology in which multi-agent simulation models are used to

study economic or industrial phenomena. By (experimentally) calibrating the simulation

model to stylizations of industrial phenomena, one gets insights in what might be the cause of

the already observed phenomena. Apart from this exercise of inductive research, subsequent

experimentation with the simulation model to study the effect of independent variables is

a form of deductive fact finding (Axelrod, 2003). Secondly, we take an existing industrial

organization model and introduce bounded rationality on firm decisions. We study the

dynamics and infer on the implications for value network management in terms of alignment

of market segments to target, attuning of product technology to produce, and synchronizing

entry, launching and scaling. As we start off from existing models that are tailored to

investigate specific phenomena (e.g. vertical rather than horizontal differentiation), the

behavioral assumptions are not the same across the various models.

Chapter 10 does not follow a strict research methodology, but we rather propose a novel

theoretical model and speculatively infer on that.

1.4 Research questions, structure, and methodology

Our objective is to further our understanding of value network development over the industry

evolution as driven by (strategic) activities of individual firms. The central research question

is exploratory: how do value networks change over the industry evolution? Under the

assumption that industry evolution is itself composed of multiple product life-cycles and

given the claim that there is a value network life-cycle in sync with the product life-cycle,

we narrow the research question to: is there a value network life-cycle, and, if so, how does

it look like? Herein, we presume a relationship of network development with the product

life-cycle and industry evolution.

While the nested dimension perspective enables us to describe a value network statically,

and while the value perspective assists in determining why and how firms change the

value network, neither is specific about the role of industry conditions or particular firm

strategies. Firms change the value network in anticipation of and in response to industry

evolution as apparent in demand signals, activities of network partners and competitors. In
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Chapter 2, we formulate a multilayered theoretical framework relating macro-level industry

evolution literature, meso-level value network dynamics literature, and micro-level strategic

management literature to understand the macro, meso, and micro influences on value

network development.

This dissertation is divided into three parts. In the first two parts, we focus on the micro-

level activities and how these affect the value network bottom-up. We conduct several studies

on how and when individual firms change the value network orientation and organization

respectively. Depending on the topic of each study, we investigate the value network change

over an entire product life-cycle or during just a particular product life-cycle phase. At the

end of each study, we address not only how the value network develops but also -normatively-

how firms can improve their performance and efficiency.

In the third part, we derive a value network development model from the value perspective

(Subsection 1.2.4) and study the implications for individual firm decisions top-down.

Chapter 2: Theoretical framework. Definition of multilayer framework 

                    (Industry evolution / Value network development / Strategy adaptation) 

Part I: (Industry evolution ) Firm-level decisions  Network orientation 

Chapter 3: Introduction to network orientation 

Chapter 4: Vertical product-market differentiation 

Chapter 5: Horizontal product-market differentiation 

Chapter 6: Timing of decisions over the industry life-cycle 

Part II: (Industry evolution ) Firm-level decisions  Network organization  

Chapter 7: Introduction to network organization 

Chapter 8: Cost-based governance decisions 

Chapter 9: Capability-based governance decisions 

Chapter 12: Conclusions 

Chapter 1: Introduction. Definition of value perspective. 

Part III: (Industry evolution ) Network development  Firm-level decisions 

Chapter 10: Network development and firm-level decisions 

Chapter 11: Evolution of industry evolution 

Figure 1.3 A graphical representation of the structure of the chapters.

In Part I, the main question is: how, why and when does value network orientation, i.e.

product-market position under competition, change over time? In the intermezzo Chapter

3, we introduce concepts to study network orientation and how we break down this research

question into subquestions that enable an experimental study with formal models. In

Chapters 4 through 6, we then answer these specific subquestions. Firstly, discussed
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in Chapter 4, given a certain product-market selection, how does vertical differentiation

in terms of product performance, production scale, and entry timing affect the market

dynamics? As properties like scaling, quality, and timing are aggregates of these properties

of the firms populating the network, we arrive at conclusions of the relative importance of

each of these features. Secondly, discussed in Chapter 5, how does horizontal differentiation

in terms of product-market selection by the network, collectively, affect market dynamics and

segmentation? And how do upstream component features affect product-market positioning

and thereby market dynamics? Thirdly, discussed in Chapter 6, given that the industry

traverses the product life-cycle pattern, when should the network collectively select the

product-market position and dedicate the production structure?

In Part II, the main question is: how, why, and when does the organization of the value

network change over time? Or, more specifically: how does the governance over capabilities

change during the industry evolution? In the intermezzo Chapter 7, we introduce concepts

to study network organization and discuss the two perspectives on why and when to change

the vertical governance form: the cost economic and the capability perspective (cf. Jacobides

and Winter, 2005; Argyres and Zenger, 2009). In Chapter 8, we study when firms change

their governance forms over capabilities given the development of downstream market size

and component costs. In Chapter 9, we study which governance forms are preferred during

the various stages of industry evolution.

In the last part, Part III, the main question is: how are firm-level decisions affected by

value network development over time. As compared to the previous parts, the causal

relationship between network configuration and firm-level activities runs in the opposite

direction. In Chapter 10, we formulate a speculative model on network development in

which we distinguish a production and development network layer. Unlike the two earlier

Parts I and II, we do not impose the industry life-cycle pattern, but start afresh by using the

value perspective (Section 1.2). Furthermore, we synchronize network development events

to punctuations in the technology cycle model that is caused by Schumpeterian technology

competition. In this network development model, there are apparent (temporal) interactions

of production and development activities. We study the micro-level economic and strategic

ramifications of these interactions and link these to orientation and organization decisions

to understand the consequences on further network development. Hereby, we uncover

conditions that need to be fulfilled for value networks to actually display cyclic patterns

in network organization (cf. Fine, 1998; Jacobides and Winter, 2005).

Follow-up questions on both research approaches are: if there is a pattern in value network

development, does this pattern itself change over time? And, if so, what is causing this?

In Chapter 11, we transcend the bottom-up (first two parts) and the top-down (last part)

approach and study how the supposed interlocking pattern of industry evolution, network

development, and firm-level activity adaptation evolves itself. We address the claim that

industries develop into concentrated industries that are populated with a few system-
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integrator lead networks (Brusoni et al., 2001; Pavitt, 2002; Sturgeon, 2002).

In Chapter 12, we present our findings on value network development and industry evolution

within our theoretical framework. We also provide pointers for further research.

Figure 1.3 contains a graphical representation of the structure of this dissertation.

1.5 Our contribution and research relevance

As hinted on in the introduction, there is an evident interest in advancing the economic

competitive processes to fuel technology development, consumption and employment, and

economic growth in general. As argued, in capitalist economies with competitive markets,

the industry evolution is driven by competition between value networks. Our research

contributes to both the scientific understanding of this process, particularly on the level of

network development, and derive numerous hints and recommendations on practical network

and firm management from our models.

The scientific relevance lies in our extension of the relatively recent network evolution

research and in plugging in network evolution research deeper into several -previously only

indirectly related- research fields. More specifically, we formulate a multilayer framework

on industry evolution and value network development (Chapter 2) that relates macro-

level industry evolution, meso-level value network development, and micro-level strategy

adaptation. By reflecting on and decision making for network management in the multilayer

theoretical framework, we further populate this ’descriptive tool’ (in tradition of Hakansson

& Snehota) and provide a genuine cross-fertilization between the various research fields. We

add: firstly, a network and strategy perspective to industry evolution theories, secondly,

dynamics and a network embeddedness lens to strategic management, and, thirdly, strategy

and evolutionary outlook to network theories. Our value network development model hence

is a natural bridge between these research fields at different levels of aggregation.

While all our model extensions in the bottom-up studies provide yet new scientific research

lines, our main scientific contribution is in the top-down study, in Chapter 10. In this

chapter, we start from the value perspective (Section 1.2) and derive our novel biplex

network development model. At the heart of our biplex model is that development and

production take place simultaneously and recurrently. This is in contrast to classical

life-cycle models in which production and development occur consecutively and one-off.

Following our multilayer framework (Chapter 2), we then reflect on the implications for and

complications in (capability) network management over time. This leads to a fine-grained

contingency model on network management that takes into account the complications at

network level (both temporal as well as due to embeddedness). This is in turn used in

explaining why certain industries develop temporal patterns that qualify as ’network life-

cycle’ (and why they may differ from industry to industry) and why other industries do not.

We also provide a meta-level look on the evolution of industry evolution.

The practical relevance of our research for day-to-day managers stems from how our
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multilayer framework (Chapter 2) is used throughout the dissertation to reflect on the micro-

level implications from macro-level industry evolution and meso-level network development.

In the bottom-up studies in Part I, we study implications of certain qualities of networks

(as aggregated into the qualities of a ’superfirm’) for market development. From this

we infer on the importance of the balance between product performance, launch time

and upscaling heuristics, the effect of competitors and suppliers on market positioning

(and more particularly the lock-in due to this), and the delicate balance between prudent

and timely product-market and production selection. These findings are translated into

normative recommendations on activities to conduct for individual firms. In general, we find

that alignment of market segment choices, attuning of product technology, synchronizing

production process and agreeing on the competitive strategy is important, but that such

’orchestration’ needs to be timed to technological punctuations. Sometimes independence

and flexibility is to be preferred, sometimes such network orchestration is recommended.

In the bottom-up studies in Part II, we study vertical governance decisions for individual

firms, i.e. exactly when firms should seek vertical control and alignment. We provide

practical recommendations on when to integrate or rather outsource capabilities under

different cost and market size, as well as in which industry development phase given

capability regime properties.

In the top-down studies in Part III, we even concretely study the implications of network

development on firm activities and strategies. We uncover the (temporal) interactions

between development and production that is yet often unaccounted for in theory and

management literature. We then provide a fine-grained phasing of the industry development

and practical guidelines in decisions. Ultimately, we use this to infer on value network

dynamics, which is in fact particular to technological and industry condition, and also in

part determined by the competitive and network management strategies pursued.

In Chapter 11, we provide new holistic arguments in the debate on the value network life-

cycle, and as to why a value network life-cycle in some industries may converge to a relatively

static form and not in others. This has obvious implications for the type of network that

firms should pursue.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical framework

2.1 Introduction and need for a holistic framework

In this chapter, we provide a theoretical framework on value network development during

industry evolution. We take an industry evolution driven by the underlying product life-

cycles. As such, we take the classical product life-cycle theory as a starting point for this

framework.

To understand the development of value networks over the product life-cycle, we have to

resolve two shortcomings in the product life-cycle theory. Firstly, the product life-cycle

theory ignores the influence of suppliers (and their technology, strategy, and operations) on

market selection, product technology, and competitive strategies. In reality, an industry

is not one tier at which each firm single-handedly produces a complete product from raw

material to final assembly, but an industry consists of multiple vertically related tiers. Firms

at the various tiers form value networks. Secondly, the product life-cycle theory abstracts

away differences in the competitive strategies followed by the various firms, and -as we will

show later- exactly this strategic differentiation reflects in value network differences over

time.

An evident starting point on strategic differentiation is the Porterian strategic management

framework, which is discussed in detail later. This framework has three shortcomings.

Firstly, porter assumes that buyers and suppliers have an antagonistic stance. However,

according to our value perspective in Subsection 1.2.4, the vertical relationship of buyers

and suppliers is not just antagonistic, but also collaborative. Firms in the same value network

are co-opetitors as they have not only conflicting but also shared concerns. Secondly, the

framework does not consider relationships beyond the immediate customers and suppliers,

while the network horizon often extends beyond this. Thirdly, the Porterian strategic

management framework is not dynamic (Porter, 1991). Strategies should considering

timing of entry, launch, and scaling, as well as taking into account pending developments.

Consequently, the Porterian strategic management framework is inadequate to understand
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network management choices and network dynamics. We need a more extensive conception

of how and why firms change the network, given the competition with other networks, and

given the conflicting and shared concerns of firms in the same network.

To introduce a vertical orientation in the product life-cycle, we study network theory

literature. There are various bodies of network theory literature, and they can roughly

be divided into macro-level studies of network development and micro-level studies of how

firms change their network. Within each body, there has been progress in explaining network

change over time. However, the macro-level network theories focus on the developments in

only a single focal network, rather than developments in multiple networks at the same time

by them competing for the same consumers. The micro-level theories explain changes by

looking at dyadic relationships rather than the (technological) embeddedness. We discuss

these and additional shortcomings in detail below.

In Figure 2.1, we illustrate how covering gaps in the product life-cycle does snowball into

having to cover gaps in both the network theories and strategic management framework in

turn. Ultimately, the suggested amendments culminate in formulating a holistic framework

on how multiple networks compete over the product life-cycle. Firms are not antagonistic

but rather co-opetitive, take into account embeddedness beyond the dyad, strategically act

on outlooks in technology life-cycle eras, game their technological role, and strategically act

upon the competitive conditions of tiers within its network horizon.

In this chapter, we provide this holistic multilayer framework in which industry evolution,

value network development, and firm-level strategy adaptation are interrelated. We populate

this multilayer framework with extant seminal theories. Although there has been made

progress in each of the bodies of literature to provide more encompassing models, we rather

use extant seminal theories as there still is considerable debate in recent literature. Clear

examples of such ’theoretical disputes’ are given the follow sections.

At the top layer, presented in Section 2.2, the framework describes industry evolution at

the macro-level as driven by the interaction of demand and supply under competition. In

the middle layer of the framework, presented in Section 2.3, we elaborate on what a value

network is, how firms get arranged in such value networks, and what we know to date

on the development of value networks over the industry evolution. Given the wide range

of network research fields, we narrow down our scope to a few fields that are studying

value network development subject to technological change. We elaborate on the processes

of network orientation and network organization introduced in Section 1.2. In the bottom

layer, presented in Section 2.4, the framework describes this firm-level strategic management

in coping with industry evolution (technological change, demand development) and value

network development.

We use this multilayer theoretical framework on industry evolution and value network

development to study the value network orientation and organization in Parts I and II.

In our treatise of value network orientation and organization, we reflect on both the bottom

layer firm-level concerns as well as the top layer industry evolution phase. We refer the

reader to the various chapters for a detailed discussion.
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Figure 2.1 In formulating a theoretical framework on value network development over the

product life-cycle, we uncover gaps that are subsequently covered by adding alternative

theories. Eventually, we arrive at a holistic theoretical framework connecting industry

evolution, value network development, and firm-level strategic activities.

2.2 Industry evolution

Industries in capitalist economies develop by firms’ innovation activities as urged by

competition (Schumpeter, 1942) and selective market forces (Alchian, 1950). Hereby,

demand and supply co-evolve. In marketing and diffusion literature, the development of

demand for a particular product is described by the product life-cycle (see Osland, 1991,

for an overview). The product life-cycle model subdivides the evolution of demand for a

particular product (e.g. television set) in phases of introduction, growth, maturity and

decline (Polli and Cook, 1969; Bass, 1969). A product life-cycle may feature multiple

product extensions (Rink and Swan, 1979; Day, 1981) and may be displaced by consecutive

generations (Norton and Bass, 1987). In a product life-cycle, customers in a population

contaminate one another in their demand for a product and as such the product diffuses

through the population (cf. Rogers, 1995). Apart from macro-level demand for a particular

product technology (e.g. television or telephone), there also is demand for particular
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Figure 2.2 A simple picture of the multilayered framework connecting industry evolution,

value network development, and firm-level strategy adaptation.

technological variants of products in particular, where one product (variant) substitutes

for another (cf. Fisher and Pry, 1971; Marchetti and Nakicenovic, 1979; Norton and Bass,

1987). This -as we generally put it- diffusion-substitution process follows the existing

interconnections between subjects in a population. Actual consumers affect potential

adopters in their social neighborhood in demand for certain product technology and,

moreover, consumers and (potential) consumers share experiences and thus affect product

variant preferences (Rogers, 1995). Consequently, substitution-diffusion occurs at the

feature-level but also at the level of fundamental technological paradigms (e.g. CRT versus

LCD technology for television sets). We take the product life-cycle as the process of co-

evolution of demand and supply in which certain product designs and features emerge.

On the one hand, demand drives supply, as the actual demand and apparent preferences

for certain product features serve as market requirements in new product development.

Requirements translate into product technology specifications that firms seek to produce (cf.

Ulrich and Eppinger, 2004). Firms also imitate (features of) products offered by competitors.

On the other hand, firms actively create demand for their products through marketing

programs (cf. Kotler, 1997). Products develop under an interplay of such demand pull and

technology push (cf. Schmookler, 1966; Rosenberg and Mowery, 1979; Scherer, 1982). We

thus have a general conceptual model of the product life-cycle as depicted in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 A conceptual model of the product life-cycle as a process in which product demand

and supply co-evolve.

Knowing that the market develops according to this substitution-diffusion process, how do

firms arrive at their product-market selection? Firms try to outcompete one another by

exploiting that consumers shift their demand based on the products on offer. Firms are

engaged in R&D to develop (technologically) new products that replace the old (generation

of) products. This is in fact the fundamental premise in our work: industry evolution is

driven by technological developments by (entrepreneurial) firms (Schumpeter, 1942; Nelson

and Winter, 1982; Harris and Vickers, 1987; Malerba, 2006). Given this pivotal role of

technological development in industry evolution, we turn to the model of technological

change (Tushman and Anderson, 1986; Anderson and Tushman, 1990) to provide distinct

anchor points (breakthrough and dominant design emergence) and distinct eras of innovative,

managerial and competitive concerns to further assist in studying the industry evolution.

Particularly distinctive of industry evolution is that the focus of firms cycles through product

and process innovation (cf. Utterback and Abernathy, 1975), technological and operational

competition (cf. Anderson and Tushman, 1990), and entrepreneurial and manufacturing

business activities (cf. Hannan and Freeman, 1977).

We now describe the industry evolution from this cyclic model of technological change.

With the introduction of a radically new product in an existing industry (or the inception

of a new industry), the era of ferment commences. A swarm of entrepreneurial firms enter

to reap technology and market opportunities (Schumpeter, 1927). These entrepreneurs

compete on product designs and product technological performance. In the early phases of

the product life-cycle, firms seek to serve the early adopters for fat margins and continue

to work on the product design in hopes of developing the product that will be sought

after by the market majority (Rogers, 1995; Polli and Cook, 1969). Facing the market

discipline, firms actively select and imitate product features in hope of accumulating the

bundle of service characteristics favored by the lion-share of consumers targeted (Suárez

and Utterback, 1995). So, in a homogeneous market, there is convergence in product-market

positions due to the fact that firms exploit technological opportunities in the direction of

high profit markets. Furthermore, self-reinforcing word-of-mouth (Rogers, 1995; Polli and

Cook, 1969), the imitation of features, and market selection cause the emergence of (mostly

one) dominant design(s) (cf. Utterback and Abernathy, 1975) and a shake-out of firms (cf.

Gort and Klepper, 1982; Klepper, 1996; Klepper and Simons, 2005). Firms that comply

with the architecture in this dominant design have a higher survival rate (Christensen et al.,
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1998).

The emergence of a dominant design1 heralds an era of incremental change in which

surviving firms are hungry for market share and recovering expenses made. The drop in

technological and market uncertainty (but also opportunities), and the standardization

and modularization2 of products facilitate upscaling production, outsourcing component

production, etcetera. With a further increase in scale, firms enjoy further economies in

production, demand, and research (Klepper, 1996; Klepper and Simons, 2005).

After complying with the dominant design, substitutability is relatively high. Competition

shifts to revolve around price, costs, and efficiency, and hence focus is generally on process

innovation (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975), and incremental and modular innovation (see

Henderson and Clark, 1990).

After a possibly long period in which further production-technical opportunities dwindle,

growth levels off, and profit margins narrow. This has firms look for breakthrough technology

to set back competitors and reap the high margins of radically new products. A radical

breakthrough innovation of product (or production process) allows an ’order-of-magnitude’

efficiency, cost, performance, or quality advantage (Anderson and Tushman, 1990), which

provides the innovator with (temporary) ’monopolistic’ profit (Schumpeter, 1942). Upon

the introduction of such a radically improved product, switching incumbents and entrants

further the technology, and common substitution-diffusion eventually replaces the old for the

new generation products. Note that such radical breakthroughs may well come from outside

the industry (e.g Cattani, 2006; Adner and Levinthal, 2002). In that case, incumbents

may aggressively innovate to prevent further substitution (cf. De Liso and Filatrella, 2008).

Clearly, whenever the ’configuration-dependent barrier’ (Ayres, 1988, 1994) of performance

of the new technology is higher, this new generation technology is likely to replace the old

generation technology.

The interlocking pattern of competition, co-evolution of demand and supply, and the

cycle of technological developments give rise to compound industry evolution consisting

of consecutive product life-cycles, see Figure 2.43. This industry evolution itself also follows

a life-cycle pattern, although it depends on the level of abstraction in the definition of the

industry.

1Prior segmentation in the demand market (and where different niches have irreconcilable requirements)

may however hamper emergence of one dominant design. The industry may sustain multiple designs tuned to

their particular niche (Windrum and Birchenhall, 1998; Bonaccorsi and Giuri, 2000; Klepper, 1997; Malerba,

2006). However, even under such heterogeneous demand, network or scale economies may have particular

segments of consumers waive their specific requirements, and thus allow inferior or misfit products emerge

as dominant (cf. Frenken, 2006).
2As we will see in Chapter 10, the relationship between modularization and the emergence as a dominant

design is unclear. Modularization may contribute to a design becoming dominant. Alternatively, a dominant

design becomes the de facto standard and its component interfaces the de facto module boundaries.

Moreover, standardization and further modularization may be sought to reap economic advantages and

shake off competition.
3Also see Grant (p271 2009) for a hint on such ’compounding’.
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Figure 2.4 An illustration of an industry life-cycle from inception to demise. The industry

life-cycle is determined by the underlying product life-cycles that extend the industry.

2.3 Value network development

In the previous section, we have seen that the demand market is a prominent force in

driving the emergence of a dominant design. On the supply side, firms compete on product

features or operational characteristics (entry timing, production scaling, customization

offered, efficiency, etcetera). However, industry evolution is not determined by just market

demand and the (re)actions of firms on the first tier. In many manufacturing industries, firms

depend on upstream suppliers for raw material and components, on complement providers,

and on customer involvement. However, these transactions rarely take place at arm’s length

on a spot market. Firms do not operate in a hostile, faceless environment, but rather in a

context spanned by distinct economic agents with a host of conflicting and shared interests

(H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989; Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). Firms are ’connected’

and depend upon one another in technology, knowledge, social ties, administrative systems

and legal arrangements (H̊akansson and Snehota, 1995).

Ultimately, the whole value network of firms is involved in creating a product that generates

value on the demand market. Upstream firms rely on downstream firms to generate, capture,

and transfer a part of the value back upstream. Downstream firms rely on upstream firms

to produce the components for them. At each tier in the industry, firms are competing to be

hooked into such a value network. As such, each firm’s capabilities must be appealing

to (potential) customers. Each firm derives its competitive advantage from having in-

house capabilities and resources that provide superior value to customers (Richardson,

1972; Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991). As there are vertical complementarities, value is
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generated when capabilities are combined with other capabilities (Schilling, 2000). This

makes particularly the relationship between firms valuable (cf. Dyer and Singh, 1998). Firms

seek suppliers that provide superior value, which in turn derives from capabilities that can

be mobilized within that other firm (cf. H̊akansson and Snehota, 1995) or may derive from

synergies in the combination of capabilities.

Given our industry evolution outlook, we understand that the value network should adjust

to and anticipate structural change in demand or supply recurrently. Furthermore, our

value perspective tells us that the value network as a whole should be engaged in creation

of future value. With introduction of new technology, value networks themselves are

driving structural change. Consequently, the network has to adjust to and anticipate

new industry circumstances. Hereby, the network has to reorient on alternative market

segments and to reorganize capabilities to cope with economic and strategic challenges. In

this process, firms in a value network are attuning activities to one another, solving (product

technological) problems interactively, and mobilizing internal resources and capabilities

across firm boundaries (H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989). As innovation involves recombining

knowledge, resources, and capabilities to improve production and develop new product

technology, the current repository of capabilities restricts the range of product opportunities

perceived and considered (cf. Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Leonard-Barton, 1992). To (be

able to) recombine with new capabilities and knowledge, the value network is expected to

develop over time by firms removing old and adding new capabilities, possibly by exit or

entry of firms.

We thus expect value networks to develop over time. Given the technological causes (or

purpose) of network change, we expect that networks co-evolve with the industry. Hence

the main research question in Section 1.4: is there a value network life-cycle and -if so- how

does it look like? However, the sort of change that occurs in networks is still being studied.

There are three main scientific fields investigating structural dynamics in value networks,

which we will discuss.

Firstly, the field of industrial marketing and purchasing provides in tools (e.g. the actor-

resource-activity framework) to describe networks (cf. H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989, 1995;

H̊akansson and Waluszewski, 2002), network types (Kambil, 2008; Harland et al., 2001;

Lamming et al., 2000; Möller et al., 2005), network development (Halinen et al., 1999)

and network management challenges (Möller and Svahn, 2003; Möller et al., 2005; Ritter

et al., 2004). Our nested dimensions perspective is a (static) description inspired by these

frameworks.

From this field, we draw the conceptual notion of network embeddedness, which implies

that the competitive value of capabilities can only be understood from its linkages with

capabilities provided by co-opetitors (cf. H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989). Furthermore, our

conception of industries as a collection of competing networks is due to the work in this

field. Given the encompassing nature of such descriptions of industries, it is not surprising

that researchers are engaged in discussing the topic of network development at a conceptual
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level (e.g. Halinen and Törnroos, 1998; Halinen et al., 1999).

We use this industrial marketing and purchasing network embeddedness framework mostly

for our top-down approach, see the conceptual model in Chapter 10. However, this

entire dissertation is firmly rooted in the notion that technological interdependencies relate

immediately to capability linkages.

Secondly, the field of social network analysis provides in a vast range of network metrics

(centrality, betweenness, density) and concepts like structural holes4 (Burt, 1980), strength

of ties (Granovetter, 1973), and social capital (Coleman, 1990) to describe the (mostly static)

topological properties of networks. Findings in longitudinal studies on the development

of innovation networks are somewhat at odd. Some find that, at an early stage, the

innovator network develops based on social capital and network replications. Only over

time redundancies are removed to give the network the sparse form with structural holes

associated with market transactions (Walker et al., 1997; Hite and Hesterly, 2001). Ahuja

(2000) argues this increase in structural holes reduces innovativeness. Others find that, in

creation of novelty, network partners should have dissimilar knowledge bases and capabilities

such that new combinations can be created. However, if the collaboration partner is

technologically too remote, the knowledge cannot be absorbed and the complementary

capabilities cannot be put to use. As such, in novelty creation, firms should maintain a

technological distance that is not too far and not too close (Gilsing et al., 2008b; Nooteboom

et al., 2007). Favorable for novelty creation is a combination of structural holes to access

remote knowledge and a well-balanced level of direct and indirect ties to absorb, process,

and select this remote knowledge (Vanhaverbeke et al., 2007).

We use this social network analytical approach in our top-down approach in Chapter

10. More than the IMP embeddedness framework, it allows us to provide explicit claims

on the role of individual firms. In our top-down approach, we distinguish production

& transactional activities from research & development activities, and further subdivide

research & development activities. In that chapter, we also join in on recent literature on

what drives development of network structures over time (Soh and Roberts, 2003; Gilsing

and Duysters, 2008; Gilsing et al., 2008a). The model we propose synthesizes the two

different findings on value network development.

In the last field, the field of economic analysis of governance, researchers do not seek

to describe or quantify the (changes to) structure of the value network, but explain the

motives of individual firms to alter the network. We study the literature in which the

value network is studied as being spanned by the product and production technology and

in which firms individually alter the networks in facing technological change (e.g. Brusoni

et al., 2001; Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Fine, 1998; Afuah, 2001; Jacobides and Winter,

2005; Argyres and Zenger, 2009; Argyres and Bigelow, 2006; Cacciatori and Jacobides,

2005; Rosenkopf and Tushman, 1998; Macher and Mowery, 2004). The dominant research

topic is to understand how both capability and cost economic concerns affect the vertical

scope of firms, hereby mediated by modularity of product technology and decomposability

of production technology. The unifying research interest is the cycle of value network

4The ’disconnectedness between network partners’ (Ahuja, 2000).
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development.

Fine (1998) formulates his Double Helix model in which economic cost advantages drive

vertical desintegration, while attempts to leverage technological opportunities drive vertical

integration. The organization of value networks in an industry changes particularly upon the

technological punctuations. Chances of survival increase when complying with the emerging

dominant design (Christensen et al., 1998), which allows for further decomposition and

reaping scale economies. Whether or not firms actually start outsourcing upon the emergence

of the dominant design depends on economic conditions (Hoetker, 2006; Stigler, 1951) and

strategic considerations (Argyres and Bigelow, 2006).

Afuah (2001) finds that, upon a technological breakthrough, firms have a higher chance of

surviving when desintegrated in old, but integrated into new product technology. Jacobides

and Winter (2005) concurs with this and argues that linking up with exotic capabilities

(outside the industry) extends the number of capability combinations and thus overcomes

rigidity and lock-in.

We will discuss the value network development in conjunction with industry evolution

extensively in Chapters 10 and 11. The industrial organization models in the first two

parts of the dissertation are affiliated most with this last field.

2.4 Firm-level strategic management

A multi-tier analysis of industry evolution is complicated by the fact that firms have unique

concerns and have autonomy in seeking to resolve these concerns. Firms that are part of

a value network reside at different tiers and, as such, have competitive concerns that are

particular to the tier in the industry. Furthermore, firms have to deal with the trade-offs

in the value perspective (Section 1.2.4) on sharing jointly generated value and investing in

immediate or long term value generation. Firms in the value network are interactively and

in part autonomously redefining the network by reorientation (alternative product-market

position) and reorganization (alternative distribution of capabilities).

According to the classical strategic management framework (Porter, 1980; Grant, 2009),

firms should pick an antagonistic product-market position. This product-market position

should create a favorable bargaining position vis-a-vis suppliers and customers, maximize

an individual competitive advantage at the expense of immediate competitors and raise

entry barriers. According to recent extensions of this framework, firms should also take

into account the strategic concerns at the up- or downstream value chain partner (Grant,

2009). This is in line with the findings in our treatise on network embeddedness in Section

2.3: firms should not just pursue individual competitive concerns across multiple tiers,

but balance these with collective concerns; the competitive strategy relates closely to the

collaborative capability management.

Apart from complications due to capability network embeddedness, we have seen in

Section 2.2 that there is industry development for firms to cope with. In classical

industry evolution models, firm behavior is aggregated to one stereotypical (albeit dynamic)

strategy that causes this industry evolution. Already in the classical contingent models on
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industry evolution, different strategies are distinguished per industry phase (Levitt, 1965;

Wasson, 1974; Utterback and Abernathy, 1975; Anderson and Zeithaml, 1984; Onkvisit and

Shaw, 1986). However, while traditional business strategy accounts for different strategy

requirements per industry development phase (Porter, 1980), the business strategy does not

anticipate industry transitions nor spans multiple industry phases. Indeed, the (classical)

strategic positioning framework is not truly dynamic (Porter, 1991). The field should move

forward and develop a dynamic approach in which adapting to market and technological

change is central (O’Reilly III and Tushman, 2008). Contemporary strategy frameworks

not only deal with differences in the requirements per industry development phase, but also

move towards an explicit account for pending technological change and industry transitions

(cf. Grant, 2009; Christensen et al., 1998; Fine, 1998). Coping with the environmental

turmoil and the changes in a firm’s relationship with that environment are in fact central

in the strategy concept (Ronda-Pupo and Guerras-Martin, 2011; Grant, 2009; Hamel and

Prahalad, 1994).

Harking back to Section 2.2, we reiterate that Schumpeterian technological competition

is a prominent driver of industry evolution. A firm’s business and competitive strategy

should take into account the value network embeddedness in coping with (industry wide)

technological change beyond control of own capabilities. While the interdependencies

due to complementarity of capabilities provide a certain durability to the value network,

technological and market change of a radical nature erode the ’collaborative appeal’ and

competitive advantage of capabilities. Consequently, firms need dynamic capabilities to

restore or maintain a competitive advantage (Teece et al., 1997; Teece, 2007) and this

collaborative appeal.

In line with the value perspective (Section 1.2), firms should hence not only be concerned

with exploiting current capabilities, but also explore capabilities to create value in the future:

firms need to be ambidexterious (O’Reilly III and Tushman, 2008; Benner and Tushman,

2003). After a period of a co-opetitive loyalty to current partners and the existing capability

structure, firms need a well-timed break away to develop and hook into new capabilities.

Firms should overcome rigidity in routines and business relationships (Grant, 2009) and

lock-in in technology and capabilities (Afuah, 2001). Decisions on timing when to break

away from the existing capability structure and which capabilities then to select are critical,

particularly around the technological punctuations in industry evolution (emergence of a

dominant design and occurrence of a technological discontinuity) (cf. Afuah, 2001).

So, strategic management should be engaged in exploiting existing capabilities as well as

engaged in matching with capabilities offered by other firms, timed to technological events,

thereby bearing in mind the network embeddedness. In this dissertation, we put a step

forward in bridging the current business and competitive strategy frameworks and the

industrial marketing and purchasing network management field. A further complicating

issue is that the various tiers of an industry have different clockspeeds of technological

developments (Fine, 1998). The technological punctuations are likely to occur at different

points in time. Technological developments in one sector may ripple through other tiers
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in the value network, thus making the aggregate industry and thereby value network

development a non-linear and compounded process.

2.5 Overview

In Section 1.4, we formulated several research questions on value network development and

its relationship with industry evolution. We established that we need an integral, holistic

framework relating industry evolution, value network developments, and firm level activities

to properly answer these questions. In this chapter, we started off with writing this holistic

framework only to discover that the macro-level product life-cycle model needs a meso-

level description of how factors at multiple tiers affect the life-cycle, and how a focal lens

on micro-level (strategic) activities is required to determine how, why, and when value

networks develop. So, in establishing the holistic framework, we had to patch the gaps in

one theoretic framework by the introduction of another theoretic framework, etc (see Figure

2.1). The macro-level product life-cycle lacks a vertical perspective and diversity in the

competitive strategies. We patched these two gaps by introducing network theories and

the strategic management framework. However, there are conflicting findings in capability-

and cost-based organization as well as network literature on the development of vertical

relationships/ networks over time. Furthermore, the strategic management literature is

only gradually incorporating co-opetitive behavior and dynamic strategies, and only just

started accounting for embeddedness and technology specificities. In this chapter, we

combined several theoretical frameworks to arrive at a holistic framework that describes

how multiple networks compete over the product life-cycle, while the firms in the value

network are co-opetitive, take into account embeddedness beyond the dyad, strategically act

on outlooks in technology life-cycle eras, game their technological role, and strategically act

upon the competitive conditions of tiers within its network horizon. We use this theoretical

framework throughout the dissertation to relate macro-, meso-, and micro-level concepts in

our description of networks and their developments, particularly in introductory descriptions

and reflections on finding.

In Chapters 3 through 6, in Part I, the focus is on why, how, and when individual firms

conduct certain strategic activities like product differentiation and the timing of operational

changes, and how these activities affect the network development. In Chapters 7 through

9, in Part II, the focus is on why, how, and when individual firms change their governance

over certain capabilities. In Chapter 10, we abandon the assumption that the industry life-

cycle occurs, and rather derive an alternative value network development model from the

value perspective. However, we subsequently dress this development model with the network

theories and strategic management framework discussed in this chapter.

The multilayer framework as we have formulated here is itself static. The framework itself

does not address the evolution of this model on industry evolution itself. We do address this

shortcoming in Chapter 11. As the value network life-cycle itself might indeed be evolving,

we answer the question on whether and under which circumstances there is a value network

life-cycle, and how this network life-cycle looks like.
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Chapter 3

Introduction to network

orientation

In our study of network developments over the industry evolution, we distinguished two

properties of a value network: the network orientation concerning the product made, the

market segment targeted, and production facilities used, and the network organization

concerning the distribution of capabilities over firms. In this part, Part I, consisting of

chapters 3 through 6, we study the value network orientation. In this intermezzo Chapter

3, we introduce the concepts used and assumptions made, and describe the topics discussed

in each of the chapters of this part.

In this part on orientation, we take a bottom-up approach in that we focus on how

decisions of individual firms affect this value network orientation (see Figure 3.1). Hereby,

we assume that the industry is in the demand growth stage (Chapter 4), mature stage

(Chapter 5) or traversing the entire standard product life-cycle (Chapter 6). The orientation

emerges in competition between value networks for consumer demand. According to our

value perspective described in Subsection 1.2.4, the firms in a value network have both

shared interests in outcompeting rivaling value networks as well as conflicting interests

in distributing the generated payoff. The conflicting concerns in value distribution may

hinder a concerted selection of market segment to target, specifications of the product to

make, and specifications of the production process to operate. Furthermore, industries

evolve, in part, due to the co-evolution of product requirements that customers have and

product specifications (and production/ service characteristics) as offered by firms, such that

reorientation may well be required. The competition between networks, the co-evolution of

requirements and specifications, and the possible inability to orchestrate the value network

complicate grasping how a value network arrives at what to make and for whom. We define

orchestration as the process in which a focal firm persuades network partners to target a

particular market segment, to attune the product technology, and to synchronize entry,

launch and scaling times in production.
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industry 

life-cycle 

firm-level 

decisions 

value network 

orientation 

Figure 3.1 A graphical representation of the causal relationship we investigate in this part:

how decisions of individual firms affect the value network orientation.

Whenever firms in a value network have more or less symmetric power, a value network

interactively arrives at its orientation in terms of product-market to target and production

arrangements to use. We say there is misalignment in the value network whenever firms

target different market segments and/or manufacture poorly compatible components and/or

have poorly synchronized production facilities. Ideally, the core component suppliers and

assembly producers are aligned in terms of market segment to target, specifications of

products to produce, and type of production process to run.

In this part of the dissertation, we study how important it is to have an aligned value

network and hence how important it is that a value network is orchestrated. We study the

importance of alignment by aggregating a value network into a ’superfirm’, then control the

alignment features (as independent variable), and study the competitive performance (as

dependent variable) over the industry development. This aggregation seems far fetched, but

this aggregation is also done in the classical industry life-cycle models, but now explicit.

After all, traditional industry life-cycle models study only one tier of firms, but in reality

there always is a value network involved.

Arguably, this superfirm assumption is crude for the loosely coupled value networks

producing low tech products1. In these networks, production capabilities are generally

combined relatively easily, whereby there is no technological foundation for a prominent

orchestrative role for any single firm. However, the superfirm assumption seems to be

warranted for value networks producing mid- to high-tech system products (e.g. automobiles,

aircrafts, lithography systems) as there generally is a final assembler that orchestrates the

network (cf. Brusoni et al., 2001; Gereffi et al., 2005; Sturgeon, 2001).

In the first and the last chapter of this part of the thesis, we study phenomena on

market development and derive normative recommendations for such a superfirm to improve

competitive performance. We translate these recommendations to the level of individual

firms involved in the value network. For instance, in Chapter 4, we find that a superfirm

(value network) may realize temporary market dominance by timely entry and aggressive

upscaling regardless of inferior product performance. The evident implications are that all

firms in the value network must meet the high delivery rate (through production capacity

and inventory levels) to facilitate such an aggressive upscaling. Another example is that a

price fighting strategy requires production efficiency and focusing throughout the network.

1We come to discuss this in detail in Chapter 10. Value networks differ in the degree of coupling (cf.

Ritter et al., 2004; Harland et al., 2001; Guerrieri and Pietrobelli, 2006).
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The value network is engaged in (strategic) positioning during the various phases of the

industry development. In a time-slice with stationary industry conditions and no outlook

on structural changes, the positioning takes the form of classical horizontal differentiation.

In this, the competitors’ product-market choices determine the economic viability of entering

certain segments with certain products. For an individual firm, two crucial dimensions of

the competitive position are the product diversification (from focused to diversified) and the

extent of product differentiation (from targeting the main segment(s) or rather (a) specific

niche(s)). In the analytical bottom-up Parts I and II of the present manuscript, we limit

ourselves to differentiation of a focused superfirm and two-tier value networks, for analytical

convenience. In the conceptual top-down Part III, we study firm activities that take into

account the value network embeddedness and development.

In this part on orientation, our starting point in explaining value network development and

determining the driving strategic firm activities is the final consumer demand. Suppose

that the market demand is homogeneous and all value networks hence target the same

market segment. What competitive strategies should firms follow and what sort of market

dynamics are we to expect? In Chapter 4, we study how vertical differentiation (i.e.

picking an alternative product attractiveness as a function of inherent performance, price

and availability) affects market dynamics, hereby mediated by the superfirms’ production

scaling and entry timing strategies. We thus derive implications for the value network on

scaling and timing, as well as product performance to target.

Whenever the market demand is heterogeneous, networks may target different market

segments. Such horizontal product differentiation softens price competition for all head-

on rivals. In Chapter 5, we study how alignment of firms in a value network in the market

segment to target matters in the industry dynamics and emerging product-market choices.

We posed the superfirm assumption for high tech, concentrated industries. However, in

reality, even the powerful lead firms and system integrators have to attune their product

technology to core input components, have to bargain with suppliers on the market segment

to target, agree on the competitive strategy to follow, synchronize operations, etc. In

low tech, highly competitive industries, there is little technological interdependency, so we

expect less coordinated alignment. Misalignment may take many different forms: firms

at the various tiers in a value network may target different segments, support different

product paradigms, have unsynchronized production processes, or simply pursue different

competitive strategies (e.g. price fighter versus high-quality-high-price differentiation). In

this chapter, we also study the differentiation process if there is no coordinated alignment

between vertical partners. We study downstream firms that buy their component from

upstream suppliers while these suppliers may target different market segments. As such, the

combination of assembly and component may suffer technological incompatibilities and thus

serve market segments suboptimally. We find that the emerging dynamics and emerging firm

distribution differ substantially from the classical horizontal differentiation results as well as

the results in the fully vertically integrated case. We find that firms are often technologically
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locked-in with fierce local competition or trapped in dynamic equilibria of various sorts.

Such inefficiencies and mismatches are undesirable for consumers, firms and society at large.

Overcoming these inefficiencies and mismatches requires improved alignment.

In Chapters 4 and 5, we concluded that alignment in product technology, entry timing, or

production scaling is crucial in realizing competitive advantages for a focal value network. In

Chapter 10, we elaborate on strategic network management to orchestrate the value network

and overcome inefficiencies and misalignment.

In the vertical and horizontal differentiation models we study, we assume that the industry

is in the demand growth and maturity stage respectively. We ignored that there may well

be technological and market uncertainty, or that technological or market discontinuities are

imminent. Under these circumstances, it would be dynamically more efficient to be able to

flexibly link up with alternative customers or suppliers. The research question then shifts

to: when should a value network seek alignment. In Chapter 6, we argue that selecting the

market segment to target, product to produce, and production facilities to use are taken one

at a time and tuned to developments in the industry development. If we reinterpret this in

terms of the superfirm, we see that in fact the whole value network of firms should time the

product, market, and production selection decision. We argue that this improves dynamic

efficiency.

Clearly, as firms at the various tiers are active in their own sector, with their particular

competitive circumstances, this timing of product, market, and production selection at the

value network level seems to be rather far fetched. As we will come to discuss in great

lengths in Part III, this is exactly what the system-integrator lead value network is about:

this system-integrator can in fact orchestrate the whole network and determine (the timing

of) the product-market and production selection. In Part III, we will show that the well-

timed leap over the product-process matrix diagonal from flexible job-shop to statically

efficient production facilities can then be improved upon by an alternative organization of

the value network.
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Vertical differentiation

4.1 Introduction

In the competition between value networks, the alignment of launch time, price strategy,

quality choices, and service requirements of the various firms within a value network is

of competitive importance. The alignment is particularly important if there is only one

market segment, so whenever value networks cannot soften competition by their choices

for product-market choices and hence are head-on rivals. The research questions for this

chapter now are: in case firms can only vertically differentiate, what competitive strategies

should value networks follow? What sort of market dynamics are we to expect? There are

only a couple of options left for firms. Firstly, the component technologies can be aligned to

provide a superior product (quality). Secondly, the network can be orchestrated to have an

early entry time, facilitate efficient production, or allow aggressive upscaling. Particularly

interesting is of course to see how industries evolve whenever different value networks follow

different vertical differentiation strategies when engaging in competition with each other. In

the present chapter, we study the effect of the aggregate vertical differentiation strategy of

the whole network (as if a superfirm, see Chapter 3) and then study the emerging market

dynamics and equilibria.

To see the effect of such vertical differentiation actions in industry evolution, we follow up on

recent research on the role of supply in market development (Kumar and Swaminathan, 2003;

Ho et al., 2002; Gonçalves et al., 2005; Jain et al., 1991). We use a multiproduct market

development model (Peterka, 1978; Marchetti and Nakicenovic, 1979) in which ’product

attractiveness’ drives diffusion-substitution of the products and hence the market share

of products. We operationally define product attractiveness to reflect quality, price, and

availability, which are product properties determined by the value network as a whole.

Note that properties like price and availability have an operational component through the

production scale. The production rate is adjusted by a Forrester delay model which reflects

bounded rationality of the producers.

In this chapter, we take both static (quality) as well as scale dependent (price, availability)
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factors as independent variables and study the emerging market development as dependent

variable. As we thus control the value network alignment, we treat the network as a single

(super)firm.

We find that under absence of positive scale economies (other than positive feedback of

word-of-mouth), a ’get big fast’ strategy of early entry and aggressive expansion compensates

for product inferiority by capturing the lion share of first-buyers, thus also slowing down

switching to superior competing products. In presence of positive feedback effects, like with

scale-sensitive prices, getting big fast can establish prolonged segmentation and even tip

the market toward absolute dominance of a technically inferior product. In presence of

negative feedback effects, like with service level sensitivity, higher responsiveness even spans

a stable segmentation. In any case, entry timing and capturing first-buyers is of paramount

importance.

The research results reveal the importance of internal vertical alignment of the value

network, as any internal misalignment hampers developing a technologically high quality

product, frustrates production upscaling, timely entry, and, ultimately, market share

development. For a value network to have an enduring presence with considerable market

share, coordination to enter in a timely fashion and allow aggressive upscaling seems to

be more decisive than product performance. All in all, alignment in the value network

is required, either in developing a top-performing product, or in timely and aggressive

marketing.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2, we discuss the yet slim body

of literature on the role of supply in demand diffusion. In Section 4.3, we formulate

the concise, stylized mathematical model for the co-evolution of demand generated by

substitution-diffusion and supply for which production capacity is tuned reactively to

meet demand. We prove results on development of and asymptotic market segmentation

under (constant) product attractiveness. In Section 4.4, we numerically study market

dynamics and asymptotic segmentation with extended operational definitions for product

attractiveness (which is then no longer constant, but depends on scale of production or

backlogs) and see that both stable and unstable segmentations emerge. In Section 4.5, we

provide conclusions, managerial implications and strategy recommendations, and ideas for

further research.

4.2 Literature

Generally, firms introduce products with the commercial intention to conquer a certain share

of the targeted market. Marketing strategies aim to speed up diffusion, while production

strategies aim to keep abreast with growth in volumes required. The Bass (1969) diffusion

model describes how demand is instigated by innovators, grows due to positive feedback,

peaks and thereafter levels off with saturation of the market. Each firm now has to decide

on how much capacity to install, when and how to upscale, and when to launch its product.
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Installing too little capacity results in shortages, which in turn generates negative word-of-

mouth (Jain et al., 1991). Such lost sales furthermore destabilizes growth as production levels

are adjusted to thus observed demand levels (Gonçalves et al., 2005). Suffering capacity

restrictions, the intuition is to build up stock prior to launch to cover peak demand of which

part would otherwise be lost sales. Such a ’delayed roll-out’ strategy is preferred to a ’meet

all demand’ strategy if inventory holding costs are relatively low compared to lost sales costs

(Kumar and Swaminathan, 2003; Ho et al., 2002).

Presence of competitors providing substitutes further complicates launch and capacity

strategies. Some markets apparently allow delayed roll-out strategies (e.g. the game console

market, see Ho et al. (2002) on the launch of the PlayStation 2), arguably due to some

lock-in, prior segmentation or natural monopoly. However, in truly competitive markets, a

single firm cannot stall diffusion. Competitors will capture impatiently switching unfulfilled

demand, further amplifying cross-brand word-of-mouth. Hence, late entry is recommended

only if this accrues in higher product attractiveness, e.g. by leapfrogging to higher quality

products (Agarwal and Bayus, 2002), or by providing similar products at lower unit costs

(Savin and Terwiesch, 2005), thus compensating for the later start. A later entrant with

competing technology might even tip the market in its favor by more aggressive upscaling,

especially if there are positive feedback effects (e.g. the video tape recorder market with

network effects, see Sterman et al. (2007)).

Apart from uncertainty arising due to competition, firms suffer from bounded rationality

(Simon, 1955; Sterman et al., 2007). Firms cannot follow an optimal and rational schedule

for production, launch, and sales (for this, perfect foresight and instantaneous capacity

adjustment is needed (Sterman et al., 2007)), but rather resort to myopic routines (Nelson

and Winter, 1982; Simon, 1955). Firms adjust production capacity to demand figures

gradually and prudently. An obvious place to look for such responsive production scaling

model is the bullwhip effect literature, as this body of research has response of a firm to

demand pulses at its very core (See Sterman, 1989). A commonly used model roots in

Forrester (1961) in which the production level P is scaled to the (desired) production level

W with a delay T (cf. Warburton, 2004; Sterman, 2000; Helbing et al., 2004; Nagatani and

Helbing, 2004):

dP

dt
=

W − P

T

Given the responsive nature of upscaling to the logistic growth of diffusion, part of

the demand would be unfulfilled during the market demand take-off phase. The aptly

called ’get big fast’-strategy characterized by aggressive capacity installation, possibly

anticipating future demand levels, is particularly appealing under increasing returns to

scale. However, overestimating future demand levels yields installing costly excess capacity,

which pleads for a more conservative upscaling (Sterman et al., 2007). Furthermore, in the

presence of negative feedback effects, e.g. when fast expansion causes erosion of quality and

thereby results in negative within-brand and positive cross-brand word-of-mouth, firms are

recommended to not get big too fast (Oliva et al., 2003).

In understanding demand dynamics, a supply market model is needed in which multiple
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firms compete. Some researchers have extended the common Bass diffusion model with

cross-brand word-of-mouth terms to form a system of interlocking differential equations (see

e.g. Savin and Terwiesch, 2005; Sterman et al., 2007). An alternative model that features

endogenous development of market shares and also multiple, competing, heterogeneous

technologies is the substitution-diffusion model (Peterka, 1978; Marchetti and Nakicenovic,

1979; Fisher and Pry, 1971). Peterka’s formula (4.16) captures the development of the

market share of technology i driven by substitution for and by other technologies purely

based on their costs:

dfi
dt

=
1

γ
fi


∑

j

cjfj − ci


 (4.1)

In this equation, fi is the market share of technology i, and coefficient γ an aggregate

diffusion-substitution rate. We see that if the individual costs ci of a technology i exceed

(are below) the industry average costs
∑

j cjfj , its market share declines (increases). If the

ci coefficients are time-invariant, this system does have a closed-form solution (see Peterka,

1978, p.25). In the present paper, we will rewrite this model to have substitution-diffusion

be driven by differences in price, service, product attractiveness.

Headway has been made in incorporating supply in demand diffusion models, both in stylized

industrial organization models under perfect rationality and information (see Kumar and

Swaminathan (2003); Ho et al. (2002); Savin and Terwiesch (2005)), and conceptually more

intricate system dynamics models under bounded rationality and imperfect information (see

Sterman et al. (2007); Oliva et al. (2003); Gonçalves et al. (2005)). In the discussed literature,

particularly the supply strategies, i.e. launch times, capacity scaling and production

schedules, have been investigated. Scholars are booking progress in incorporating positive

and negative economies of scale. The demand side is modeled by extending the Bass diffusion

model to host multiple competing products, where additional extensions are required to

introduce product heterogeneity. We uncovered the simple Peterka model that caters

introduction of various operationally obvious substitution-diffusion drivers.

4.3 Model and basic dynamics

Models discussed in Section 8.2 focus on deriving schedules for launching, scaling,

and production, given that market demand is generated by diffusion. We argue that

firms (indirectly) compete on all what consumers deem important, and that this can

operationalized in product ’attractiveness’. So, we focus on the role of product attractiveness

on market dynamics, to avoid further interference, rather control for scaling. The first step,

taken in this section, is to relax the assumption of product homogeneity and assume that

each firm 1 ≤ i ≤M produces a product i with a distinct inherent quality. In this section, we

investigate the dynamics and asymptotic outcome if consumers only care about a constant

product attractiveness αi (say, technological performance).
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The developments in the industry are driven by two processes. The first process concerns

consumers placing new orders and impatiently canceling backorders to order another

product. Each period t, a fraction 0 < ρ < 1 of the Xj consumers of product j wears

out its unit of product j and a fraction σji orders a unit of product i, while a fraction σji

of the Bj consumers backlogged (those that were not supplied in previous periods) decides

to cancel the outstanding order for product j and instead order some other product i 6= j.

The demand for product i at time t hence becomes:

di =
∑

j

ρXjσji +
∑

j 6=i

Bjσji (4.2)

We omit the period reference t where confusion is unlikely.

The second process concerns the scaling of production capacity to demand and the actual

supply of the products. At the end of a period, firm i produces and supplies a quantity si.

At the beginning of the next period, the number of consumers Xi then increases with the

number si of units supplied and decreases with all consumers that disposed their unit last

period:

∆Xi = si − ρ
∑

j

Xiσij = si − ρXi (4.3)

We assume that σii = 1 −∑j 6=i σij . We refer to Xi as the market share of i. We write

∆F = g for F (t + 1) = F (t) + g(t) for any F and g. Furthermore, also at the beginning of

the next period, the number of backorders Bi increases with the number di − si of orders

that have not been met and decreases with the consumers that impatiently canceled their

backorder just to order another product:

∆Bi = (di − si)−
∑

j 6=i

Biσij (4.4)

We assume that the rate at which backlogged consumers become impatient is higher than

the replacement rate ρ. We take, without loss of generality, the impatience rate to be 1,

such that a fraction (1− σii) of backlogged consumers cancels its order each period.

We assume a manufacturing policy in which, at the end of period t, firm i produces a

quantity si, where this si cannot exceed the current capacity ci and also is not more than

ample supply sai , which is the total quantity demanded plus the backorders remaining after

the switching of impatient customer:

si = min{ci, sai } with sai := Bi + di −Bi

∑

j 6=i

σij = Biσii + di =
∑

j

(ρXj + Bj)σji

All demand and backorders in the current period not being supplied become backorders in

the next period.

The production capacity ci is adjusted heuristically to the desired production level di + ξiBi

with a Forrester delay φi. At the beginning of a new period, the production capacity ci is
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adjusted to facilitate supply levels that meet demand and backlogs observed last period:

ci(t + 1) = si(t) +
(di(t) + ξiBi(t))− si(t)

φi
(4.5)

The Forrester delay φi ≥ 1 reflects that production capacity adjustments occur gradually.

The scaling is purely reactive reflecting the need to have clear demand signals in times of

market uncertainty. The higher φ, the slower the capacity adjustments are implemented.

The backlog consideration rate 0 ≤ ξi ≤ 1 governs the response to the existence of

backorders. The fraction on the right hand side relates directly to the over-/undershoot

of the maximum supply possible for firm i at the beginning of last period. Both φ and

ξ reflect the underlying scaling cost structure as well as managerial prudence in attuning

production to demand signals. The level of ξ reflects implicit assumptions about how the firm

balances lost sales due to impatient backorders being canceled, especially during diffusion

peaks, and having to install additional capacity to prevent these lost sales while this might

be unused in the future.

Any discrepancy between the current sales level and the actually required production level is

fed forward into the level of production in the next period. Only when demand drops (very)

steeply, the prudent capacity adjustment heuristic (4.5) does not downscale production

capacity fast enough, causing the ample production constraint to hold.

The switching rate σji plays a pivotal role in the dynamics and is defined as:

σji = ηXi(αi − αj)
+ (4.6)

With (a)+ = max{a, 0}. In the basic model, the unique αi > 0 forms the attractiveness of

product i. We hence assume that all consumers find the same product equally attractive.

There is no a priori market segmentation. The normalization constant is η = 1/N . Due

to the Xi term, demand for product i is self-reinforcing by means of word-of-mouth. The

(αi − αj)
+ term reflects the fact that the net flux between product i and j is positively

directed toward product i if αi is higher than αj .

Clearly, these two processes interlock whereby demand and supply co-evolve. Since supply si
is constrained by capacity ci, while capacity is scaled to demand di and backorders Bi with a

certain responsiveness 1/φi and backlog consideration ξ, we see that supply follows changes in

demand. Demand di in turn is strongly affected by word-of-mouth of Xi current consumers.

On the other hand, if capacity is insufficient to meet demand, orders are backlogged and

might get lost due to impatience. The supply service level hence drives product substitution

and future demand, whereby firms compete on product attractiveness as well as supply

process characteristics.

4.3.1 Basic dynamics

Let us elaborate on the basic properties and dynamics of the model. We predominantly

focus on asymptotic segmentation outcomes and we answer the question whether the

technically superior product can be beaten by competitors with technically inferior products
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by employing different scaling heuristics.

In the analysis of this model, we use the convenient properties that the system is closed

with respect to the number of consumers (N =
∑

i{Xi(t) +Bi(t)} for all t) and has defined

upper- and lower-bounds (0 ≤ Xi(t) ≤ N and 0 ≤ Bi(t) ≤ N). To exclude trivial cases, we

assume that any product i has Xi(ti) + Bi(ti) > 0 upon introduction ti ≥ 0. It is easy to

show that if Xi(t) + Bi(t) = 0, Xi(τ) + Bi(τ) = 0 for all τ > t.

The first lemma tells us that results are well-known for our model under ample supply.

Lemma 1 Under ample supply from period t onward, the system behaves like a Peterka

replicator dynamics system from t + 1 onward.

Proof If supply is ample from period t onward, there are no backorders from t+ 1 onward.

After substituting si = di = ρ
∑

j Xjσji, algebra reveals the required similarity of equations

(4.3) and (4.1). �

In such a replicator dynamic system (with non-trivial settings), the dynamics and asymptotic

outcome are known. Shares inevitably converge to a situation in which the most attractive

product is absolutely dominant with market share Xi = N , no matter how small (but

non-zero) the difference in attractiveness values (cf. Peterka, 1978).

In early phases of the industry, when there is high market uncertainty, production scaling

is expected to be responsive to clear demand signals, so supply generally is less than ample.

What dynamics and emerging segmentation are we to expect now?

We now provide definitions and a lemma to eventually prove a theorem that this most

attractive product eventually emerges as absolutely dominant. Essentially, supply restricts

fundamental developments driven by the switching rates σ. Although we conceptually

regard the switching rate as the net flux (there might still be consumers going back to

a less attractive product, but this is just less than going the other way), we can and

do treat it formally as if consumers only switch from the less to the more attractive

product. As a consequence, the switching rates are non-circularly oriented, and since we

can treat consumers as if they never return to less attractive products, products with high

attractiveness ’drain’ products with low attractiveness. Let us provide definitions to prove

this ’draining’ at an aggregate level.

We call a flux of switching consumers a positive influx from (out of) product i into product

j if (ρXi + Bi)σij > 0. We define the influx set Hi(t) of all products that potentially

generate demand for product i at time t as Hi(t) := { j 6= i | Xi > 0 ⇒ σji > 0 } and

the outflux set Li(t) of all products potentially receiving demand of product i at time t as

Li(t) := { j 6= i | Xj > 0⇒ σij > 0 }. Clearly, Hi(t) and Li(t) are disjoint and any product

j 6= i is in Hi(t) or Li(t). All kinds of properties on flux orientation and flux set nestings

hold.

Lemma 2 (Draining) Under non-trivial scaling heuristics (1 ≤ φj < ∞ and 0 < ξj ≤ 1),

the more attractive products in Li∪{i} with a non-zero market share drain the less attractive

products in a non-empty Hi.
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Proof Let Xk(0) + Bk(0) > 0 for some k ∈ Hi and Xj(0) > 0 for some j ∈ Li ∪ {i}. First

of all, note that, if we ignore the influx into set Li ∪ {i} (let us add superscript r to signal

this restriction), i.e. ignore consumers of product j ∈ Hi switching to a product in Li ∪ {i},
the total number of consumers in backlog for or using products in Li ∪ {i} is constant:

∆r
∑

j∈Li∪{i}

(Xj + Bj) =
∑

j∈Li∪{i}

{srj −
∑

k

ρXjσjk

+
∑

k∈Li∪{i}

(ρXk + Bk)σkj − srj −
∑

k

Bjσjk}

= −
∑

j∈Li∪{i}

∑

k

(ρXj + Bj)σjk +
∑

j

∑

k∈Li∪{i}

(ρXk + Bk)σkj

= 0

In the first step, we safely enlarged the set we sum over given that the terms added are

zero (due to σjk = 0). So, every change in number of actual and backlogged consumers in

Li ∪ {i} is due to an influx from Hi:

∆
∑

j∈Li∪{i}

(Xj + Bj) =
∑

k∈Hi

(ρXk + Bk)
∑

j∈Li∪{i}

σkj ≥ 0 (4.7)

and, since ∆
∑

j(Xj + Bj) = 0, ∆
∑

k∈Hi
(Xk + Bk) ≤ 0. As long as

∑
k∈Hi

(Xk + Bk) > 0,

this last inequality is strict. �

Since the most attractive product k has Xk(t) + Bk(t) > 0 at the point in time t of

introduction, we know from the draining lemma that Xk + Bk is increasing from t onward.

Clearly, it does not imply absolute dominance limt→∞ Xk(t) = N . The next theorem

however states exactly that.

Theorem 3 (Absolute dominance of the most attractive) Under non-trivial scaling

heuristics, the most attractive product eventually dominates absolutely.

Proof Let αk > maxj 6=k αj . We show that the market segmentation converges to a state

with Xk = N .

Suppose there is some 0 < ε < N and for all t, Xk(t) + Bk(t) ≤ N − ε. Take ε =

N − limt→∞(Xk(t) + Bk(t)). This limit exists due to (a) boundedness (0 ≤ Xk + Bk ≤ N)

and (b) applying the draining lemma 2 to product k, which asserts that ∆(Xk + Bk) is

strictly increasing as long as
∑

j∈Hk
(Xj + Bj) > 0.

The idea is to show that there is a jump in Xk + Bk larger than or equal to δ closer than δ

to N − ε, thereby jumping over the supposed limit. We propose the following constant δ:

δ = (N − ε)
χ

1 + χ
where χ = η ρ ε min

h 6=k
{αk − αh}

We first derive a lower bound for the jump-size ∆Xk + ∆Bk =
∑

j 6=k(ρXj + Bj)σjk. Since

we assumed that (for all t), Xk + Bk ≤ N − ε, we know that
∑

j 6=k

Xj + Bj = N − (Xk + Bk) ≥ N − (N − ε) = ε
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Suppose that
∑

j 6=k Xj +Bj = S. Given that ρ < 1, we see that the jump-size
∑

j 6=k(ρXj +

Bj)σjk is minimal if all of these S consumers would be regular consumers, not backorders,

i.e. if
∑

j 6=k Xj = S. Since
∑

j 6=k ρXj + Bj ≥ ρS ≥ ρ ε, we then know of the increase in

Xk + Bk:

∆Xk + ∆Bk =
∑

j 6=k

(ρXj + Bj)σjk ≥ min
h 6=k

σhk

∑

j 6=k

(ρXj + Bj) ≥ ηXkρεmin
h 6=k
{αk − αh} = Xkχ

We assumed that Xk + Bk → N − ε. Since Xk + Bk is increasing, eventually sk → ck ≤ sak,

so we know ∆Bk = dk − sk → dk − (dk + ξkBk) = −ξkBk. However, since Bk is bounded,

we know that Bk → 0 and Xk → N − ε. So, we can pick a τ such that Xk(τ) > N − ε− δ.

We then know (at point in time τ):

∆Xk + ∆Bk ≥ Xkχ > (N − ε− δ)χ = δ(1 + χ)− δχ = δ

We hence see that:

Xk(τ + 1) + Bk(τ + 1) = Xk(τ) + Bk(τ) + ∆Xk(τ) + ∆Bk(τ) > N − ε− δ + δ = N − ε

This violates our assumption that there is some ε > 0 such that Xk + Bk ≤ N − ε for all t.

So, Xk + Bk → N and due to the capacity scaling heuristic Bk → 0 and Xk → N . �

So, if attractiveness purely relates to a constant feature like technical performance, the most

attractive product eventually dominates absolutely. This is regardless of the responsiveness

1/φ or backlog considerateness ξ, that is, as long as they are not trivial.

4.3.2 Illustrations

Despite these analytical results, developments are not trivially induced by the attractiveness

levels αj , but still strongly relate to the responsiveness 1/φ of the manufacturers. We study

a market in which, at time t = 0, 98 percent of the consumers does not have a product yet

(potential adopters) and two products each have a 1 percent market share, where product 2

(α2 = 0.5) is more attractive than product 1 (α1 = 0.4). Rather than introducing alternative

equations for the potential adopters, we take ’not having a product’ as having a ’product 0’

with attractiveness zero (α0 = 0), so X0 = 0.98N . We take ξ0 = 0 and φ0 = ∞ such that

the supply remains zero as initialized. We omit plots of X0 and B0.

In this setting, we distinguish two phases in the dynamics. During the ’onset’ phase, the

fluxes mainly consist of potential adopters that, for the first time, order product 1 or 2.

We call these consumers first-buyers, for obvious reasons. During the ’replacement’ phase,

which starts when the number of potential adopters approaches zero, fluxes mainly consist of

consumers that have ’finished’ and now replace their unit of product 1 or 2. The replacement

rate is, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, equal to four percent per period (ρ = 0.04).

In Figure 4.1, we plot the development of variables X, B, s and d for each product over

time for two extreme cases. Figure 4.1a shows the results for equal Forrester responsiveness

values. We see that some first-buyers purchase the inferior product, but upon replacement
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later, they still switch to the superior product. Figure 4.1b shows the results in case the

manufacturer of the inferior product is much more responsive. We see that an extremely

large market share is realized for the inferior product and that the superior product only

very gradually gains market share. The low responsiveness causes much of the influx to end

up as backorders, while both the low responsiveness and low backlog consideration (ξ = 0.1)

cause the production capacity and supply rate s2 to be adjusted only gradually. Higher

responsiveness would result in a faster increase in X2, which would in turn increase the

influx.

Clearly, the technically superior product dominates the market eventually, in both cases.

However, our time scale for simulation (T = 1500) does not need to coincide with the

real industry lifespan. In high-tech, short life-cycle industries, new radical inventions might

render the products in the industry obsolete long before the end of the period we simulate.

As a consequence, it might be that the inferior product is still dominant upon the start of

industry demise.

One remarkable feature of the dynamics is the demand and sales peak, obvious in the

figures. Note that the sales peak itself is an inherent feature of the classical Bass model

and extensions thereof with replacement demand (Sterman, 2000, p.342). In Figure 4.1,

we see that during the onset phase, in case of a responsive manufacturer, both supply and

demand skyrocket and then suddenly drop sharply. This peak is caused by the reinforced

switching of first-buyers, of which the rate obviously is higher than the replacement rate.

Not surprisingly, the more the manufacturers take into account backorders (the higher ξ) in

setting production level targets, the higher this peak. The manufacturing strategy should

balance serving this peak to prolong the presence of the inferior product and accepting

possible sunk costs for capacity installed that is unused later.

4.4 Model extensions

The analytical results obtained so far hinge on a constant product attractiveness. Here,

we show numerically that, despite that absolute dominance still holds, late entry stifles

rapid take-off of even the superior product. Furthermore, while other constant product

features can be accounted for in attractiveness such that the results obtained previously

still fully apply, some product features consumers care about are non-constant. Firms are

engaged in a ’scale race’ not only to appropriate market share per se, but also to enjoy

economies that (in part) accrue to consumers. We extend the operationalization of product

attractiveness to study the role of positive feedback (in price) and negative feedback (in

availability) on market dynamics and emergent segmentation. In this section, we show

that both the dynamics and asymptotic market segmentation -and the mediating effect of

responsiveness- strongly depend on which comprehensive ’attractiveness’ concept applies to

an industry.
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(b) φ = (∞, 2, 100)

Figure 4.1 The figures show the development of X, B, s and d over time with product one

(continuous) and product two (dashed) for two different settings of φ. We used α = {0, 0.4, 0.5}

and ξ = {0, 0.1, 0.1}
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4.4.1 Time of entry

The time of entry also determines the period required to realize a certain market share

(and even dominance), and whether this market share can be realized in the first place.

If consumers care only about technical performance, a technically inferior product needs

a head-start in market share or in time of entry or a more responsive upscaling if it is to

gain a large market share temporarily. We extend the case studied in Subsection 4.3.2, i.e.

with α = {0, 0.4, 0.5}, φ = {0, 20, 20} and we postpone the entry of the technically superior

product from T2 = 0 to T2 = 10, 30, 50. Postponing the entry of the technically inferior

product is less interesting.

From the three subfigures in Figure 4.2 for each of these three cases, we conclude that upon

entering increasingly later, less first-buyer influx is received by the later entrant and it takes

increasingly longer before the market growth takes off. Given that both entrants have equal

responsiveness, the slow take-off is caused purely by the late entry. We conclude that it is

crucial to be a quick follower, to enter at least during the onset phase, even for a firm with

a technically superior product.
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(c) T2 = 50

Figure 4.2 Figures show the development of the market shares X over time (in the same

linetypes as before) for different times of entry of product 2.

4.4.2 When price matters

Consumers generally weigh (constant) technical performance of a consumable against the

price, e.g. when choosing between the expensive genuine product and a cheap, low-quality

clone.

The price that is charged often depends on costs on the supply side through a markup and

these costs arguably drop with the scale of production. Such scale economies consist of

both learning as well as efficiency gains. Learning and experience cost advantages relate to

how many units R have been produced cumulatively throughout the lifespan, and generally

follow a power law like cf + cvRλ−1 (where 0 < λ ≤ 1) (see e.g. Sterman et al. (2007)

and Milling (1996)). We argue that learning and experience effects dominate in a job shop

production environment, while efficiency and volume gains dominate in a mass production

system. In this paper, we limit ourselves to the latter, i.e. production efficiencies by volume
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gains. In that case, we propose a more gradual function for the price πj as a function of

production scale sj with reasonable end-points reflecting the per period volume advantages:

πj = 1 + e−(ε
sj
ρN

) (4.8)

Arguably, other price curves featuring production economies are expected to yield qualita-

tively similar insights. After numerical experimentation, we decided to take ε = 4 as this

provides a decline of the curve that is not too steep nor too gradual given the default values

of other parameters.

We redefine product attractiveness as α/π and the switching rate (Eq. 4.6) as:

σji = ηXi

(
αi

πi(si)
− αj

πj(sj)

)+

(4.9)

We hence assume that if a product is produced on a very small scale (s close to 0), the price

is close to 2, which makes the product only half as attractive as to when that product is

produced on a very large scale (s around ρN) when the price is close to 1.

Figure 4.3 shows the development of market shares X over time of the two introduced

products. In both cases, the manufacturer of the technically inferior product (α1 < α2) is

more responsive (φ1 < φ2). We see that, depending on the actual φ values, the industry

eventually tips to dominance of either product one or product two. Due to the higher

responsiveness and the reinforced switching rates, the lion share of the first-buyers switch to

product 1. In some cases, the production scale s1 renders such a low price that attractiveness

of the technically inferior product exceeds that of the superior product. This reverses the

switching flux between the two products and makes the market tip to dominance of that

inferior product. We see this confirmed in Figure 4.3a. However, if we make manufacturer

2 only slightly more responsive by changing φ = {∞, 2, 12} into φ = {∞, 2, 11}, the

production of the superior product reaches a scale large enough to invoke a tip toward

absolute dominance of the superior product.

Exploiting the notion that backorders vanish asymptotically, the critical tipping point in

scale, which also is an unstable equilibrium in market segmentation, can be easily found

analytically by solving αi/πi(s
∗
i ) = αj/πj(s

∗
j ) for

∑
k s

∗
k → ρN and deriving the shares Xk

from that.

A remarkable feature of the curves in Figure 4.3 is the plateau in the segmentation between,

say, t = 100 and t = 500. Since economies of scale drive down the price, the lower

technical performance is compensated. Once the attractiveness values are about the same,

the switching rates are nearly zero. As this slows down developments, such a plateau in

segmentation emerges.

4.4.3 When availability matters

Purchasing decisions might also depend on some service level, e.g. the immediate availability

of a product. Whenever a consumer has decided to renew its product, the product of first

choice might not be available immediately, making alternatives relatively more attractive.
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Figure 4.3 Figures with development of market shares X over time (in the same linetypes

as before) when also price determines the attractiveness. Here α = {0, 0.4, 0.5} and ξ =

{0, 0.1, 0.1}. The market segmentation is unstable.

We define availability by using the relative number of backorders for that product. The idea

is that if there are only few backorders, the probability of being served within a reasonable

period of time or finding a product in the store of choice is high. Other interpretations are

well possible.

We define availability γi of product i as:

γi = ζ + (1− ζ)

∑
j 6=i Bj∑

j Bj + 1
(4.10)

The ζ coefficient determines the extent to which consumers weigh availability against

technical performance. We redefine product attractiveness as αγ and the switching rate

(Eq. 4.6) as:

σji = ηXi(αiγi − αjγj)
+ (4.11)

If ζ → 1, consumers value products primarily for their static technical performance and the

dynamics resembles that of the system studied in Section 4.3. If ζ is relatively small, the

dynamics become more intricate. If ζ → 0, then γk < γi means that manufacturer k has

relatively more backorders. Consumers then expect to have to wait longer to get hold of a

unit of product k, making the competing product i relatively more attractive.

Particularly interesting is the non-trivial case in which the most responsive manufacturer has

the technically inferior product. For Figure 4.4, we took one of a wide range of non-trivial

parameters settings for which a quasi-stable, cyclically developing market segmentation

emerges in which both firms co-exist. This is explained as follows. Due to positive backlog

consideration (0 < ξ ≤ 1) in Equation (4.5), B = 0 is a global attractor. Any model tends

to the zero backorder situation. However, in the vicinity of that zero backorder situation,

the second term in (4.10) becomes small and ordering decisions are again based on technical

performance. So, the manufacturer of the superior product receives all the replacement
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orders. Due to the low responsiveness 1/φ of that manufacturer, the backlogs for the

technically superior product accumulate, making it less attractive. This eventually reverses

the switching flux. Both new replacement orders and impatiently switching consumers now

generate demand for the technically inferior product. At first this will of course also generate

some backorders. So, the ’corrective’ effect of availability on attractiveness makes the B = 0

point a local repulsor.

The manufacturer of the inferior product however is more responsive so rids itself of backlogs

fast, while the backlog of the technically superior product is drained. So, the switch flux

reversal that causes draining plus the ordinary Forrester production adjustment causes B

to drop to zero again. We thus see a cyclical process of attraction and repulsion based on

the backlogs that explains the wobbly nature of the market shares curves.

Generally, under a sufficiently more responsive manufacturer of the technically inferior
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Figure 4.4 Figure showing development of major variables over time (in the same linetypes

as before) when attractiveness depends on availability. Here ζ = 1/4, α = {0, 0.3, 0.5}, φ =

{∞, 5, 40} and ξ = {0, 0.1, 0.1}. The market segmentation is quasi-stable.

product, and sufficient sensitivity of consumers to availability (ζ small enough), the market

share of the inferior product reaches a level at which the instabilities in attractiveness under

near-zero backlogs are absorbed: the repulsion does not catapult the system into another

basin of attraction of market segmentation.

If the difference in responsiveness is relatively small, which ordinarily is in favor of superior

products, dynamics under high sensitivity to availability (ζ is low) turn out to be non-trivial.

Each wave of repulsion causes a shift toward absolute dominance of either the inferior (Figure
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Figure 4.5 Figures with development of market shares X over time (in the same linetypes as

before) when availability also determines attractiveness. Here φ = {∞, 5, 20}, ξ = {0, 0.1, 0.1}

and ρ = 0.08. The segmentation is not quasi-stable.

4.5b) or superior product (Figure 4.5a). If consumers care little about technical performance

and the difference is small anyhow, the slightly higher availability of the inferior product

renders dominance of that product. If the sensitivity for availability decreases and difference

in performance increases, the superior product emerges as absolutely dominant.

If for a certain ζ = ζ∗ a non-trivial, quasi-stable market segmentation emerges, then this

also is the case for all ζ < ζ∗. The actual value ζ < ζ∗ determines the sizes of the market

segments. Note that the segment of the less attractive product is necessarily the largest

anyhow.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we controlled for the vertical differentiation strategy of ’superfirms’. As each

of these superfirms in fact represents a whole value network, the entry timing, performance/

quality, and scaling properties of such a superfirm reflects the timing, price, performance/

quality, and scaling properties of its individual firms. Clearly, we thus investigated the

effect of vertical alignment in value networks under competition on the product-market

development.

In this, the homogeneous demand market is an interesting limit case. We studied the effect

of entry timing, performance, and scaling (as important vertical differentiation parameters)

on emerging market segmentation under competition using a substitution-diffusion model

with an explicit supply term and backlogging.

The results indicate that alignment within the value network is of major competitive

importance. In Section 4.3.1, we have seen that with constant attractiveness, as with

technical performance and other static product features, an aggressive launch allows for

temporary dominance of even inferior products. While the ’get big fast’ strategy is said to

be pursued to exploit positive scale effects, we thus find an additional reason underexposed
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in literature: early entry and aggressive scaling assures capturing many first-buyers and with

that limiting cross-brand switching to superior products. In industries with low replacement

rate to lifespan ratio, dominance might last the whole product life-cycle. The value network

(or firm) with an inferior but dominant product should either exploit the financial luxury for

cannibalistic succession or -given the otherwise inevitable demise- devise an exit strategy.

Not compensating inferiority with an early entry and aggressive scaling strategy means a

sure and quick demise.

In Subsection 4.4.2, we have seen that if attractiveness correlates positively with production

scale, as -presumably- with price, any non-trivial segmentation is unstable and the market

tips to dominance of one of the products. The implication is that aggressive entry yields

prolonged presence (the segmentation plateau in Figure 4.3) or even a favorable market

tip. In the vicinity of tipping points, only simple interventions are required to leverage the

top-heavy behavior of the market. If consumers care only about price and low-dimensional

technical quality, intrinsic market dynamics tend to slow down at a high-price-high-quality

and low-price-low-quality segmentation as products then have near-equal attractiveness

values. Value networks (firms) might even deliberately settle with such a market division by

fixing their product prices, or might also strive for domination through predatory pricing;

returns are likely to cover the deep pockets required for such a practice once the market

tips.

In Subsection 4.4.3, we have seen that if consumers highly value availability, the manufac-

turer of an inferior product can enforce a (quasi-)stable segmentation relatively soon. Apart

from the required head-start or aggressiveness in establishing a large market share, the value

network should be sufficiently resilient to market shocks upon reaching equal service levels.

Higher responsiveness spans a basin of attraction for the segmentation. This is a comfortable

competitive position to either fend off head-on attacks or to bring about a shift toward total

dominance.

Regardless of which factors matter most to consumers, timely entry, particularly during

the onset phase, is recommended to capture first-buyer and repeat-buyer influx. Despite

the underlying drive toward absolute dominance of the superiorly performing product, the

feedback effects reflected in actual operational attractiveness strongly determine the type

of market segmentation. Early entry and ’getting big fast’ are more important than having

a superior product in establishing dominance, especially in the short run. On the other

hand, missing the first-buyer influx can best be compensated by leap-frogging and providing

superior products, especially in industries with long life-cycles and ample opportunity to

reap returns on R&D investments.

Note that adding myopic product-market redefinitions (incremental product innovations)

would not change this result qualitatively: this would only reinforce developments.

In this chapter, we have made obvious how important value network alignment is

(in component alignment, production scaling orchestration, timing) in a completely

homogeneous demand market. However, what if value network cannot enter early or scale
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more aggressively? Clearly, inferior product performance or attractiveness leads to a sure and

quick demise. Whenever the market is heterogeneous, value networks may target different

market segments. Value network are then engaged in horizontal differentiation. In Chapter

5, we study such horizontal differentiation under competition and we will see that vertical

alignment (particularly of component and assembly) is still very important.



Chapter 5

Horizontal differentiation

5.1 Introduction

In this part of the dissertation on orientation, we study the product-market and production

selection by value networks under competition. In Chapter 4, we focused on competition for

demand from consumers with homogeneous taste. Value networks then (necessarily) compete

on product performance, price (through production scale, efficiency, etc), and entry/ launch

timing. We found that firms in a value network best align their vertical differentiation

strategy, in this case, alignment concerns synchronization of entry/ launch timing, and

picking similar production scaling and product performance goals.

In the present chapter, we explore dynamics and equilibria in product-market choices of

value networks in competition for demand from consumers with heterogeneous tastes. Value

networks can now soften competition by horizontally differentiating from competitors by

targeting a different market segment. We disaggregate the value network to consist of

multiple tiers and explore the effects of vertical alignment among value network partners.

In this chapter, we take alignment to be the extent to which a component supplier targets

the same product-market as the assembler. The exploratory research questions for this

chapter are: in case firms can differentiate horizontally, what distribution of product-market

positions emerges1? And given the horizontal differentiation by firms at the various tiers of

an industry, what alignment strategies should firms in a value network follow?

In classical horizontal product differentiation models, firms position themselves on a product-

market landscape in the form of a line or circle vis-a-vis competitors and consumers that are

also located on the line or circle. Under the assumption of perfect rationality and firm borne

transportation costs, firms tend to equidistantly distribute (i.e. differentiate maximally)

(Economides, 1989). Unlike these traditional models, we assume bounded rationality (see

Section 1.3) and study the emerging distribution of firms in that case first. This is the

benchmark case under full vertical integration.

1We studied the dynamics extensively, but found that the detailed conceptual framework required to

explain the involved dynamics out of scope for the present manuscript.
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In industry evolution models (e.g. the life-cycle theory Utterback and Abernathy, 1975)

and product differentiation models (e.g. Anderson et al., 1992), the focus is on a vertically

fully integrated firm producing and selling a(n) product. The value network is aggregated

to a single firm, thus ignoring the role of upstream restrictions (and opportunities) on

such position decisions. For a deeper understanding of industry dynamics (and -contained

in that- product differentiation, we may add), not only a horizontal but also a vertical

orientation is required (Klepper, 1997; Murmann and Frenken, 2006). Following the findings

in Chapter 4, the contention is that firms should align with other firms in the value network,

i.e. should decide jointly which product-market to target. To study whether and how

alignment matters, we disaggregate value networks and consider a network consisting of

a final assembler and a component supplier. We then reveal how the emerging product-

market distribution differs whenever the downstream assembly and the upstream component

are designed for different market niches. Intuition is that suppliers of components that

are sought after by consumers will draw assemblers closer, while assemblers with popular

products will draw suppliers closer. So, consumer concerns cause the assembly characteristics

to align with apparently desirable component features and vice versa. By comparing the

two-tier results with the benchmark single tier results, we draw conclusions on how ignoring

the vertical orientation neglects important features of industry dynamics and how alignment

through deliberate network orchestration would affect the emerging division of the consumer

market among the various competing value networks.

In the present work, we assume that consumers are not distributed uniformly over the two-

dimensional assembly-component landscape, but that their preferences for assembly and

component strongly correlate. We thus assume that consumers are distributed (uniformly)

over the diagonal of the assembly-component landscape. Examples of such ’on diagonal’

consumer preferences are e.g. preference for the synchronicity of times of rental car pick-up/

drop-off and flight arrival/ departure times, the fuel efficiency of a car engine and the weight

of the coachwork, or the environmental friendliness of produce and biodegradability of its

wrapping, or the ethical stance of a final assembler and its low-wage country component

suppliers. This assumption allows us to add a second tier to the Salop circular landscape as

explained in Subsection 5.3.4.

We take products (assemblies and components) to have a location on the product-market

landscape. Whenever a firm (assembler and supplier) redesigns its product, it ’relocates’

this product over this landscape. We associate the product location with the firm for ease

of reading, so e.g. we write ’a firm relocates’ for ’a firm redesigns its product’.

In Section 5.2, we briefly discuss the product differentiation literature. In Section 5.3, we

present the classical product differentiation model, our bounded rationality alteration of it,

and our further two-tier extension with final assemblers and upstream component suppliers.

In Section 5.4, we present the benchmark results, i.e. the emerging market equilibria in the

single tier industry. In Section 5.5, we present results for the two-tier industry. Extensive

studies have shown that this two-tier model has complex dynamics and equilibria. In the

present scope, we limit ourselves to highlighting reasons to pursue alignment in the value
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network. In Section 5.6, we compare the two-tier results with the benchmark single tier

results and derive conclusions on the importance of alignment.

5.2 Literature

In perfect competition models, consumers are indifferent to dissimilarities between products

(i.e. these products are perfect substitutes) but are infinitely price sensitive. This unleashes

cut-throat price competition between the firms and erodes the profit margin. The first

major works disputing the assumption of product homogeneity (consumer indifference) in

perfect competition models appeared already in the interbellum (Chamberlin 1933, Hotelling

1929). If consumers are sensitive to the differences between the products, and these

differences determine their willingness to buy (or to pay) or the probability with which

products are bought, firms can soften competition by providing a differentiated product.

By doing so, the firm then moves into underserviced market segments, and enjoys higher

local sales and possibly higher total profit margins. Product differentiation as a competitive

positioning strategy exploits consumer heterogeneity. The metaphorical location on the

product landscape chosen by a firm depends both on consumer preferences as well as the

locations of competitors. The dynamics and emerging equilibria in the products provided

depend on the interplay of firm and consumer behavior.

We first discuss horizontal product differentiation models, to then discuss both the consumer

product selection and the firm differentiation behavior in those models. We conclude with

a short remark about to which phase of the industry evolution the product differentiation

model applies.

5.2.1 Location models of product differentiation

Literature provides several models to study product differentiation equilibria (see Anderson

et al., 1992, for an exposition thereof). One of these, the so-called location or address model

requires a micro-level specification of both product features and consumer preferences in

terms of a location in the product characteristics landscape, and a distance measure to

reflect the fit of characteristics with preferences. The larger the distance, the greater the

consumption disutility or ’traveling costs’.

Low-dimensional location models come in two flavors. The first one is the Hotelling (1929)

line-piece, where consumers are evenly spread across a line-piece and firms have to decide

on where to locate. If consumer demand is inelastic (consumers always buy a product),

the Hotelling model reveals that firms in a duopoly will establish themselves at the same

location halfway (principle of minimum differentiation). If there are more than two firms,

these firm tend to pair (Lerner and Singer, 1937). Establishing the technical non-existence of

such a minimum differentiation equilibrium under linear transportation costs, D’Aspremont

et al. (1979) reveal that under quadratic transportation costs, firms in a duopoly rather seek

maximum differentiation.

Further contributions on oligopolies under perfectly inelastic demand reveal intricately
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structured equilibria, also depending on whether the number of firms is odd or even, usually

requiring additional specification for firms at the edges of the line-piece (see Graitson, 1982).

When firms have to choose location and price, firms agglomerate under fixed equal (collusive)

prices, while firms locate apart to avoid fierce price competition in the competitive pricing

stage, where the distance depends on model assumptions (Economides, 1986; Anderson et al.,

1992; Böckem, 1994). For a more elaborate survey of equilibrium results in the Hotelling

model, the reader is referred to Lerner and Singer (1937), Graitson (1982) and Anderson

et al. (1992). Matters become even more involved under elastic demand (e.g. related to

’travel distance’), endogenous entry and/ or non-trivial consumer distributions.

The second low-dimensional location model is the Salop (1979) circular landscape (as a wrap

around of the line-piece) that overcomes the complications at the edges of the Hotelling

model. The typical results are that the equidistant distribution of firms across the circle

is a location-price equilibrium (Economides, 1989) (under inelastic demand with quadratic

disutility), a location-quantity equilibrium2 (Pal, 1998) (under firm-borne transportation

costs), and maximally entry deterring (Salop, 1979). This suggests that the equidistant

equilibrium is persistent as long as further assumptions on costs and consumer utility apply

to all firms and are symmetric, possibly explaining why the circle model has received only

a fraction of the attention the Hotelling model has drawn. Recently, researchers regained

interest and promptly discovered a further wide range of differently structured equilibria in

the location-price game (Gupta et al., 2004).

Both the linear and the circular model have actual applications (e.g. ice cream sales points

on a beach, and departure times), but are also often used to study competitive behavior in

fundamental research.

In general, the location decision balances a multitude of centrifugal (dispersive) and

centripetal (agglomerative) forces (Krugman, 1992). In product differentiation models, the

major agglomerative force is that one firm locates close to a competitor to capture demand

(market share effect), and the major dispersive force is that one firm locates far away from

a competitor to reduce price competition (market power effect) (Netz and Taylor, 2002).

5.2.2 Consumer choice models

Product differentiation as positioning strategy exists by grace of consumer heterogeneity.

However, there is debate among scholars (see e.g. Anderson et al., 1992) about the causes

of consumer heterogeneity and how to model the product selection decision. Consumer

heterogeneity might stem from different utility functions, or might stem from individual

circumstances that lead to a different choice even from a universal utility function.

In the traditional consumer product choice model in product differentiation literature, it is

assumed that consumers are perfectly rational and perfectly informed, such that the utility

function is complete. Consumers are then capable of maximizing their utility following

a deterministic procedure. The utility generally decreases (due to ’transportation costs’)

linearly (Hotelling, 1929) or quadratically (D’Aspremont et al., 1979; Perloff and Salop, 1985;

2The equivalence of the location-price and location-quantity equilibria is established by Yu (2007).
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Tabuchi and Thisse, 1995; Tyagi, 1999; Tirole, 1988) in distance from firm to consumer. In

these utility maximization models, demand is generally assumed inelastic, meaning that

consumers always purchase one of the products on offer.

An alternative is that consumers make a probabilistic discrete choice among the options on

offer. Consumer do not maximize utility in reality; people are boundedly rational (Simon,

1955) and consumers often do not make the rational choice (Thaler, 1980). Ultimately there

is a multitude of factors related to the certainty and completeness of the utility function,

decisions procedure, weighing criteria, observations et cetera that cannot be accounted for

in a concise product selection model. To arrive at a concise choice model, one can limit the

context by trimming the number of factors. Another option is to fit a probabilistic choice

model, trying to arrive at white noise errors.

Assuming that these various factors can be aggregated in a single utility value, the discrete3

choice theory states that the probability of selecting a certain option is proportional to its

normalized utility. The product selection probabilities then follow from a multinomial logit

model.

Anderson et al. (1992) endeavored on revising the classical product differentiation models

by having consumers makes discrete choices rather than maximizing utility.

5.2.3 Bounded rationality and firm (re)location

Under perfect rationality, there is no uncertainty about endogenous events other than

stochasticity. A rational weighing of various factors is possible, and it is thereby also possible

to arrive at an optimal choice. However, this must be seen as a ’normative model of an

idealized decision maker, not as a description of the behavior of real people’ (Tversky and

Kahneman, 1986, p.S251). Bounded rationality hampers deciding optimally (Simon, 1955).

Much work has been done on industry dynamics, but under the assumption that firms are

rational. Given that competitors are perfectly rational, their strategies can be anticipated

in own price and location decisions (see e.g. Häckner, 1995; Capozza and Order, 1980).

However, bounded rationality also affects managerial cognition and thereby (strategic)

decisions (see e.g. Johnson and Hoopes, 2003). As such, management resorts to heuristics

and routines (see e.g. Nelson and Winter, 1982). However, while bounded rationality impairs

taking into account all relevant factors in the decision, the decision procedure itself may be

considered to be a rational game (See e.g. Rubinstein, 1998, chapter 7).

Given that bounded rationality and competitive pressures have firms focus on immediate

competitors (Johnson and Hoopes, 2003), relocation is expected to occur merely locally and

-given the uncertainty about competitors’ moves- incrementally. Akerlof and Yellen (1985)

show that whenever firms no longer behave perfectly rational, they take different decisions

and equilibria may be structurally different from the classical ones.

3The reader may take ’discrete’ to refer to the non-divisibility of a choice. Upon changes in affecting

factors, consumers may switch to an alternative option, thus giving rise to discontinuities. This is in contrast

to the representative consumer -an aggregation of the population- that picks portions of options available.

For an elaborate discussion of the topic, the reader is referred to Anderson et al. (1992, ch.2) and their

review of literature.
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5.2.4 Industry dynamics and equilibria

The fluid phase of an industry is characterized by technological turmoil and only gradual

enunciation of consumers’ preferences (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975). Competition

primarily revolves around performance of technological variants of the industry product.

After the emergence of a dominant design and shake-out, surviving firms find themselves

scattered over the remaining ’peripheral’ dimensions of the technology landscape that are

not fixed by the dominant design. In the mature phase, competition primarily revolves

around price and product differentiation (or subtle combinations thereof by achieving cost

efficiencies by commonality-based diversification). Given the bounded rationality, firms

now increase their (prospected) sales by gradually changing their products, positioning vis-

a-vis consumers and competitors. Scale and low profit margins form considerable entry

barriers, such that the industry population is mostly fixed. The firms are engaged in

incremental positioning and thus drive the industry towards a competitive ’equilibrium’.

This ’equilibrium’ is not an everlasting end-state of the industry, but a relative stable stage

during the mature phase in which there is a competitive stand-off. This ’equilibrium’ is

generally disrupted by a life-cycle extending technological discontinuity (see e.g. Anderson

and Tushman, 1990).

5.2.5 Multi-tier industries

If consumers value a product both on the assembly and the components used, the assemblers

take into account concerns of the consumers in selecting their suppliers. Scale economies,

imitation and the emergence of a dominant design at that component tier also strongly affect

the assembly tier product design and positioning decisions. Industry evolution theories have

an exclusively horizontal orientation, while a proper understanding also requires a vertical

orientation (Klepper, 1997; Murmann and Frenken, 2006).

We find three streams in literature that aid in a direct understanding of the effect of

components on product differentiation in competition.

Firstly, product differentiation with explicit incorporation of component(s) is studied in

product design and selection literature. Models on optimal product design in marketing and

operations research enable selecting product characteristics on the basis of expected demand

for those characteristics (Kaul and Rao, 1995; Kumar et al., 2009; Green and Krieger, 1991).

However, these models are static and generally ignore the complex interplay of decisions by

the various competitors. Moreover, while authors are acutely aware of the importance of

competitive positioning (Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 2007), methodological product design

literature (e.g. Ulrich and Eppinger, 2004) largely ignores the subject.

Secondly, assemblers also need to select a component (and its supplier) when targeting

certain end-consumers. The unidimensional location models no longer suffice. Literature

provides in several multidimensional product differentiation models (Eaton and Lipsey, 1972;

Caplin and Nalebuff, 1986; Economides, 1986; Tabuchi, 1994; Irmen and Thisse, 1998).

However, these models are not a proper mapping of the product structure consisting of

an assembly and a component. In a two-dimensional landscape like a square or disc, the
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two dimensions are independent. In our case, the choice for either one of them affects

the attractiveness of the other, so the dimensions are dependent. Furthermore, in product

design, not every point in the two-dimensional landscape can be picked. The options for

components are determined by what is on offer from suppliers (and, indeed, we find that

the ’configuration’ of which assemblers are served by certain suppliers matters a great deal

in dynamics and equilibria). Moreover, with multiple dimensions, it becomes less likely that

consumers are uniformly distributed. In marketing literature, consumers form clusters based

on preferences. We assume that there is strong positive correlation between the preference

of one feature of the component and of one feature of the assembly. In Section 5.1, we

provided several examples of such -what we called- ’on diagonal’ distribution of consumers.

Thirdly, industrial organization scholars working on locational models of product differen-

tiation commonly seek conciliation with and inspiration in economic geography (Hotelling,

1929; Greenhut, 1952; Hobbs, 1986; Fujita and Thisse, 1996). This particularly holds for

empirical work in which the product location is an actual geographical location (Gupta

et al., 2004; Netz and Taylor, 2002). The transportation costs (with otherwise homogeneous

products) dealt with in economic geography may well be interpreted as consumption

disutility from a mismatch of product specifications and consumer preferences. Economic

geography literature studies location decision subject to upstream and downstream factors

(e.g. labor, taxes and site costs Weber (1957) and access to demand and competition

Hotelling (1929)), competition and existence of horizontal spillovers. Venables (1996)

analyzes firm location as a trade-off of transportation costs from firm to consumer and

production/ factor costs a.o. transportation costs from the supplier to the firm that are

borne by the firm. If transportation costs are relatively high, firms locate close to consumers.

If factor costs are relatively high, firms locate close to suppliers. On top of this, producers

agglomerate to reap scale economies and consumers agglomerate from a variety/ utility

enhancing motive (Rivera-Batiz, 1988). Scale economies may in fact align the whole supply

chain (Belleflamme and Toulemonde, 2003). Also consumers’ transportation costs to two

retailers of complementary goods may have these retailers locate at a single site (Huang and

Levinson, 2009). On the other hand, with agglomeration, competition becomes more fierce,

which in fact discourages clustering. If the shipping costs (from an upstream supplier) are

relatively low compared to transportation costs, retailers disperse to avoid local competition

(Huang and Levinson, 2007). So, in general, the location decision balances a multitude of

centrifugal (dispersive) and centripetal (agglomerative) forces (Krugman, 1992; Netz and

Taylor, 2002).

The analogy of a location in geographical space to that in product-market space falls short on

several points, though. For one, when it comes to mobility; the costs involved in repositioning

in product design space and relocating facilities are of different magnitude (Hay, 1976;

Schmalensee, 1978). We contend that also the economic geography models should be rid

of the perfect rationality assumption. This will have ramifications reflecting in consumers

utility maximization and firms location and price optimization.
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5.3 Product differentiation model

In this chapter, we adopt the product design interpretation of location models. Relocation

decisions thereby concern the boundedly rational redefinition of product specifications to

consumers’ requirements. Given the complexity of the dynamics and equilibria already in

this fundamental model, we omit pricing and cost concerns in this manuscript. Just as in

Chapter 4, price and costs can be ’accounted’ for in the aggregate product attractiveness

(which will be defined later) whenever they are static. In this section, we introduce

the circular location model of product differentiation. Firms (incrementally) differentiate

(relocate on the landscape) to increase sales to consumers and -implicitly- evade competition.

5.3.1 Basic Model

In product differentiation literature, consumers are associated with their preferences and

firms are associated with their product specifications. Consumers experience disutility

from a mismatch of ’product specifications’ with ’product preferences’ and price. Firms

select product specifications that maximize profit, given the product specifications selected

by competitors. In traditional horizontal differentiation models, consumers’ preferences

are uniformly distributed (the number of consumers preferring variant A equals that of

consumers preferring variant B), such that product specifications chosen by firms (and

thereby the emerging distribution of firms) is purely due to strategic positioning vis-a-

vis competitors. Traditionally, consumers purely maximize their utility, but in more recent

research, consumers select one of the products according to the probabilistic discrete choice

model (see e.g. Anderson et al., 1992).

In the Salop model of product differentiation, consumers are distributed uniformly across

the perimeter of a circle. Each consumer purchases one of the products based on the

’attractiveness’ of the various products on offer. The attractiveness of a product is related

to the arc distance from this consumer to this product. A common assumption is that of

inelasticity of demand, i.e. all consumers buy a product each period (See e.g. Hotelling,

1929; D’Aspremont et al., 1979; Perloff and Salop, 1985). Firms pick a location on the circle

(vis-a-vis firms already present or future entrants’ location picking strategy) and a price to

optimize their expected profit. Apart from the equal-price-equal-distance Nash-equilibrium

(Economides, 1989), there is a wide variety of non-equipriced non-equidistant Nash equilibria

(Gupta et al., 2004).

5.3.2 Extension with bounded rationality and uncertainty

We adopt the Salop circular landscape, but answer to the call by Anderson et al. (1992)

to investigate the role of bounded rationality of firms. We assume imperfect information

and bounded rather than perfect rationality. The imperfect information is operationally

introduced as follows. Firms do not have prior ideas of what competitors will do, and thus

do not anticipate competitors’ moves. Firms take into account other firms only implicitly
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through expected future sales upon deciding on own relocations.

The bounded rationality is operationally introduced as follows. Firms are not able to

(re)locate somewhere on the circle freely, but are forced to do so incrementally, moving in

the clockwise or counterclockwise direction step by step through a myopic, ceteris paribus

strategy. We assume that the steps taken by firms are of size 2π/N , thereby dividing the

Salop circular landscape in N discrete ’niches’4. Variable θi(t) is the location of firm i on

the circle during period t.

We assume that firms are initially located uniform randomly over the landscape. The

idea is that when firms start off during the fluid phase of the industry evolution,

technological uncertainty has each of them pick ’some’ technological starting point for further

developments. Due to articulation by consumers of their preferences and the discovery of

technological (in)feasibilities, a dominant design emerges that fixes several dimensions, but

also leaves some ’peripheral dimensions’ yet unspecified. The surviving firms find themselves

scattered over these ’peripheral dimensions’ of the product landscape. So, at the start of

the ’mature’ phase of the industry evolution that we study, firms are scattered over the

landscape.

To discern the pure effects of incremental myopic relocation, we omit factors that potentially

distort the dynamics and emerging equilibria. As such, we assume uniform market prices

and costs.

We now look at a (repeated) two-stage game in which each period consists of a sales round

and a relocation round.

Sales round

Consumers are uniformly distributed over the landscape, fully consume a single unit of

product each period and are anchored to their location (i.e. have fixed preferences). Each

period starts with a sales round in which each consumer purchases a single unit of product,

hereby sensitive to local attractiveness of products (related to arc distance to the firm).

In period t, firm k sells:

sk =
∑

1≤n≤N

dk(n) (5.1)

where dk(n) is the demand realization of consumers at location n purchasing product k. We

assume that sales equals demand.

Relocation round

In the relocation round, all of the M firms consider moving at the end of the period. Unless

specified differently, firms move simultaneously rather than take turns. The differentiation

step is dictated by a myopic strategy taking into account sales prospects without accounting

for competitors’ actual moves or even its relocation strategy. Each firm conducts a poll

4Traditionally, location models have a continuous landscape, but also discretizing is not uncommon in

Hotelling (Camacho-Cuena et al., 2005) and Salop models (Krugman, 1992; Huang and Levinson, 2007).
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(of size q per niche) among a representative sample of consumers (i.e. from all niches,

proportional to the number of consumers in each niche) to determine a ceteris paribus

sales forecast ŝ−k in case it would be located one niche in the counterclockwise direction

and a ceteris paribus sales forecast ŝ+k when it would be located one niche in the clockwise

direction. We do not use a sales forecast ŝk (i.e. without a move), because, by a sheer sample

size argument, the actually experienced sales sk(t) is a more accurate predictor of the future

sales sk(t + 1) than would be such a forecast ŝk.

The firm relocates into the direction that increases the expected sales most (ceteris paribus).

To reduce the risk of making a disadvantageous relocation using a limited sales predictor ŝ′,

the predicted increase of ŝ′− s must exceed the threshold εs to be ’sufficiently convincing’ 5

or -in the catch phrase of investment theory- ’sufficiently deep into the money’. When, for

instance, ŝ+k > ŝ−k and ŝ+k > sk(1 + ε), the firm will decide to move to the neighboring niche

in the clockwise direction. If ŝ+k = ŝ−k > (1 + ε)sk, the firm randomly picks one of these

directions.

5.3.3 Discrete choice demand

We assume that consumers select a product according to the discrete choice model. A

consumer at niche n selects product k located at θk with probability:

pk(n) =
a(θk, n)∑
j a(θj , n)

(5.2)

where a(θ, n) is an attractiveness function. As each consumer buys a product each period,

demand is inelastic and, in expectation, a fraction dk(n) proportional to pk(n) of the

consumers at niche n picks product k. We assume that all demand is fulfilled, so sales

equals demand.

The attractiveness function a(θ, n) > 0 reflects the utility the consumer located at n derives

from consuming a product located at θ. We take an attractiveness function of the following

form:

a(θk, n) = Ak e−γ∆r(θk,n) (5.3)

The distance function ∆(θ, n) is defined as the minimum number of niches in clockwise or

counterclockwise direction between θ and n times the stepsize (2π/N). We assume that firms

are vertically undifferentiated and pick the same mill6 price, so Ak = Aj = 1 for all k and

j. As the attractiveness decreases for the consumer in distance (and not for the firms), the

consumer bears the disutility of the distance (as per the metaphor the ’transportation costs’).

Due to the assumption on the positivity of the attractiveness, any product -regardless of its

5An alternative explanation is that per product investments are to be made, i.e. proportional to the

current scale s, and that these costs are to be fully covered in the next period. The switching threshold thus

reflects corporate requirements on return on investments I = ρs in moving from the current scale s before

to predicted and thereby pursued scale Es′ after investment: R = (Es′ − s)/(ρs) > ζ becomes (Es′ − s) > εs

(with ε = ρζ), such that the requirement becomes Es′ > (1 + ε)s.
6This is the common adjective to indicate the price without transportation costs to the consumer.
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location on the circle- has a non-zero probability of being picked by an arbitrary consumer.

Parameter γ is the ’choosiness’ of consumers7; the higher the choosiness, the less attractive

a product with a certain mismatch between specifications (product location) and consumer

requirements (consumer location). In extremum, if γ ↓ 0, the probability for any product

to be selected by a consumer at an arbitrary location is equal to 1/M , i.e. consumers are

indifferent to what product to consume. Products are considered perfect substitutes. If

γ →∞, consumers are utility maximizers and they are infinitely picky about which products

they choose. The higher choosiness γ, the more likely it is that consumers pick a product

that is nearby. As these consumers determine the actual and prospect sales, the firms nearby

respond mostly to the prospect sales to these consumers. So, under high choosiness γ, firms

implicitly position vis-a-vis their immediately neighboring competitors in their relocation to

increase prospected consumer sales: competition is local. Under low choosiness γ, consumers

are relatively indifferent to mismatches of own requirements and product specifications, so

firms compete globally about equally fierce for an arbitrary consumer. Choosiness γ can

thus be interpreted as ’competition locality’. Locality is then -as in physics- referring to the

extent to which this interaction between firms is local rather than global. Alternatively, γ

may be interpreted as ’specificity’; the higher γ the more specific the product is attuned to

particular niches.

Parameter r defines the nature of the attractiveness curve. For r = 1, the selection

probabilities in (5.2) are as in the common multinomial logit model (see Anderson et al.,

1992). For r = 2, the attractiveness curve takes a bell-shape around the product location (cf.

the Normal distribution). We restrict ourselves to the tent-shaped (r = 1) and bell-shaped

(r = 2) attractiveness curves.

In Figure 5.1, we plot different ’views’ of the discretized Salop landscape model, here with

N = 40 niches and M = 2 firms (the large dots). In the attractiveness view (Figure 5.1a),

the bell-shaped attractiveness curves (r = 2) are plotted. The prospect sales view (Figure

5.1b) contains the plots for the expected demand realizations with or without incremental

relocation. Recall that Edk(n) = Qpk(n) with Q the number of consumers per niche. Figure

5.1b contains plots for expected demand Edk(n) at niche n when product k stays at the

present location θk (blue continuous line), the ceteris paribus expected demand Ed−k (n)

at niche n when product k moves one step counterclockwise (red dotted line) and expected

demand Ed+k when moving one step clockwise (green dashed line). The actual sales/ demand

view (Figure 5.1c) contains the plots for the actual sales realized dk(n) at niche n.

5.3.4 Second tier of component suppliers

We extend the circular single tier model with an additional tier. On this second tier, there

are S suppliers8 and N niches (which is equal to the number of niches on the first tier).

Each one of the M assemblers on the first tier needs to be connected to exactly one of S

7Less common is the ’technological’ interpretation of γ as the ’specificity’ of the product designs. Upon

the introduction of components, we will switch to such ’technological’ interpretation, but stick to the ’market

demand’ interpretation.
8We associate landscape location, component design choice and supplier position.
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(a) Attractiveness view: plots of ak(n),

1 ≤ n ≤ N , of all products 1 ≤ k ≤ M

(b) Sales prospects view: plots of Edk(n)

(blue continuous line), Ed+
k
(n) (green

dashed line) and Ed−
k
(n) (red dotted

line), 1 ≤ n ≤ N , of firm X

(c) Actual sales view: plots of dk(n)

(black continuous line), 1 ≤ n ≤ N , of

firm X

Figure 5.1 Three views on the Salop landscape with M = 3 products/ firms, N = 40 niches,

r = 2 (bell-shaped attractiveness) and γ = 2.0
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suppliers on the second tier.

The overall, composite attractiveness for a customer at niche n of a product at location θk
produced by firm k using a component at location σπ(k) produced by supplier π(k) is:

a(θk, σπ(k), n) := a(θk, n) x(σπ(k), n) c(θk, σπ(k)) (5.4)

This relates the assembly attractiveness a, component attractiveness x and component-

product compatibility c, which are defined as:

a(θk, n) := e−γ∆r(θk,n)

x(σ, n) := e−η∆r(n,σ)

c(θ, σ) := e−λ∆r(θ,σ)

Hereby ∆ is the minimum number of steps from θk to n in either direction over the circle.

Parameter γ ≥ 0 is the product design variable specificity. The higher specificity, the more

the assembly is tailored to specific consumer niches. Parameter η ≥ 0 is the component

exposure, the more exposed consumers are to the component. You may think of the exposure

of a processor in a personal computer (’Intel inside’) or engine in a car, of which certain

performance characteristics are important to customers. Parameter λ ≥ 0 is the product

complexity. The higher complexity, the greater the negative effect of mismatches between

input component and final assembly specifications on overall performance.

Examples of the composite attractiveness curve over the circle for different parameter

settings are given in Figure 5.2.

In line with the relocation criteria in the single tier case, a firm (now assemblers and

component suppliers) at location θ picks a new location in θ − 1, θ, θ + 1 that maximizes

its sales (ceteris paribus). However, the assembler now execute polls to assess Es+, Es and

Es− whereby it also considers all possible switches to the suppliers available. In this case,

an increase in sales might be caused by moving closer to certain consumers, but also by

increasing the technological compatibility, exploiting the component exposure or both. Not

only the assemblers relocate, so do the suppliers. We assume that suppliers simply move to

where the income is coming from. Each period, each supplier computes the sales generated

on both (strict) halves of the circle (clockwise and counterclockwise) and moves one step

into the direction that generates the highest total sales. Suppliers do not relocate to/ from

assemblers currently not its buyer. We ignore assembly and component redesign costs.

An overview of parameters and functions is given in Table 5.1.

5.4 Results for the single tier model

We implemented the above model into a computational system and performed experiments

with different parameter settings. We describe the emerging distributions of firms over the

product-market landscape for the various parameter settings. In this section, there are no

suppliers, such that relocation decisions are not affected by the locations of suppliers. We

thus assume that firms have full vertical control over component design decisions. The
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(a) γ = 1.0, λ = 0.0, η = 0.0 (b) γ = 0.0, λ = 1.0, η = 0.0

(c) γ = 0.0, λ = 0.0, η = 1.0 (d) γ = 0.5, λ = 0.0, η = 0.5

Figure 5.2 Composite attractiveness curves for different values of assembly specificity γ,

technical compatibility λ and component exposure η. Here, r = 1.

results in this chapter thereby form the benchmark for relocation decisions whenever there

are upstream restrictions (see Section 5.5).

5.4.1 Types of equilibria

With firms being uninformed about competitors’ entry and relocation strategies, firms are

initially scattered randomly over the landscape. Figure 5.3 contains plots of the emergent
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Function/ parameter description Symbol

Attractiveness of product for consumers at niche n, with firm k at

location θ

a(θk, n)

Compound attractiveness with firm k’s supplier π(k) at location σθk a(θk, σπ(k), n)

Demand/ sales at niche n for firm k dk(n)

(Expected) sales for firm k over the total circle (with incremental step) sk, Es+k , Es−k
Curvature of attractiveness curve (tent-shape, bell-shaped) r

Product/ assembly attractiveness γ

Complexity (tuning importance of compatibility between component and

assembly)

λ

Component exposure/ specificity (tuning the extend to which consumers

weigh attractiveness of components in demand)

η

Table 5.1 Overview of parameters and functions

equilibria for the bell-shaped attractiveness curve r = 2. For low γ = 0.15, the equilibria

are equidistant or near-equidistant. For high γ = 0.45, 2.0, the equilibria take the form

of a two-by-two pairwise clustering, where the pairs are located at diametrically opposite

sides of the circle. Our extensive studies have yielded an explanation for how the distance

between firms in the same pair changes with different choices of γ, but given the conceptual

framework required for this explanation, we relegated this to further companion research to

be conducted.

(a) M = 4, γ = 0.15 (b) M = 4, γ = 0.45 (c) M = 4, γ = 2.0

Figure 5.3 Emerging equilibria for M = 4 for various γ with ε = 10−6, r = 2 and N = 200
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5.4.2 Structure of emerging equilibria

While the classical equilibrium result is that firms are distributed equidistantly, Subsection

5.4.1 reveals we may also find ’equidistantly spread pairwise clusters’. We use the metric D

to quantify the extent to which the distribution is equidistant:

D2 :=
M

N2(M − 1)

∑

1≤i≤M

(
~∆(θi, θi+1)− N

M

)2

(5.5)

For notational convenience, we take indices to reflect the location ordering (θi+1 ≥ θi), and

θM+1 = θ1. We take M to be even. ~∆ is the distance measured in clockwise direction.

The summands are the squared differences of the distance between consecutive firms from

the distance under equidistance (N/M). The metric thus quantifies the extent to which the

distribution of firms deviates from equidistance. Any deviation of this equidistance means

that firms are clustered. The normalization constant is derived in Appendix 5.A.

We run extensive simulations to determine the structure of the emerging equilibria. Per

combination in a fine-grained γ (choosiness) - ε (switching threshold) parameter landscape,

we determine the average D value for 500 seed values for the initial distribution of firms

over the circle. We plot this in density plots in Figure 5.4 both for r = 1 and r = 2. We

distinguish a number of parameter regions of interest depicted in Figure 5.4b and Figure

5.4d. We now explain each of these regions in detail.

For r = 2, the equilibria that emerge in the various regions are greatly different. In region

R in the schematic overview in Figure 5.4b, the γ is so low that an increase in sales from

relocating does not exceed ε, so there is little to no relocation. Region R hence is mostly

noise of the initial random distribution.

In region G, choosiness γ is so high that attractiveness increments are very limited

and further relocation stops already when the within-pair distances are large (or very

asymmetric). Furthermore, the larger γ, the sooner the sales increments drop below ε.

In region E, D is low (the region in Figure 5.4a is dark), the firms in either pair are far

away from each other, so the emerging equilibrium is near-equidistant. Distances from one

to the next firm are close to N/M . Competition is so global (γ is so low) that firms also

capture much sales beyond the immediate neighboring firms. With higher ε, the sum of

attractiveness increments needs to be larger to further diverge to equidistance, which occurs

at higher γ, hence the slight tilt to the right of left-hand side boundary.

In region P, D is high (the region in Figure 5.4a is brightly colored), the distances from one

to the next firm is even close to 0. The emerging equilibrium is strongly pairwise. Due to the

concavity of the attractiveness curve (see Appendix 5.B), moving closer to the immediate

competitor in the pair captures much sales on the other side of the competitor and loses

little sales to the other competitors. With higher ε, the total of sales increments needs to

be larger to justify relocating and thus drive convergence to tighter pairwise clustering, so

already at lower choosiness γ values further relocation stops, hence the tilting to the left of

the right-hand side region boundary.

The boundary between region E and P is related to the location of inflection point γ∗ of the
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attractiveness curve (see Appendix 5.B). For γ slightly beyond γ∗ and r = 2, the industry

is likely to converge to a pairwise equilibrium, while for γ slightly below γ∗ the industry

develops an equidistant equilibrium. So, choosiness γ is the discriminatory factor for the

market structure, particularly for r = 2.
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(b) Regions for r = 2
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(d) Regions for r = 1

Figure 5.4 Density plots (when dark (white), value is 0 (1)) of the D metric for M = 4 for

a range of γ and ε values for M = 4 and N = 500 and 500 cases per parameter combination,

including an overview of interesting regions.

For r = 1, the density plots reveal a simple structure for the emerging equilibria, as compared

to the structure for r = 2. In region I in the schematic overview in Figure 5.4d, like in region

R, the switching threshold ε is so large compared to the sales increments achievable (which

are small due to the low γ values) that there is no to very little relocation, less even than in
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region R. As such, region I also reflects the initial random scattering in locations.

In region S, D metric takes on relatively low values, so, on average, the emerging equilibrium

is not very far off from equidistance, nor very far off from a two-by-two pairing. The

higher the switching threshold ε, the higher the sales increments need to be. At higher γ,

discrepancies in sales are generally larger, hence the tilting to the right of the left-hand side

of region S.

In region N, γ is so large that sales increments are generally only achieved very locally

halfway to the nearest neighbor. There is only relocation if firms find themselves in close

vicinity of one another upon initialization. So, region N mostly reflects the initial random

scattering with occasional relocation.

For r = 1, there is no real equidistant equilibrium with low D, nor a real pairwise equilibrium

with high D. For r = 2, there is clear convergence to either equidistance or pairwise, with

a prominent role of competition locality (choosiness). Additional simulations revealed that

whenever demand is fully elastic (so, ’consumers incur the transportation costs’) that firms

tend to move closer to underserviced customers and thereby no longer cluster, also not for

r = 2.

Concluding, our results indicate that the classical equidistant distribution is in fact rarely

emerging whenever firms and consumers are boundedly rational. The exact form of the

attractiveness curve and the consumer choosiness mediate the emerging distribution. If

consumers are highly indifferent or extremely choosy, a prospected sales increase rarely

covers the costs of relocating. In all other cases, and particularly for convex attractiveness

curves, the emerging firm distribution has an obvious pairwise clustering.

5.5 Results for the two-tier model

In this section, like in the previous one, we describe the emerging distribution of firms

over the product-market landscape under different parameter choices. Again, we assume

that firms take boundedly rational and incremental relocation decision. However, now,

we disaggregate the value network and take it to consist of an assembler and a supplier,

where the assembler nor the supplier has control over the other firm’s relocation decision.

We study the dynamics and emerging location distribution in case of autonomous product-

market differentiation decisions of both assemblers and suppliers. By comparing these results

with the benchmark single tier case, we discover the role of alignment of product segment

decisions and attuning of product technologies.

A distinctive feature of the two-tier model is that the emerging distribution depends on -what

we call- the industry configuration: the number of suppliers and the numbers of assemblers

served by each of suppliers. In Subsection 5.5.1, we study the basic location concerns of

assemblers now that these assemblers have to link to a supplier. In Subsection 5.5.2, we

discuss the fact that equilibria now no longer need to be static, but may also be dynamic.

In Subsection 5.5.3, we -just as in the single tier case- discuss the structure of the emerging

equilibria using the D metric. In Section 5.6, we compare the emerging distributions found
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in this section with those found in the benchmark case found in Section 5.4.

5.5.1 Supplier’s role in emerging locations and configuration

In the single tier case, the industry mostly converges to an equidistant distribution (of pairs)

of firms, where attractiveness γ and the curvature r determine the within-pair distance.

With the introduction of the second tier, assemblers have to pick a supplier. Clearly, the

number of assemblers si served by supplier i out of the S suppliers need not be uniform.

The configuration (s1, . . . , sS) is the distribution of assemblers over suppliers. What is the

distance from an assembler to its supplier, which supplier does an assembler pick and how

do both distance and choice of supplier depend on the landscape parameters?

Supplier-assembler distance

In isolation, there is no reason for any assembler to produce a product that does not use

the most compatible component available. As such, a component supplier has a natural

’part ’ of the landscape stretching halfway to the next supplier on either side (clockwise

and counterclockwise) of assemblers and final consumers it serves. The general rule is

that the assemblers placed (initially) in the part of a supplier, gradually move closer to

that initial supplier (i.e. without switching to another) and eventually settle near that

supplier in equilibrium. If there are other assemblers served by this supplier, each of these

assemblers balances being close to the supplier and being differentiated from these immediate

competitors. On top of that, firms differentiate from competitors served by other suppliers.

While the general rule is that an assembler moves closer to the supplier in whose part it is

placed, this is not always the case.

Supplier switching

An assembler located in the part of one supplier may switch to another supplier, thereby

changing the range of niches with consumers served (based on component used). Such a

switch may go at the expense of lower compatibility, but may still increase overall sales. For

such ’counter-compatibility switching ’ to happen, there must be asymmetry in the market

shares of the various assemblers. This may be caused by an asymmetry in the configuration,

i.e. an asymmetry in the number of assemblers per supplier. In case of symmetry in the

configuration, it may be caused by a particular distribution of assemblers over a supplier’s

part. An example of the first case is that there are two suppliers (S = 2), one of which

is busy (si > M/2) and one of which is quiet. Assemblers may then switch from their

busy supplier to the quiet supplier, giving in on compatibility, but serving a different pool

of consumers. An example of the second case (symmetry in configuration but asymmetry

in market shares) is that one or multiple assemblers are at the edge of the supplier’s part

that they share. In this case, counter-compatibility may increase sales for the assembler

at the edge of the supplier’s part. This counter-compatibility switch may thereby even

cause configuration asymmetry. In case of more than two suppliers, counter-compatibility
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switching becomes more involved. Depending on the initial locations of the suppliers, the

suppliers’ parts (i.e. the niches halfway to the competitors on either side) need not be of

equal size. In that case, assemblers tend to switch counter to the compatibility to suppliers

with a larger part. However, switching also depends on the number of assemblers currently

served by the suppliers and the choices for parameters γ, η and λ.

Figure 5.5 With η ≫ γ, λ, assemblers’ actual shares in sales (black line) on the supplier’s

part is approximately the reciprocal number of assemblers served by the supplier.

Complexity

As soon as product technology has a certain non-trivial complexity (λ > 0) or component

exposure (η > 0), assemblers take into account the location of suppliers. The higher the

complexity λ, the stronger the agglomerative force of suppliers: any additional mismatch of

assembly and component (e.g. due to relocating away from the supplier or switching to the

other supplier) has stronger impact on overall attractiveness.

Even for low complexity levels, there is no gain in differentiating from competitors residing

closer to the shared supplier and all assemblers agglomerate at their supplier’s location. We

find that the higher complexity, the less likely counter-compatibility switching becomes and

the more likely an emerging configuration may be asymmetric.

In explaining dynamics and emerging distributions, this complexity λ is a strong force as

any incompatibility between component and assembly affects demand at all niches across

the landscape. The effect of λ is strong and rather obvious. For the remainder of this

subsection, we assume components and assemblies are perfectly modular (λ = 0) and focus

on component exposure η that has weaker but also less obvious effects.
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(a) η = 0.0 (b) η = 0.03 (c) η = 0.15

Figure 5.6 Equilibria emerging from the same initial distribution of assemblers for different

component exposure levels η under γ = 0.6. Here M = 9, S = 3, N = 60 and r = 1. The

figures illustrate the sensitivity of the assembler distribution for exposure.

Exposure

With an increase in -what we called- component exposure η, components determine more

of composite attractiveness and thereby expected sales on the supplier’s part. It is thereby

more important for assemblers to have a high attractiveness value a of its product at this

supplier’s part, which is generally the case when assemblers are closer to the supplier itself.

Under high exposure η relative to assembly specificity γ and complexity λ, consumers

particularly value a match with the component and not the assembly. All the assemblers

doing business with a certain supplier divide the (lion share of the) consumers in the niches

in this supplier’s part. An example of this is given in Figure 5.5: the three assemblers at

the top each get on average one-third of the demand in each niche in their shared supplier’s

part, while the assembler at the bottom gets almost all demand in his supplier’s part.

Under low assembly specificity γ, we saw that industries mostly converge to equidistant

distributions in the single tier case. In Figure 5.6, we see that the introduction of a

component attractiveness (by picking exposure η > 0) causes assemblers to agglomerate

near or at their supplier. In case η = 0, consumers do not care about which component is

used, such that assemblers observe no change in expected sales upon switching to another

supplier. In case η = 0.03, assemblers relocate towards their suppliers, but still differentiate

from their immediate competitors being served by the same supplier. In case η = 0.15,

consumers care strongly about the component, and being removed from the supplier means

a bigger loss in expected sales than moving closer to the supplier and thereby sharing more

of the total expected sales with immediate competitors.

Under high assembly specificity γ, we saw that industries evolve to equidistantly distributed

pairs of firms in the single tier case for r = 2. With the introduction of the component

tier, we see in Figure 5.7, that an assembler may now differentiate from the assembler with
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(a) η = 0 (no suppliers, de facto) (b) η = 0.50

Figure 5.7 Equilibria emerging from the same initial distribution for γ = 1.2 for different

component exposure levels η. Here M = 6, S = 20, N = 100 and bell-shaped curves r = 2. The

figures illustrate how component compatibility facilitates differentiation and escaping cluster

captivity under local attractiveness.

whom it would cluster in the single tier case by selecting an alternative supplier (counter

the compatibility).

We see that introduction of suppliers (and an explicit role of components) thus enables or

constrains further differentiation by assemblers depending on the industry characteristics.

5.5.2 Dynamic equilibria

In the last subsection, we saw that suppliers have an enabling and constraining effect.

Moreover, with the introduction of the second tier (with λ > 0 or η > 0), emerging equilibria

may be dynamic. The equilibria may display cyclic patterns with a large number of steps.

Extensive simulations revealed that, in certain parameter regions, the industry ends up in

such dynamic equilibria with a high probability, sometimes even in up to eight out of ten runs.

We observed dynamic equilibria in the form of pulsations9 (see the examples in Figures

5.11 and Figures 5.12), oscillations10 (see the examples in Figures 5.9 and Figures 5.10),

rotations11 (see the example in Figure 5.13) and combinations thereof, as well as pulsation-

divisions and oscillation-divisions that also involve switching of supplier.

9A two stage process in which the distance from assemblers to their suppliers first expands and then

contracts.
10A two stage process in which assemblers oscillate about their suppliers’ locations.
11A perpetual process in which assemblers (and possibly suppliers) keep on relocating in the same direction.
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Apart from the choices for γ, η and λ, the types of equilibria depends on the attractiveness

curvature r, the number of suppliers S and whether suppliers are mobile or fixed, as well

as the number of assemblers M . Extensive studies for S = 1 and S = 2 also revealed that

certain regions in the (γ, η, λ) parameter landscape robustly develop such dynamic equilibria.

These equilibria generally occur if λ is low (so there is little agglomeration) and η and γ are

high such that demand is sensitive to small changes in the distribution of assemblers and

suppliers.

If demand is inelastic (does not decrease with a decrease in composite attractiveness),

dynamics and emerging equilibria depend on, firstly, sales in remote niches either halfway

to the next supplier, and, secondly, sales beyond the immediate competitors on either

side. Simulations have revealed that, whenever demand is elastic, mostly sales in local

niches matters and dynamic equilibria are less likely to occur. To explain the occurrence

of these dynamic equilibria, we need further research to provide details on micro-level

relocation considerations of individual assemblers and suppliers given (the changing)

industry circumstances. We have relegated detailed analysis to companion research to be

conducted. Each of the types of dynamic equilibria (e.g. oscillation, pulsation) requires its

particular detailed explanation.

5.5.3 Emerging distribution of assemblers

As our goal is to isolate which alignment strategies should be followed by firms, we compare

the emerging distributions in case the assembler and supplier are perfectly aligned (single

tier) and the emerging distribution in case assembler and component supplier may be

unaligned (two tiers). We saw that the emerging distribution for, predominantly, r = 2

displayed strong responses to γ. For the remainder of this section, we limit ourselves to

study the effects of components for the attractiveness curvature r = 2. To remove double

dynamics effects from statistics, we fix supplier i = 1, . . . , S at niche N(i− 1)/i. We study

the first elementary, yet non-trivial industry case that allows comparing results with the

single tier industry case: S = 2, M = 4. The emerging industry configuration (s1, s2)

with si the number of assemblers served by supplier i may be any one of (4, 0) ≡ (0, 4),

(3, 1) ≡ (1, 3) or (2, 2).

Like in Section 5.4, we place all M = 4 assemblers randomly on the circle, have them

relocate autonomously until there is an equilibrium and compute the D metric value for this

equilibrium. We do this for 500 cases per γ and ǫ combination for a range of γ and ǫ values.

To be able to compare the distance between firms in a pair with and without suppliers, we

exclude cases in which there is no clear definition of a ’pair’ or whenever this distance may

change, i.e. whenever there is a dynamic equilibrium or a static asymmetric configuration.

We then compute the average D value per combination using the ’filtered’ dataset.

We repeat this for the component exposure values η = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 for which the density

plots and a schematic overview of interesting regions are contained in Figure 5.8.

In region I in the schematic overview in Figure 5.8d, the sales increments of only relocating

are too small to exceed the threshold ε. So, assemblers only relocate in combination with
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(d) Regions for r = 2

Figure 5.8 Density plots (when dark (white), value is 0 (1)) of the D metric for M = 4 for

a range of γ and ε values for M = 4 and N = 500 and 500 cases per parameter combination,

including an overview of interesting regions.

a switch of supplier. As described above, we filter out those cases ending with a (2, 2)

configuration, so the D metric value reflects the (random) initial distribution with at most

one relocation towards the suppliers. In regions L and R, assemblers switch and move toward

their supplier, but ε is so high compared to the sales increments realizable (related to γ)

that there is early stifling of further relocation. So, assemblers move towards their suppliers

a few steps, but not enough to agglomerate at (or near) the supplier’s niche. Since we filter

out the (2, 2) configurations, we find many cases in which the assemblers are indeed close

to equidistantly distributed. In region A, assemblers agglomerate at or near the supplier’s
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niche and the emerging equilibrium is far from equidistant. In region G, there is very little

relocation, just like in region I. However, in region I, assemblers have significant sales in all

niches around the circle, in expectation, while in region G, the sales is very local due to

the high γ and, consequently, there is very little counter-compatibility switching. Due to

this, the D metric values we measure and plot in the density plot concern cases in which

the initial distribution has two assemblers in each supplier part. Given this condition, the

distribution is already closer to equidistance when further relocation stifles, so the D is lower

than in region I.

With an increase in component exposure η, the component attractiveness determines more

and more of the composite attractiveness. It is, for assemblers, hence important to have a

high assembly attractiveness at and around the supplier’s niche. So, assemblers tend to move

closer to the supplier and thereby agglomerate more. Furthermore, the sales increments by

moving closer are larger and the ε needs to be higher to stop the assembler’s relocations.

So, with an increase in η, the regions L and R shift upward.

Comparing the D2 metric results for the two-tier case with the benchmark case, we see

that if we introduce even moderate component exposure, that in parameter regions in

which assemblers used to equidistantly disperse, they now also agglomerate. We again

observe regions in which sales increments are too small to warrant further relocation given

the relocation threshold ε. A feature unique for the two-tier case is the existence of the

strips L and R in which there is switching and relocation but relocation costs stifle further

agglomeration.

This strong tendency to agglomerate around suppliers is an indication that dispersal to the

classical equidistant distribution in fact only occurs if assembler and supplier deliberately

align the market choices and attune the assembly and component technology. Given that

suppliers may have considerable bargain power, vertical integration may be required to

enforce alignment.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we used a simulation model to study the effects of alignment in boundedly

rational horizontal differentiation on market developments. We started off with studying

the classical single tier industry as benchmark case. In this single tier industry, each firm is

in fact a vertically fully integrated value chain or -alternatively- a value chain in which one

firm has full control over the market and technology choice of (submissive and dedicated)

suppliers. We saw that, in this benchmark case, the attractiveness curve in the discrete

choice model mediates the emerging distribution of firms over the product-market landscape.

With a convex attractiveness curve, the firms (integrated value chains) generally disperse

equidistantly, but for a (partially) concave attractiveness curve, firms have a tendency to

converge to equidistantly distributed pairs.

We found that once we disaggregated the value network to a multi-tier network in which

suppliers (and component technology) play an explicit role, the emerging equilibria are

structurally different. We find that assemblers rarely disperse but rather that they
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agglomerate with head-on rivals at their suppliers. In case product technology is not

perfectly modular (complexity λ > 0), this is definitely the case. However, we find that

firms also agglomerate when consumers care about the components used (components are

’exposed to consumers’, η > 0), even if product technology is modular (λ = 0). In that

case, relocating away from the head-on competitors and supplier lowers sales more than

sharing the sales with the head-on rivals. Even if consumers care only moderately about

the components used, assemblers tend to agglomerate. If consumers care much (or even

mostly) about the components used, assemblers may engage in switching to a technologically

remote supplier, counter to the technological compatibility, to thereby serve an alternative

market segment and gradually differentiate away from otherwise head-on competitors. The

greater the exposure and the greater the upstream density (i.e. the more choice in potential

suppliers), the more likely counter-compatibility switching is. So, upon disaggregating the

value networks, we see that suppliers (and component technology) may have assemblers

agglomerate more or rather differentiate more than in the benchmark case.

Moreover, we have seen that whenever the industry consists of multiple tiers, the emerging

(locational) equilibrium may be dynamic. Assemblers and suppliers may be involved in

involved, cyclic relocation patterns. The type of dynamic equilibrium depends on the

number of suppliers, on whether suppliers are mobile or rather fixed, on the attractiveness

curvature and parameter settings (assembly design specificity γ, component exposure η, and

technological complexity λ). The existence of such dynamic equilibria hints on inefficiencies

in the industry.

The scientific contributions are that we showed that disaggregation is required to deepen our

understanding of industry evolution and notably emerging product-market segmentation.

Furthermore, with disaggregation and the internalization of competitive concerns and

economic conditions on the various tiers, the pairwise clustering may no longer be the

boundedly rational solution and the equidistant distribution may no longer be the perfectly

rational solution.

The implications for day-to-day management are obvious. The need to escape lock-ins and its

head-on competition (particularly given the probability of ending up in asymmetric industry

configurations) as well as the need to prevent ending up in inefficient dynamic equilibria call

for firms to align their network. Agglomeration and technological lock-in creates unfavorable

price setting power and a weak bargain position vis-a-vis suppliers. Assemblers should

consider extending vertical control or even vertically integration to be able to attune market

choices, develop proprietary components, and thereby enable differentiation. Especially in

case of an asymmetric configuration, assemblers linked with a busy supplier (see Subsection

5.5.1) should be considering counter-compatibility switching.

We have seen that pairwise clustering in the single tier case as well as dynamic equilibria

in the two-tier case are due to inelasticity of demand. So, to align a value network is

definitely meaningful for commodity industries such as basic foodstuffs, basic clothing and

gasoline, that indeed have relatively inelastic demand. However, for luxury and capital goods

industries that have relatively elastic demand, the presence of upstream suppliers frustrate
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the otherwise endogenous tendency to disperse maximally. So, the need for alignment is

obvious under both demand regimes, albeit for different reasons.

In sum, our findings and conclusions are:

• To fully understand industry dynamics, disaggregation of the value network is

definitely needed: the emerging product-market choices are structurally different.

• The emerging product-market differentiation choices depend strongly on choosiness

(assembly specificity), complexity, and component specificity, and moreover the

properties of the attractiveness curve. Without an (explicit) upstream tier, firms end

up in equidistantly distributed (pairs of) firms. With an upstream tier and non-trivial

parameter choices, assemblers mostly agglomerate.

• Product technological complexity/ modularity is a strong agglomerative force as any

incompatibility strongly affects demand across the product-market landscape.

• Under modular technology, whenever components matter to consumers, assemblers

may either agglomerate or rather disperse, depending on the number and placement

of suppliers on the component tier:

– Agglomeration is highly likely to occur, in general, and firms in a value network

need to align market segments targeted and attune product technology produced

to escape lock-in.

– Dispersal occurs whenever consumers care mostly about components and the

upstream tier is densely populated.

– Especially in case of an asymmetric configuration, assemblers should be aware

of options to switch to a technological distant supplier to overcome fierce

competition.

• Dynamic equilibria are highly likely to occur whenever demand is very sensitive to

changes in location (when the η and γ parameters are high). Alignment overcomes

emergence of dynamic equilibria.

• Under inelastic demand, alignment/ vertical integration overcomes dynamic ineffi-

ciencies. Under both elastic and inelastic demand, alignment/ vertical integration

overcomes unfavorable agglomeration.

Assemblers and suppliers may seek to control the product and market choices of vertical

partners, possibly even through vertical integration. In Part II on the organization of the

value network, we study in detail when firms seek vertical integration of capabilities to be

able to horizontally differentiate on the product-market.
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Appendices

5.A Metric D2

We derive a basic result for the normalization constant and then present the D metric on the

’equidistance’ of the firm distribution. For notational convenience, we take -in this appendix-

indices to reflect the location ordering (θi+1 ≥ θi), and θM+1 = θ1. We take M ≥ 4 to be

even.

Define:

ZK(L, r) := max
0 ≤ x ∈ R

K

‖x‖1 = L

∑

1≤i≤K

(xi − r)2 (5.6)

Lemma 5.1

ZK (L, r) = (K − 1)r2 + (L− r)2 (5.7)

Proof: We use induction. Firstly, it is obvious to see that:

Z2(L, r) ≡ max
0≤ε≤1

{
(εL− r)2 + ((1− ε)L− r)2

}
= r2 + (L− r)2

The last equality is due the term attaining its maximum at ε = 0 and ε = 1.

Now suppose we know that ZK−1(L, r) = (K − 2)r2 + (L− r)2, then:

ZK (L, r) ≡ max
0≤ε≤1

{
ZK−1 (εL, r) + ((1− ε)L− r)

2
}

= (K − 2)r2 + max
0≤ε≤1

{
(εL− r)2 + ((1− ε)L− r)

2
}

which attains its maximum at ε = 0 and ε = 1, so, indeed:

ZK−1(L, r) = (K − 2)r2 + (L− r)2 ⇒ ZK(L, r) = (K − 1)r2 + (L− r)2

which concludes the proof. 2

Define ~∆ as the distance measured in clockwise direction.

Corollary 5.1

max
0≤θ1≤...≤θM≤N

∑

1≤i≤M

(
~∆(θi, θi+1)− N

M

)2

=
N2

M
(M − 1) (5.8)

Proof: The maximization term is equivalent to ZM (N,N/M), which by lemma 5.1 is

(M − 1)
(
N
M

)2
+
(
N − N

M

)2
= N2

M (M − 1). 2

The maximum is attained when all firms reside at the same location, such that all but the

last distance equals zero, and the last distance equals the full circumference.
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Using the corollary, we define the metric D that expresses the normalized deviation from

equidistance of the distances between consecutive firms:

D2 :=
M

N2(M − 1)

∑

1≤i≤M

(
~∆(θi, θi+1)− N

M

)2

(5.9)

By raising the difference in the summand to the power two, deviations are penalized and

differences cannot cancel out one another. The sum in this D2 attains its minimum, being

zero, when the firms are equidistantly distributed. The sum attains its maximum, being

(N2(M − 1))/M , whenever all firms reside at the same location.

5.B Inflection point of simple attractiveness curve

In equation (5.3), we defined the attractiveness curve, where θ is the location of the product

and n the location of a niche. Here, we look for the inflection point(s) for r = 2 and short-

handedly say that these points are at locations θ+δ of the product. With a(θ, θ+δ) = e−γδr ,

we find:

d2a(θ, θ + δ)

dθ2
= 0 ⇒ δ =

N

2π

√
(2γ)−1

The bell-shaped attractiveness curve (r = 2) is concave on (θ − δ, θ + δ). Given that the

attractiveness curve is mirror symmetric in θ and θ + N/2, this expression is only valid if

δ ≤ N
2 , i.e. if γ is high enough. In fact, the r = 2 attractiveness curve is concave on the

whole range [θ −N/2, θ + N/2] if

γ ≤ γ∗ = (2π2)−1 ≈ 0.05066

This γ∗ defines the boundary between regions P and E, see Figures 5.4a and 5.4b.
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5.C Illustration of oscillation

(a) t = 0 (b) t = 70 (c) t = 80

Figure 5.9 Oscillatory dynamic equilibrium with one supplier. This is a cycle of 154 periods.

Here r = 1, γ = 10, λ = 10−0.75.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 22 (c) t = 40

(d) t = 54 (e) t = 90

Figure 5.10 Illustration of an oscillatory dynamic equilibrium. Here with γ = 100.75 =

5.623 . . ., λ = 0.0 and η = 101.5 = 31.62 . . ., and r = 2 (bell-shaped curves) and relocation

and switching thresholds ε = 10−6 and ξ = 0. Here, each cycle takes 106 periods. The two

suppliers have a fixed location, but oscillatory dynamic equilibria with mobile suppliers also

occur.
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5.D Illustration of pulsation

(a) t = 0 (b) t = 20 (c) t = 32

(d) t = 40 (e) t = 60

Figure 5.11 Pulsating dynamic equilibrium with one supplier and four firms. This is a cycle

of 66 periods. Here r = 1, γ = 10, λ = 10−1.125, η = 0, and N = 200.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1

(c) t = 26 (d) t = 27

Figure 5.12 Illustration of a pulsating dynamic equilibrium with mobile suppliers, here with

γ = 101.5, λ = 0.0 and η = 100.25, and r = 2 (bell-shaped curves). In this case, each cycle

takes 52 periods. The two head-on rivals move around the center of the region, switch supplier

frequently but not move to one of the suppliers completely.
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5.E Illustration of rotation

(a) r = 1, T = 400 (b) r = 1, T = 400 (c) r = 1, T = 1000

(d) r = 2, T = 400 (e) r = 2, T = 600 (f) r = 2, T = 1000

Figure 5.13 Some instances of rotating dynamic equilibria with different T for r = 1 (top

row) r = 2 (bottom row)



Chapter 6

Strategic market, product, and

production selection

6.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, we concluded that it is in the competitive interest of firms in

a value network to align their market segments targeted, attune their product technology

(horizontally and vertically) manufactured, and synchronize timing of entry, launch, and

production scaling. One may thus come to think that firms in a value network would also

benefit from an orchestrated product-market and production selection decision to tightly

attune the various component technology. In fact, mainstream literature readily provides

a wealth of advanced methods to support design and selection of product, market, and

production systems. While headway is made in inclusion of market demand information and

competitive positioning, these advanced methods (both formal and conceptual) implicitly

assume stability in market and technology. These methods ignore industry turmoil,

structural developments, and environmental uncertainty. Under such turmoil, the firms

in the value network may well rather remain vertically specialized and refrain from investing

in dedicated production equipment to be able to flexibly reconfigure with other suppliers and

customers. In fact, it may be to the evolutionary advantage of the entire value network to

allow for entry and exit of individual network members. In terms of the efficiency dilemma

(Subsection 1.2.5), a well-timed switch from ’dynamic efficiency’ to ’static efficiency’ seems

essential for the entire value network. Obvious dynamic inefficiencies arise due to poor

timing (e.g. investing in production equipment while the awaited succession or leapfrog

will render current technology obsolete) or due to oblivion to the state of the industry

(e.g. persisting in differentiation from rather than imitation of the dominant design about

to emerge). To cope with possible shocks due to competition, market or technology, the

firms may produce either tailor-made or rather universal product technology, and thereby

use flexible production equipment. However, it is more dynamically efficient to anticipate
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structural developments, and select market, product, and production both strategically and

well-timed. In the present chapter, we study exactly this timing of market, product, and

production selection decisions.

To pinpoint when to select what product-market and production technology, we propose

to use the information in the development in the meso-level product-market network.

This meso-level product-market network contains information on which product technology

classes exist, which market segments exist, and which technologies serve which segments.

We define indices on structural features in that meso-level product-market network, and

reveal how these indices signal crucial events in the product life-cycle. By mapping life-

cycle phases to competitive strategies and the subordinate market, product, and production

selection decisions, we provide guidelines on what to make, how, and for whom. We moreover

find answers to the underexposed when question, and provide guidelines also on timing of

product repositioning and production reorganization decisions1.

In Section 6.2, we provide a framework linking market, product, and production selection

decisions to competitive, manufacturing, and marketing strategy over the product life-cycle

as punctuated by technological change. In Section 6.3, we elaborate on the method how to

use indices to isolate the development of the product-market network over the product life-

cycle and how this subsequently translates to micro-level design guidelines. In Section 6.4,

we develop the two indices on the meso-level product-market network. In Section 6.5, we

speculate on how measurements develop over the product life-cycle, and how this translates

to product (re)design guidelines to be followed by individual firms and the roles of both the

marketing and engineering department to play. In Section 6.6, we conclude.

In this chapter, we will again treat the value network with all of its firms as one ’superfirm’.

We will then study the qualities that this superfirm should possess to have a competitive

advantage. Only in conclusion, we will disaggregate back to the level of individual firms and

translate recommendation for the superfirm to guidelines for individual firms.

6.2 Theoretical framework

Firms need to decide what to make, for whom, and how. Acknowledging that the industry in

which these firms operate also evolves, makes also relevant when certain products should be

made available. Under competition for customers, such decisions moreover become strategic

in nature.

1Note that capitalizing on certain developments in the life-cycle inevitably alters the course of

developments being anticipated. We presume a sufficiently heterogeneous and competitive industry (thereby

preclude stalling of the life-cycle evolution), and refer to game-theoretic analysis of product and production

selection strategies in case of duo- or oligopolistic industries (e.g. Tirole (1988)).
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market
requirements

product
specifications

production
characteristics

“sell” function
concerns

“make” function
concerns

Figure 6.1 Conceptual model relating micro-level functional concerns to the interactive

market, product, and production selection

6.2.1 Market, product, and production system selection

Hinging on the sequential New Product Development methods (e.g. Ulrich and Eppinger

(2004); Magrab et al. (2010)), we take the ’for whom’ decision, or rather market selection,

to relate to, firstly, knowledge about and access to market segments, and, secondly, currently

owned or efficiently acquirable product technology and production know-how. Having picked

the market segments to target, the customer requirements can be translated into product

specifications (the ’what’ decision). At the same time, analyzing ’how’ to make the products

in question tunes the production system requirements with product specifications.

Various functional departments of a firm take part in the selection debate. The ’sell’

function spanned by marketing and sales envoys decide on market segments to target and

product specifications, and a ’make’ function consisting of product engineering, operations

and manufacturing envoys deciding on production system features and tuning product

specifications to it. We thus obtain the micro-level market, product, and production selection

model in Figure 6.1.

Bodies of research on product selection can be found both in marketing and operations

management literature. Marketing models target maximizing profit by matching sets of

product attributes (including price) to consumer choices or utilities (for an overview, see Kaul

and Rao (1995)), possibly involving multiple market segments and multiple products (see

Green and Krieger (1989)). This class of models commonly ignores technological constraints

and manufacturing performance.

Operations management and operations research models target optimizing operational

efficiency, which, through the tight coupling of production organization with the bills-of-

material (Hegge and Wortmann, 1991), depends on the product design, portfolio, and variety.

The ideal case is a buyers’ market (Erens and Hegge, 1994) in which individual customers’

needs are satisfied at mass-production efficiency (Jiao et al., 2000). In reorganizing

manufacturing operations, models have already advanced to optimize the portfolio under

the trade-off of production efficiency with disutility of underservicing certain segments

(Rutenberg and Shaftel, 1971; Kim and Chhajed, 2000). Product line and product family

design methods (employing commonality) advanced to include (static) production volumes

(e.g. Jiao and Tseng (2000); Wacker and Treleven (1986)) and expected demand as function

of pivotal product characteristics (Kumar et al., 2009). For a detailed treatise on integrated
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design of product and its production process, see De Lit and Delchambre (2003). So, this

class of models is gradually incorporating market concerns but commonly assumes industry

stationarity.

Conclusively, environmental turbulence and inherent uncertainty are ignored in both product

design and product selection research. By completely ignoring structural developments in the

industry caused by technological or strategic changes (which reset the competitive positions,

consumer utilities, and demand levels), selection decisions thus taken lack a strategic outlook,

so are sensible only in mature, stationary industries and over a short time horizon. To simply

rerun the presented methods after major events is not dynamically efficient. There is a need

for a context and time-dependent selection strategy.

6.2.2 Competitive, manufacturing, and marketing strategies

The ’sell’ and ’make’ functions are driven by the marketing and manufacturing strategy

put into place to achieve competitive goals deriving from the competitive strategy. The

competitive positioning framework by Porter (1980) revolves around market segments and

product range decisions to withstand and utilize vertical, horizontal, and rival forces in the

industry. With adopting product differentiation, diversification, or cost-based competition,

the firm function strategies are defined and often (largely irreversible) investments are

required. While the competitive strategy to adopt depends on the development stage

(emerging, mature, declining) of the industry, this framework does not provide a dynamic

competitive strategy (Porter, 1991) as it does not take into account pending changes to the

industry. As such, proposed strategies are likely to be dynamically inefficient.

In manufacturing strategy literature, high-dimensional conceptual frameworks are used to

support manufacturing system selection (Fine and Hax, 1985; Miltenburg, 2005; Jagdev

et al., 2004), but there largely are two paradigms. The first paradigm proposes having

focused manufacturing facilities as this raises operational efficiency (Skinner, 1974). Over

time, firms sought more factors to differentiate themselves and with that the number of

manufacturing performance criteria (cost, quality, variety/ custom products, timeliness)

increased (see Kumpe and Bolwijn (1994); Miltenburg (2005); Jagdev et al. (2004)). As

such, self-invoked ever more environmental turmoil had to be coped with in the competitive

strategy. Since process reengineering is too incremental, the focused manufacturing

is dynamically inefficient and requires total production redesign upon industry shocks

(Hayes et al., 2004). The second manufacturing strategy paradigm is to harbor ’strategic

flexibility’ to cope with this turbulence or even create environmental uncertainties to hurt

competitors (Hayes and Pisano, 1994; Bartezzaghi, 1999; Gerwin, 1993). When dealing with

undetermined industry turbulence, production options should be open, capacities should be

flexible and ready to be put to use when (strategically useful) information comes available.

If flexibility is not put to competitive use -and if excess flexibility is not eliminated in

time (Gerwin, 1993)-, the risk is that it merely makes the focal firm statically inefficient

throughout most of the industry life-span.
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manufacturing
strategy

market, product and
production system

design and selection

marketing
strategy

competitive
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technology

competitionmarket

firm

environment

Figure 6.2 Conceptual model relating firm strategies to selection decisions as embedded in

the industry environment

Foreseeing industry developments enables firms to time the adjustment of manufacturing

facilities in terms of scale and dedication/ flexibility rather than opting for flexibility at all

times to be able to absorb various sorts of environmental turmoil.

Given that marketing strategy literature is generally close to the competitive strategy, we

refrain from an elaborate discussion of this body of literature.

Figure 6.2 provides an overview of how strategies within the firm embedded in the

industry environment determine the market, product, and production selection. The major

contingencies in the industry environment (market, technology, and competition) do not

develop in an undetermined turmoil, but co-evolve according to the product life-cycle pattern

described in the next subsection.

6.2.3 Product life-cycle with punctuation by technological change

Economic research has culminated in a thorough understanding on how the competitive

strategies followed, innovation pursued, and marketing activities employed interlock to drive

the industry through a product life-cycle pattern. Definite points-of-reference in the industry

development are those where the focus of innovation shifts, which coincide with major

technological events. Anderson and Tushman (1990) pointed out that technological change

cycles through eras of ferment and eras of incremental change, where transitions between

the two eras are punctuated by emergence of a dominant design and a technological radical

advance. We take these two watershed events in evolution of technology as reference in

discussing the shifts in product and production selection decisions.

The first event is the breakthrough innovation, which is a technologically fundamental

alteration to product or process that allows an ’order-of-magnitude’ efficiency, cost,
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performance or quality advantage (Anderson and Tushman, 1990).

In the ensuing era of ferment, the technological and market opportunities attract en-

trepreneurial firms that experiment with the new product technology, seeking fat margins

of early adopters, and trying to develop the product sought after by the market majority

(Rogers, 1995; Polli and Cook, 1969).

Facing the market discipline, firms actively select and imitate product features in hope of

accumulating the bundle of service characteristics favored by the lion-share of customers

(Suárez and Utterback, 1995), thus winning self-reinforcing word-of-mouth (Rogers, 1995;

Polli and Cook, 1969), further warranting investments in upscaling production facilities.

Competitors and new entrants cheaply imitate product technology, both to get a piece of

the pie and to avert being deselected in the industry shakeout. Given the positive feedback

effects in consumer word-of-mouth (Rogers, 1995) and preferential attachment of producers

and investors, minute incidences might in the end be tipping the ’top-heavy’ industry in

favor of one or the other product technology (see Chapter 4).

The emergence of such a dominant design (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975) heralds an era

of incremental change in which surviving firms are hungry for market share and recovering

expenses made. With the drop in technological and market uncertainty, firms standardize

and modularize products to facilitate upscaling production and aggressive market expansion

to thereby enjoy economies in production, demand, and research (Klepper, 1997; Klepper

and Simons, 2005). As product innovation options rapidly deplete, while substitutability is

high, competition shifts to revolve around price, costs, and efficiency. The focus then shifts

to process innovation (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975).

When strategic (and technological) options to curb dwindling of profits get exhausted,

incumbent players seek breakthrough innovations, which would catapult the industry into a

new era of ferment.

6.2.4 Alignment of strategy and selection with the punctuated life-

cycle

The product life-cycle is a fundamental contingent variable in business and competitive

strategy (Anderson and Zeithaml, 1984; Onkvisit and Shaw, 1986) and can serve as a

framework to integrate strategies of the various business functions (Birou et al., 1998).

We compile an overview of the strategy initiatives suggested in literature.

In the emerging industry, firms need to decide when to enter, whether to pioneer, leapfrog,

or imitate, and when to adopt what product paradigm. While entry should be timely to

traverse the learning curve, there is the risk that knowledge becomes obsolete (Porter, 1980),

research is dead-end, or that the premature dedication will form a competitive liability due to

corporate inertia (Christensen et al., 1998). As products are non-standardized and volumes

are low, a job shop production is favored for its flexibility (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979b).

This reduces the risk of lock-in and capital intensive equipment write-offs, and possibly also

building competences too particular for a certain product technology. While a proactive

marketing stance is commendable anyhow, it is an indispensable complement for a firm
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with a proactive technology stance, given the risk of obsolescence and being overtaken.

Especially in a low appropriability regime, pioneers should employ patents, channels, and

branding to defend against large imitators that lurk to ’fish where the fishes are’ with superior

competences or resources (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979a; Onkvisit and Shaw, 1986). Each

first-buyer contributes to further word-of-mouth and is a potential repeat-buyer. Hence,

firms need to employ offensive marketing methods (Onkvisit and Shaw, 1986) and persuade

waiting consumers (Porter, 1980).

Upon materialization of the dominant design, adoption of the basic architecture of the

dominant design increases chances of survival significantly (Christensen et al., 1998). With

products getting standardized, product ranges narrow, and demanded volumes go up, an

assembly line is favored for its scale economies (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979b). However,

firms differ in competitive strategy, in terms of what buyers they target and what product

mix they pick, which is based on accompanying cost curves and the focus of competitors (old

and new) (Porter, 1980). The various competitive stances possible are discussed in Section

6.5. Production system characteristics differ for the various competitive strategies.

After breakthrough innovations ring in a new era, but possibly already before, firms need

to devise an exit strategy. This exit strategy relates immediately to prospects of achievable

growth given developments in competition and demand in certain (remaining) market

segments (Porter, 1980).

We see the outlines of the manufacturing and marketing strategies to be followed during the

various phases. While subscribing to the product volume and variety as prime determinants

of the production process (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979b; Fine and Hax, 1985; Hayes

et al., 2004), competitive strategy intervenes in two ways. Firstly, there is not merely a

traversal down the diagonal of the product-process matrix as firms deviate from the diagonal

(as in the case of e.g. Flexible Manufacturing systems) to exploit differential competences

(Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979b; Miltenburg, 2005) and to just differentiate in providing a

wider variety using product platform and family approaches. Doing so requires ’innovative

initiatives’ to compensate for the variety- efficiency trade-off (Ahmad and Schroeder, 2002).

Secondly, industry circumstances and particularly the emergence of a dominant design might

be holding back further traversal down this product-process matrix diagonal or rather

speed traversal up. This underscores our points that both meso-level circumstances as

well as timing are very prominent in market, product, and production selection. As far as

manufacturing strategy is concerned, we see that this life-cycle-based strategy framework

forms an alternative paradigm by making forward-looking, context-sensitive decisions on

flexibility and dedication.

Magnan et al. (1999) and Birou et al. (1998) empirically confirm the match of manufacturing

practices to the life-cycle stages just described. Nair and Boulton (2008) uncover the evident

trajectory through four ’industry ecosystems’ in the technological change rate versus life-

cycle stage model (Lei and Slocum, 2005) and describe the manufacturing strategy in each

of the stages, largely supporting our view, but in detail beyond the scope of this chapter.
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6.2.5 Timing

Foreseeing industry developments enables firms to time and tune product and production

(re)design in terms of scale and design dedication/ flexibility. Given the risks involved in

R&D and production system selection, firms may decide not to enter as early mover, but

wait for product technology to materialize and to enter only then. Alternatively, firms may

decide to develop technology only to license it to freshly entering large players while going to

put capabilities to better use elsewhere. Hayes and Wheelwright (1979a) elaborate on such

alternative ’growth’ strategies. Indeed ’suspended entry’ and ’preemptive exit’ are strategies

to consider. However, entry before emergence of the dominant design considerably increases

chance of survival (Suárez and Utterback, 1995; Klepper and Simons, 2005; Christensen

et al., 1998; Agarwal, 1997); afterwards, incumbents already enjoy the advantages of their

scale, established channels, and brands. As a consequence, sustained presence requires a

diverse portfolio of products in various product life-cycle stages (averaging out decline in

one with growth in other industries), hereby seeking to leverage competences and brand

name in all. Wheelwright and Clark (1992) provide an ’aggregate project plan’ method to

balance such a portfolio. As firms necessarily are to be engaged in risky product research

in the fermentation phase (also see Collins and Porras (2005)), this immediately underlines

the importance of selection and design guidelines that strategically anticipate market and

technology developments at the meso-level in such a product life-cycle pattern.

In this chapter, we provide two indices that jointly signal exactly the critical meso-level

punctuation of dominant design emergence, and formulate design and selection guidelines

in the different eras accordingly.

6.3 Method

This chapter is to provide a method for an individual firm to pick the recommended product

selection and design decision guidelines. Our method is inspired by consumer theory linking

service characteristics with technical characteristics of products (Lancaster, 1966; Windrum

et al., 2009), and revolves around the notion of the emergence of a dominant design,

i.e. the convergence to a large product-market combination. A design is dominant if a

certain percentage of product designs available has the same set of technologies for certain

core components (Murmann and Frenken, 2006), thereby meeting a set of crucial service

characteristics.

After certain events and regular intervals, the make function (manufacturing & product

engineering department) of a firm compiles a list of product classes (classification based

on core technologies used in the products) offered by the firm itself and competitors,

and the sell function (marketing & sales department) compiles a list of market segments

on the basis of service characteristics (as required by the customers that populate the

segment). Subsequently, the sales volume of each of the classes of products in each of

the market segments is estimated. The firm thereby constructs a meso-level product-market

network. Next, the proposed network indices are computed to read the industry phase-based
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recommended selection guideline from a look-up table using the computed values.

By conducting this procedure repeatedly, the firm selects market, product, and production

strategically on the basis of pending meso-level product-market developments in the industry.

The research method to arrive at this look-up table is to use historical data of several

complete product life-cycles to compute the development of indices over time and to hook

in the design activities of successful firms in the industry (which can both be pinpointed

by industry experts). One thus arrives at links of indices values with guidelines for market,

product, and production selection.

As a work-around for the empirical analysis, and for more rooting in theory, we use the

punctuated product life-cycle (which provides indications on pending technological and

industrial changes) and speculate on the development of the product-market combinations,

thereby arriving at stylized development patterns of the values of the indices. We then

derive recommendations on guidelines by looking forward to the changes that are pending

according to the product life-cycle theory. Note that any (dynamic and cross-sectional)

business strategy theory should fit within this framework, theoretically.

6.4 Product-market network indices

In this section, we develop two indices that quantify two complementary dimensions of the

bipartite meso-level product-market network2 as depicted in Figure 6.3, featuring nodes of

market segments and nodes of product classes

The level of aggregation of market segment and product class depends on the industry

classification level. With a high-level industry definition like ’the energy generation industry’,

common product classes are e.g. ’photo-voltaic cells’, ’wind turbine’, ’nuclear power plant’

et cetera, while market segments are e.g. ’use at home’ and ’industrial scale’. A low-level

industry definition like ’aircraft for military purposes with horizontal take-off’ has market

segments ’cargo’, ’bomber’, ’fighter’, and ’trainer’, with product classes based on engine

type ’turboprop’, ’turbofan’, ’jet’, ’piston prop’, and ’rocket’ (taken from (Frenken, 2006),

p.108).

Here, we propose two dimensions catching elementary properties of the network structure,

which we coined ’vergence’ and ’parallelity’. Vergence, discussed in Subsection 6.4.1, covers

the extent to which the network is converging (different classes of products target the same

market segments) or diverging (the same classes of products are used in different market

segments). Parallelity, discussed in Subsection 6.4.2, covers the extent to which certain

classes of products and market segments are exclusively linked. The extremes are that

the various market segments each has its particular class of product, i.e. there is ’perfect

parallelity’ and that all different segments use all classes of products in equal shares, i.e.

there is ’complete cross-usage’.

Let M be the set of market segments and P the set of product classes. The indices will

2We emphasize that our indices capture elementary features of any bipartite network and we hence

expect that it can be used in a great many different settings, e.g. assess buyer-supplier networks, meso-level

product-component networks, et cetera.
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Figure 6.3 A graphical representation of the relationships between product classes (squares)

and market segments (circles). The figures below the squares indicate the total sales Si of

product class i. The figures over the circles indicate the total market size Dj of segment j.

The figures on the arcs indicate both the market size Dij in segment i of product class j as

well as the total sales Sji

weigh according to ’volumes’. Towards this end we introduce the following variables. Let

Sij be the total sales (in number) of products of class i sold to market segment j, and

Si =
∑

j∈M Sij the total sales of product class i. Likewise, Dji (= Sij) is the absolute

market size (in number) in segment j of product class i, and Dj =
∑

i∈P Dji is the market

size of segment j in the total market.

6.4.1 Vergence

One dimension of the product-market structure concerns whether there is convergence or

divergence of the use of product classes in market segments. If the various classes of products

each are used in a wide variety of market segments, there is divergence. If the various market

segments each use a wide variety of product classes, there is convergence.

In expressing divergence, we note that if the total sales Si is to a single market segment j,

there is no divergence, and if the total sales Si is to a great many market segments, there is

great divergence. An intuitive idea is to use the ratios Sij/Si.

The divergence index V measures the fractioning of sales:

V
p

= 1−
∑

i∈P

Si

S

∑

j∈M

(
Sij

Si

)p

(6.1)

As the last sum is normalized, we weigh the contribution of that sum for the various product

classes according to the share in total sales Si/S. We introduce a parameter p ≥ 1 to tune

the penalty for fractioning of the sales. If there is fractioning, then the index will be lower

for higher p. Under the extreme condition that there is one product class that is used in

M > 0 market segments (with equal shares), so there is high divergence, then V goes to

1−M(1/M)p = 1 asymptotically for M for every p > 1. Under the extreme condition that

there are M > 0 product classes each used in a single market segment, so there is high
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(c) Mixed network

Figure 6.4 Examples of product-market networks with the total sales per product class (below

the squares), total demand per niche (above the circles) and sales per class per niche as arc

label

convergence, then V is 1−M1/M1p = 0, regardless of p and M . Note that the divergence

index does not pick up on whether a certain market segment uses different product classes,

so is insensitive to convergence.

In expressing the convergence, i.e. the extent to which certain market segments use a wide(r)

variety of product classes, we start from the basic idea that if many different product classes

i are used in the market segments j, there is strong convergence, while if all market segments

j use a single product class i, there is no convergence. An intuitive idea is to use the ratios

Sij/Dj .

The convergence index V measures the fractioning of the market demand:

V p = 1−
∑

j∈M

Dj

D

∑

i∈P

(
Dji

Dj

)p

(6.2)

Note that Dji = Sij . As the last sum is normalized, we weigh the contribution of that sum

for the various market segments according to the market share Dj/D. The parameter p is

again used to penalize the fractioning of the demand fulfillment.

Under the extreme condition that there is one market segment that uses M product classes

(in equal shares), so there is high convergence, then V p = 1 −M(1/M)p = 1 − (1/M)p−1,

which is 1 asymptotically. Under the extreme condition that there are M market segments

that use one product class, so there is high divergence, then V p = 1−M1/M1p = 0 regardless

of M . This means that the convergence index does not pick up divergence.

We combine these two indices into the aggregate vergence index V p by subtracting the

divergence V
p

from the convergence V p:

V p =
∑

j∈M

∑

i∈P

Sp
ij(SiD

p
j −DjS

p
i )

SSp
i D

p
j

(6.3)
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Divergence V
p

Convergence V p Verg. V p

Divergent

network 6.4a

1− 30
32

3( 1
3
)p − 2

32
1p = 5

6
1− 3 10

32
1p − 2

32
1p = 0 -0.83r3

Convergent net-

work 6.4b

1− 3 10
32

1p − 2
32

1p = 0 1− 30
32

3( 1
3
)p − 2

32
1p = 5

6
+0.83r3

Mixed network

6.4c

1 − 23
39

(( 7
23

)p + ( 10
23

)p + ( 6
23

)p) −
16
39

(( 1
16

)p + ( 8
16

)p + ( 7
16

)p) ≈ 0.84

1 − 8
39

(( 7
8
)p + ( 1

8
)p) − 18

39
(( 5

9
)p +

( 4
9
)p)− 13

39
(( 6

13
)p + ( 7

13
)p) ≈ 0.66

-0.18

Table 6.1 Divergence, Convergence and Vergence values for networks in Figure 6.4 (p = 3)

Vergence V lies in the range [−1, 1] and is positive if the network converges, negative if the

network diverges and is (near) zero when there is relatively as much convergence as there is

divergence.

If there is one product class and M market segments, each with a demand of 1, divergence

V p equals 1, while convergence V
p

= M (−p+1) goes to 0, asymptotically. Therefore, the

vergence V p is close to -1 if M is large. Something similar holds for a network consisting of M

product classes each selling to a single market segment with demand M , where convergence

V
p

= M1p/M = 1, divergence V p = M (−p+1)/1 goes to 0, asymptotically. The vergence

V p approaches 1 if M becomes large.

Table 6.1 contains the measured values of divergence, convergence and vergence for the

examples given in Figure 6.4, where the flow in 6.4a is strongly divergent, 6.4b is strongly

convergent and 6.4c has features of both.

The vergence index does have some shortcomings. First of all, vergence does not reflect the

number of segments but it does reflect -to some extent- the asymmetries in the number of

market segments and number of product classes.

Secondly, vergence is well able to isolate (relatively strict) convergence and (relatively strict)

divergence, the index is somewhat insensitive to mixed forms, especially if the market

segment sizes are strongly asymmetric.

We investigate the sensitivity of the vergence index with stylized product-market network

with two product classes and two market segments depicted in Figure 6.5.

The convergence value increases if the product classes are demand by a market segment in

equal numbers. In case of asymmetric market shares (γ = 0.1), the convergence measure

is particularly sensitive for changes in fractions of the use of product classes in the large

market segments. We indeed see that the curve in the subfigure in the top-left of Figure

6.6 is sensitive to changes in ε and less so to changes in δ. In case of symmetric market

shares (γ = 0.5), the convergence measure is equally sensitive to changes in one or the other

’loading factor’ (i.e. δ or ε), which we see confirmed in the bottom-left subfigure.

As we see in the two middle subfigures in Figure 6.6, the divergence measure is highest and

at the same time particularly insensitive on the line δ = 1− ε. The extreme loading factor

cases are easy to understand. Say δ = 1, i.e. segment a exclusively uses product class A,

then divergence is at its maximum if the other segment also uses the same product class

exclusively and hence ε = 0. Generally, the per product class divergence contribution is at

its maximum if all segments use the same share of each of the product classes (for A this
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A

SA = δDa + (1 − ǫ)Db

B

SB = (1 − δ)Da + ǫDb

a

Da = γD

b

Db = (1 − γ)D

δDa

(1 − ǫ)Db

(1 − δ)Da

ǫDb

Figure 6.5 The stylized product-market network used for the sensitivity analysis. Here, arc

loads depend on δ and ǫ, with total market size D and actual segment size dependent on γ

given

means δDa = (1−ε)Db). Furthermore, at that line, the divergence is 1−γp−(1−γ)p, hence

independent of δ and ε. Due to our choice of network, the divergence measure can indeed

not be high if the market share is strongly asymmetrical; one of the segments receives the

lion share of products.

We see in the right column of Figure 6.6 that vergence, in our simple network, closely reflects

the qualities of convergence. It too is insensitive to the convergence contribution of a small

market segment (with γ = 0.1 this is segment a) and divergence is naturally low in case of

asymmetric segment sizes.

Under equal market segment sizes, the equal vergence values on the line δ = ε is particularly

striking. The vergence measure does not pick up on whether market segment a uses a certain

product classes exclusively or mixes the available product classes in some fraction, as long

as market segment b does the same. In the next section, we develop a parallelity index that

in fact is informative especially in this case of different levels of cross-usage (in Figure 6.5

δ ≈ ǫ for some arbitrary value).

6.4.2 Parallelity

Parallelity captures the extent to which certain segments have exclusive relationships with

product classes. The index should furthermore be sensitive to the actual shares of product

classes, even in cases of neutral vergence. In Figure 6.7, the two extreme cases of parallelity

are depicted. Firstly, in 6.7b, all segments use all product classes, and, if the market shares

are equal, parallelity is 0. Secondly, in 6.7a, each segment uses exactly one product class,

and, if the market shares are equal, parallelity is 1.

Again, the basic idea is to use the fractioning of shares to isolate the most common segment-
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Figure 6.6 Plots of convergence V
p

(left column), divergence V p (middle column) and

vergence V p (right column) for a market share scenario with γ = 0.1 (top row) and with

γ = 0.5 (bottom row). Values ǫ and δ furthermore tune the sales fractions over arcs from

product classes to market segments. Here, p = 4.

(a) Each segments uses only

one product class. Paral-

lelity is 1.

(b) Each segment uses all

product classes equally. Par-

allelity is low.

Figure 6.7 Two extreme examples of parallelity in product-market combinations
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class pairs per product. Given the set of product classes P and the set of market segments

M, and the set of viable pairs C = {(i, j) | i ∈ P, j ∈ M, Dji > 0} (note Dji = Sij),

we have to find a set J of size min{|P|, |M|} containing pairs with high sales fractions.

The sales fractions Sij/Si for (i, j) ∈ J is then an expression of the degree to which the

segment-class combination is exclusive from the product class perspective, while the market

share Dji/Dj = Sij/Dj for (i, j) ∈ J is an expression of the degree to which the segment-

class combination is exclusive from the market segment perspective. We now propose to take

the product of these two fractions to express parallelity from both perspectives. Raising it

to the power p facilitates penalizing fragmentation. By further attaching a weight Sij/S

to each fraction, the contribution to parallelity is proportional to the relative ’popularity’

of a segment-class combination. We arrive at the following definition of (unnormalized)

parallelity:

Up =
∑

(i,j)∈J

Sij

S

(
S2
ij

DjSi

)p

(6.4)

We study two ways to find J : through a greedy picking or a maximum matching algorithm.

Following a greedy picking algorithm, one would pick the arcs with the ’heaviest’ fractions

from C one-by-one and each step remove all arcs from C pointing to the market segment

and from the same product class as the arc just picked. The maximum matching algorithm

would pick from all possible combinations the set of arcs with unique product class and

market segment such that the total weight is maximized. Irrespective of the algorithm used,

we know that J ≡ C in the perfectly parallel case, and |C \ J | = |P||M|−min{|P|, |M|} in

the complete cross-usage case.

It is trivial to see that the set of solutions SGP evaluated by the greedy picking algorithm

is completely contained in the set of solutions SMM evaluated by the maximum matching

algorithm (SGP \ SMM ≡ ∅), such that in maximizing Up as defined in eq. (6.4), greedy

picking does not outperform maximum matching.

Although parallelity is able to attain a maximum value of 1, parallelity does have a non-trivial

lower bound U∗. To be able to universally cross-compare parallelity values, we normalize

this parallelity index. We have to determine this lower bound U∗ and, as we will find out,

it in fact does depend on the network structure in a surprisingly simple way.

We first prove a lemma that for a particular simple polynomial of variables in R
+, the

minimum is attained when all variables are equal.

Lemma 6.1 The sum Wz(R) = pn1z + . . . + pnzz, with piz > 0 and
∑z

i=1 piz = R > 0 and

n ≥ 1, attains its minimum in piz = R/z.

Proof: For z = 2, W2(R) = (Rγ)n + (R(1 − γ))n attains its minimum in γ = 1/2,

so p12 = p22 = R/2. Now, suppose for z − 1, Wz−1(R) attains its minimum in

pi(z−1) = R/(z−1). Note that Wz−1(R)C for some constant C > 0 also attains its minimum

in pi(z−1) = R/(z − 1). For any z − 1 of the terms in Wz = pn1z + . . . + pn(z−1)z + pnzz, these

z − 1 piz values add up to some δR. We know that the minimum for these z − 1 terms is
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attained when evenly distributing δR over these z − 1 p values, i.e. each of the piz values is

δR/(z − 1).

We rewrite Wz(R) = W(z−1)(δR) + ((1 − δ)R)n. Since W(z−1)(δR) is minimized by taking

the z − 1 pn terms equal to δR/(z − 1), minimizing Wz is equivalent to minimizing

(z − 1)(δR/(z − 1))n + ((1 − δ)R)n. The minimum is attained for δ = (z − 1)/z, such

that piz = R/z for each i.

According to the principles of induction we have shown that Wz attains its minimum in

piz = R/z, i = 1, . . . , z, for all z. 2

We now show that Up as defined in equation 6.4 is minimized if the total weight that needs

to pass through the directed bipartite network is evenly distributed.

Theorem 6.1 Having to distribute a weight ∆ over the arcs in a connected, directed

bipartite network in which each node in set M has at least one incoming arc, and each

node in set P has at least one outgoing arc, Up as defined in equation (6.4) is minimized

by distributing ∆ over all arcs in the network evenly, regardless of whether the maximum

matching or the greedy picking algorithm is applied.

Proof: Define R as the total number of arcs in the network and define M as the number of

arcs in the selection J . Note that M = max{|P|, |M|} and R ≥ max{|P|, |M|}. We have

to distribute ∆ over R arcs such that the Up of the product-market network is minimized.

Define ŵ := ∆/R, i.e. the mean weight per arc. Since the greedy picking algorithm performs

worse (lower or -at best- equal Up) than the maximum matching algorithm, we can focus

on the outcome for Up when following the greedy picking algorithm. So, for Up, heavy arcs

are picked before light arcs.

Suppose that there is an uneven distribution of this weight ∆ (some arcs are heavier than

ŵ = ∆/R and others are lighter) that has Up value lower than the Up in case of evenly

distributed weights. We show that we can redistribute weight of arcs that are selected in

the uneven distribution and thereby lower the Up, which is a contradiction.

Suppose the greedy algorithm picks arcs J = {(i1, j1), . . . , (iM , jM )} with weights w1 ≥
. . . ≥ wM . Define w̄ =

∑
j∈J wj/M , i.e. the mean weight of the arcs picked. Note that w̄

need not be equal to ŵ since the greedy algorithm makes a particular selection out of all

possible arcs.

Given the current selection of arcs J and their weights, we know from Lemma 6.1 that Up

is minimized if all weights are even, i.e. if wr = w̄. This implies that all the arcs in the

greedy selection J must have weight w̄ otherwise our uneven distribution case cannot be the

minimum; we would then be able to redistribute the weight over the arcs in the selection to

produce a lower Up value. This in turn implies that, since there is an uneven distribution of

weights by assumption, there are arcs not in the greedy selection J that have weight lower

than w̄. After all, the weight of such an arc not in J cannot be higher than w̄; the greedy

algorithm would pick that heavier arc before any other for inclusion in J . This means that

w̄ is higher than ŵ. We can then remove w̄ − ŵ from each arc in J , and redistribute that

weight over the R −M arcs not in J . This would lower the Up of the current J . This is
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a contradiction as we assumed that our uneven distribution rendered the minimal Up. An

uneven distribution does not yield the selection J with the minimal Up. 2

Suppose there are |P| product classes and |M| market segments , with R arcs (R ≥
max{|P|, |M|}) in total and the total market size is D. The mean weight per arc is D/R,

which is lower if R is larger. The maximum number of arcs possible in the bipartite network

obviously is the complete network with |P||M| arcs. So, in determining the minimum Up,

we have to look at the complete network.

We thus have the following corollary of Theorem 6.1 that immediately gives U∗.

Corollary 6.1 The term Up =
∑

(i,j)∈J
Sij

Si

(
S2
ij

DjSi

)p
attains a minimum for a complete

bipartite network with all arcs with weight D/(|P||M|). This minimal Up is:

U∗ :=
∑

J

D/(|P||M|)
D

(
(D/(|P||M|))2

|M|D/(|P||M|)|P|D/(|P||M|)

)p

=
min{|P|, |M|}
(|P||M|)p+1

(6.5)

The normalized parallelity thus is:

Np =
Up − U∗

1− U∗
(6.6)

We now proceed by inspecting further properties of the (normalized) parallelity index. In

Table 6.2, we see that parallelity is relatively low in all three examples on vergence given

in Figure 6.4. From the fact that the parallelity value is the same for the divergent and

convergent network, we see that parallelity does not pick up on vergence. The mixed network

has low parallelity due to the cross-usage, i.e. product classes are not exclusively used by

certain market segments.

The sensitivity of the parallelity measure is again inspected using the network depicted in

Figure 6.5. In Figure 6.8, we have depicted the Np for p = 1.5 for three values of γ (balancing

the total demand over both segments) when using maximum matching. As expected, the

measure is particularly sensitive for the loading to the largest market segment; if γ ≪ 0.5,

segment b is largest, so parallelity is particularly high if the load over both arcs into b

is strongly asymmetric, i.e. if ε approaches either 1 or 0. If both segments are equally

large, parallelity is high if the load over the pairs of arcs into both segments are strongly

asymmetric, which is the case if both loading factors are either high or low.

In a similar vein, parallelity is particularly low if the largest segment uses both products

in equal shares, e.g. if γ = 0.1, parallelity indeed is particularly low at ε ≈ 0.5. If both

segments are equally large, parallelity is lowest if the segments use both products in equal

quantities (δ ≈ ǫ ≈ 0.5), and if however one of loading factors is high or low, then the

parallelity drops if the other loading factor causes divergence or convergence.

All in all, we see that, unlike vergence, normalized parallelity picks up on the extent to which

there is cross-usage or exclusive usage of products, while parallelity is not informative about

vergence. Vergence and parallelity hence are largely complementary. We thereby have to

reflect on both vergence and parallelity to capture important information on the network

structure that we would miss if we would use only one index.
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Figure 6.8 Plots of parallelity Np for p = 1.5 for the network in Figure 6.5 for γ = 0.1 (left),

γ = 0.3 (middle), γ = 0.5 (right) when using the maximum matching algorithm.

Parallelity (max matching) Np Vergence V αp

Divergence network 6.4a
10
32

( 1
3
)p+ 2

32
1p)−2( 1

8
)p+1

1−2( 1
8
)p+1

≈ 0.113 -0.917

Convergent network 6.4b
10
32

( 1
3
)p+ 2

32
1p)−2( 1

8
)p+1

1−2( 1
8
)p+1

≈ 0.113 +0.917

Mixed network 6.4c
10
39

( 10
23

10
18

)p+ 7
39

( 7
16

7
13

)p−2( 1
6
)p+1

1−2( 1
6
)p+1

≈ 0.0289 -0.142

Table 6.2 Parallelity and Vergence with p = 1.5 and α = 3 for the networks in Figure 6.4

6.5 Guidelines for market, product, and production

selection

According to our theoretical framework in Section 6.2, the market, product, and production

selection decisions are to be made with meso-level industry conditions in mind as these

decisions are strategic and their timing is important. In Section 6.4, we provided two indices

that quantify the product-market network features and thus conveys information on the

product life-cycle phase and thereby pending changes to the industry state. In this section,

as explained in Section 6.3, we reason on development of vergence and parallelity over the

life-cycle. We stress that with suitably rich historical data available at the appropriate level

of aggregation, it is easy to verify and test our claims on the -arguably well-behaved (see

Figure 6.9)- development of the parallelity and vergence values.

Our concern in the present section is with the product design guidelines and how these relate

to the measured values of vergence and parallelity, ex ante. For each of the phases and the

actual dominant design emergence, we reflect on the meso-level evolution of the industry

and concerns of the individual firm, and how this translates into guidelines to be followed

by the ’sell’ (marketing & sales department) and ’make’ functions (product engineering &

manufacturing department) in selecting the market, product, and production facilities.
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Figure 6.9 Impressions of the product-market network over the product life-cycle, and the

parallelity and vergence values expected

6.5.1 Era of Ferment

Following a ’radical advance’, the era of ferment is characterized by high variation in

(product) technology and a range of new market opportunities (Anderson and Tushman,

1990). Given the high uncertainty, firms keep open market options and target various, yet

vaguely defined segments (as diversified firms have a lower hazard rate (Agarwal, 1997)).

We therefore expect moderate to low parallelity in the meso-level product-market network.

Firms are in a catch-22 of waiting for consumers’ preferences that cannot be enunciated due

lack of experiences. Firms bootstrap out of this by pushing experimental proof-of-concept

products out onto the market broadly and setting up transparent channels to pinpoint and

actively develop market segments. In this phase, firm should stick with general purpose, job

shop production technology as it is still efficient at current volumes and experimentation

requires the flexibility. The economic argument is that technological and market uncertainty

are too high to justify irreversible investments. During this ’articulation’ process, in which

marketing plays a prominent role, the design adage hence is ’keep technical options open,

push experiments broadly to gather and breed consumer preferences, isolate segments to

target’.

During articulation, firms uncover and target the larger market segments. We presume,

not unrealistically, that the same service characteristics can be met with different product

technologies, so, at least at meso-level, the variety in core technologies used remains high.

Few segments and many products reflects in convergence in the product-market network.
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With gradually more articulated preferences, less risk is involved in narrowing down on

the technical options. The industry level convergence in the product-market network

is economically inefficient and inevitably backfires in financial performance of individual

firms. Regular economic drivers render selection of more profitable technology and the

make function backtracks market requirements to technical solutions. This might require an

unsentimental switch to competing technology. With further dedication, the make function

should commence assessment of large scale production technology options.

During this ’rationalization’ process, the design adage is to ’prune and select technical

options’. Due to the prior articulation, the set of technologies has already been conditioned

on commercial viability, so now mainly product classes are deselected from these convergent

subnetworks. As such, the product-market network gets higher parallelity (more dedication).

6.5.2 Dominant Design Emergence

After articulation and rationalization, firms envision that the product-market combination

it targets is a potential dominant design. Under positive scale advantages accruing to both

the producer as well as consumer, firms are engaged in a ’race of product classes’ to reach a

critical scale beyond which the market tips. Firms are now faced with a dilemma: risk doing

an irreversible investment in upscaling production to try tipping the market by exploiting

scale advantages or risk waiting for clear market signals while others might tip the market

to their advantage in the meantime.

Indeed, it is crucial for marketing to closely monitor sales figures of all firms in the industry. If

marketing sees that the product sold loses market share despite repeated attempts to further

diffusion, remaining options are to phase out or jump the bandwagon of whatever is emerging

as dominant design. In the latter case, the manufacturing department is commanded to

switch to producing that design. Firms that fail to tip the market and adopt the dominant

design too late (so fail to grow a significant market share), are forced into demise in the

industry shakeout.

Firms make arrangements to upscale production and kick off an aggressive marketing

campaign in an ultimate attempt to conquer the market. During ’expansion’, the design

adagio is to ’standardize, upscale and market aggressively, and -if monitoring by marketing

indicates it is necessary- switch promptly’ (see (Walker and Ruekert, 1987; Macdonald,

1985)).

At the meso-level, we see that not only will diffusion in the consumer population run in

favor of the already more popular product; there is preferential attachment on the producer

side as well. After the shakeout, only one or at best a few product-market combinations

survive, thus giving rise to a highly parallel, neutrally vergent network.

6.5.3 Era of Incremental Change

With the emergence of the dominant design, the basic product technology is fixed. Entrants

best conform to the basic architecture (Christensen et al., 1998). Subsequent innovations are

incremental and quickly depleting the set of economically viable technological opportunities.
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Eras Meso-level developments in

product-market network

Selection guidelines for individual firm

Era of Ferment From neutral vergence to conver-

gence and low parallelity

Articulation: Keep options open, push experi-

ments using flexibility of job shop facilities, collect

and develop preferences

Decreasing convergence and in-

creasing parallelity

Rationalization: Select and prune technical op-

tions, prevent premature upscaling

Emergence

of Dominant

Design

Neutral vergence and increasing/

peaking parallelity

Expansion: Modularize, standardize and expand

production with reservations on production in-

vestments, if necessary switch promptly.

Era of Incre-

mental Change

Increasing divergence, decreasing

parallelity: industry diversifies

Strategy is diversification: Scan & position with

flexible manufacturing, serve range of segments

with platformed products

Increasing parallelity: industry

differentiates

Strategy is differentiation: Scan & and position

with dedicated production facilities

Increasing parallelity and regres-

sion to neutral vergence: cost-

competition industry

Own strategy is price: Target market major-

ity segment with standard product and mass-

production facilities

Table 6.3 Meso-level developments and selection guidelines over the product life-cycle

Firms generally target the market majority and their products are close substitutes, as

such bringing about price margin erosion. The basic competitive strategies now are: price-

fighting, differentiation/ specialization (for an introduction, see Porter (1980))3 and we

add diversification to that. In diversification, manufacturing targets increasing scale and

efficiency of internal operations to reduce marginal costs, while marketing is on the look-

out for options to squeeze additional willingness-to-pay by tailoring product specifications.

Marketing is lobbying for internal divergence, while manufacturing is interested in shifting

decoupling nodes and introducing commonalities in the bill-of-material. Such micro-level

divergence ultimately reflects in divergence at industry level.

Marketing might even be on the look-out for commercially viable options to differentiate

so as to avoid generalist competition. Make function envoys (manufacturing and product

engineers) should indicate possibilities for and technical feasibility of proposals for differen-

tiation. To provide a genuinely different product, it is likely that (moderately) specialized

product technology is required. At the industry level, this differentiation increases parallelity

in the product-market network.

Within each individual firm, sell and make function envoys need to interactively scan

for both commercially and technically viable means to diversify and/or differentiate, and

then, together, adjust the product specifications. We phrase the recommended guideline as

’interactive scanning and positioning’. When competing just on price, production scale and

internal efficiency is crucial, so priorities are set by manufacturing (Walker and Ruekert,

1987). With an increase in size of firms, their product-market choice will contribute more

to the indices, so bring about a marginal increase in parallelity and marginal regression to

neutral vergence.

3We refrain from strategy recommendation; particularities of the firms and industry are required for that.
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6.5.4 Overview

In Figure 6.9, we plot an impression of the product-market networks and the stylized

parallelity and vergence values over the life-cycle phases. Firms should seek articulation

until vergence peaks, then seek rationalization until parallelity peaks and then rapidly

expand until after the shakeout, to then follow a diversifying, differentiation or price-fighter

strategy.

Both sell and make functions have their distinct role in each of the industry life-cycle

phases. During the articulation process, product engineering is experimenting, while

marketing is the focusing instrument. During the rationalization process, marketing

guards service characteristics, while manufacturing and product engineering prune options.

During expansion, marketing and manufacturing are engaged in a concerted advertising and

upscaling. During the era of incremental change, marketing and manufacturing are engaged

in a joint effort of scanning the market and technical options in the classical trade-off between

meeting all customer requirements and operational performance in production.

In Table 6.3, we list, per life-cycle phase, the processes the firms are involved in,

the development of the measured parallelity and vergence values due to that and the

recommended product design activities to increase the chances of survival. We hereby

provide a dynamic ’theory’ of business strategy sought after by e.g. Porter (1991).

6.6 Conclusions

While alignment in a value network may be a competitive advantage in the absence of

technological or market turmoil, basic efficiency rationales tell us that the firms in a value

network should maintain their flexibility whenever facing imminent technological or market

discontinuities. In Section 6.2, we saw that both operational selection methods and strategy

literature underestimate how uncertainty and anticipated developments, notably shocks

to the market caused by technological change and competition, weigh in such investment

decisions. However, hereby it was up to us to answer the question as to when to change

from the dynamically efficient, vertically specialized, and unaligned state to the statically

efficient alignment in product-market choice and production synchronization.

In this part of the dissertation, we assume that industry traverses a product life-cycle and

then reason how firms will bottom-up change the value network to cope with the challenges

during this life-cycle. In this chapter, we argued that in selecting the market, product, and

production firms should be forward looking and transcend the micro-level to a meso-level

focus, particularly taking into account the product life-cycle pattern.

Aiming for quantitative triggers for product selection and (re)design guidelines, we

introduced the notion of the meso-level product-market network and introduced two

operational measures for critical dimensions of that network. We subsequently argued that

these two measures do indicate the transition from articulation to rationalization phases

and the emergence of the dominant design. We also argued that they uncover the prevalent
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product positioning strategy (cost-based, differentiation, or diversification) in the era of

incremental change. Our findings are concisely depicted in Figure 6.9.

We arrive at the claims contained in Table 6.3 on meso-level developments and the

recommended micro-level, forward-looking selection guidelines. We uncovered the distinct

roles of both marketing and engineering departments in each of the industry life-cycle phases.

For an individual firm to derive recommended product selection and design guidelines, it

should follow the method described in Section 6.3. From the operational definitions provided

in the Section 6.4, we see that the indices are not particularly data hungry. During expansion

and the mature phase of the industry, regular market analysis (through surveys) and common

reverse engineering allows demarcating market segments and product classes. While data is

scarce at the onset of an industry, the indices are -due to the weighing- primarily sensitive

to sales data of the biggest players (and these players are arguably most important for the

course of industry developments in the end, see Agarwal (1997)). Due to their commercial

concerns, such players are necessarily visible. Regular market surveys among customers

and engineering studies of products available would still allow establishing an accurate

approximation of the product-market network.

In line with the method formulated in Section 6.3 to validate and calibrate the look-up

table instrument, an obvious future research agenda is to empirically establish the vergence

and parallelity curves by collecting longitudinal sales data of multiple industries. In-

depth interviews with professional marketing and engineering employees should then help to

partition the market into segments and products into classes in the various cross-sectional

point-in-time. More elaborate literature studies and interviews with business strategists

should further confirm the product redesign guidelines we isolated. We are interested to

learn whether the indices are useful in business practice, and the value of our recommended

guidelines.

If we now reinterpret the findings in this chapter as if concerning a ’superfirm’, an aggregation

of a whole value network, we see that in fact the whole value network of firms should time

the product, market and production selection decision. The value network alignment is

required in this particular case to make a well-timed leap over the product-process matrix

diagonal from the flexible job-shop to statically efficient production facilities.

Clearly, as firms at the various tiers are active in their own sector, with their particular

competitive circumstances, this timing of product, market and production selection at the

value network level seems to be rather far fetched. However, as we will come to discuss in

great lengths in Part III, this is exactly what the system-integrator lead value network is all

about. While we argued in this chapter the efficiency dilemma is solved by this well-timed

leap across the product-process diagonal, in Part III, we will show that the system-integrator

lead value network is in fact an evolutionary superior solution to the efficiency dilemma.
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Chapter 7

Introduction to network

organization

In our study of network developments over the industry evolution, we distinguished two

properties of a value network: the network orientation concerning the product made, the

market segment targeted, and production facilities used, and the network organization

concerning the distribution of capabilities over firms. In this part, Part II, consisting of

chapters 7, 8, and 9, we study the value network organization. In this intermezzo Chapter

7, we introduce the concepts used and assumptions made, and describe the topics studied

in Chapters 8 and 9.

In this part on network organization, we take a bottom-up approach and study why, how,

and when firms decide to change their scope of capabilities and thereby the distribution

of production capabilities over the firms in a value network. As all production steps

can, theoretically, be managed internally by one vertically integrated firm, we need an

explanation as to why firms conduct only the production steps they do, and why and when

they change their range of production capabilities. We focus on the autonomous decision of

individual firms to select a particular governance form (vertically integrated versus vertically

specialized/ outsourcing) over up- or downstream capabilities. With ’vertical integration’,

we refer to a formal arrangement that provides control over a supplier or customer to align

market choice and attune product technology. We thus study how decisions of individual

firms affect this value network organization (see Figure 7.1).

industry 

life-cycle 

firm-level 

decisions 

value network 

organization 

Figure 7.1 A graphical representation of the causal relationship we investigate in this part:

how decisions of individual firms affect the value network organization.
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Management pursues a change in governance form whenever there are competitive advan-

tages in doing so, i.e. whenever profit prospects are favorable of doing so. From institutional

and organizational economic theories on the firm boundaries, we distill that firms change

their vertical governance for cost-based (Walker and Weber, 1984, 1987; Balakrishnan and

Wernerfelt, 1986; Williamson, 1985; Stigler, 1951) and capability-based reasons (Wernerfelt,

1984; Barney, 1991; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). Firms change their vertical scope to

reduce production and/or transaction costs, and to (be able to) create new combinations of

knowledge or productive skills. A third reason for governance change that is occasionally

mentioned is the control over intellectual property (e.g. Hayes et al., 2004; Monteverde and

Teece, 1982). As opportunistic abuse of knowledge and information can be contractually

precluded, the tendency to integrate is conform the transaction cost theory.

Although a governance change may target either reducing costs or access to capabilities,

there is interaction and both the costs as well as capabilities may be affected (cf. Argyres

and Zenger, 2009; Jacobides and Winter, 2005). An example of this is the following:

extraordinary competitive value of a supplier’s capabilities form a strong bargain position,

which reflects in high margins and transaction costs. So, outsourcing or integrating

capabilities for synergistic recombination will affect the cost structure, just as outsourcing or

vertical integration to reap cost advantages will affect the governance structure and thereby

options to recombine capabilities. This interaction should be accounted for in governance

decision. In Chapter 8, we will see that management may decide to integrate capabilities at a

cost disadvantage if this enables the firm to realize a capability-based competitive advantage

(e.g. a superior integrated product).

Such governance decisions are not incidental. As a firm may continue to exist over multiple

product life-cycles, a firm may have to decide several times to integrate or hive off certain

capabilities during its lifetime. As there possibly are considerable costs involved in changing

the governance form, firms need to look not only at static efficiency (of development or

production) but also dynamic efficiency. Consequently, to understand governance decisions,

we need to study cost- and capability-based concerns over the industry evolution (Fine, 1998;

Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Cacciatori and Jacobides, 2005; Argyres and Zenger, 2009),

particularly with respect to current and anticipated market and technology conditions (cf.

Balakrishnan and Wernerfelt, 1986; Langlois, 1992) to which the pool of capabilities must

be adjusted (cf. Teece et al., 1997).

Why and when cost- or rather capability-based governance change is sought depends on

the goals pursued which in turn depends on the phase of the industry evolution. We hark

back to our description of the industry evolution in Section 2.2, and position the vertical

governance claims as follows.

During the era of incremental change, the dominant design has already emerged, and the

market and technological uncertainty are low. Firms (and the value networks) compete

on price and thereby efficiency and production costs. In this era, firms change the

governance over capabilities to reduce the sum of transaction costs (Williamson, 1985) as

well as production costs (Balakrishnan and Wernerfelt, 1986; Walker and Weber, 1984,
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era competitive concerns governance concerns

ferment product performance recombining capabilities

incremental change production efficiency cost reductions (or margin increase

through horizontal differentiation)

Table 7.1 The primary governance and competitive concerns per era of the cycle of

technological change.

1987; Foss, 1997; Smith, 2003). Outsourcing may result in cost reductions (or quality-price

improvements) through upstream scale economies (Stigler, 1951; Hecker and Kretschmer,

2010), subjecting the supplier to upstream competition (e.g. Baldwin and Clark, 2000),

or reaping in-house own scope economies (Smith, 2003; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). A

precondition to outsource is that products must be modularized and production must be

decomposed (cf. Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996). However, despite

modular product technology and decomposable production, economic rationales mediate

governance decisions, such that the product structure needs not reflect in the firm topology

(Hoetker, 2006; Zirpoli and Camuffo, 2009). Market failure may have firms not outsource or

even actively integrate production capabilities, for example to secure supply (e.g. Langlois

and Robertson, 1989; Malerba et al., 2006), to overcome hold-up or lock-in (Williamson,

1985; Walker and Weber, 1987; Monteverde and Teece, 1982). Furthermore, firms may also

seek to vertically integrate, to attune components, and thereby horizontally differentiate

(Argyres and Bigelow, 2010). So, we see that both economic and strategic factors mediate

the governance form preferred.

During the era of ferment, firms (and thereby the value networks) compete on product

technologies. To arrive at new product technologies, firms cross-fertilize knowledge and

recombine capabilities. Firms therein face an efficiency dilemma: integrate for static R&D

efficiency or outsource to remain flexible. The argument against vertical integration relates

to the risk of capability obsolescence. Under market uncertainty, technological change,

and competitive volatility, firms are reluctant to integrate (cf. Harrigan, 1985) and rather

prefer to be able to switch to alternative suppliers or customers. However, there also are

several arguments in favor of vertical integration. Research and development of product

technology is most efficient under vertical integration (cf. Langlois, 1992; Afuah, 2001; Kogut

and Zander, 1992). Control over up- or downstream capabilities allows fine-tuning product

technology across component boundaries and thus realize synergistic specificity (Schilling,

2000; Frenken and Valente, 2003; Siggelkow and Levinthal, 2003). Furthermore, vertically

integrated firms are less reluctant to invest in R&D as they capture more of the generated

value (cf. Grossman and Hart, 1986; Novak and Eppinger, 2001). We thus get the governance

concerns as listed in Table 7.1.

In the present part, we focus on a supply chain of (mostly two) vertically related firms,

thereby competing with one or multiple supply chains facing similar choices. We follow
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a piecemeal approach in studying the cost- and capability-related reasons to change the

governance form.

In Chapter 8, we study a mature industry in which costs and market size develop, but there

is no technological or market change pending. Firms can only change their ownership over

fixed upstream capabilities. The question is if and -if so- when firms should integrate or

outsource. We hereby study the effect of uncertainty in market development or component

costs and find that it is crucial to value the options to postpone or revert a decision to be

not be too prudent or too risky.

Furthermore, we reflect on the trade-off between total costs and substitutability. We find

that the governance decisions are not only to be understood from the total costs, but also

how the control over capabilities allows horizontal differentiation (changing substitutability)

and thereby softening of competition Given the symmetry in this ’softening of competition’

but the asymmetry in costs incurred to establish the softened competition, firms may end up

postponing governance changes so as not to ’transfer competitive advantage’ to competitors.

In Chapter 9, the cost structure is given (although depending on the firm strategy) but firms

are endogenously exploring and recombining capabilities on up- and downstream capability

landscapes to develop a product to compete with. The industry goes through (endogenous)

consecutive life-cycles. We study the kind of governance forms that firms prefer in the

various stages of industry evolution.

We find that, during the era of ferment, the emphasis is on R&D such that governance

decisions are dominated by capability-based concerns, while, during the era of incremental

search, the emphasis is on manufacturing such that governance decisions are dominated by

cost-based concerns. In the era of ferment, firms face a high stakes/ high gains governance

dilemma. A firm has to choose between two options. Firstly, a firm may integrate

to internally attune capabilities and technologies, thereby increasing the probability of

developing superior technology. However, the firm risks obsolescence or being supplanted.

Secondly, a firm may vertically specialize and while it thereby remains flexible to recombine

with other capabilities at population level, it suffers incompatibilities and thus reduces the

probability of developing superior technology. We find that the governance form sought

-particularly in the era of ferment- is in fact strongly related to the substitutability and

imitability properties of the technology/ capability regime.

In Part III, we extrapolate the insights on individual firm’s governance decisions to arrive

at claims on how value networks take shape through bottom-up self-organization.



Chapter 8

Cost-based governance decisions

8.1 Introduction

The very existence of value networks indicates that economic forces and strategic choices

distribute production capabilities over firms. In this chapter, we study why and when firms

change their vertical scope of production capabilities. In the introductory Chapter 7 on

value network organization, we discerned two factors that explain the vertical governance

form: transaction & production costs and control over capabilities. The two factors are

complementary (Jacobides and Winter, 2005) and should, ideally, be studied jointly.

In the present chapter, we fix the capability structure and study the decision whether a firm

should or should not also conduct the upstream production, i.e. whether a firm should be

vertically integrated or rather vertically specialized. There are advantages and disadvantages

to both governance forms. For instance, in Chapter 5, we already saw that downstream

product technology tends to agglomerate around a core component technology so as to

assure compatibility (and thereby final consumer demand). Such agglomeration causes

fierce head-on price competition. If a firm now has control over upstream capabilities,

that firm can attune assembly and component technology, thus horizontally differentiate,

and thereby soften price competition (Argyres and Bigelow, 2006). The claim is that firms

seek vertical integration whenever the total additional returns of horizontal differentiation

outweigh additional costs, if any. In this chapter, we study vertical governance choices given

this trade-off between substitutability (the reverse of the degree of horizontal differentiation)

and total costs. This cost-capability trade-off in governance is modeled as a heterogeneous

Bertrand duopoly model, see Section 8.3.

This Bertrand model calculates only the immediate payoff in a stationary industry.

According to our multilayered framework in Chapter 2, the governance decision should also

take into account the industry evolution, the complications due to network embeddedness,

and the business and competitive strategic implications of various sorts. In this chapter,

we study the governance decision in the mature industry phase, after the emergence of

the dominant design. For the remainder of this chapter, we assume that the product
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Section 4: Uncertain development 
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Figure 8.1 Structure of this chapter

and capability network are fixed. We study the competition of two two-tier value chains

consisting of a downstream assembly capability provided by the focal firms and an upstream

component capability provided by one of the upstream suppliers. We will specify the

competitive conditions in each of the two related industry tiers. We furthermore assume

that there are no technological discontinuities pending. However, we do assume that the

downstream market size and the component price develop and fluctuate. We model the

development of these variables as variants of a geometric Brownian motion and use the

real options theory of investment (Dixit and Pindyck, 1994; Huisman, 2001) to determine

the governance decisions to make. Real options theory is build on the notion that as long

as options have not been exercised, these options have a particular value. In general, the

decision whether or not to exercise an option is based on a particular independent variable,

e.g. the market price or market size. The value of options depends a.o. on the uncertainty

on the value of that independent variable and costs of reversal. The option theoretic decision

solutions take the form of thresholds on the value of that independent variable, e.g. if the

market price of components drops below threshold level c∗, then outsource.

Using the Bertrand model with developing market size or component costs, we answer

the following research questions for both non-strategic and strategic governance decisions.

Firstly, when will a vertically specialized firm integrate upstream capabilities to reduce the

substitutability (horizontally differentiate) although this will make the final product more

expensive? Secondly, when will a vertically integrated firm outsource component production

given that this makes the final product more substitutable (less differentiated)?

In line with the multilayered framework (Chapter 2), we study the governance decision

in conjunction with the competitive strategy (to be) followed. We study the governance

decision in case the focal firm takes the competitor’s governance form as given (the ’non-

strategic’ ceteris paribus decision) as well as the case in which the focal firm does take into

account the governance decision of the competitor in a game-theoretic setting (the ’strategic’

decision). In the non-strategic decision analysis, we derive the traditional net present value
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threshold as well as the real options theoretic threshold with and without options to reverse

the decision. We determine these decision thresholds for the market development case

in Subsections 8.4.2 and 8.4.2, but simply state them for the cost development case in

Subsection 8.5.2. In Subsections 8.4.2 and 8.5.2, we derive the decision thresholds under

non-strategic but reversible governance change under development of the market size and

component costs respectively. In the strategic decision analysis, we derive the real option

theoretic optimal stopping threshold in which the focal firm takes into account the reponse

of competitors. In Subsection 8.4.3 and 8.5.3, we solve and discuss the timing game for

governance change under market size and component cost development respectively.

This chapter starts with an overview of the vertical governance and supply chain coordination

literature in Section 8.2. In Section 8.3, we specify the price setting model, cost structure and

industry configuration. Chapters 8.4 and 8.5, we conduct the analysis along the lines just

specified, and we conclude in Section 8.6. Figure 8.1 depicts the structure of this chapter.

The main conclusions of our model of the vertical governance decision based on both

cost and capability considerations are as follows. We confirm the management adage to

’outsource non-core components’: if in-house production does not differentiate the product

enough (so, does not improve profitability enough), there is no justification of incurring

the higher marginal component costs of in-house production. Conversely, firms should

vertically integrate those production capabilities that allow differentiation of the product

on the consumer market downstream; the softened price competition justifies incurring the

excess production costs. However, firms need not follow the same strategy. Integration

by one firm to alleviate competitive pressures reduces the fierce competition for all firms

involved and thus removes the necessity to do so by its competitor, while at the same time,

this competitor still enjoys the lower costs of outsourcing. So, the cost asymmetries together

with the strategic interaction through product substitutability allows for the emergence of

both mixed governance form equilibria as well as joint governance change whenever the

benefits of governance change would otherwise accrue to the competitor (i.e. in case of an

attrition game). We also find that whenever firms take into account the governance strategy

of the competitor and are involved in a timing game, the actual governance strategy may

have firms preemptively outsource or integrate.

A further contribution is the abolishment of the stationarity assumption and introduction

of (uncertainty on the) development of the market size and upstream component price in

the vertical integration decision. Under upstream component price erosion, focusing on

transaction and production costs alone would have firms outsource too soon, particularly in

a large market, and integrate too soon, particularly in a small market. This is especially so

under high uncertainty on upstream component costs. Under (uncertainty in) development

of costs and market size, including the option to postpone prevents being premature and

the option to revert prevents being too conservative in the vertical governance decision.
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8.2 Literature on cost- and capability-based governance

Classical theoretical answers to whether ’to make or to buy’ revolve around the transaction

costs of setting up and running the supply relationship (Williamson, 1985) and the total

production costs (Walker and Weber, 1984, 1987). Upon deciding to ’buy’, firms need to

invest in specific assets and make transaction costs to buy components on the upstream

market at going market rates. Upon deciding to ’make’, firms need to invest in production

equipment to produce components in-house. Due to scale and scope economies and

efficiency-increasing competitive pressures, component market prices are generally lower

than the costs of producing components in-house. From a pure cost perspective, whether

to make or buy depends on the component cost differential (cf. Grossman and Helpman,

2005; Williamson, 1985). As such, it is commendable to outsource whenever the total

marginal costs of outsourcing of component production are below marginal costs of in-

house production. With a competitive upstream sector, there is no clear reason from a cost

perspective to pursue vertical integration if the in-house production costs are forever higher

than the market price.

However, while the transaction and production cost economic perspective focuses on the

role of the cost structure, the capability/resource-based view focuses on the competitive

advantage of owning certain capabilities (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991). In our setting,

we take in-house production to allow tailoring the component to the product and to

thereby allow differentiation of one’s product from competitors’ products. Differentiation

(or: lowering substitutability) softens price competition at the downstream market.

As costs and capabilities are complementary (Jacobides and Winter, 2005), we study the

trade-off between substitutability (the reverse of the degree of horizontal differentiation) and

total costs. Given this trade-off we study why and when a vertically specialized firm decides

to integrate the production of a certain input component and why and when a vertically

integrated firm decides to hive off component production capabilities and rather purchase

input components from a specialized component supplier.

In the dyadic supply chain coordination literature, authors often either investigate a

manufacturer and retailer, a component producer and final product assembler chain or

abstract from the actual roles. In the literature dealing with coordination strategies when

various supply chains compete, the simplest form is to take a duopoly in both the upstream

and downstream sector. In case of a manufacturer-retailer chain, the manufacturer sets

the wholesale price (strategically) and the retailer the final market price. Under high

substitutability, distribution through independent outlets (outsourcing) is preferred, while

under low substitutability, distribution through owned company stores (vertical integration)

is preferred, that is, with chain profits as criterion (McGuire and Staelin, 1983). This result

is confirmed by Wu et al. (2009, see p.554). They extend the analysis to a repeated game

and find that, for high substitutability (and sufficient discounting), there are several (non-

mixed) strategy equilibria. However, even a single deviation of this strategy by one of the

chains immediate sets off a revolution to an all-vertically-integrated industry, after which the

industry states in this state indefinitely. This extends the finding that Nash equilibria in one-
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shot games do not contain mixes of vertically integrated and vertically disintegrated supply

chains (McGuire and Staelin, 1983; Grossman and Helpman, 2005). However, Cachon and

Harker (2002) find that in duopoly under scale economies, price competition becomes fierce,

and that outsourcing proves to be one way to soften competition. Under those conditions of

scale economies, firms have no incentive to integrate (again), once both firms are outsourcing.

The bilateral duopoly model has been extended to study outsourcing to a common

component supplier to reap upstream scale economies (Ni et al., 2009; Shy and Stenbacka,

2003), outsourcing component production to a vertically integrated competitor (Arya et al.,

2008) and even pursuing backward integration for the anticompetitive exclusion of access to

a certain component (Matsubayashi, 2007).

An interesting extension investigated as a limit case, is to make the upstream or the

downstream sector perfectly competitive. In case of a competitive upstream sector,

downstream firms will outsource to the same supplier to enjoy cost scale economies (Shy

and Stenbacka, 2003), as even is the case in a duopoly already. Component suppliers will

not enter the upstream sector if their cost structure is not more favorable than that of

incumbents (Arya et al., 2008).

In literature, one of the prominent causes for vertical integration is demand uncertainty.

After all, under demand uncertainty, the supplier requires contractual arrangements before

committing, thus raising transaction costs considerably. This will make vertical integration

more attractive for the downstream assembler (cf. Balakrishnan and Wernerfelt, 1986;

Williamson, 1985). As the supply chain coordination strategy games build upon the classical

one-shot Bertrand and Cournot models and as these games are hard to analyze even with

demand fixed, the role of demand dynamics and uncertainty has been underexposed. In

the last decade, both demand uncertainty as well as drifts in demand have found their way

into the supply chain coordination research. Demand uncertainty here narrowly pertains to

variance in demand (not the market uncertainty as in the fluid phase of an industry before

the emergence of a dominant design), whereby the actual demand realization is not known

in advance.

In its simplest form, demand uncertainty is introduced by having a demand of xL with

probability p and xH > xL with probability 1 − p (Wu et al., 2009). For a single period,

both chains choose to be vertically integrated, while for a repeated game, the manufacturer

and retailer bargain over the wholesale price and thereby increase their joint sales.

Demand uncertainty also takes the form of zero-mean Normal noise added to the quantity

demanded (Rossini, 2008). Rossini evaluates the effects of different bargain solutions, which

is -as we have no bargaining- out of scope, here. Alvarez and Stenbacka (2007) have

demand follow a geometric Brownian motion and find that with an increase in uncertainty,

outsourcing is postponed. However, once this governance mode is adopted, a larger share of

the quantity to be produced is outsourced.

In the present chapter, we combine demand uncertainty, a competition-of-dyads and

governance decisions in the same model.
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8.3 Formal model

Here, we define a model to study the vertical governance dilemma that firms face under

competition. By outsourcing component production, firms reap upstream scale economies

and enjoy upstream price competition among suppliers. However, by outsourcing, the

product uses a standard component, is thereby more similar to the competing product,

thereby more substitutable (less horizontally differentiated) and the firm thereby faces fiercer

downstream price competition. By vertical integration, the firm produces the component

in-house at a higher total costs due to diseconomies of scope and scale. However, by vertical

integration, the product can be differentiated from competing products, which will thus

soften price competition.

8.3.1 Bertrand duopoly with heterogenous products

The backbone of our model is a Bertrand duopoly of a sector consisting of two firms i and

j, i 6= j with distinct products. We assume that at every point in time, firms pick the

Bertrand optimal price, so firms instantaneously adjust the product price upon a move by a

competitor or an event in the downstream consumer market or upstream component sector.

We adopt the linear inverse market demand function generally used in heterogeneous product

duopoly studies (cf. Arya et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2009; Chevalier-Roignant and Trigeorgis,

2011; Wu et al., 2009):

pi = a− b(qi + sqj) (8.1)

Hereby, pi is the price of the product produced by firm i, qi is the number of products that

firm i produces (and sells, by assumption), and ci is the total marginal production cost for

firm i of one unit of product. Rewriting gives:

qi =
a− pi

b
− sqj =

{
a(1−s)+spj−pi

b(1−s2) s ∈ [0, 1)
a−p
2b s = 1 (and pi = pj = p)

with 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 the substitutability, and a and b parameters (with different interpretations

that we discuss below) characterizing demand.

The instantaneous profit πi of firm i is:

πi = (pi − ci)qi

The first order condition for a Bertrand optimal price is:

∂πi

∂pi
= qi(pi) + (pi − ci)

∂qi(pi)

∂pi
=

a + ci − 2pi
b

− s

(
qj + (pi − ci)

∂qj
∂pi

)
= 0

Under the assumption of simultaneous price-setting, we take ∂qj/∂pi = 0, such that:

p∗i =
a(s− 2) + ci(s

2 − 2)− scj
s2 − 4

and q∗i =
a(s− 2) + 2ci − scj

b(s2 − 4)

with profit:

π∗
i = b (q∗i )

2
(8.2)
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8.3.2 Industry development

The traditional Bertrand model yields the price-based equilibrium in a one-shot game.

However, the two aforementioned factors, downstream demand size and the upstream

component price, develop over time. Depending on the developments in these factors, firms

may better switch to an alternative vertical governance form at some point in time.

In section 8.4, we impose development of the market size and assume that, at every point

in time, both firms pick the heterogeneous product Bertrand optimum (where the π forms

the instantaneous return). Neumann et al. (2001) distinguish two types of market growth

(and decline) in the linear inverse demand function (8.1). Firstly, vertical market growth

is an increase in willingness-to-pay of customers (increase in the intercept a). Secondly,

horizontal market growth is an increase in the number of customers willing to purchase a

unit (a decrease in the slope b). Neumann et al. (2001) show that the total output (and

number of firms) increase with both a horizontal and vertical market growth. Note that

in the vertical integration strategy, there is strategic interaction downstream through the

substitutability and going market price of the product.

In section 8.5, we impose development of the component price on the upstream market. We

hereby assume that component prices are strategically stable with regard to the governance

decisions, i.e. there is no interaction of the governance decision of one firm on the component

price the competitor pays1. We furthermore do not explicitly model price setting or

bargaining, or upstream price competition, but have the price pressing effect reflect in

the component cost development. With this ’thick upstream market’ assumption, we can

abstract from discernible upstream firms to macro-level price figures. In further analysis,

the ci and cj in the Bertrand model will reflect the total marginal product costs, including

the marginal component costs, which of course do change with governance form.

On top of the ’thick upstream sector’ assumption, we extent the assumption that suppliers

also serve external sectors to the assumption that the upstream cost development is

uncorrelated with the downstream market size. This justifies us studying both factors

independently.

8.3.3 Cost structure

We regard the vertical governance decision as an investment decision based on the value of

future payoff streams, lump-sum investment costs and the value of options. So, apart from

the price setting model, also the cost model is prominent in the model. However, the models

found in literature have widely varying assumptions on the marginal component and product

costs and lump-sum capital investments upon switching governance form. In Alvarez and

Stenbacka (2007) (and Grossman and Helpman (2005), from whom they borrow the notion),

1Read Moorthy (1988) for a thoughtful study of the consequences of various types of strategic interaction

on possible Nash equilibria. Read Rossini (2008) for interesting results whenever there actually is such

strategic interaction through upstream component prices.
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the vertical governance trade-off concerns whether to do a costly irreversible investment in

a system which makes it possible to design and monitor efficient contracts for delivery of

the input and thus enjoy marginal cost economies of the supplier. In Shy and Stenbacka

(2003) the trade-off concerns whether to do a costly irreversible investment in a production

facility to thereby rid oneself of the profit maximizing markup of the supplier. Note that

our assumption of having a ’thick’ upstream sector causes erosion of the upstream margin

and rules out double marginalization (see e.g. Tirole, 1988).

Marginal component cost differences

We assume that outsourcing yields a marginal cost advantage (cf. Grossman and Helpman,

2005; Williamson, 1985). The supplier after all is specialized and learns how to increase

the efficiency of production, and furthermore enjoys scale economies of serving multiple

parties. For the downstream final product manufacturer the opposite is true, as it suffers

from low scale and inefficient production, and furthermore higher marginal governance costs

due to management diseconomies. As costs for assembly, packaging, et cetera remain the

same even when acquiring the component, we assume that the total costs of producing one

unit of product completely in-house are higher than the total costs when assembling with a

component purchased from the independent supplier.

Assets

Influenced by the transaction cost economic theory, Alvarez and Stenbacka (2007) and

Grossman and Helpman (2005) argue that outsourcing requires a costly irreversible

investment to set up and safeguard the supply of components. While possibly true for some

industries, we study an industry in which different assumptions are plausible. After all, we

assume a thick upstream market. Thereby, there presumably is a market for the production

equipment and facilities. Moreover, search costs and costs for contractual safeguarding

against the moral hazard of suppliers are low or even absent. All in all, the one-time costs

for establishing market governance are limited. We rather assume that upon outsourcing,

the yet owned production equipment can be sold at the upstream market at its day-value

CM > 0. On the other hand, integrating production requires purchasing of the equipment,

plus transfer, training and learning costs, summing up to costs CI < 0. We assume that

CI < −CM ≪ 0 to preclude repetitive in- and outsourcing as a way to earn money. The

sign of the monetary values CI and CM reflects whether the focal firm receives or pays the

money. We use C with superscripts for both the payment CI as well as the payoff CM for

uniformity in expressions discussed later.

8.3.4 Substitutability

We assume that when both product manufacturers purchase their components from market

parties (the M,M scenario), their final products are indistinguishable, so substitutability

is perfect sMM = 1. As soon as either of the firms is vertically integrated, incremental
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product innovation takes place across the component interface, such that the final product

is different from the competing product with the standard component. Both supply chains

then enjoy the lower substitutability sIM = sMI < sMM . When both parties are vertically

integrated, substitutability is even lower, i.e. 0 ≤ sII < sIM = sMI < sMM = 1.

Firms do not just decide on the vertical governance form on the basis of these component

cost factors, but also on the governance state of the competitor. As said, there is strategic

interaction through the substitutability of the products downstream. Our assumption of a

thick upstream sector precludes strategic interaction through the supplier bargain power.

There are three states possible (both integrated, both outsourcing or mixed). We study

the governance decisions of our focal firm both with and without taking into account the

response of the competitor.

8.3.5 Timing game

In the cases we study, firms’ governance decisions are based on the value of an independent

variable X, e.g. downstream market size or upstream component price. In case firms take

into account the governance strategy of the competitors in determining their own governance

strategy, the firms are involved in a ’game’. If firms now take into account the development

of the independent variable, the firms are involved in a ’timing game’ (cf. Huisman, 2001).

In case that all firms move at the same time, all receive the same payoff M(x). In case that

all firms move jointly at the same time and that they do so when it is optimal to do so, i.e.

they collude, say when x = xJ , each receives payoff J(xJ ) (= M(xJ)).

The firm that moves (i.e. changes the governance form) first, in time (say, when X = xL),

is called the leader and receives payoff L(xL). The other firm that moves in response to

that (say, when X = xF ) is called the follower and receives payoff F (xF ). In case there is

a value x of the independent variable for which L(x) > F (x), the timing game is called a

preemption game. In a preemption game, there is an incentive to be the leader at least for

some values of x. In the region in which L > F , there is some level x∗ at which the leader

would maximize the total discounted future value. As competitors will also move at that

level x∗, and all firms will thus only get M(x∗) < L(x∗), they will preempt the competitors

by moving at x∗±ε. As competitors also do this, the focal firm moves even earlier, etc. This

continues until a further ε shift would even lower the leader value below the follower value.

This point is/ these points are called the preemption point(s). In a preemption game, the

leader moves at the preemption point.

Whenever for all values x of the independent variable X, we have that L(x) < F (x), the

timing game is called an attrition game. In an attrition game, none of the firms wants to be

the leader and all firms postpone changing their governance form. In a preemption game,

there may be regions that all firms postpone governance change, but there also are regions

in which firms want to be the leader (and thus seek to preempt the other firms). Note that

a firm can always adopt the strategy to immediately move when another firm does so. In

case there are only two firms, the follower thus always receives a payoff of at least M(xL).
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We distinguish two ways to assign who will be the leader and who will be the follower: the ’ex

ante’ and the ’ad hoc’ assignment. In the ex ante assignment, we assume that firms cannot

change their governance form instantaneously and that information on preparations ’leaks’

to competitors. The process of changing the governance form has different ’milestones’,

e.g. taking a management decision to study or actually start changing the governance

form, having aligned stake-holder interests, having arranged legal issues, etc. During this

governance change process, firms may involuntarily or rather purposefully broadcast signals

on the progress for governance change. Even if multiple firms engage in a governance change

at the same time, progress information may have one of the firms realize that it will inevitably

not be the first to realize the governance change and then decide to adopt the follower’s

strategy. So, even if all firms initially wanted to become the leader, the public progress info

has certain firms decide to switch to a follower strategy. We assume that this head start

allows a leader to actually change its governance form at the optimal point in time (i.e.

when x = x∗). In this case, there is no (preemption or attrition) timing game as the firms

involved simply move at the moment it is optimal according to their fixed, given strategy.

In the ad hoc assignment, we assume that firms can instantaneously change their governance

form and have no prior information other than the actual governance form of the other firms.

Note that under these conditions, if firms are involved in a preemption game, all firms seek

to change governance at the same time (say, when X = xP ). By an undisclosed mechanism

(’toss of a coin’) one firm is assigned to be the leader and the other will be the follower. Note

that if the follower would also immediately change its governance form, both firms would

receive the same payoff M(xP ), which generally differs from L(xP ) and F (xP ).

In this chapter, we discuss the governance change (and the structure of the industry over

time) both for ex ante as well as ad hoc assignment.

8.4 Governance decision under downstream market size

development

In this section, we study the governance decisions under development of the market size

downstream of the focal firm and its competitor. The preliminary idea is that possible

investments to realize a competitive advantage are covered sooner in a larger market. We

first extend the model with market size development, then derive governance decisions while

the competitor governance form is controlled. We hereby determine whether and if so when

to integrate or outsource both in case the change is regarded as irreversible as well as

reversible. Ultimately we derive the governance decisions given that the competitor may

respond to this by also changing its governance state.

8.4.1 Downstream market size development

We study the effect of horizontal market growth (more customers, but with the same average

willingness-to-pay). We introduce this by taking the variable b in the linear inverse demand

function (8.1) to develop as bt+1 = bt/(1 +α) (see Garcia and Shen, 2010). If 1/(1 +α) < 1,
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b decreases over time and the market size increases over time. We take bt+1−bt = −αbt+1 ≈
−αbt and generalize this to obtain the following geometric Brownian motion describing the

development of the market size 1/b:

db = −αbdt + σbdz

The drift parameter α ∈ R is static and describes the dominant direction of developments of

the market size. If α < 0, b tends to increase and the market demand to decrease. If α > 0,

b tends to decrease and the market demand to increase. For α = 0, the market demand is

stationary. The variability parameter σ is positive. Furthermore, dz is the Wiener-increment

with dz = ε
√

dt and ε ∼ N(0, 1). The Wiener-increment is proportional to the expected

distance covered after dt time units.

The value of the focal firm develops as in the following Bellman equation:

V (s, b) =
X(s)

b
dt +

1

1 + r dt
max

s
EV (s, b + db)

When not at the governance switching threshold, we write:

V (b) =
X

b
dt +

1

1 + r dt
EV (b + db)

Hereby, X/b is the instantaneous profit (see eq. 8.2), where X is independent of b. The X

depends on the four possible industry states (both firms integrated, both firms outsourcing,

and the two mixed states). The r is the discount rate determined by the risk-free interest

rate at the capital market.

We determine V by using Ito calculus, which requires that V is twice differentiable in b

and once differentiable in t. By multiplying both sides by 1 + r dt, rearranging the terms,

dividing by dt > 0, and taking the limit dt ↓ 0, we get:

rV (b) =
X

b
+ lim

dt↓0

1

dt
(EV (b + db)− V (b))

To determine the limit, we use the Taylor expansion of V (b + db):

V (b + db) = V (b) + db
∂V

∂b
+ dt

∂V

∂t
+

1

2
(db)2

∂2V

∂b2
+ (dbdt)

∂2V

∂b∂t
+

1

2
(dt)2

∂2V

∂t2
+ . . .

Due to the limit of dt to zero, terms in the Taylor expansion of V (b + db) that contain

dt to a power higher than one will all go to zero. We can thus safely omit these terms in

determining V . Furthermore, we assume that V is autonomous, i.e. depends on time only

through the development of b but not directly on time t, so ∂V/∂t = 0:

V (b + db) = V (b) + db
∂V

∂b
+

1

2
(db)2

∂2V

∂b2
+ . . .

Hereby

(db)2 = (−αbdt + σbdz)2 = α2b2(dt)2 − 2αεσb2(dt)3/2 + σ2b2ε2 dt
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Combining the above equations, we obtain:

lim
dt↓0

1

dt
(EV (b + db)− V (b)) = lim

dt↓0

1

dt

(
E(db)

∂V

∂b
+

1

2
E(db)2

∂2V

∂b2
+ . . .

)

= lim
dt↓0

1

dt

(
−αbdt

∂V

∂b
+

1

2
(α2b2(dt)2 + σ2b2 dt)

∂2V

∂b2
+ . . .

)

= −αb∂V
∂b

+
1

2
σ2b2

∂2V

∂b2

We thus obtain the following differential equation on the firm value V :

rbV + αb2
∂V

∂b
− 1

2
σ2b3

∂2V

∂b2
= X

With solution:

V (b) =
X

b(r − α− σ2)
+ B1b

β1 + B2b
β2 (8.3)

and

β1,2 =
2α + σ2 ±

√
8rσ2 + (2α + σ2)

2

2σ2

the roots of the fundamental quadratic r + αβ − 1
2σ

2β(1− β).

In this chapter, we assume that the value of the firm V is positive and finite. We thus

require equation 8.3 to meet the boundary condition r − α − σ2 > 0. In the deterministic

growth case σ = 0, we require α < r, i.e. the market growth is less than the discount rate.

Note that this condition is also required for the governance change to ever take place: if

α > r, the expected increase in returns by postponing the governance change outweighs

the discounting on the returns incurred, so it would then be economically justified to wait

forever.

Equation 8.3 needs to be specified for the particular industry state (i.e. the vertical

governance form of each of the firms). To do so, we replace X by Xnm with n,m ∈ {I,M}
(n and m possibly equal), e.g. XIM indicates that firm 1 is integrated, and firm 2 buys

the component on the upstream market. The generic solution for Xnm derives from the

Bertrand optimal profit given in equation (8.2):

Xnm :=

(
a(snm − 2) + 2cn − snm cm

(snm)2 − 4

)2

We now use this generic value solution to determine when firms change their governance

form. We hereby study this decision under different settings of reversibility, the exclusion/

inclusion of option values, and whether firms behave strategically or not.

8.4.2 Non-strategic decisions

We analyze the case in which the focal firm does not take into account the response to

its actions. This is an approximation of the case in which a response takes relatively long
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compared to the discount rate. However, the decision does depend on the current state of

the industry, and hence the governance form chosen by the competitor.

Net Present Value

The benchmark for the real option theoretic solution is the solution based on the Net Present

Value of an investment. In our case, the Net Present Value approach will have our focal

firm change governance form as soon as the discounted value of the future payoff of this

change is about to exceed the fixed costs incurred for that change. This is called the value

matching condition. The NPV approach disregards the value of postponing the decision to

wait for more information.

The NPV approach compares the NPV of the future profit flow of the current governance

form with the NPV of the switching costs plus the profit flow of the alternative governance

form. As soon as the NPV of the alternative governance form is at or over the NPV of the

current form, the focal firm should switch.

The following value matching condition yields the switching threshold b̄nl at which the firm

should switch from state m ∈ {M, I} to n ∈ {M, I}, m 6= n:

Xml

b̄nl(r − α− σ2)
=

Xnl

b̄nl(r − α− σ2)
− Cn ⇒ b̄nl =

Xnl −Xml

Cn(r − α− σ2)
(8.4)

The state l ∈ {M, I} of the competitor is hereby given and fixed. In Appendix 8.B, we derive

the NPV of the payoff stream π(b) over the future directly. However, the NPV switching

thresholds for integration and outsourcing can also be derived from the value function (8.3)

by removing the option value terms (i.e. setting B1 = B2 = 0).

As assumed, upon outsourcing n = M and Cn = −CM , and upon integrating n = I

and Cn = CI . If there are no fixed costs incurred nor is there a salvation/ scrap value

when outsourcing or when these are equal, the two decision thresholds would coincide. In

case of integration, a total of CM of the initially invested CI can be salvaged. In case

of outsourcing, it is always possible to reintegrate although this would cost CI − CM as

compared to staying integrated. We thus get a hysteresis region between the two switching

thresholds. An excursion from the hysteresis region into the switching region and back can

change the governance state, while the driving variable (here, b) value no longer provides a

clue as to why.

While the market size 1/b fluctuates, and NPV solutions do take into account the

stochasticity in returns (see the σ in the denominators), the NPV solutions do not take

into account ’incidental crossing’ of switching thresholds and would trigger a change in

governance even if structural developments do not justify this. In contrast, in the real

option theory, the last general solution terms in (8.3) reflect the value of an option of this

change in governance. In case of high uncertainty, holding the option is valuable as it keeps

the focal firm from such structurally unjustified decisions upon an incidental crossing. The

option is only realized when exceeding the NPV threshold to a sufficient extent, say, when

sufficiently ’deep in the money’.
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Figure 8.2a (Figure 8.2b) contains plots of the NPV firm values ΓMI and ΣII (ΓII and

ΣMI). However, the NPV and real option theoretic solutions are qualitatively similar. In

case of NPV solutions, the general structure is that the focal firm will integrate below b̄Ml

and will outsource above b̄Il.

At a first glance this seems to be in contrast with the management adage to outsource

component production in mature markets. However, given that in-house production can be

leveraged by differentiating the product, thus softening price competition, the component

production at stake is considered a core competence, i.e. a capability providing a competitive

advantage.

SII

GMI

b
II b

Value

(a) MI to II

GII

SMI

b
MI b

Value

(b) II to MI

Figure 8.2 NPV firm values for the MI to II case and the II to MI case with an indication

of the b̄II and b̄MI threshold values

Non-reversible decision with an option to postpone

Suppose that our focal firm can change its governance form only once, i.e. cannot revert to

its earlier state. This is an approximation of the case when it is possible only in the -relative

to r- far future.

In such an optimal stopping problem, we need to find the b̂ at which switching from m to n,

with m,n ∈ {M, I} and m 6= n is optimal given that the competitor is in state l ∈ {M, I}.
The value of the firm in the continuation region and in the stopping region are:

Γml(b) =
Xml

b(r − α− σ2)
+ B1b

β1 + B2b
β2

Σnl(b) =
Xnl

b(r − α− σ2)
− Cn

In the stopping region, there are not options left to the firm, so the speculation terms

vanish2.
2Traders might value the firm above its fundamental value (in the first term) if they expect that they
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From the general structure of solutions revealed in section 8.4.2, we know that in case

m = M , Γml is defined on (bnl,∞) (the firm integrates below bnl), while Σnl is defined on

(0, bml) (the firm outsources above bml). From the boundary condition that the value of the

option to integrate goes to zero when b→∞ tells us that B1 = 0.

In case m = I, Γml is defined on (0, bnl) and Σnl is defined on (bml,∞). The value of the

option to outsource goes to zero with b ↓ 0, such that B2 = 0.

We determine the switching threshold3 b̂nl with B and β unspecified. In case m = M and

n = I, β = β2, and β = β1 otherwise. The switching threshold is found by solving the value

matching and smooth pasting conditions (See Dixit and Pindyck, 1994):

Γml(b̂nl) = Σnl(b̂nl) and
dΓml

db

∣∣∣∣
b=b̂nl

=
dΣnl

db

∣∣∣∣
b=b̂nl

This gives:

b̂nl =
1 + β

β

Xnl −Xml

Cn(r − α− σ2)

B =
Xnl −Xml

(b̂nl)1+β(r − α− σ2)
− Cn

(b̂nl)β

There are obvious resemblances with the NPV solution in (8.4). In case m = I, hence

n = M , the multiplication factor is (1 + β1)/β1 ≥ 1 as β1 > 1 and the switching threshold

shifts up, so b needs to be higher before the firm outsources. In case m = M , hence n = I,

the multiplication factor is (1 + β2)/β2 ≤ 1 as β2 < 0 and the switching threshold shifts

down, so b needs to be lower before the firm integrates. We see that the decision to change

the governance form are taken only when -as Dixit and Pindyck call it- ’deeper in the money’

than the NPV.

The NPV switching and the optimal stopping thresholds and governance forms chosen are

plotted in Figure 8.4a and 8.4c in case of an integrated competitor and in Figure 8.4b and

8.4d in case of an outsourcing competitor. As soon as the component market price drops

from cM = cI = 15 to cM = 12 < cI = 15, the threshold curve shifts dramatically. At a

lower component price, the market needs to be bigger before the focal firm will integrate.

There even is a region bounded by s∗ beyond which the firm will keep on outsourcing no

matter how big the market is.

Reversible decisions with options to postpone

Suppose that the focal firm can now switch from one to the other governance form at all

times and also takes into account the option value of reversing the governance form. We

study the case II ⇋ MI in which the competing firm is integrated. The value function V II

are able to sell (shares in) the firm at sufficient profit later. As there are no options for the firm itself left,

development in these terms reflects pure speculation. We follow Dixit and Pindyck (1994) and Huisman

(2001) and rule out speculation and thereby the possibility of speculation bubbles.
3In the remainder of this work, we presume that there exists a unique threshold. The reader is referred

to Huisman (2001) for existence and uniqueness proofs that also apply here.
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is defined on the interval b ∈ (0, bMI). As the last two terms in equation (8.3) reflect the

option to outsource, this option value should drop to zero when b ↓ 0. Given that β2 < 0,

BII
2 = 0. Likewise, V MI is defined on the interval b ∈ (bII ,∞), and the option to integrate

should become zero when b→∞. Given that β1 > 0, BMI
1 = 0. We thus establish that the

option theoretic value functions are:

V MI(b) =
XMI

b(r − α− σ2)
+ BMI

2 bβ2

V II(b) =
XII

b(r − α− σ2)
+ BII

1 bβ1

The bMI , bII , BII
1 and B2MI cannot be solved from the regular value matching and smooth

pasting conditions as the resulting equations are non-linear due to the option terms. Dixit

and Pindyck (1994) suggest to introduce a function G:

G(b) := V II(b)− V MI(b)

The value matching and smooth pasting conditions become:

G(bMI) = CM and G′(bMI) = 0

G(bII) = CI and G′(bII) = 0

The option value to integrate should increase when b drops from bMI to bII . For b < bMI ,

the BMI
2 bβ2 term dominates G such that G becomes negative and decreases rapidly. For

b > bII , the BII
1 bβ1 term dominates G such that G increases rapidly. G hence takes a

N -shape, which should be tangential to the lines CM and CI at the abscissas bMI and bII

respectively. Figure 8.3 contains a plot of the G function with parameters such that the

values of G at tangency points coincide with the switching costs.

GHbL

bMIbII
b0

CM

CI

Value

Figure 8.3 G(b) function for the reversible governance change problem. Here with an

integrated competitor. The plot of a G function for an outsourcing competitor looks

qualitatively the same.

To plot the decision curves, we need many datapoints and the manual geometric method

becomes impractical. Each option value tunes one tangency point most and has little effect

on the other tangency point. We exploit this in the following approximation procedure:
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1. Find the option value that has the smallest effect on the other tangency point. Set

the scale parameter of this ’weak’ option equal to zero4

2. The first step yields an optimal stopping problem from the state with the ’strong’

option to the state with the ’weak’ option. Determine the threshold and ’strong’

option scale parameter through numerical value matching and smooth pasting. This

gives the switching threshold (abscissa) and an approximation of the scale parameter

of the ’strong’ option.

3. The scale parameter of the ’strong’ option found in the second step is used to reduce the

original problem to an optimal stopping problem from the state with the ’weak’ option

to the state with the ’strong’ option. The optimal stopping problem now however has

associate costs −CI or +CM plus some term dependent on b reflecting expected payoff

from future switches. Given that there are only two unknowns, regular value matching

and smooth pasting finds the second switching threshold and scale parameter for the

weak option.

By eliminating the ’weak’ option in the second step, the approximation is (many multitudes)

better than eliminating the ’strong’ option. In the case with an integrated competitor, the

tangency point at bII is relatively insensitive to BII
1 . We set BII

1 equal to zero to find

approximations for bII and BMI
2 . We then use BMI

2 to reduce the four smooth pasting and

value matching equations to two and find approximations for bMI and BII
1 . With changes

in other parameters sII , sMI , CI , CM et cetera, the underlying numerical procedures often

require different initial solutions.

After finding proper starting values for b per substitutability level (we used the optimal

stopping solutions), this method finds the datapoints for the switching threshold curves

automatically. We did not make the method recursive as the quality of the found

approximations appears sufficient for our purposes.

The counterpart case with an outsourcing competitor is dealt with the same ’geometric’

method and the value functions and the procedure to numerically solve them are similar.

We obtain the switching thresholds plotted in Figure 8.4.

Conclusion for non-strategic decisions

Figure 8.4 contains plots of the bMI , bIM , bMM and bII curves for different values of sMI ,

sIM with fixed sII = 0.1 and sMM = 1.

If both firms are outsourcing initially, we see that the greater the improvement in

substitutability sMM − sIM , the smaller the market is at which the focal firm actually

4We investigate the changes in G visually to determine the ’weak’ option. This has to be done only once

and the outcome can be hard-coded in your approximation procedure. However, the properties of G around

these tangency points allow for an automated approach. In regular cases the ’weak’ option has the scale

parameter with the lowest value of the two (usually they are many multitudes apart) to bring ’its’ tangency

point close to the appropriate switching cost line. So, actually, the ’weak’ option usually is by far the most

sensitive to b.
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integrates. That is, if the increase in substitutability is high enough to warrant the marginal

cost disadvantage cI − cM in the first place. After all, beyond s∗, the improvement in

substitutability is not high enough to justify the higher marginal costs cI instead of the

lower cM . In a contracting market, the focal firm switches to outsourcing in a smaller

market, the bigger the substitutability loss sMM − sIM .

If the competitor is integrated, but the focal firm is still outsourcing, the focal firm already

enjoys the lower substitutability level sMI as compared to sMM . The bigger the further

improvement sMI − sII (so, the higher sMI), the sooner the focal firm will also pursue

integration. As before, if the improvement in substitutability is too low (sMI is already

below s∗), incurring the higher marginal component costs cI rather than cM is not justified.

Not surprisingly, the smaller the difference in costs cI − cM , the smaller the change in

marginal profit from integrating, the smaller the improvement in substitutability needs to

be to justify integrating. Or, alternatively, the smaller the market (the higher b) is at which

integration is already justified. Hence the shift upward and sideways of the b̄II , b̂II and bII

curves.

Even at the low level of variability σ = 0.05, we see that the reversible decisions bnm and

optimal stopping solutions b̄nm are more conservative than the NPV solutions. This is so

especially for integration as the market is large so mistakes result in an absolutely large

hit in profit. Note that b̄In and bIn coincide which means that the option to outsource is

at that point virtually worthless. Conversely, b̄Mn is the most conservative of the three;

an inadvertent switching to outsourcing due to an incidental shock in market size would

mean incurring lower substitutability forever. This is remarkable, as for a small market,

the reversible decisions bnm are close to the NPV solutions n̄m, which means that both the

option to integrate as well as the option to outsource have little value.

Figure 8.5 contains plots of the various switching thresholds over the valid range of variability

σ of the reciprocal market size. The qualitative nature of these curves remains the same for

other settings than the one used. In general, more uncertainty has the focal firm outsource

at a smaller market (b higher). So, in a declining market, an integrated firm outsources

later. From the moderate slope of the bM. curve as compared to b̄M. and b̂M., the effect is

particularly strong if the option to revert to integration is absent.

Particularly salient is that the option value of integration in case of b̂I. and bI. and the

option value of reverting the outsourcing decision in case of bM. cancel out the effect of the

asymptote at σ =
√
r − α. It is important to note, however, that b̂I. and bI. slightly curb

toward zero for large σ, so the market size 1/b̂I. and 1/bI. is slightly higher. Nonetheless,

in option theoretic perspective, given that the market is already large, the uncertainty in

market size does have little effect on the decision to integrate.

Note that the gap between b̄I. and b̂I. is considerable compared to the gap between b̄M. and

b̂M.. So, the value of the option to integrate is also considerable compared to the value of

the option to outsource. This is not a surprise, given that our focal firm pursues outsourcing

in a small market.
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(d) Outsourcing competitor, cM = 12, cI = 15

Figure 8.4 Switching thresholds for NPV (b̄), optimal stopping (b̂) and with reversal options

(b) and the governance forms to choose. Here for two component cost structures: cM = cI = 15

(top) and cM = 12 < cI = 15 (bottom).

8.4.3 Strategic decisions under irreversible governance change

In the previous subsection, we have studied the vertical governance decision under

development of the downstream consumer market without taking into account the action

of the competitor. In this subsection, we study a timing game in which firms will take

into account the governance strategy of the competitor, both for ex ante as well as ad hoc

assignment of the leader and follower roles to firms (see Subsection 8.3.5). The ex ante

assignment is based on assumptions that governance change requires a long period of time

during which public information on the progress has both firms pick their strategy according

to this progress. The ad hoc assignment occurs when governance change is instantaneous

and either one of the firm becomes leader and the other follower based on ’coincidence’ at

that point in time.

In this chapter, we limit ourselves to irreversible change. The analysis for reversible change
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Figure 8.5 Switching thresholds for NPV (b̄, dashed), ’optimal stopping’ (b̂, dotted) and

’reversible’ (b, solid) for the valid range of variability σ in case of an integrated competitor for

cI = 15, cM = 12 and sIM = sMI = 0.5.

has -to our knowledge- not yet been done and requires substantial extension of the method

we use. We decide to postpone this to future work. We thus study a regular follower-leader

game, in which we first solve the follower’s optimal stopping problem, and then the leader’s

optimal stopping problem in which the leader anticipates the follower’s strategy.

Follower optimal stopping solution

Initially, the industry is assumed to be in state m,m. As soon as the market size crosses the

critical threshold bL, the leader changes its governance form from m to n (m,n ∈ {M, I},
m 6= n). The follower now decides on when to also change the governance form from m to

n, there by changing the industry state from m,n (from his perspective) to n, n.

The value of the follower in the stopping region (Σ) and continuation region (Γ) derive from

(8.3):

ΓF (b) =
Xmn

b(r − α− σ2)
+ Abβ

ΣF (b) =
Xnn

b(r − α− σ2)
− Cn

If n = M , then Cn = −CM and β = β1. If m = M and n = I, then Cn = CI and β = β2.

The follower switching threshold and option value parameter A are:

bF =
1 + β

β

Xnn −Xmn

Cn (r − α− σ2)

A =
Xnn −Xmn

(bF )β+1 (r − α− σ2)
− Cn

(bF )β
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The value of the follower is:

F (b) =

{
Xmn

b(r−α−σ2) +
(

b
bF

)β Xnn−Xmn

bF (r−α−σ2)
− Cn

(
b
bF

)β
if b in continuation region

Xnn

b(r−α−σ2) − Cn if b in stopping region

Leader optimal stopping solution

The values of the leader in the continuation region and stopping region are as follows:

ΓL(b) =
Xmm

b(r − α− σ2)
+ Bbβ

ΣL(b) =
Xnm

b(r − α− σ2)
+ D1b

β
1 + D2b

β
2 − Cn

Like above, if n = M , then Cn = −CM and β = β1, while if n = I, then Cn = CI and

β = β2. The option terms left in Σ relate to the effect of the options the follower has. The

longer the follower holds on to its options, the longer a (supposed) benefit the leader has.

In case n = I, we study the MM -to-II case, ΣL is defined on (0, bMM ), and with b ↓ 0,

the value of the option to outsource goes to zero, so D2 = 0. In case n = M , ΣL is defined

on (bII ,∞), and with b → ∞, the value of the option to integrate goes to zero, so D1 = 0.

We solve this boundary condition for general D and β which are then to be specified later.

Note that the β in ΓL and the β in ΣL are the same.

To find the option value D, we use the fact that, at the threshold bF , when the follower

changes its governance form, the follower and leader have the same governance form so the

remaining payoff is the same:

ΣL(bF ) =
Xnm

bF (r − α− σ2)
+ D(bF )β − Cn =

Xnn

bF (r − α− σ2)
− Cn = ΣF (bF )

with:

D =
Xnn −Xnm

(bF )β+1(r − α− σ2)

Having properly defined the leader in the stopping region, regular value matching and smooth

pasting yields:

bL =
1 + β

β

Xnm −Xmm

Cn (r − α− σ2)

B =
Xnn −Xnm

(bF )1+β(r − α− σ2)
+

Xnm −Xmm

b1+β(r − α− σ2)
− b−βCn

The value of the leader at the moment of changing governance form:

L(b) =
Xnm

b(r − α− σ2)
+

(
b

bF

)β
Xnn −Xnm

bF (r − α− σ2)
− Cn (8.5)
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Figure 8.6 Firm values of the leader L, follower F , and joint movers M and J under the

from-integrated-to-outsourcing scenario (top) and from-disintegrated-to-integrated scenario

(bottom) with developing market size 1/b for different levels of substitutability sMI = sIM .

Joint stopping, optimal solution and immediate following

In Subsection 8.3.5, we discussed two alternatives for the regular leader-follower strategy.

Firstly, the follower may have the strategy to immediately follow the leader such that they

both have value M(b). Secondly, the two firms may collude to change the governance at the

point in time when it is optimal to jointly move, in which case they have value J(b, bJ ).

The M(b) is derived from the leader value in (8.5) with bF = b:

M(b) =
Xnn

b(r − α− σ2)
− Cn

This M(b) is the value that the follower will always be able to generate.

The J(b) is determined by determining the optimal stopping threshold given that both firms

move jointly. The values of the leader in the continuation region and stopping region are as

follows:

ΓJ(b) =
Xmm

b(r − α− σ2)
+ Bbβ

ΣJ (b) =
Xnn

b(r − α− σ2)
− Cn
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Like above, if n = M , then Cn = −CM and β = β1, while if n = I, then Cn = CI and

β = β2. As both firms have now stopped, there are no option terms left in Σ.

To find the threshold bJ and the option value D, we use regular value matching and smooth

pasting. We find:

bJmn =
1 + β

β

Xnn −Xmm

Cn(r − α− σ2)

B =
Xnn −Xmm

(bJ)1+β(r − α− σ2)
− Cn

(bJ)β

The firms have the same value, which is:

J(b, bJ ) =

{
Xmm

b(r−α−σ2) +
(

b
bJ

)β ( Xnn−Xmm

bJ (r−α−σ2)
− Cn

)
if b in continuation region

Xnn

b(r−α−σ2) − Cn if b in stopping region.
(8.6)

For the II → MM case, n = M and m = I, the continuation region is b ∈ [bJIM ,∞). For

the MM → II case, n = I and m = M , the continuation region is b ∈ (0, bJMI ].

Structure of solutions

We plot the firm value functions L, F , M and J in Figure 8.6 for different values of

substitutability s = sIM = sMI . The top row concerns a fully integrated industry in which

firms consider outsourcing, while the bottom row concerns a fully vertically specialized

industry in which firms consider backward integrating.

We first study the II → MI → MM case (top row). In Figures 8.6a and 8.6b, the value

of L equals or exceeds the value of the follower in the region (0, bF ]. In this region, the

two firms are involved in a preemption game (see Subsection 8.3.5). For all b below bF , the

total cost savings (marginal cost decrease times number of products) for the leader are so

high that it always compensates for the increase in substitutability from sII to sMI (fiercer

price competition). In case the role as follower or leader is assigned ad hoc (see Subsection

8.3.5), both firms will immediately try to become the leader if the industry starts out in this

region. Once the ad hoc assignment as made one of the two firm the leader, the follower

will not outsource earlier than when b increased (the market shrunk) to the level bF . After

all, M < F in the region (0, bF ), so following the leader immediately will cause a lower

value for both the leader and the follower. The total cost savings for this follower do not

compensate for the fiercer price competition due to the further increase in substitutability

from sIM to sII . The lower the mixed substitutability rate sMI = sIM , the later there

is an advantage for the follower, so the higher bF is. If sMI = sIM → 1, the increase in

substitutability is limited, and there is no justification for incurring high component costs

cI > cM . In that case, indeed bF ↓ 0 and the follower will immediately outsource whenever

the leader does so. In fact, if the mixed substitutability sMI = sIM exceeds ŝ for which

XIM (ŝ) = XMM (sMM ), we have that bF < 0. In Figure 8.6c, this must be the case as there

is no leader value curve.

With an ex ante assignment of the follower or leader role (see Subsection 8.3.5), the
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Figure 8.7 Market size switching curves and region specifications for vertical governance

decisions with strategic interaction when both supply chains are integrated initially, without

(left) and with (right) cost discrepancy in in-house production and upstream market costs for

a component, and with ad hoc (top) and ex ante (bottom) firm role assignment.

leader outsources whenever b equals or exceeds the optimal bL. This bL level increases

in s = sMI = sIM , i.e. the higher the increase in substitutability from sII to sMI , the longer

it is justified to incur the higher component costs under integration. The follower outsources

whenever the leader has outsourced and whenever the b equals or exceeds the optimal bF .

This bF decreases in s = sMI = sIM , i.e. the lower the increase in substitutability from sIM

to sMM = 1, the bigger the market at which this is justified.

Figure 8.7 contains exemplary plots of the switching curves for outsourcing in case firms

start out vertically integrated. Comparing the difference in governance forms under the ex

ante and the ad hoc assignment, we see that in regions Ω and Ψ, firms pursue the same

governance form. However, in regions Υ and Φ, it matters whether firms are assigned their
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role (leader or follower) ad hoc or ex ante. In the ad hoc assignment, firms try to preempt

their competitor and already seek to outsource component production when in region Υ.

When the market then further shrinks (b increases) and s = sIM = sMI > sM , the follower

also already outsource in region Φ. Under ex ante roles, whenever the industry is in region

Φ, the leader can simply wait to outsource at the optimal level bL, such that the follower

also postpones outsourcing to then immediately follow the leader. We see the bJ exceeds

both bF and bL, i.e. the market size at which colluding firms would optimally outsource

jointly is smaller than when either one of the firms would be the leader.

Whenever the market price cM of components decreases in comparison to the costs cI of

internal production, the higher substitutability is compensated by a bigger marginal cost

benefit, and firms outsource already at a bigger market. As such, the switching curves shift

downward whenever the market price of component decreases.

We now study the MM → IM → II case (bottom row). In Figure 8.6, we see that the

value of the leader is equal or lower than the value of the follower. Hence, the two firms

are involved in an attrition game. In case of ad hoc assignment of roles (see Subsection

8.3.5), the two firms would seek integration whenever the b equals or drops below bF , and

the leader and follower integrate at the same moment. In case of ex ante assignment of

roles (see Subsection 8.3.5), the reciprocal market size b at which the leader integrates drops

with the substitutability level s = sIM . The smaller the drop in substitutability from

sMM = 1 to sIM (the weaker the competition softening effect), the bigger the market must

be before the higher component costs under integration are warranted. The b at which the

follower integrates increases with substitutability level s = sMI . The bigger the drop in

substitutability from s = sMI to sII , the smaller the market (the higher b) is at which it is

already warranted to incur the higher component costs under integration.

Figure 8.8 contains the switching curves for integration in case both firms start out vertically

specialized. In this particular case, the attrition game makes both firms reluctant to ever

integrate first, no matter how big the market is (how small b is). In case of the ad hoc

assignment of roles, both firms integrate whenever the b equals or drops below bF . However,

in case of the ex ante assignment of roles, and s ≥ sM , the leader postpones integration in

region Φ. As soon as b is equal to or lower than bL, the leader will integrate, immediately

followed by the follower. The bJ is higher than bF and bL, and under collusion, the firms

would already integrate at a small market.

Whenever the market price cM of components decreases in comparison to the costs cI of

internal production, the cost disadvantage of integration increases, such that firms will only

integrate when the market is bigger. So, if cM decreases, the switching curves drop.
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Figure 8.8 Market size switching curves and region specifications for vertical governance

decisions with strategic interaction when both supply chains are disintegrated, i.e. our focal

firms are outsourcing component production, initially. Here, without (left) and with (right)

small cost discrepancy in in-house production and upstream market costs for a component,

and with ad hoc (top) and ex ante (bottom) firm role assignment.
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8.5 Governance decision under upstream component

cost development

8.5.1 Upstream component cost development

As discussed before, a crucial factor in deciding to make or buy the input component is the

(risk-free) component costs. These costs include in-house assembly, the component market

price and transactions costs in case of purchase on the upstream market, and costs for

production, assembly and governance in case of in-house manufacturing. We refer to the

first set of costs as ’upstream component costs’ for brevity. We assume the component

price is the developing part of the costs and generally drops due to scale advantages and

price competition upstream. We assume the component costs cannot go below a certain

bottom-level c0. To ease further analysis, we simply look at the relative cost difference, so

we have the upstream component costs develop but fix the in-house production costs to cI .

In explaining the results, we presume that the only variable in the component market costs

is the market price.

We take the costs of using a standard component purchased at the upstream market to

develop as the following variant to the mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (where

c0 < c(0))

dc = (c0 − c)γ dt + (c− c0)σ dz
d
= (c0 − c)(γ dt + σ dz) (8.7)

For γ > 0, the costs will over time converge to c0 (from above for c(0) > c0), and only for

large σ temporarily go below c0. We assume σ to be low as reductions in market prices are

due to deliberately pursued scale advantages and price competition.

The Bellman equation of the value of the firm is:

W (c) = π dt +
1

1 + r dt
EW (c + dc) (8.8)

We use Ito calculus to solve this, which requires W to be twice differentiable in c and once

differentiable in t. We multiply both sides by (1 + r dt) and 1/dt, rearrange terms, and take

the limit of dt down to zero to obtain:

rW (c) = π + lim
dt↓0

1

dt
(EW (c + dc)−W (c)) (8.9)

As in Section 8.4, we determine the last term in (8.9) by taking a Taylor series of function

W :

W (c + dc) = W (c) +
∂W

∂c
dc +

∂W

∂t
dt+

1

2

(
∂2W

∂c2
(dc)2 + 2

∂2W

∂c∂t
dc dt +

∂2W

∂t2
(dt)2

)
+ . . . (8.10)

Given the division by dt and the dt ↓ 0 in (8.9), terms (dt)v with power v > 1 in the Taylor

series will vanish. Clearly, terms in dc dt contain a power higher than one of dt, and (dt)2
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itself clearly too, so these terms will vanish. However, in

(dc)2 = (c0 − c)2
(
γ2(dt)2 + σ2ε2 dt + 2γσε(dt)3/2

)

the term σ2ε2 dt would still have an effect and therefore the term with (dc)2 in (8.10) should

be taken into account in a first-order approximation:

EW (c + dc)−W (c) = E dW =
∂W

∂c
E dc +

∂W

∂t
dt +

1

2

∂2W

∂c2
E(dc)2

=
∂W

∂c
(c0 − c)γ dt +

∂W

∂t
dt +

1

2
(c0 − c)2

∂2W

∂c2
(
γ2(dt)2 + σ2 dt

)

In which we have used that Eε = 0 and Eε2 = 1. As W is autonomous, we have that

∂W/∂t = 0, such that

lim
dt↓0

1

dt
E dW = (c0 − c)γ

∂W

∂c
+

σ2

2
(c0 − c)2

∂2W

∂c2

Substitution of this in (8.9) gives the following differential equation:

rW (c)− γ(c0 − c)
∂W

∂c
− σ2

2
(c0 − c)2

∂2W

∂c2
= π (8.11)

which has the general solution:

W = Π + A1(c− c0)β1 + A2(c− c0)β2 (8.12)

with the roots of the fundamental quadratic equation:

β1,2 =
2γ + σ2 ±

√
8rσ2 + (2γ + σ2)

2

2σ2

The instantaneous profit π depends on the state (vertically integrated or outsourcing) of

both firms. We assume that when purchasing from the market, each of the firm pays the

same price. We also assume that in-house production is equally expensive for both, and

that these production costs remain the same over time. We introduce superscripts nm with

n,m ∈ {M, I} on W , Π and both scaling constants A1 and A2 to reflect the four different

cases (both integrated, both outsourcing or one of the two mixed forms). The function Πnm

is the firm value in case both firms stick to their current governance form indefinitely:

Πnm = Y nm
0 + Y nm

1 (c− c0) + Y nm
2 (c− c0)2 (8.13)

As the instantaneous payoff function π changes with the governance forms of the two firms,

there are considerable differences in the coefficients Y nm
k across different solutions. As we

do not need the actual expression for these coefficients, we provide the definitions of these

Y nm
k in Appendix 8.C.

In further inspection, we take regular cost conditions c0 = 5, cI = 15, costs of integration

CI = 1000, recovered expenses upon outsourcing CM = 500. We assume substitutability
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levels sMM = 1, sMI = sIM = 0.7, sII = 0.1. Furthermore, we assume a consumer market

with a = 50 and b = 0.5. The component price decreases with rate γ = 0.03, the interest

rate r = 0.05, and the variability parameter of the cost development σ = 0.1.

The integration and outsourcing decisions depend on the Net Present Value plus the option

values. The NPV strongly depends on market and in-house production costs. In case the

focal firm is outsourcing and the market price of components is relatively high as compared

to the in-house production rate, then the NPV of integration is higher than the NPV of

outsourcing. In case the focal firm is integrated and the market price of components is

relatively low, then the NPV of outsourcing is higher than the NPV of in-house production.

Furthermore, the cost threshold of integration is higher than the cost threshold of

outsourcing. These three findings hold both in case of an integrated as well as an outsourcing

competitor.

8.5.2 Non-strategic decision: ignore competitor’s response

As before, we study the non-strategic governance decisions in which the governance form

of the competitor is fixed. We focus on the reversible decisions with options to postpone.

The NPV switching threshold derives from the term Πnm in the general solution (8.12),

see Section 8.4.2 for an explanation. The NPV switching thresholds are given by c̄nm in

Appendix 8.E. The switching thresholds ĉnm of the optimal stopping solutions are given in

Appendix 8.F.

In subsection 8.5.3, we study governance decisions given that the competitor also changes

(or can change) its governance form, either in response to the change by our focal firm, or

either first having our focal firm respond.

Reversible decisions with options to postpone

In real option theoretic perspective, we see that W I. is defined on the region (cM.,∞), with

cM. the threshold below which the focal firm will outsource (at a lower c, the firm will

already have started to outsource). In case c → ∞, the value of the option to outsource

should become zero, and since β1 > 1, we have A1 = 0. Similarly, WM. is defined on the

region (c0, c
I.). As soon as c equals or exceeds the threshold cI., the option to integrate is

exercised. In case, c ↓ c0, the value of the option to integrate should become zero, and since

β2 < 0, we have A2 = 0. In the hysteresis region (cM., cI.), both value functions are defined.

We thus obtain the following value functions:

W II(c) := ΠII(c) + AII
2 (c− c0)β2

WMI(c) := ΠMI(c) + AMI
1 (c− c0)β1

W IM (c) := ΠIM (c) + AIM
2 (c− c0)β2

WMM (c) := ΠMM (c) + AMM
1 (c− c0)β1

Note that while the NPV term ΠII is independent of c, the option value to change the

governance form still is a function of c.
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Due to the non-linearity, we cannot determine the thresholds cM. and cI. analytically, so we

resort to the numerical, ’geometric’ method (Dixit and Pindyck, 1994, p219). Let us first

look at the case in which the competitor is vertically integrated. We define:

H(c) := W II(c)−WMI(c)

such that the value matching and smooth pasting conditions become:

H(cII) = CI and H ′(cII) = 0

H(cMI) = CM and H ′(cMI) = 0

When c ↓ c0, the outsource option value AII
2 (c − c0)β2 dominates H and H → ∞ (in

case AII
2 > 0). When c → ∞, the integration option value AMI

1 (c − c0)β1 dominates H

and H → −∞. When c approaches cII from below, the option to integrate increases.

Figure 8.9 contains a plot of the H function with parameters such that the values of H at

tangency points coincide with the switching costs. There again is one ’weak’ and one ’strong’

HHcL

c0 cIcMI cII c0

CM

CI

Value

Figure 8.9 H(c) function for the reversible governance change problem. Here with an

integrated competitor. Plot of H function for an outsourcing competitor looks qualitatively

the same.

option value and we can use the procedure described in length in section 8.4.2 to find the

switching points (i.e. the abscissas of the tangency points). While tuning H using AII
2 to

meet tangentially at CM and thereby find the abscissa cMI , H is relatively insensitive to

AMI
1 . By setting AMI

1 to zero, we can apply standard numerical methods, and then use AII
2

in further numerically specifying H to tune AMI
1 to find abscissa CII .

Conclusions for non-strategic decisions

We thus obtained the switching threshold curves in Figure 8.10. In both the small and

big markets, the switching curves c̄, ĉ and c decrease in sMI and increase in sIM . By our

choice for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck mean-reversion, we presume decreasing costs and that

the industry starts out integrated. In that case, the cost savings realized by outsourcing

must be larger if the increase in substitutability sMI − sII (and thereby fiercer competition)
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is larger. Presuming that the competitor is already outsourcing, the cost savings realized

by also outsourcing (and thus switching to having a highly substitutable product) must be

larger if the increase in substitutability sMM − sIM is larger.

Moreover, the larger the market, the bigger the cost advantages must be for our focal firm

to switch to outsourcing. Particularly striking is in case of a large market (Figure 8.10a

and 8.10b), there is a large region c < cI in which it is optimal to remain integrated even

though the focal firm is paying a premium of cI − c > 0 just to keep on enjoying the lower

substitutability. Furthermore, particularly in the small market scenarios, the firm outsources

even if initial components costs c exceed cI , because these costs c soon drop below cI but

the firm then already enjoys the lower substitutability.

We see that in all four scenarios, both the optimal stopping solutions ĉnm as well as the

switching solutions cnm with an option to reverse are much more conservative than the

NPV solutions c̄nm in prescribing to outsource. This is caused by the fact that the option to

outsource has a certain value that also increases with market size. As the value of continuing

hence increases, the market size at which stopping becomes worth more than continuing is

bigger.

In Figure 8.11, we plot the switching curves as a function of the variability σ of the

component costs for two levels of substitutability sMI = sIM . Ordinarily, the Y mn
2 terms

explodes when σ approaches the asymptote at
√
r + 2γ. However, here, the range for σ is

determined by the requirement that the Pnm terms in the optimal stopping solution are

real. This constraint is more restrictive than the non-negativity of the Y mn
2 term.

We see that if uncertainty increases, the thresholds become more extreme as the focal firm

requires the value to be deeper in the money before implementing the governance change.

Not surprisingly, we see that the optimal stopping solution is most sensitive to the variability;

the financial consequences of inadvertently changing the governance form upon an incidental

shock to the costs are felt forever.

Unlike the other solutions, the NPV solutions c̄I. and c̄M. do not divert upon an increase.

The gap between the NPV solutions is only tuned by the difference between CM and CI .

Comparing Figure 8.11d to Figure 8.11b, we see that with an integrated competitor, a less

dramatic worsening in substitutability caused by switching to outsourcing (i.e. if sMI − sII

is lower) has our focal firm outsource already at higher component costs. Furthermore,

comparing Figure 8.11c to Figure 8.11a, we see that with an outsourcing competitor, a more

dramatic worsening in substitutability by switching to outsourcing (i.e. if sIM − sMM is

lower) has our focal firm outsource only at lower component costs. This only confirms our

previous conclusions on the effect of substitutability on the switching curves. The effect of

variability does not change qualitatively.

8.5.3 Strategic decisions under irreversible governance change

In the previous subsection, we have derived the governance decisions given the governance

form of the competitor. This is an approximation of the case that the competitor can
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cIM c` IM
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(a) Outsourcing competitor, large market (b =

0.05)
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(b) Integrated competitor, large market (b =

0.05)
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(c) Outsourcing competitor, small market (b =

2.0)

c` II
cII

cII

cMI

cMI

c`MI

Outsource

Integrate

sII sMI

c0

cI

c,c,c`

(d) Integrated competitor, small market (b =

2.0)

Figure 8.10 Switching thresholds for NPV (c̄), optimal stopping (ĉ) and with reversal options

(c) and the governance forms to choose for two market size scenarios: a large market with

b = 0.05 (top) and a small market with b = 2.0 (bottom).

respond only so late that the effect on the decision of our focal firm is negligible. Now we do

presume that a reversal of the governance decision is unlikely on the short term, but that the

competitor can still have a timely response. As in subsection 8.4.3, we presume that even

if both firms pursue governance change, one of the two firms succeeds in implementing it

first, after which the laggard adopts a follower’s strategy. The leader’s strategy anticipates

the follower’s strategy. In the present chapter, we do not study reversible change, because

it requires extension of the method. It is postponed to future work.

We presume that both firms have the same state n ∈ {M, I}, initially, and that the leader

changes its governance form from state n to m ∈ {M, I} (m 6= n). The follower solves

the ’optimal stopping problem’ of also switching to governance form m. We first solve

the follower’s stopping problem, and then, given the follower’s strategy, solve the leader’s
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(a) Outsourcing competitor, sIM = sMI = 0.7
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(c) Outsourcing competitor, sIM = sMI = 0.3
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(d) Integrated competitor, sIM = sMI = 0.3

Figure 8.11 Switching thresholds for NPV (c̄), optimal stopping (ĉ) and with reversal options

(c) and the governance forms to pick, for the valid range of variability σ, for two mixed industry

substitutability level sMI = sIM .

stopping problem.

We use the shorthand notation ∆nm
k for Y nm

k − Y mm
k .

Follower optimal stopping solution

In the continuation region, the value Γ of the follower has the Bellman form:

rΓnm(c) = πnm(c) + lim
dt↓0

1

dt
E dΓnm(c)

with general solution:

Γnm(c) = D1(c− c0)β1 + D2(c− c0)β2 + Πnm(c)
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with

β1,2 =
2γ + σ2 ±

√
8rσ2 + (2γ + σ2)

2

2σ2

In case we investigate the I,M to M,M scenario, ΓIM is defined on (cMM ,∞). If c→∞,

the option to outsource goes to zero, such that D1 = 0. In case we investigate the M, I to

I, I scenario, ΓMI is defined on [c0, c
II). If c ↓ c0, the option to integrate goes to zero, such

that D2 = 0.

In the stopping region, the value Σ of the follower has general solution:

Σmm(c) = A1(c− c0)β1 + A2(c− c0)β2 + Πmm(c)− Cm

As there are no options left, both A1 = A2 = 0. As either the first or the second option

term is omitted, we use D and β for the general case. Note that if m = I, Cm = CI and if

m = M , Cm = −CM .

The Πnm and Πmm are as defined in (8.13).

We assume that there exists a threshold cmm for which it is optimal to wait if c in the

continuation region (depending on the scenario we study, this is c > cmm or c < cmm) and

optimal to change the governance form once c gets into the stopping region. The value of

the follower then is:

F (c) =

{
D(c− c0)β + Πnm(c) if c in the continuation region

Πmm(c)− Cm if c in the stopping region
(8.14)

The value matching and smooth pasting conditions are used to find the threshold curve cmm

and option scale parameter D. We thus obtain:

cF1,2 = c0 −
∆nm

1 (−1 + β)± PF

2∆nm
2 (−2 + β)

(8.15)

with

PF =
√

(∆nm
1 )2(−1 + β)2 − 4(Cm + ∆nm

0 )∆nm
2 (−2 + β)β

with option scale parameter:

Di = (cFi − c0)−β(Πmm(cFi )−Πnm(cFi )− Cm)

Where index i is used to associate the option scale parameter D with the candidate threshold

solution cFi . In case n = M (and hence m = I), then β = β1, else β = β2.

Leader optimal stopping solution

We work backwards from determining when the follower will change its governance form

from n to m given the leader has already done so, and then determine when the leader will

change its governance form. The follower will outsource as soon as the market component
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costs c are equal to or drop below cF = cmm. The leader will outsource as soon as the

market component costs c are equal to or drop below cL = cmn.

In the stopping region tL ≤ t ≤ tF for the leader, the value of the leader develops as:

W (c) = πmn(c) dt +
1

1 + r dt
EW (c + dc)− Cm

For which we obtain the general solution for the mn mixed case (but including the costs of

governance change):

W (c) = Πmn(c) + B1(c− c0)β1 + B2(c− c0)β2 − Cm

Although the leader does not have any options left, the option value parameters B1 and B2

are not equal to zero. The follower still has an option to change governance form and the

value of this option changes over time. Due to interaction also the value of the leader is

affected.

The first boundary condition on W states that at cF , when the follower changes its

governance from from n to m, the firm value of leader and follower are equal:

W (cF ) = Σmm(cF ) (8.16)

The second boundary condition on W derives from limit cases on c. In the II-to-MM case

(m = M), this W is defined on [cmm,∞) and the option to outsource drops in value if the

upstream market price for the component increases. As limc→∞ W (c) = 0, B1 = 0.

In the MM -to-II case (m = I), W is defined on [c0, c
nn) and the option to integrate drops

in value if the upstream market price for the component decreases. As limc↓c0 W (c) = 0,

B2 = 0.

We solve the general case using B and β to refer to the appropriate parameters. Due to the

first condition:

B = (cF − c0)−β(Πmm(cF )−Πmn(cF ))

Indeed, the value of the leader W in his stopping region depends on cF .

In the continuation region for the leader (i.e. in which both firms still have state n), the

leader firm value Γ is:

Γ(c) = Πnn(c) + A1(c− c0)β1 + A2(c− c0)β2

In the II-to-MM case (m = M), Γ is defined on (cmn,∞) and the option value for

outsourcing goes to zero with c → ∞, so A1 = 0. In the MM -to-II case (m = I), Γ

is defined on [c0, c
mn) and option value for outsourcing goes to zero with c ↓ c0, so A2 = 0.

We solve the general case using A and β (which is the same β as above).

We use the value matching (Γ(cL) = W (cL)) and smooth pasting (Γ′(cL) = W ′(cL))

conditions to find cL and A. The candidate solutions for the leader are:

cL1,2 = c0 −
∆mn

1 (−1 + β)± PL

2∆mn
2 (−2 + β)

(8.17)
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with

PL =
√

(∆mn
1 )2(−1 + β)2 − 4(∆mn

0 − Cm)∆mn
2 (−2 + β)β

and associated option value scale:

Ai = B + (cLi − c0)−β(Πmn(cLi )−Πnn(cLi )− Cm)

To prevent confusion in the notation: the index i = 1, 2 in Ai is to associate the option value

parameter with its threshold candidate cLi .
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Figure 8.12 Firm values of the leader L, follower F , joint movers M and J under the II →

MM scenario (top row) and the MM → II scenario (bottom row) with developing component

costs c for different levels of substitutability sMI = sIM .

Joint stopping, optimal solution and immediate following

In Subsection 8.3.5, we discussed two alternatives for the regular leader-follower strategy.

Firstly, the follower may have the strategy to immediately follow the leader such that they

both have value M(c). Secondly, the two firms may collude to change the governance at the

point in time when it is optimal to jointly move, in which case they have value J(c, cJ ).

The value for both firms M(b) when the follower is following the leader immediately is

derived from the leader value with cF = c:

M(c) = Πmm(c)− Cm
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This M(c) is the value that the follower will always be able to generate.

Prior to changing the governance form, both focal firms have state nn and the firm value is

Γ , while upon a joint switching of governance form at cJ state mm, the firm value is Σ.

Γ(c) = Πnn(c) + A(c− c0)β

Σ(c) = Πmm(c)− Cm

Using value-matching and smooth-pasting, we get the joint candidate solutions:

cJ1,2 = c0 −
∆m

1 (−1 + β)± P J

2∆m
2 (−2 + β)

(8.18)

AJ
1,2 = (∆m

0 + ∆m
1 (c− c0) + ∆m

2 (c− c0)2 − Cm)(c− c0)β (8.19)

Specifications for particular m and n can be found in Appendix 8.G.

The firm value function in case of joint switching is:

J(c, cJ ) =





Πnn + (Πmm −Πnn − Cm)
(

c−c0
cJ−c0

)β
if c in continuation region

Πmm − Cm if c in stopping region.
(8.20)

For the II → MM case, n = I and m = M , the continuation region is c ∈ (cJIM ,∞] and

β = β2. For the MM → II case, n = M and m = I, the continuation region is c ∈ (c0, c
JMI ]

and β = β1.

Structure of solutions

We plot the firm value functions L, F , M and J in Figure 8.12 for different values of

substitutability s = sIM = sMI . The top row concerns a fully integrated industry in which

firms consider outsourcing, while the bottom row concerns a fully vertically specialized

industry in which the firms consider backward integrating.

We first study the II →MI →MM case (top row). In the region between the preemption

cost level cX and the cost level cF , the leader value exceeds the follower value, such that

firms are involved a preemption game. Suppose c > cX initially, then the mean reversion

has c gradually decrease towards c0. In case of ad hoc assignment of the leader and follower

role (see Subsection 8.3.5), we see that as soon as c is less than or equal to cost level cX ,

the leader outsources preemptively. As soon as c is less than or equal to cost level cF , the

follower outsources as well. In case of ex ante assignment of the leader and follower roles

(see Subsection 8.3.5), the leader will change governance form when the cost level equals

or drops below cL. The cost level cF is the point at which it is optimal for the follower

to change governance, given the strategy followed by the leader. This cL is decreasing in

s = sMI as a bigger increase in substitutability (from sII to sMI) requires lower cost to

compensate for this increase in substitutability. The cF increases in s = sIM = sMI as

the smaller the increase in substitutability (from sIM to sMM = 1), the smaller the cost

advantages may be to warrant outsourcing.
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Figure 8.13 Switching curves and region specifications for vertical governance decisions with

strategic interaction when both supply chains are integrated initially. See the description for

the specification of the regions under ad hoc and under ex ante firm roles (here, the coloring

of regions is for the ex ante roles).

The M,J curves (which are the same) plot the value in case the follower decides to

immediately follow the leader, i.e. they both outsource at the same time. We see that

the M,J curves are below F and L, such that the follower will not immediately follow the

leader, nor will the follower and leader collusively outsource at the same point.

The structure of the interacting strategies is plotted in Figure 8.13a for a large market

(b = 0.05) and in Figure 8.13b for a small market (b = 2.0). We use the results in (8.15) and

(8.17) with n = I, m = M and Cm = −CM . The relevant solutions are listed in Appendix

8.G.

Suppose the industry starts out in region Φ in which components are expensive and none

of the firms outsources. Due to the mean-reverting process, the costs drop over time and

sooner or later crosses the cX curve. In case of the ad hoc assignment of firm roles, one

firm will become the leader and outsource, while the follower will remain integrated. After

this, the costs have to drop below cF before the follower will outsource. So, in this case,

both firms are integrated in region Φ, only the leader is outsourcing between cX and cF (in

regions Υ1, Υ2, Ω1 and Ω2), and both firms are outsourcing if the costs are below cF and

below cL (in regions Ψ1 and Ψ2).

However, in case of the ex ante assignment of firm roles (see Subsection 8.3.5), either one of

the firms takes a leader role and the other takes the follower role prior to crossing cX . In this

case, the leader can execute the optimal outsourcing strategy and will hence only outsource

when the costs drop at or below cost level cL, while the follower will again outsource when

the costs drop below cF . Whether or not the follower immediately follows the leader or not

is explained as follows. If the substitutability s = sIM = sMI exceeds sM (region Ψ2), the
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Figure 8.14 Switching curves and region specifications for vertical governance decisions

with strategic interaction when both supply chains are disintegrated, i.e. our focal firms are

outsourcing component production, initially.

difference in substitutability sMM − sIM is not high enough to longer justify incurring the

higher marginal costs cI and the follower also immediately outsources. If sIM < sX (region

Ω1), the cost benefit cI − cM is not enough to justify giving up the low substitutability

(despite the higher costs) and the follower remains integrated. If sX < s = sMI = sIM < sM ,

the follower will only later outsource component production.

The structure of the strategies is qualitatively invariant to the market size, but the switching

curves shift upward with a decrease in market size as the firms seek to outsource already at

higher costs so as to enjoy the lower market rates sooner (ceteris paribus).

We now study the MM → IM → II case (bottom row). From the firm value functions L,

F , M and J in Figure 8.12, we see that L < F on the region (c0, c
F ) such that integration

is an attrition game and firms -under increasing costs- postpone integration until c exceeds

cF . At that time, the leader and follower integrate at the same time. The relevant switching

curve solutions are listed in Appendix 8.G. The structure of the interacting strategies is

plotted in Figure 8.14a for a large market (b = 0.05) and in Figure 8.14b for a small market

(b = 2.0).

Suppose the component costs start out in region Υ1 or Υ2, i.e. both firms prefer remaining

disintegrated. Given the mean reversion in the costs, only temporary excursions to higher

component cost levels can trigger integration. For this to be likely, the trend parameter γ

must be low relative to σ.

Suppose s = sMI < sM and the component costs temporary increase, such that the cost

level is in region Ω. In this case, the leader will integrate if it has the leader role ex ante

(see Subsection 8.3.5). The lower substitutability would become upon integration (i.e. the

bigger the drop from sMM to sIM ), the sooner the ex ante leader would integrate. Similarly,
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the smaller the further advantage of integration by the follower (the smaller the drop from

sMI = sIM to sII), the higher the cost level must be for the follower to pursue integration.

However, the leader will postpone integration when in region Ω if both firms know that

their roles are assigned at hoc upon crossing cL. This role assignment also determines

who will get the leader payoff (and who will get the follower role to possibly integrate and

thereby get the follower payoff later when the cost level crosses cF ). As firms are involved

in this attrition game, they only change governance form jointly when crossing cF when

s = sMI = sIM < sM . The leader is particularly apprehensive to integrate, because it will

incur the higher costs cI , while the follower does still pay the lower c, while both enjoy the

lower substitutability (after all, s dropped from sMM to sIM = sMI). If s > sIM = sMI ,

both firms will integrate jointly whenever the cost level exceeds cL, whether they know their

roles ex ante or whether they know it is decided on the spot. In this case, the cost advantage

(paying cI rather than the high c) is so big that the drop is substitutability is justified.

Again, the structure of the strategies remains the same if the market size changes. However,

with a larger downstream market, the absolute gains in profit are larger, so it is already at

lower market prices for components justified to switch to integration.

8.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we shed light on how firms in a value network decide which scope of

production capabilities to pursue. We studied vertical governance decisions in the trade-off

between total costs and substitutability.

Whenever we come to talk of governance decisions, the first reaction of many people is to

echo the classical management adage: ’outsource non-core components’. In this chapter,

we have confirmed that if in-house production does not differentiate the product enough

(so, does not improve profitability enough), there is no justification of incurring the higher

marginal component costs of in-house production, such that firms should indeed outsource

component production. However, we found that also the converse is true, firms should

vertically integrate those production capabilities that allow differentiation of the product

on the consumer market downstream; the softened price competition justifies incurring the

excess production costs. However, integration by one firm to alleviate competitive pressures

reduces the fierce competition for all firms involved and may thus remove the necessity for

those competitor(s) to change their own governance form. These competitors may still enjoy

the lower costs of outsourcing. This situation is at stake particularly when there is public

information on governance change progress; firms then have ex ante roles assigned and

behave optimally given their roles. Whenever firms get assigned their roles ad hoc, exactly

this ’transfer of competitive advantage’ to competitors has firms end up in an attrition

game. In that case, potential leaders postpone the governance change. So, whenever the

asymmetric cost change is too big to compensate for the symmetric advantages of softened

competition, firms wait for competitors to make that move (or integrate jointly). This

implies that whenever these ’integrate to differentiate’ strategies are followed in practice

(e.g. Apple versus Microsoft), there must be an additional willingness to pay or otherwise
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favorable economic condition.

However, if a certain firm starts to outsource and thereby increases the substitutability for

all firms, the other firms are likely to follow to also enjoy lower component cost. The higher

substitutability and the bigger the component cost differential, the stronger this domino-

effect in outsourcing is.

While this is a definite refinement of the ’outsource non-core competence’ adage, it is in

line with the resource-based perspective: firms should develop capabilities that provide

a (sustainable) competitive advantage. However, this is true only as much as this can

be financially justified. So, by synthesizing the resource and cost-based perspectives, we

provided a refinement to both.

We have revealed that we need a holistic governance decision framework that contains cost-

and capability-based factors and takes into account strategic interactions like the effect on

substitutability. Furthermore, we found that the decision to outsource or vertically integrate

production is further complicated by uncertain development of costs or market demand as

well as the extent to which firms have prior roles assigned. We find that it is crucial to

value the options to postpone or revert a governance decision. Not considering the option to

postpone (and revert) has firms engage in vertical integration or outsourcing inadvertently

upon shocks in market size or component costs. So, not considering postponement, makes

the decisions too rash and premature. Considering postponement but not reversal makes

the decisions too conservative. This is especially so under high uncertainty.

Aggregation of these findings to a complete value network is complicated as each tier

in a value network has its own competitive circumstances, uncertainty and asset costs.

Nonetheless, the entire value network depends on the final demand and commodities far

upstream. Upon commodity price erosion, firms tend to outsource and rather forward

specialize, while upon market growth, firms are more inclined to integrate to reap the full

advantage of horizontal differentiation.
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Appendices

8.A Settings in numerical approximations

Integration costs (fixed) CI 1000

Recovered expenses upon outsourcing CM 500

Market price of component c0 5

Vertical market size (willingness-to-pay) a 50

Horizontal market size reciprocal b 0.05, 2.0

Market development rate α 0.03

Interest rate r 0.05

Component price decrease rate γ 0.03

Variance parameter σ 0.1

Substitutability (both outsourcing) sMM 1

Substitutability (both integrated) sII 0.1

Substitutability (mixed) sMI , sIM 0.5

8.B Net present value of payoff over interval

A standard result is that for db = −αbdt + σbdz:

b(t) = b0e
−(α+ 1

2
σ2)teσz(t)

As dz ∼ N(0, dt) and, for t ≥ 0, :

E

∫ T

0

π(b)e−rt dt = E

∫ T

0

X

b
e−rt dt =

X

b0
E

∫ T

0

e(α+
1
2
σ2)te−σz(t)e−rt dt

=
X

b0

∫ T

0

e(α+
1
2
σ2)te−rt

∫ ∞

−∞

e−σζ 1√
t
√

2π
e−ζ2/(2t) dζ dt

=
X

b0

∫ T

0

e(α+
1
2
σ2)te−rte

1
2
σ2t

∫ ∞

−∞

1√
t
√

2π
e−(ζ+σt)2/(2t) dζ dt

(∗)
=

X

b0(r − α− σ2)

(
1− e(α+σ2−r)T

)

In equation (∗), we used that the term in the last integral is the density function of a

N(−σt, t)-distributed variable and hence the integral equals 1.
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8.C Definitions for particular solution of cost-based

Bellman equation

Y IM
0 =

(2cI + a(−2 + sIM )− c0s
IM )2

br (−4 + (sIM )2)
2

Y IM
1 =

2sIM (−2cI − a(−2 + sIM ) + c0s
IM )

b (−4 + (sIM )2)
2

(r + γ)

Y IM
2 =

(sIM )2

b (−4 + (sIM )2)
2

(r + 2γ − σ2)

Y II
0 =

(a− cI)2

br(2 + sII)2

Y II
1 = 0

Y II
2 = 0

Y MI
0 =

(2c0 + a(−2 + sMI)− cIsMI)2

br(−4 + (sMI)2)2

Y MI
1 =

8c0 + 4a(−2 + sMI)− 4cIsMI

b (−4 + (sMI)2)
2

(r + γ)

Y MI
2 =

4

b (−4 + (sMI)2)
2

(r + 2γ − σ2)

Y MM
0 =

(a− c0)2

br(2 + sMM )2

Y MM
1 =

2(c0 − a)

b(2 + sMM )2(r + γ)

Y MM
2 =

1

b(2 + sMM )2 (r + 2γ − σ2)

8.D Definitions for decomposition of particular solu-

tions of geometric Brownian motion on profit

ZMM (c) =
2

c− a

ZIM (c) =
2sIM

2(a− cI) + sIM (c− a)

ZMI(c) =
4

2(c− a) + sMI(a− cI)

ZII(c) =
4

2(c− a) + sII(a− cI)
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8.E NPV switching thresholds with component cost

development

With ∆nm
k := Y nm

k −Y mm
k , the NPV switching thresholds with component cost development

are:

c̄MI
1,2 = c0 +

−∆MI
1 ±

√
(∆MI

1 )2 − 4(CM + ∆MI
0 )∆MI

2

2∆MI
2

c̄MM
1,2 = c0 +

−∆IM
1 ±

√
(∆IM

1 )2 + 4(CM −∆IM
0 )∆IM

2

2∆IM
2

c̄IM1,2 = c0 +
−∆IM

1 ±
√

(∆IM
1 )2 + 4(CI −∆IM

0 )∆IM
2

2∆IM
2

c̄II1,2 = c0 +
−∆MI

1 ±
√

(∆MI
1 )2 − 4(CI + ∆MI

0 )∆MI
2

2∆MI
2

8.F Optimal stopping thresholds with component cost

development

With ∆m
k := Y mm

k − Y nn
k , ∆nm

k := Y nm
k − Y mm

k , the optimal stopping thresholds with

component cost development are:

The definitions are as follows: cMI threshold below which integrated firm will start to

outsource, given its competitor is integrated, cMM threshold below which integrated firm

will start to outsource, given its competitor is outsourcing, and cM threshold below which

both integrated firms will start to outsource jointly.

cMI
1,2 = c0 −

∆MI
1 (−1 + β2)± PMI

2∆MI
2 (−2 + β2)

cII1,2 = c0 −
∆MI

1 (−1 + β1)± P II

2∆MI
2 (−2 + β1)

cIM1,2 = c0 −
∆IM

1 (−1 + β1)± P IM

2∆IM
2 (−2 + β1)

cMM
1,2 = c0 −

∆IM
1 (−1 + β2)± PMM

2∆IM
2 (−2 + β2)

cM1,2 = c0 −
∆M

1 (−1 + β2)± PM

2∆M
2 (−2 + β2)

cI1,2 = c0 −
∆I

1(−1 + β1)± P I

2∆I
2(−2 + β1)
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with

PMI =
√

(∆MI
1 )2(−1 + β2)2 − 4(∆MI

0 + CM )∆MI
2 (−2 + β2)β2

P II =
√

(∆MI
1 )2(−1 + β1)2 − 4(∆MI

0 + CI)∆MI
2 (−2 + β1)β1

P IM =
√

(∆IM
1 )2(−1 + β1)2 − 4(∆IM

0 − CI)∆IM
2 (−2 + β1)β1

PMM =
√

(∆IM
1 )2(−1 + β2)2 − 4(∆IM

0 − CM )∆IM
2 (−2 + β2)β2

PM =
√

(∆M
1 )2(−1 + β2)2 − 4(∆M

0 + CM )∆M
2 (−2 + β2)β2

P I =
√

(∆I
1)2(−1 + β1)2 − 4(∆I

0 − CI)∆I
2(−2 + β1)β1

Note that for each Pnm, there is a σnm > 0 beyond which the solution becomes imaginary.

These critical σnm values may be smaller than the asymptote σ∗ =
√
r + 2γ.

8.G Leader, follower and joint movement solutions in

strategic interaction

Case II →MI, IM →MM

Use n = I, m = M , Cm = −CM in (8.15) and (8.17):

cL = c0 −
∆MI

1 (−1 + β2)− PL

2∆MI
2 (−2 + β2)

A = B + (cL − c0)−β2(ΠMI(cL)−ΠII(cL) + CM )

PL =
√

(∆MI
1 )2(−1 + β2)2 − 4(∆MI

0 + CM )∆MI
2 (−2 + β2)β2

cF = c0 −
∆IM

1 (−1 + β2) + PF

2∆IM
2 (−2 + β2)

D = (cF − c0)−β2(ΠMM (cF )−ΠIM (cF ) + CM )

PF =
√

(∆IM
1 )2(−1 + β2)2 − 4(∆IM

0 − CM )∆IM
2 (−2 + β2)β2
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Case MM → IM,MI → II

Use n = M , m = I, Cm = CI in (8.15) and (8.17):

cL = c0 −
∆IM

1 (−1 + β1)− PL

2∆IM
2 (−2 + β1)

A = B + (cL − c0)−β1(ΠIM (cL)−ΠMM (cL)− CI)

PL =
√

(∆IM
1 )2(−1 + β1)2 − 4(∆IM

0 − CI)∆IM
2 (−2 + β1)β1

cF = c0 −
∆MI

1 (−1 + β1) + PF

2∆MI
2 (−2 + β1)

D = (cF − c0)−β1(ΠII(cF )−ΠMI(cF )− CI)

PF =
√

(∆MI
1 )2(−1 + β1)2 − 4(CI + ∆MI

0 )∆MI
2 (−2 + β1)β1

Case II →MM

cJ = c0 −
∆M

1 (−1 + β2)− PM

2∆M
2 (−2 + β2)

A = (∆M
0 + ∆M

1 (c− c0) + ∆M
2 (c− c0)2 + CM )(c− c0)−β2

PM =
√

(∆M
1 )2(−1 + β2)2 − 4(∆M

0 + CM )∆M
2 (−2 + β2)β2

Case MM → II

cJ = c0 −
∆I

1(−1 + β1)− P I

2∆I
2(−2 + β1)

A = (∆I
0 + ∆I

1(c− c0) + ∆I
2(c− c0)2 − CI)(c− c0)−β1

P I =
√

(∆I
1)2(−1 + β1)2 − 4(∆I

0 − CI)∆I
2(−2 + β1)β1



Chapter 9

Capability-based governance

decisions

9.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7, we have seen that firms change their scope of production capabilities over time.

Firms are hence concerned with decisions on whether to perform particular tasks in-house

or whether to rely on other firms to perform these (or substitutable) tasks. We follow up on

recent research that is concerned with the temporal patterns in the vertical scope of firms over

the product life-cycle (e.g. Fine, 1998; Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Cacciatori and Jacobides,

2005; Argyres and Bigelow, 2010; Argyres and Zenger, 2009). As argued in Chapter 7,

governance decisions are based on costs as well as capability concerns. Capability-based

concerns seem to dominate during the era of ferment, while cost-based concerns dominate

during the era of incremental change. We have studied cost-based governance decisions in

Chapter 8. In this chapter, we focus on capability-based decisions.

There is disagreement on the vertical scope of firms during the era of ferment. Firms

are vertically integrated for knowledge absorption and efficient research according to some

(Afuah, 2001; Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Fine, 1998), and vertically specialized to prevent

lock-in and allow flexible recombination according to others (Harrigan, 1985; Balakrishnan

and Wernerfelt, 1986). During the era of incremental change, it is commonly found that firms

seek to outsource production, generally to reap scope, scale and cost advantages. However,

firms may also seek integration to differentiate the product (Argyres and Bigelow, 2010)1.

In this chapter, we start from the notion that differences in findings on the vertical

governance forms chosen may well have to do with conditions that are specific to the industry.

We focus particularly on how the properties of the capabilities, notably substitutability and

imitability (Teece et al., 1997; Barney, 1991), determine the governance patterns over the

1Our conclusions in Chapter 8 confirm this finding: a firm may seek to integrate its product as long as the

cost disadvantage is outweighed by lower product substitutability and thereby softened price competition.
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industry life-cycle.

We provide a neo-Schumpeterian multi-agent model (cf. Nelson and Winter, 1982; Fagiolo

and Dosi, 2003; Gilbert et al., 2001) with agents that autonomously control their vertical

scope of production, search a so-called capability space (akin to the KENE model (Gilbert

et al., 2001; Pyka et al., 2006; Gilbert et al., 2007)) for production capabilities, and

combine upstream and downstream capabilities to produce products to compete on the

end-consumer market. The research question is: what patterns of vertical governance occur

over the industry life-cycle? In answering this question, we vary the capability properties

(imitability and substitutability) as independent variables and study the governance pattern

over the industry life-cycle as dependent variable. The cost structure (economies of scale in

production, switching costs, research costs) is the mediating variable.

Our explicit aim is to draw conclusions on capability-based governance patterns over the

product life-cycle. We seek to show that the governance form in the era of ferment may

differ from that in the era of incremental change, and that this governance pattern depends

on capability properties. Our model should hence produce both the era of ferment and

the era of incremental search. As such, we decided to incorporate industry development

drivers like substitution-diffusion and price competition rather than assume away demand

development (e.g. stationary demand) or search triggers (e.g. profit as affected by price

taking). We show that sought module definitions produce extant stylized facts of both

eras. Furthermore, in the design of the various modules in the neo-Schumpeterian model,

we adopted implementations with a meaningful interpretation. In describing the various

modules in Section 9.3, we provide this interpretation to bolster the actual operational

definition.

9.2 Economic theory and hypotheses

In this section, we briefly extend the industry evolution literature discussed in Subsection

2.2 with literature on vertical governance over the product life-cycle. We then discuss the

properties of capabilities and infer on the effect of each of these properties on governance

decisions over the product life-cycle.

9.2.1 Product life-cycle

Contingency models of the product life-cycle (e.g. Levitt, 1965; Wasson, 1974; Utterback and

Abernathy, 1975) describe the pattern of interlocking development of demand, competition,

business strategy, and technology. There is an onset phase of an industry in which

entrepreneurs compete on different product-market propositions. Under homogeneous

demand, market selection drives the emergence of a ’dominant product design’2(Utterback

and Abernathy, 1975) and causes a shake-out (Klepper, 1996) of firms. In the ensuing phase,

2Under heterogeneous demand, firms may also pursue product differentiation. Under these circumstances,

a segregated market may emerge with a ’dominant design’ per niche rather than per the whole industry (cf.

Bonaccorsi and Giuri, 2000; Windrum and Birchenhall, 1998; Malerba, 2006).
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firms follow this dominant design and rival for consumers’ demand by price competition

through cost reduction, efficiency increases and process innovation. With a further erosion

of profit margins, firms seek to develop the next generation products with again high profit

margins (cf. Schumpeter, 1927). This radical breakthrough innovation triggers a new onset

phase. We thus see that periods of radical product innovation and periods of incremental

change (price competition) alternate, punctuated by breakthrough innovations and the

emergence of dominant designs (Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Tushman and Anderson,

1986).

Various authors (e.g. Klepper, 1997; Murmann and Frenken, 2006) have stressed that the

existing contingency models of industry evolution lack a vertical orientation, i.e. do not

account for upstream industry conditions that affect the industry development. Recently,

scholars engaged in describing the governance patterns over the product life-cycle (cf. Fine,

1998; Jacobides and Winter, 2005; Cacciatori and Jacobides, 2005; Argyres and Bigelow,

2010; Argyres and Zenger, 2009). The evolution of industries (and the product life-cycles

that it is composed of, see Section 2) with homogeneous demand is expected to abide by

the cycle of technological change of Anderson & Tushman (cf. Malerba, 2006). We use the

market, competitive and technological conditions in each of the eras in that cyclic model

of technological change to understand the reasons to integrate or outsource. We follow the

recent notion that both capability-based concerns and cost-based concerns and their dynamic

interplay determine the governance form. However, our explicit contention is that during

the era of ferment, the emphasis is on R&D such that governance decisions are dominated

by capability-based concerns, while, during the era of incremental search, the emphasis is

on manufacturing such that governance decisions are dominated by cost-based concerns.

Era of ferment

In the era of ferment, the emphasis in firm activity is on R&D. We discern two ways in

which the vertical governance form interrelates to R&D.

Firstly, there is a synergistic advantage at firm level of integration. When firms are vertically

integrated, communication and cross-fertilization of knowledge is efficient, and component

and assembly technology are closely attuned during development such that there is high

internal compatibility (cf. Schilling, 2000; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Afuah, 2001).

Furthermore, integration excludes rivals from using the same component and assures that

the generated value is appropriated by its (integrated) inventor. Ownership rewards the

investments in discovery (cf. Grossman and Hart, 1986).

Secondly, there is a combinatorial advantage at population level of specialization. A

vertically specialized assembler searches for new products by investigating combinations

of own assembly propositions with component propositions offered by any of the vertically

specialized suppliers. So, there is an advantage in being able to (relatively cheaply) switch

supplier (cf. Schilling and Steensma, 2001; Dyer and Singh, 1998). In case there are many

suppliers, assemblers explore more combinations than when vertically integrated. In line
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with this, specialized suppliers may deal with or be approached by more than one assembler,

thus increasing their chances of sales as well. So, vertical specialization thus constitutes a

’decentralized search’ of many combinations.

During the era of ferment, there is technological turmoil. Entrants and incumbents

frequently discover new component and assembly propositions and frequently bring new

products to the market. So, during this era, there is a high risk that technological change

proves in-house capabilities inferior. In that case, firms have to link up with (by switching

to another supplier) or acquire superior capabilities (by imitation or absorption). This high

risk of obsolescence and need for flexibility calls for vertical specialization (cf. Harrigan,

1985; Balakrishnan and Wernerfelt, 1986).

Each firm is thus faced with a -what we call- ’high stakes/ high gains’ governance dilemma.

A firm has to choose between, firstly, vertical integration to synergistically attune component

and assembly at the risk of obsolescence, or, secondly, vertical specialization to enable flexible

recombinatorial search but suffer incompatibilities. In this chapter, firms have to choose

between being an ’opportunistic specialist-combiner’ or a ’synergistic integrated developer’

and cannot pick a middle form like ’engage in a vertical alliance’.

Era of incremental change

In the era of incremental change, the emphasis in firm activity is on production with

a presumably relatively stationary demand on the medium-long term. Facilities and

relationships may be dedicated to specific products as a switch in production is rarely

required. The governance form primarily targets minimizing the production and transaction

costs. Firms outsource production if there are positive economies of scale in production in

an upstream sector (cf. Stigler, 1951), if there are diseconomies of scope (Prahalad and

Hamel, 1990) (or positive economies of specialization (cf. Smith, 2003)). A precondition

for outsourcing is that the upstream sector is sufficiently competitive such that suppliers

do not have too powerful a bargain position (cf. Williamson, 1985; Monteverde and Teece,

1982). In the present chapter, firms are not engaged in price gaming, so need not consider

competitive conditions upstream.

Furthermore, we treat the cost structure as a control variable and specify this later.

9.2.2 Properties of the capability regime

In the capability-based view of the firm (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991), the capabilities

possessed and wielded by the firm generate value for the consumer and thereby possibly

constitute a competitive advantage over rivals. Capabilities form a competitive advantage if

they are valuable and rare, and hard to imitate and substitute (Barney, 1991). So, each firm

seeks to acquire capabilities to produce products that generate superior value for consumers.

Firms upstream and downstream in the value network are likely to be eager to link with such

superior capabilities (cf. H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989). Firms can thereby choose different

forms of governance: firstly, by buying components or designing in complementarities that

are output of those capabilities, secondly, by vertical integration of those capabilities or,
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thirdly, by a vertical alliance to fine-tune component and assembly technologies.

The properties of capabilities affect the propensity to integrate, outsource or engage in an

alliance (cf. Das and Teng, 2000). Also the universal properties of capabilities (the capability

regime) in the industry affect the governance forms sought by firms. Empirical findings on

vertical alliances (and, with that, on governance forms preferred) are ambiguous as some

find alliances to occur in high-tech (Hagedoorn, 2002), in medium-tech (Dachs et al., 2004)

or low-, mid- and high-tech (Oerlemans and Meeus, 1998) industries. We consider the value

(and rarity) of capabilities to be a precondition to survival on the market, and thereby focus

on how imitability and substitutability of capabilities determine the vertical governance

forms sought.

Imitability refers to the extent of efforts (costs, dedicated time or other resources) needed

to imitate capabilities. We contend that the synergistic advantage of being integrated

reduces with imitability. If capabilities can be imitated easily and cheaply, the competitive

advantage of additional performance achieved by tight vertical governance is likely to erode

quickly. Furthermore, also the combinatorial advantage of being specialized decreases as

other integrated firms or value chain can quickly imitate a high performing combination

found by other firms. In case imitability is high, both advantages are relatively weak.

However, by specializing, firms still enjoy the decentralized searching (of suppliers for

component capabilities and assemblers for assembly capabilities) and at least consider more

combinations than when fully integrated. As we will see later, the value of these combinations

drops with a decrease in substitutability. In case imitability is low, integration is an effective

exclusion and appropriation instrument (but the firm is locked in), whereas specialization

allows competitors to access the same (possibly superior) upstream capabilities. Note that

exclusion is less of a concern if those capabilities are of limited value for competitors. We

will see later that the value of arbitrary complementary capabilities drops whenever the

substitutability drops. So, a firm does not need to exclude competitors as they are likely to

encounter compatibility issues anyhow.

Substitutability refers to the extent to which swapping one capability for another may affect

overall performance (conditioned on values of both capabilities). If component and assembly

capabilities are complexly interwoven, swapping one component (assembly) for an arbitrary

other component (assembly) is likely to lead to compatibility problems and thereby hurt

overall performance. If component and assembly capabilities are modular, swapping one for

the other component (assembly) is likely to yield few compatibility issues. If substitutability

is low, compatibility issues are common and component and assembly capabilities must be

attuned closely. Vertical integration allows attuning upstream and downstream capabilities

to arrive at an integrated solution, while specialization and relying on external capabilities

may yield solutions with severe incompatibilities. As such, the combinatorial advantage of

specialization decreases and the synergistic advantage of integration increases. However, due

to these incompatibilities, integration as exclusion instrument is less important. As we have

seen above, the value of decentralized search drops with a drop in substitutability. Firms

rely less on vertical specialization and rather pursue integrated search. We expect this effect

to become stronger if imitability drops. If substitutability is high, both the synergistic and
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Substitutability

Low High

Low Integration for exclusion/ appropriation Integration for exclusion/ appropriation vs.

Imit- Integration for attuning, while specialization to link w. top capabilities

ability specialization suffers incompatibilities Specialization for decentralized search

High Specialization for decentralized search Specialization for decentralized search

Integration for attuning, while

incompatibilities w. specialization.

Table 9.1 Governance forms suggested by imitability and substitutability. There is ambiguity

on the governance form in the off-diagonal cells.

combinatorial advantages are limited. However, again integration constrains search, while

specialization enables decentralized search (and with limited hits to overall performance). As

assembly and component capabilities can be combined like modules without hurting overall

performance much, the synergistic advantage of integration is low. The more modular (the

more substitutable) product technology/ capabilities, the more eager firms are to specialize

(cf. Argyres and Bigelow, 2006; Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996).

As we have seen above, the value of integrated search drops if substitutability is higher;

firms encounter fewer compatibility issues. We expect this effect to become stronger (there

is more specialization) if imitability decreases.

We thus arrive at contingency table 9.1. In the diagonal cells, there is consensus, while, in

the off-diagonal cells, there is ambiguity due to conflicting implications.

During the era of ferment, there is great technological turmoil, and integration would often

constitute a lock-in in inferior technology. So, technological turmoil reduces the advantages

of integration and increases the combinatorial advantage by specialization. Consequently,

we expect more specialization in the off-diagonal cells during the era of ferment than during

the era of incremental change.

During the era of incremental change, there are technological changes only occasionally. So,

specialization to be able to link to alternative capabilities is only occasionally interesting.

Consequently, we expect less specialization in the off-diagonal cells during the era of

incremental change than during the era of ferment.

In general, transaction costs and diseconomies of scope mediate the appeal of specialization

and integration in obvious direction3: e.g. existence of positive economies of scale in the

upstream sector promotes vertical specialization. We expect that these factors have greater

explanatory power during the era of incremental change.

3So, there is no one-to-one relationship between substitutability (or, specifically, the decomposability of

production tasks) and specialization, but this is mediated by economic cost conditions (cf. Hoetker, 2006).
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9.3 Neo-Schumpeterian model

9.3.1 Overview

To study the relationship of the independent variables of capability regime properties

(imitation and substitutability) with the governance pattern over a product life-cycle,

we formulate a neo-Schumpeterian model. A neo-Schumpeterian model is a multi-agent

simulation of an industry featuring firms (agents) that develop and sell products to

consumers (agents) (cf. Nelson and Winter, 1982). The strategies of profitable firms are

imitated, while the strategies of unprofitable firms vanish by these firms’ exits. In line

with Darwinian principles of evolution, the replication of successful strategies and market

deselection of firms causes emergence of locally successful strategies. We refer to this process

of how evolution conditions the population of strategies shortly as ’training’. We include the

governance form decision in the firms’ strategies, such that our neo-Schumpeterian model

will train locally successful governance strategies.

As explained in the introduction, we are interested in governance patterns over the product

life-cycle, such that we require our neo-Schumpeterian model to produce distinct eras

of ferment and of incremental change, and to produce the crucial stylized facts of the

product life-cycle. In Subsection 9.4.1, we show that typical simulation results of our

neo-Schumpeterian model feature the stylized facts of swarm-in/ shake-out, turbulence/

convergence in product technology, and profit erosion, and also features distinct intervals

that can be interpreted as eras of ferment and of incremental change.

The foundation of our neo-Schumpeterian model is a simple version of the SKIN innovation

network formation model (see e.g. Gilbert et al. (2001) and Pyka et al. (2009)) in which firms

explore a multidimensional capability landscape, then recombine their capabilities (with or

without capabilities from collaborators) into -what the authors of the SKIN model call-

’innovation hypotheses’ that generate market returns.

In our model, there is a predefined vertical structure of the industry, and firms explicitly

decide to produce assemblies, input components, or both. In our case, firms endogenously

form a mini-value-chain of two tiers. Assemblers need to acquire an input component from

a non-integrated upstream component supplier to produce a final product. A vertically

integrated firm produces both assembly and component in-house, and assembles the final

product. The assemblers and integrated firms sell the final products on the consumer market.

An example of such an industry structure is given in Figure 9.1.

One run of the neo-Schumpeterian simulation model takes X periods. In each period, firms

simultaneously execute the operations in the order depicted in Figure 9.3.

Each firm follows a business strategy, a product technology search strategy and a vertical

governance strategy, which we describe in Subsection 9.3.3. The business strategy determines

whether a firm becomes a manufacturer and engages in low-price mass-production or whether

a firm becomes an entrepreneur and engages in flexible but costly job shop production. The

vertical governance strategy determines whether to vertically integrate and thus develop

and produce both assembly and component, or to vertically specialize in the development
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and production of either one. Both the business and governance strategy respond to macro-

economic signals on the design dominance in the industry. The search strategy determines

whether to engage in exploration, imitation or differentiation over the current capability

landscape or to engage in radical research to access the next generation capability landscape.

The search strategy responds to (potential) profit margins and design dominance. In

Subsection 9.3.3, we explain the strategies in detail.

Whenever firms use different capabilities, they make different products with -as performance

is drawn randomly from a continuous distribution- different performances. As product

performance is an indication of per unit product payoff, firms search on a structured

capability space for capabilities with high performance, see Subsection 9.3.2. An assembly

and a component capability are combined to form products. We assume that both the

performances of both capabilities as well as the compatibility of these two capabilities matter

in the overall product performance. So, firms are not just searching for a top performing

assembly and a top performing component, but rather a combination with top total product

performance. Discovery of a new capability triggers firms to evaluate new combinations and

possibly start the production of a new product based on the new capability.

The products produced are launched, dynamically priced and ultimately withdrawn from the

market following the heuristics described in Subsection 9.3.4. Consumers buy products on

the market based on the price, performance, their adoption willingness and recommendations

by other consumers. This process is described in Subsection 9.3.5.

In the model, searching, producing and changing production facilities cost money. As firms

start with a limited budget, firms need to sell products to final consumers (or components
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Simulation step

Agents search capability

landscape, update/ maintain

capability repository.

Agents adjust product prices

based on market polls.

Sales round: agents offer

products, consumers buy

products.

Agents search for new

combinations/ products based

on new capabilities available

and consider adoption thereof.

Agents evaluate capital position

and exit if bankrupt.

Determine vertical governance

strategy, business strategy and

search strategy.

Figure 9.3 The chronological order of operations executed by firms in the neo-Schumpeterian

model.

to assemblers) at a net profit to prevent going bankrupt. Whenever firms go bankrupt,

they are deselected from the population. Firms may also enter the industry. Such entrants

(imperfectly) imitate the strategies of the firm with the highest (discounted) cumulative

capital. We thus see that strategies that successfully generate capital are likely to be

replicated, while those strategies that mostly lose capital are likely to die out. This

establishes an evolutionary ’training’ of the strategy as depicted in the flowchart in Figure

9.4.

In the present work, we train only two strategy variables: the governance form (integrated/

specialized) before and after the emergence of the dominance design. The strategy variables

for business type (mass-production versus job shop production) and capability search are

fixed. The industry level parameters (production costs, diffusion rate, etc) are treated as

mediating variables that we use to assure that the industry life-cycle in the simulation

results features the stylized facts found in Neo-Schumpeterian literature (swarm-in/ shake-

out, profit deterioration and technological turmoil/ technological dominance). We discuss

typical results of a simulation run and the stylized facts in Subsection 9.4.

The other strategy decision variables (decision thresholds discussed later) are taken constant

and equal for all agents. By homogenizing firms, evolution trains just the governance

strategy. The values chosen for mediating variables and strategy decisions variables are

given in Appendix 9.A. In Subsection 9.4.1, we discuss our parameter choices in detail.

9.3.2 Capability search

In our neo-Schumpeterian model, firms search at two levels: combinatorial search and

operational landscape search. We describe both in detail below. At the first level,

firms search the capability landscapes (the assembly capability landscape, the component

capability landscape, or both) for new viable capabilities by manipulating an experimental

capability proposition. As soon as a focal firm finds a capability new to him with non-zero

performance, the firm adds it to its internal capability repository.
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Figure 9.4 Flowchart of industry evolution with strategy training.

At the second level, firms form product propositions (cf. the ’innovation hypothesis’

in Pyka et al. (2006)) from combinations of readily discovered component and assembly

capabilities. An integrated firm combines assembly and component capabilities from

its internal capability repositories, while an assembler combines its internal assembly

capabilities with component capabilities possessed by suppliers. Whenever an integrated

firm or potential value chain partner adds a capability to its repository, all possible new

combinations are inspected for new and better performing products. For instance, when a

supplier discovers a new component capability, each assembler evaluates the combinations

of its own assembly capabilities with that new component capability.

The governance form chosen by a firm does not only affect whether or not a firm has to use

own components or buy them from a supplier, but also affects operational search. This is

described in Subsubsection 9.3.2.

Radical search (described in detail in Subsubsection 9.3.2) unlocks a new generation of

product capabilities that can be searched. Once a firm has unlocked a generation new to

him, it will focus his search on that generation. A capability (assembly or component) of

a particular generation needs a complementary capability (component or assembly) of the

same generation.

Firms do not just explore the current landscape, or unlock new ones through radical search,

but may also imitate product technology of competitors. In Subsection 9.3.3, we describe

how firms decide what search strategy to follow.
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Landscape search

We follow the KENE approach of Pyka et al. (2006) to model a capability as a mix of

techniques, capital goods, and skills, and to operationally encode this as an alphanumeric

string.

There are two capability landscape tiers: one for assembly capabilities and one for

component capabilities. Each capability landscape tier is made up of a fixed number of N

capability dimensions (abilities, techniques, capital goods, skills). For each of the capability

dimensions, there are D options. We use the metaphor of the reels in a gambling slot machine

(see Figure 9.2): there are N reels (capability dimensions) with D pictures (abilities). At

each tier, the firm is looking for a feasible combination in the space of size DN possible

combinations.

As R&D is done by trial-and-error (Nelson and Winter, 1982), we infer that almost all

capabilities (each a unique combination of abilities, techniques, skills, etc) are technological

infeasible and have zero performance. Only a few capabilities have non-zero performance.

From innovation size distribution studies (e.g. Silverberg and Verspagen, 2003), we infer that

combinations that are feasible have a certain performance distribution. We implement these

two observations as in the island-sea landscape of Fagiolo and Dosi (2003): opportunities are

randomly scattered ’islands’ in a ’sea’ that has to be sailed to reach those islands. During

initialization of the industry, we randomly select C combinations that are feasible (so we

have C islands) and have a non-zero performance, and set the remaining DN−C capabilities

to have a performance of zero4.

Of the C feasible capabilities, capability i from product technology generation g has a

performance q equal to g + e−αuβ ∈ [g, g + 1] where u ∼ U [0, 1] is a uniform random

variable. We tune this distribution with parameters α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 to assure that a large

share of the capabilities has low performance, while a small share of the capabilities has high

performance (cf. Silverberg and Verspagen, 2003).

During exploration, the focal firm searches this landscape by changing one ability at a time

of its experimental capability proposition, i.e. by turning one capability reel in Figure 9.2 up

or down one step at a time. If a capability is technologically feasible, i.e. has a performance

higher than zero, it is added to the capability repository and is considered during the first

level combinatorial search (which is described in detail below). The process of operational

landscape search is depicted in the flowchart in Figure 9.5. At the moment, we assume that

firms have fixed search costs.

4At first, we drew a performance value for each of the DN combinations. We found that the capabilities

with very low performance were used only very rarely and usually only very briefly (until replaced by

capabilities with higher performance). So, the effect of the capabilities with very low performance was

limited. Truncating the very low performance values of the DN − C capabilities to zero, and thereby

adopting the island-sea landscape, we shortened the computation time dramatically. However, switching to

an island-sea structure of the capability landscape indeed goes at the expense of having to add an additional

parameter C for the number of islands.
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Figure 9.5 Flowchart of operational landscape search in which the experimental capability is

manipulated to find new feasible capabilities by trial-and-error.

Combinatorial search

Whenever an integrated firm finds a capability that is new to him, it is added to its

repository. The focal firm then considers all combinations of this new capability with the

other capabilities (of the same generation) it currently possesses. Whenever an assembler

discovers a new assembly capability or a supplier discovers a new component capability, the

assembler will consider all new combinations with capabilities of component suppliers by

enumerative search. Whenever a component supplier discovers a new capability, assemblers

contact him to evaluate new combinations. This procedure is depicted in the flowchart in

Figure 9.6. We discuss the procedure to decide on whether to start the production of a new

product in Subsection 9.3.4.

We assume that even one poorly performing capability will cause the whole product to be

poorly performing. The performance of a combination of assembly and component capability

is low if one or both capabilities have low performance5. The performance of a combination

is high only if the performance of both the component and assembly is high. We propose to

take the product of the performances. As also the fit of component and assembly matters, we

multiply this product by the compatibility value (explained in detail later). We propose a

correction for the strongly skewed nature of the total performance due to the multiplications

by taking the third root. We thus propose the following expression (cf. the geometric mean)

for the overall performance q of a product:

q = g + 3

√
(qAi − g)(qCj − g)cij (9.1)

Hereby, qAi (qCj ) is the performance of the assembly i (component j), g is the generation of

both component and assembly (which is described later when discussing radical search), cij
is the compatibility of component j and assembly i.

Following the landscape metaphor for capabilities, the compatibility cij of the component

and the assembly relates inversely to the ’distance’ δij in the operational codings of the

component and assembly. To measure distance, we use the Lee (1958) measure denoted

5This is in contrast to e.g. the NK landscape (Kauffman, 1993; Frenken, 2006) in which the overall

performance of a combination is the arithmetic mean of the performances of elements. Whenever a product

consists of a capability with high and a capability with low performance, the overall performance is the

average of the performances, rather than just low.
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Figure 9.6 Flowchart of combinatorial search for products by combining capabilities already

discovered.

with L. This Lee measure expresses the number of single manipulations required to change

one coding into another6. We assume that compatibility drops with distance and that the

relative magnitude of the drop is a negative constant. As such, the compatibility is an

exponential function:

cij = e−x δij with δij :=
2L(si,sj)

ND (9.2)

The si (sj) is the alphanumeric string for assembly i (component j). The distance δij is

normalized by using that ND/2 is the maximum Lee distance. Complexity x determines the

level of substitutability of components (and assemblies) for one another in a given product.

If x = 0, the components are perfectly interchangeable (as are the assemblies), as there is

no effect on the overall product performance by doing so. The higher x > 0 is, the more

sensitive overall product performance becomes to the compatibility (distance) of component

and assembly. We use this complexity x as if the inverse of substitutability and treat it as

one of our two independent variables.

6To be more precise, the Lee distance of two strings s and t of same length N and from the same alphabet

of depth D is defined as L(s, t) :=
∑N

k=1 min{|sk − tk| ; D − |sk − tk|}, where sk is the k-th letter of the

string s.
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Effect of governance form on search

Purely from the perspective of capability search, both governance forms (vertically

integrated, specialized) have their advantages. A vertically specialized assembler has the

advantage of being able to combine with all component capabilities offered by -potentially

many- suppliers. As all of these suppliers are searching for and also finding component

capabilities, the number of capabilities on offer also quickly grows. This is the combinatorial

advantage as discussed in Subsection 9.2.2.

A vertically integrated firm has the advantage of having control over looking for component

and assembly capabilities that are a proper fit. We model such a synergistic advantage

by having an integrated firm look for components on the capability landscape tier in the

alphanumeric neighborhood of the assembly capability. The second advantage is that the

integrated firm does not need to rely on suppliers that may go bankrupt after which

the assembler has to switch to using possibly poorly compatible components. From the

compatibility formula (9.2), it is apparent that the ’synergistic advantages’ of integrated

search are particularly great whenever substitutability is low (complexity x is high).

Multiple generations of product technology

Given economic conditions specified later, firms engage in radical search to unlock a new

landscape for the next generation of products. As consumers are willing to pay more for the

new generation of products, there is a potential reward for firms to engage in radical search.

The performance of a component or assembly of generation g lies in the range [g, g + 1]. So,

in Equation (9.1), we used the normalized performance level of component and assembly in

computing the overall performance.

9.3.3 Strategies

Each firm follows three strategies: a business strategy, a capability landscape search strategy

and a vertical governance strategy. Following Anderson and Tushman (1990), we have firms

change their business strategy upon the technological punctuations. In line with this, we

also have firms change their vertical governance strategy upon technological punctuations.

In our model, we thus have firms all respond to macro-level technological events rather than

follow individual strategies.

The business strategy, capability landscape search target and the vertical governance are

only reconsidered whenever the firm is engaged in exploration. Whenever the firm is engaged

in imitation, differentiation or radical search, the firm first finishes that search operation.

We now describe these three strategies in detail.

Capability landscape search strategy

In Subsection 9.3.2, we described the operational search processes that yield capabilities by

trial-and-error, exploratory search. Apart from exploring its current capability landscape for

new capabilities, a focal firm may decide to imitate (through directed search) the capabilities
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used for a product currently on the market, to differentiate7 away from its current capability

experiment or to engage in radical search to unlock a new generation capability landscape

with higher performance. The landscape search strategy determines when the focal firm

should engage in exploration, imitation and radical search.

The first consideration in what search heuristic to follow is that the firm (here: assembler

or integrated firm) continues exploration if the industry is premature, i.e. whenever there is

no competing product or the performance of the best product is low. We assumed that -in

real-life- firms continue searching in a premature industry because they still try to realize a

large market share in this industry by providing a top performing product in time.

Otherwise, if there is a top performing competing product, the firm starts imitating that

product if the performance of the competing product is sufficiently higher than his own

product. A supplier follows the same rationale but then for the component capability. This

’sufficiently higher’ relative performance for imitation is a threshold parameter in the search

strategy. In case the firm is an entrepreneur (manufacturer), and if the performance of

another product is ≥ 5% (≥ 15%, which is higher because of higher switching costs) higher

than his own product, the entrepreneur (manufacturer) will start to imitate that other

product.

Imitation is operationally defined as manipulating the experimental combination of capa-

bility dimensions (abilities, skills, techniques, equipment) to decrease the distance from the

experimental to the target capability. The probability of a successful step in the direction

of the assembly/ component capability is i, where i is the imitability rate. The imitability

is, just as complexity x, an independent variable in this chapter. Consequently, given that

the starting point on the landscape and the capability to be imitated are uncorrelated, the

expected number of periods required to imitate the capability is N
4i ∗

(
D − 1D odd

1
D

)
. The

higher imitability i, the lower the expected number of periods needed to imitate the target

capability.

If the industry is not premature but the competing product is not good enough for imitation,

the firm (here: assembler, supplier or integrated firm) considers radical search. The firm

will engage in radical search if one of three conditions holds. Firstly, if the firm is a

’laggard’, which we operationally define as that the firm is not yet active in a new generation

product technology while more than half of the consumers is already buying products of a

new(er) generation. Secondly, the profitability of the current top performing product of the

generation produced by the focal firm is negative. Thirdly, the smoothened profit margin is

lower than a particular threshold (we picked 0.05, i.e. if the profit margin drops below 5%),

while the smoothened design dominance is higher than a particular threshold (we picked

0.80, i.e. one product technology is consumed by more than 80% of the demand market

already). The design considerations for this third option are that if a certain technology is

already dominant and the profit is low, there are insufficient opportunities in this industry.

In that case, a firm will rather try to open up a new industry with more opportunities. If

7In the present version, we have disabled differentiation as it is not substantially different from regular

exploration: random walks (our exploration) in spaces of dimension higher than two are not recurrent. So,

exploration is already a move away from the current capability experiment.
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Figure 9.7 The search strategy determines when to explore freely, imitate the top product/

component/ assembly or to engage in radical research to unlock the next generation of

capabilities.
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these conditions do not hold (so there are enough opportunities, there still is a sufficiently

high profit margin and the own performance is relatively high), then the firm continues local

exploration.

The procedure that firms follow to determine their search strategy is depicted in the flowchart

in Figure 9.7.

Business strategy

We distinguish two types of agents: entrepreneurs and mass-manufacturers. An entrepreneur

is focused on technological exploration and runs a job shop with versatile production

facilities. Production switching is relatively cheap, but unit fixed production costs are

high. A mass-manufacturer is focused on large scale production and runs a dedicated mass-

production facility. Production switching is expensive, but unit fixed production costs are

low.

Firms switch between entrepreneurial flexibility and mass-production based on design

dominance Ĥ (defined in Subsubsection 9.3.6). If Ĥ is below a threshold H0 − m, firms

become entrepreneurs, if Ĥ exceeds H0 + m, firms become manufacturers. As Ĥ may be

volatile, there may be repeated crossing of H0 despite a structural drift towards 1 or a steep

drop due to technological turmoil. Given the high costs of changing the business form, we

introduce a region of ’hysteresis’ [H0 −m,H0 + m] to prevent repeated changes purely due

to volatility rather than structural changes.

We assume that firms are entrepreneurial in the era of ferment of a new generation and (at

the same time) mass-producing in the era of incremental search in the old generation. As

soon as the new generation of products is phased-in in mass-production, the old generation

of products -if still produced- is discontinued. As soon as a firm engages in exploration in a

new generation of capabilities, the firm will pick the governance form that is beneficial for

the entrepreneurial activities8.

Vertical governance strategy

Whenever a firm is engaged in regular exploratory search (so, not when imitating,

differentiating or engaged in radical search), the firm changes its vertical governance

according to the following simple heuristics. If an assembler does not find a supplier, or

a supplier does not find an assembler, it will vertically integrate. In any other case, the

firm picks the governance form related to the era. In the era of ferment, i.e. prior to the

emergence of the dominant design, the focal firm picks the governance form for that era.

Similarly, after the emergence of the dominant design, the focal firm picks the governance

form for the era of incremental change, which may well be different from that for the era

of ferment. These two governance form specifications are the only two variables that are

endogenously trained.

8This assumption is implicit in the classical product life-cycle. In Chapter 10, we challenge this

assumption by arguing that firms in fact maintain a development network to engage in R&D for the new

product generation, and at the same time are part of the production network.
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Figure 9.8 The flowchart for deciding on whether or not start producing a particular product.

Whenever an integrated firm becomes an assembler, this assembler links up with an existing

supplier if this supplier provides the currently used or even a better component. If this

assembler does not find such a supplier, the assembler spins off the capabilities to a newly

established supplier. Whenever an outsourcing firm becomes supplier, the cost structure

hampers existing assemblers to switch from their existing to the new supplier, so the

outsourcing firm spins off its production facilities to create a new assembler with whom it

then links. From that moment onward both specialized firms follow their own (autonomous)

heuristics that further improve their performance. The outsourcing agent considers switching

to another supplier already the next period.

Upon integration, the firm acquires the complementary capabilities of its current value-chain

partner(s) and continues to produce the products, but now fully in-house.

The costs of integration and outsourcing are discussed in Subsection 9.3.7.

9.3.4 Product launch, pricing, and withdrawal

Each assembler or vertically integrated firm has a portfolio of product propositions that

it actually produces and sells on the market. If search yields a new product proposition,

the firm evaluates whether it is eligible for production and, if so, adds it to the product

portfolio. A product proposition is eligible for production if it outperforms one of the

currently produced products or there is still room in the otherwise limited product portfolio.

Moreover, the product must have positive potential profit margin (see Figure 9.7). The

flowchart for this procedure is found in Figure 9.8.

Each period, firms bring their products to the market and removes unprofitable products

from its product portfolio. If a firm has not yet produced and sold a particular product

before, he has to start up production (for which a fixed cost is incurred) and launch it by

giving a promotional unit to a number of consumers. These consumers will thus (possibly)

drive further diffusion-substitution.

A selling firm (i.e. fully integrated or assembler) withdraws a product from the market and
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Figure 9.9 The flowchart for product pricing process by polling consumers.

removes it from its portfolio if there has been no sales in the current period and there is no

potential future sales. Note that also sales by any of the competitors of the same product

or consumers currently still consuming the product forms potential future sales.

Firms set the price upon the product launch such that the value-for-money of the product

(performance divided by price) is equal to the average value-for-money of products currently

on the market. The rationale is that overpricing will stifle diffusion, while dramatic

underpricing would hurt revenue too much. In case it is the first product on the market,

the maximum willingness-to-pay price p∗ is set.

Each period, each firm conducts a poll per product it sells to determine whether to change

the price or not. In this poll, the firm draws a fixed number B of consumers randomly

from the population of consumers that currently consumes any product of the same product

generation. The same consumer may be drawn multiple times. The firm then asks each

consumer the probability that it would buy the product in case of three scenarios: the price

remains the same, is increased a little, and is decreased a little. These probabilities are in

fact determined by the discrete choice model discussed later. The firm then computes the

expected sales (average probability times the (new) price) and decides whether to increase,

to decrease or to keep the current price. Figure 9.9 contains the flowchart of this process.

Given this pricing process, firms may end up setting the price below cost level, which is

to be interpreted as predatory pricing to win the market. Clearly, with multiple firms and

sufficiently discriminative consumers, there is profit erosion and eventually even a (marginal)

loss to be expected. Firms will end up losing money, go bankrupt and exit. As demand is

inelastic, a remaining monopolist can increase its price indefinitely. As such, we assume that

a monopolist will not exit the industry. As we will see in Subsection 9.3.6, the monopolist

will eventually have a high profit margin, which in turn attracts one or multiple entrants

that will restore regular price competition.

9.3.5 Consumption, demand, and diffusion-substitution

Generally, consumers face numerous products to choose from, often even products from

multiple product technology generations. We borrow two criteria from diffusion theory

(Rogers, 1995) on how a consumer selects a product: firstly, a certain reluctance to buy
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Figure 9.10 The flowchart for the procedure how a focal consumer decides when to purchase

what product of which generation.

new products and, secondly, that peers affect a consumer in its product choice. Particularly

the gradual adoption of products of a new generation makes that competing products that

are introduced later still have a chance of growing a (temporary) sizable market share. As

such, there is an era of ferment in which many product variants have a limited market share.

However, in the end, the word-of-mouth (and imitation) causes emergence of a dominant

design after which industry finds itself in the era of incremental change. So, to realize a

product life-cycle model with distinct eras -required to answer our research question-, we

propose implementing the diffusion-substitution model. We now discuss our operational

definition of these two product selection criteria that constitute this diffusion-substitution.

Figure 9.10 contains the flowchart of how a focal consumer decides when to purchase what

product of which generation. The mechanisms and variables in this flowchart are explained

in the following subsections.

Adoption willingness

We assume that consumers actually consume or wear out products they own at a constant

rate r. Whenever the amount w left of its currently consumed unit of product hits or drops

below zero (the product is finished or worn out), the consumer seeks to buy a new unit of

product. Upon purchasing a new unit of product, a consumer gets an amount w0 of unit

product left. This w0 is drawn randomly from {1− rρ, 1− r(ρ− 1), . . . , 1, . . . , 1 + rρ}. This

ρ ≥ 0 defines that there are 2ρ+ 1 different usage scenarios to account for different levels of

wear and tear, accidents and dissatisfaction (and to smoothen out otherwise recurring ’spikes’
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in demand caused by product launches). The development of the ’amount’ of product left

is illustrated in Figure 9.11.

Once products of a new generation are brought to the market, consumers (again) display

’first-buy’ adoption willingness. For each generation, consumers have to get accustomed

to the new technology. We implemented this as follows. Each consumer i has a certain

’Rogerian adoption willingness’ Ri in adopting new product technology. This is a property

of the consumer that does not change. This Ri is drawn9 from N (µ, σ) with µ = 3σ. For

Ri close to zero, consumer i is an ’early adopter’, for Ri close to µ + 3σ, the consumer is a

’late adopter’. An illustrative histogram of the number of consumers with a certain adoption

willingness R for the first-buy of a new generation of product technology is given in Figure

9.12.

Once a new generation g of products is launched at time Tg, each consumer’s ’adoption

willingness’ counter for that generation starts to count down from Rig(Tg) = Ri to zero at

rate r per period10. So, consumer i is willing to buy a product of the generation g launched

at time Tg as of time t = Tg + Ri/r.

Once a consumer has finished its current unit of product (possibly of an old generation g′),

and the consumer has to buy a new unit of product, the consumer purchases a product

of the newest generation he is willing to adopt (i.e. the highest generation g with a non-

zero Rig). If a product of that generation is not available, the consumer will not buy an

old generation, but will try to buy a product of this generation next period. Under the

assumption of availability of products of yet discovered generations (which is assured due to

our entry criteria), all first-buyers have purchased their first unit of product of generation g

in approximately 6σ/r periods after the launch.

Word-of-mouth

Each consumer that purchases a product of generation g compiles a panel of Q randomly

selected consumers that are currently consuming a product of generation g and whose

product is still on offer on the market. The consumer favors the product recommended

by panel member i according to the following discrete choice probability11:

pi =
eγvi

∑Q
j=1 e

γvj

Where vj is the value-for-money of the product of panel member j at the time of purchase

and γ is the ’choosiness’ of consumers for the value-for-money.

9In diffusion theory, the social network structure and potential adopter characteristics cause a Normally

distributed first-buy adoption pattern. In the present work, we impose a Normally distributed period

until the first-buy and a uniform random social neighborhood for the first-buyer at the moment of product

selection (as described later). This gives rise to the Rogerian curve without having to specify the social

network structure and particularities of consumers.
10We scale R such that we can use deterioration/ usage rate r for the rate at which a consumer is increasing

its adoption willingness for this.
11See Chapter 5 for a lengthy discussion of the considerations for picking a discrete choice model.
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The value-for-money of a product is defined as:

v =
q

q∗p

The value-for-money is in essence how much value (performance q) the consumer gets per

dollar (price p). We normalize the value to q/q∗, with q∗ the highest performance yet found,

to make the payoff independent of the absolute performances.

As described before, a firm launches a product by providing a fixed number of random

consumers with a free unit and thereby resetting these consumers their ’product amount

left’ w as if a regular purchase. As these consumers will thus become part of the panels

consulted by buyers, new demand for the product might be generated, and the product

potentially diffuses.

Our implementation assures there is regular diffusion, as well as intra- and inter-generational

substitution.

9.3.6 Entry and exit

Upon the initialization of the first run of an industry, there is a fixed number of firms that

immediately enter. To prevent favoring a particular strategy, we initialize A firms with all

A logical combinations of integration and outsourcing before and after the emergence of the

dominant design.

From that moment onward, firms enter and exit the industry fully endogenously. A firm

exits the industry if its capital drops below the bankruptcy level (zero). However, we assume
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that a monopolist succeeds in persuading creditors not to file for bankruptcy. Given the

inelasticity of demand, the pricing mechanism has the monopolist raise the product prices.

Once a new firm enters the industry, and the industry no longer is a monopoly, the old exit

conditions are restored.

Following Nelson and Winter (1982), we assume that there is always a firm on the sideline,

waiting for the industry conditions to meet its entry criteria to then enter. Each decision

epoch, the potential entrant (imperfectly) imitates the strategy of the firm with the

highest (discounted) cumulative capital. Upon imitation, the potential entrant changes the

governance strategy in 5% of the cases. This constitutes local search in the governance

strategy. Following this strategy, the potential entrant determines whether it becomes

entrepreneur or manufacturer and whether it would then enter or not.

We assume that an entrepreneur is eager to enter when profit margins for the latest

generation of products are high while the product design dominance in that generation

is low. In that case, there are considerable market and technological opportunities. The

entry rate e of entrepreneurs is e(x) = 1/x, with x the present number of firms. We assume

that a manufacturer enters when the profit margin (for the latest generation of products)

is not too low while the design dominance in that generation is already relatively high.

In this case, the manufacturer can cover investments while it is unlikely that a switch in

production is required. The conditional entry rate e for manufacturers is e(x) = a/(1 + x)

with 0 < a < 1 to reflect that manufacturers are crowd-avoiding.

The entry criteria revolve around the profit margin and design dominance. For the design

dominance statistic, we use the following concentration index:

H2
g =

∑
i∈Mg

s2i

S2
(9.3)

where the si with i ∈ Mg are the market shares of products of generation g on the market

(possibly marketed by more than one firm), Mg is the index set of products of generation g

on the market, and S is a normalization constant (over all generations).

We compute this H for each generation g of products on the market. We do not pick

S2 = (
∑

i si)
2. In our case, si need not sum up to 1 as there may be potential adopters

that still need to do their first-buy. As we use H to reflect market opportunities, we rather

take S = rN , where rN is the average demand per period (in number of consumers) with

all repeat-buyers. Due to first-buys and future peaks in sales due to launches, the H may

be temporarily higher than 1. Given the volatility of si, particularly in the onset phase, we

have firms use an exponentially smoothened Ĥ ← hH + (1− h)Ĥ with smoothing rate h.

For the profit margin per generation, we use the weighed average of the profit margins

of all products of that generation. We again have firms use an exponentially smoothened

average profit margin as there is considerable volatility due to introduction and withdrawal

of products.
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9.3.7 Cost structure

From Chapter 7 we know that governance decisions are taken based on cost and capability

concerns and their interplay. In this study on capability-based governance decisions, we

control the cost structure as a mediating variable. We pick a cost structure that closely

meets the classical product life-cycle notions of entrepreneurial activities before and mass-

manufacturing activities after the emergence of the dominant design. We assume that an

entrepreneur runs a job shop which is flexible such that there are low costs of switching to

producing another product, but is less efficient than a dedicated production line such that

there are high unit costs. In contrast, a manufacturer has high production switching costs,

but is more efficient such that there are low unit costs. Furthermore, there are no explicit

search costs (i.e. for imitation, exploration or radical search), just periodic operation costs.

We assume that mass-manufacturing facilities are tuned to high scale production and are

more expensive than job shop facilities per period.

The actual vertical governance form also affects the immediate production costs through

the transaction costs that exist to contact, contract and control the supplier as opposed

to production in-house. Changing the governance form also goes at certain expenses.

Integration requires investments in production facilities, while these facilities are scrapped

upon outsourcing.

The actual values used in the standard simulation runs can be found in Appendix 9.A.

9.4 Results

At the outset of this study, we aimed for studying governance patterns over the industry life-

cycle with distinct eras of ferment and incremental change. To this end, we designed a neo-

Schumpeterian model that features technology search in which the governance form plays a

central role, contains modules for substitution-diffusion and pricing to assure convergence in

technology and market, and has agents enter and exit the industry endogenously to ’train’

the governance strategy. To cross-validate our neo-Schumpeterian model, we make sure that

typical simulation results of a single industry life-cycle (with multiple product life-cycles)

feature common stylized facts and features eras of ferment and of incremental change. In

Subsection 9.4.1, we present and discuss typical results.

Using this stylized model of industry life-cycles, we conduct extensive structured experiments

with the two independent variables (imitability and substitutability/ complexity) to study

their effects on the dependent variables (governance forms in the eras of ferment and

incremental change respectively) and on the emerging governance patterns in particular.

In Subsection 9.4.2, we present and statistically analyze the results of this experimentation.

9.4.1 Analysis of the simulated industry evolution

In this subsection, we cross-validate the simulation results with common stylized facts in

evolutionary economics for industry evolution under homogeneous demand. We start off

with a discussion of the parameter values chosen. We then establish that our simulation
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model of the industry life-cycle indeed produces consecutive product life-cycles with eras of

ferment and incremental change that meet stylized facts. We then discuss the effect of our

parameter choices on the stylized life-cycles.

Parameter settings

The parameter values for the costs structure, technology landscape, demand and pricing

modules, and strategy parameters have been attuned to assure that the simulation results

feature the stylized facts. In this parameter fine-tuning, we had to balance the ratio of

feasible capabilities (tuned by the landscape parameters), the periodic operation costs, and

possible revenue (as tuned by number of customers, maximum willingness-to-pay, diffusion-

substitution rate, and price adjustment rate). This can be conceptually explained by the

fact that if firms have to search longer, the costs are higher, such that the total revenue

must be higher to assure that at least some firms succeed in recovering the search costs. In

fact, during experimentation with the market and pricing modules determining the revenue,

and the technology landscape module determining the average search trajectory length, we

noticed that the parameter settings seem to be relative rather than requiring a particular

absolute setting. Ultimately, we aimed for parameter values that have an ’economically

sensible interpretation’, but also targeted a reasonable computer processing time. To this

end, we have limited the market size to 4000 consumer agents. More consumers would slow

down simulating the industry tremendously. Using this market size, we then picked the

willingness to pay, search costs, and initial capital endowments. Given the development of

capital, we tuned the fraction of feasible capabilities in the landscape search module, with

the scale and tail of the performance levels to meet empirical findings.

After selecting the value for these parameters, there are only a few parameters left to specify.

The smoothing rates that we use to calculate macro-economic variables like design

dominance and average profit margin make these macro-economic variables less volatile for

period-to-period changes. As design dominance and average profit margin are used by firms

to determine their strategies, higher volatility of these variables may cause firms to execute

certain actions rather erratically, e.g. upon early incidental crossings of decision thresholds

or even repeatedly. So, we used these parameters indeed to smoothen out macro-economic

variables, thereby make the product life-cycle somewhat less erratic, but without changing

the simulation results structurally.

Ideally, all strategy parameters and thresholds described in Subsection 9.3.3 would be

learned by the firms over the course of the industry evolution. However, our focus is on

the governance strategy, such that we want to reduce the interference of other strategy

parameters; a firm with an otherwise superior governance strategy may perform inferiorly

due to unfavorable settings for other strategy parameters. After experimentation, we decided

to increase the discriminative power of evolution on the governance strategy by removing

such ’noise’ of other strategy parameters on performance. So, in the present study, we fixed

all strategy parameters but those related to vertical governance.
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Clearly, when fixing the strategy parameters for the search strategy (imitation, exploration,

radical search), adoption of newly found products, and entry, it is of great importance that we

pick values with an ’economically sensible interpretation’. With regard to imitation, our idea

is that firms will only engage in the -possibly lengthy- imitation process if the performance is

more than y% better than the firms currently own top product. As imitation will inevitably

mean that this product is also taken into production, and production switching is argued to

be more costly for manufacturers, the improvement for manufactures must be even greater

than for entrepreneurs. Something similar holds for discovered products in recombination of

capabilities: if the product is not more than z% better than the top product, the firm will

not take it into production because consumers have only a small probability of buying it.

In our operational definition of entry and parameter choices, we have assured that firms will

not enter if the profit margin is too low or if the design dominance is too high. Even if a

firm succeeds in finding a top product that consumers switch to, the expenses may not be

recovered before other firms find a radical breakthrough. In our operational definition of

radical search and parameter choices, we have assured that firms will start radical search

if the profit margin is very low and the design dominance is very high. After all, there are

then only limited opportunities to make a profit in this generation of product technology.

In our operational definition of the business strategy and parameter choices, we have assured

that firms will not switch to mass-manufacturing facilities whenever they are expected to

have to switch production due to technological turmoil.

Stylized facts reproduced?

For cross-validity, the simulation results should have distinct eras of ferment and of

incremental change, and the results should contain the stylized facts of the industry life-cycle

for homogeneous demand. The three stylized facts we discuss are: the swarm-in/ shake-out

in the number of firms, the turmoil/ convergence in technology, and profit erosion.

For our analysis in this subsection, we initialize our application to simulate an industry

evolution for X = 10000 periods. We hereby set the parameters of the model as in

Appendix 9.A. We set the independent variables imitability i = 0.025 and complexity

x = 4.0. Following research findings that are discussed in the following section, we preset the

governance strategy (the dependent variable in our research) to integration under low design

dominance (in the era of ferment) and vertical specialization under high design dominance

(in the era of incremental change). The simulation results are plotted in Figure 9.13 and

explained in detail in the following paragraphs.

All subfigures in Figure 9.13 contain vertical bars (here at about periods 3750 and 7250)

that indicate the time of first introduction of a product on the market based on a new

generation of capabilities, i.e. the vertical bars indicate the radical innovation punctuations.

This signals the start of an era of ferment. The start of the era of incremental change is

associated with a high level of concentration/ dominance of particular product technology.

Let us first look at developments in the products on the market. Figure 9.13c contains square

curves (different colors only for clarity) for the life-spans and performances of the various
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products on the market. Each curve increases from 0 to a product’s performance level q

at time t1 when the assembler/ integrated firm launches the product, and the curve drops

from q to 0 at time t2 when it is taken off the market. We see that during the intervals

of roughly [0, 2000] and [3750, 5000] there are many product introductions and removals,

and the performance levels of these products varies much but tends to increase. In the

intervals [2000, 3750] and [5000, 7250], there is are only very few product introductions and

there is one ’top product’ that persistently dominates. During these last intervals, there are

fresh entrants that have not yet imitated the top technology and launch inferior products

of the capabilities that they have already discovered. Detailed analysis showed that these

inferior products fail to acquire sufficient market share, even after repeated launches, because

consumers have a much higher probability of selecting the high performing products that

have diffused widely.

Figure 9.13e contains the plot of the smoothened design dominance (see the description of

Equation 9.3 in Subsection 9.3.6). The higher the value, the more consumers consume the

same product technology. We have three curves (with different colors for clarity) starting

at the radical innovation punctuations, each indicating the dominance of one generation of

product technology. We see that the curves start low, steeply rise and then level off when

the top product technology starts to dominate.

On the basis of these simulation results, we argue that our simulation model reproduces the

stylized fact that there is turmoil followed by convergence in product technology. As far as

technology turmoil is concerned we recognize the distinct features of the era of ferment and

the era of incremental change.

Figure 9.13a contains plots of the number of firms. The blue dotted curve plots the total

number of firms. The purple dashed curve plots the number of integrated firms. The khaki

continuous line plots the number of assemblers, while the green dot-dashed line plots the

number of component suppliers. Right after the radical innovation punctuations at period

0, 3750 and 7250, there is a steep increase of the total number of agents. With the design

dominance -plotted in Figure 9.13e- approaching 1, and the technological turmoil almost

over (see the intervals mentioned above), the (total) number of firms steeply drops. We

also see that the firms switch their governance form from vertical integration to vertical

specialization.

On the basis of these simulation results, we argue that our simulation model reproduces

that stylized fact that there is a swarm-in of firms after a radical breakthrough (radical

innovation punctuation) and a shake-out around the moment that one or a few particular

product technologies start(s) to dominate (dominant design punctuation).

Figure 9.13f contains plots of the smoothened average profit margin of products on the

market, per generation. We see that there is a very steep rise just after the radical

breakthrough, to then decrease and approach zero. We see three consecutive curves (with

different colors for clarity), one for every generation of product technology. The steep

increase is caused by the fact that we use the smoothened average profit that starts at 0. As
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Figure 9.13 Plots of various statistics of an industry evolution with three life-cycles. Here

for x = 4.0 and i = 0.025. A detailed description of the figures and the curves is found in

Subsection 9.4.1.
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explained in Subsection 9.3.4, the price of the first product of a particular generation is equal

to the maximum willingness to pay p∗. Note that the average price for products of a certain

generation is decreasing, while Figure 9.13c indicates the product performance is increasing.

Figure 9.13f contains a small, temporary increase of the profit margin of products of the

first generation around 4000. This is caused by the fact that there is still demand for that

old generation as not all consumers are yet willing to adopt new technology, while most

competitors on that market have switched to production of the new generation of product

technology. As explained in 9.3.4, a monopolist in the old generation product technology

can increase the product price as long as there is (inelastic) demand.

By the operational definition given in Section 9.3.4, we see that the only explanation for

this sustained profit erosion is that firms lower their price to increasing sales revenue. So,

on the basis of these simulation results, we argue that our simulation model reproduces the

stylized fact that there is profit erosion due to price competition.

There are two figures that are not immediately related to the stylized facts. Figure 9.13b

contains plots of the number of firms per business strategy (entrepreneur, manufacturer).

The blue dotted curve is the total number of firms, the purple dashed curve the number of

entrepreneurs, and the khaki continuous curve the number of manufacturers. We see that

endings of the eras of ferment (around periods 2000 and 5000) coincide with the switching

of firms from the entrepreneurial to the mass-manufacturing business strategy.

Figure 9.13d contains plots of the capital for each firm. The colors of the curves differ to be

able to distinguish one from the other, nothing more. For some firms, the capital increases

first and only after some time starts to decrease. For other firms, the capital only decreases.

Some capital curves cross one or more of the radical innovation punctuation. On the basis

of these simulation results, we argue that some firms succeed in sustaining their dominant

position over multiple product life-cycles. Other firms fail to realize a (substantial) market

share and are forced to exit shortly after entry.

Effects of parameter changes on the stylized product life-cycle

At present, we have tuned the parameters for the costs structure, technology landscape,

demand and pricing modules, and strategy parameters to assure that the simulation results

feature the stylized facts described above. Neo-Schumpeterian models lend themselves for

treating these parameters as mediating variables, and to study the effect of these parameters

on the industry evolution. Given the number of parameters in our model, we cannot discuss

all possible variations.

As discussed in detail in Subsection 9.4.1, there is a relative balance between the ratio of

feasible capabilities (tuned by the landscape parameters), the periodic operation costs, and

possible revenue (as tuned by number of customers, maximum willingness-to-pay, diffusion-

substitution rate, and price adjustment rate). If we change the relative number of peaks in

the technology landscape by changing N , D, this has obvious implications. For instance,

increasing N or D requires longer search, and firms thus incur higher search costs before

finding feasible capabilities, and thereby more bankruptcies (and more entries, see Subsection

9.3.6). Simulation studies revealed that the number of consumers and maximum willingness-
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to-pay p∗ lengthen the product life-cycle. The underlying cause arguably is that the total

market revenue increases. Lowering the price poll size increases the volatility in pricing.

Lowering the profit margin at which firms start doing radical research will extend the era

of incremental change of the product life-cycle. Other parameters, like the transaction and

periodic operating costs, merely change the slope of the capital curves.

The product life-cycles keep on featuring the stylized facts (swarm-in/ shake-out, technology

turmoil/ convergence, and profit erosion) for different, non-extreme values of imitability and

complexity (substitutability). However, the higher the complexity, the more detrimental

technological distance between component and assembly is, the lower the average product

performance becomes. As the probabilities of being deselected relate to the relative product

performances, the market concentration is lower with high than is with low complexity. As

such, the revenue differences between firms drops with complexity and there are fewer big

players. Furthermore, the lower imitability, the longer imitation takes, the more firms with

top products appropriate the value of their products. These firms with top products will

thus grow a bigger market share and gain more capital, and cause a more concentrated

industry.

9.4.2 Governance patterns

In this chapter, we study the emerging governance pattern over consecutive product life-

cycles. In Subsection 9.2.2, we postulated that imitability of capabilities and substitutability

(inverse of complexity) of one for another component/ assembly capability affect the

propensity to integrate/ specialize in the eras of ferment and incremental change. We

formulated a neo-Schumpeterian model to study the the emerging governance pattern for

different values of imitability and complexity. In the previous subsection, we discussed how

the stylized product life-cycle that results from our simulation application changes subject

to the independent variables imitability and complexity. In this subsection, we conduct

extensive simulation experiments for four combinations of imitability (low i = 0.025/ high

i = 0.125) and complexity (low x = 0/ high x = 8) and statistically analyze the governance

patterns emerging. For each of these four combinations, we simulate the industry evolution

for 50000 periods, and do this for 100 different seed values. For each seed value, we take

the governance strategy with the highest (discounted) capital stock at the end of these

50000 periods and register the governance strategy sough in both the eras of ferment and

incremental change. We thus construct a 2 × 2 contingency table with on the Y -axis the

governance form sought in the era of ferment and on the X-axis the governance form sought

in the era of incremental change. Figure 9.14 contains a 2× 2 table with the four scenarios

for the particular settings for imitability and complexity, with in each cell the contingency

table of the simulation results.

Statistics used

To test whether firms prefer one or the other governance form in either one of the eras

(ferment and incremental change), we point out that under the null hypothesis of no
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Figure 9.14 Governance patterns emerging in our simulation for high, medium and low

imitability and low and high complexity (high and low substitutability). Row (column): type

of governance form picked in the era of ferment (incremental change). McNemar chi-square

statistic X2 for matched-pair homogeneity with H0 rejected if X2 > 3.84 (5% significance

level)

preference, the count data follows a Binomial distribution with p = 1
2 . Suppose the top

strategy emerging from simulation prefers outsourcing no times and integration ni times.

The probability of this observation (no, ni) under H0 is equal to
(
n
no

)
pn.

The so-called p-value (a different p than the probability just mentioned) of observing (no, ni)

or a more extreme outcome under the null-hypothesis is defined as P(B < min{no, ni} |H0)

with B ∼ Bin(n, 1
2 ). The p-values are also presented in Figure 9.14, where prow (pcol) is

the p-value for a preference for one or the other governance form in the era of ferment (era

of incremental change).

To test whether the emergence of the dominant design changes the choice of firms to

outsource or integrate, we use McNemar’s chi-square statistic X2 = (n12−n21)
2

n12+n21
for matched-

pair homogeneity. McNemar’s non-parametric test based on this statistic signals whether

or not there are significantly many counts in the off-diagonal cells. The X2 values in Figure

9.14 indicate whether or not there is a significant change in preference from outsourcing to

integration or vice versa.

We also use McNemar’s statistic to test whether -within the same era- a certain change in

parameter value also changes the preference for a certain governance form. We do so by

running the simulation with exactly the same parameter settings and seed value, changing

only this one parameter (here, complexity x or imitability i). These results are contained in

Table 9.2.
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Statistical findings and interpretation

We find that both imitability and complexity (inverse of substitutability) both have a strong

effect on emerging governance patterns. Here, we sum and interpret the findings.

In Table 9.14, there are high X2 values for each contingency table. This indicates

that there is either a structural change in governance form preferred in either eras,

or there is a significant increase in propensity with which a particular governance is

preferred in either eras. Only in the low complexity, high imitability case there is only

an increase in the propensity to vertically specialize. In the other three cases ((x, i) =

(0, 0.025), (8, 0.025), (8, 0.125)), firms switch to outsourcing from preferring integration (or

being indifferent) with the transition from the era of ferment to the era of incremental change.

First we inspect the preferred governance form for the era of incremental change. In Figure

9.14, the sum at the bottom of the outsourcing column is higher than the sum at the

bottom of the integration column in each of the four contingency tables. In fact, the pcol

values for the era of incremental change are all very low. From this, we conclude that

firms significantly often seek to outsource during the era of incremental change, regardless

of imitability or complexity/ substitutability. The conceptual explanation of this derives

from the concepts discussed in Subsection 9.2.2 and is as follows. If complexity is low, firms

prefer to be vertically specialized in the era of incremental change to allow an occasional

switch to superior components or to be able to supply components to multiple assemblers.

If complexity is high, firms are still better off when able to switch to superior components

that they cannot imitate.

However, although firms prefer vertical specialization for both levels of complexity, there

still is an effect of complexity on the propensity to outsource. Particularly, an increase in

complexity makes compatibility between component and assembly more crucial in overall

product performance, such that the probability that a newly discovered component actually

improves an existing product decreases. So, the higher complexity, the more modest the

benefit of being able to switch to a newly discovered component. We check this per

imitability value. In case imitability is low, i.e. when a component or assembly proposition

is -in expectation- imitated in N
i

(
D
4 − 1D odd

1
4D

)
= 288 periods (with N = 6 the number

of abilities per capability and D = 5 the number of possible abilities, as defined in

Section 9.3.2), we can tell from Table 9.2 that there is significantly less outsourcing (more

integration) when complexity increases. In case imitability is high, i = 0.125, the integrated

technology is imitated near instantly, so the value is not appropriated by the inventor.

Moreover, the integrated firm does not enjoy the benefits of being able to switch to (or being

switched to) newly discovered products. As such, the integrated firm misses -in expectation-
N
i

(
D
4 − 1D odd

1
4D

)
= 57.6 periods of already using (or already supplying) the component.

From Table 9.2, we see that there is no significant decrease in outsourcing. From these results

we conclude that, while firms will prefer outsourcing in the era of incremental change, there is

less outsourcing whenever complexity increases whenever the value of synergistically attuned

products can be appropriated more (i.e. under low imitability).

If we now control for the complexity level and study the effect of imitability, we see in
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Value of fixed Change in value of Era for which test is conducted

parameter controlled parameter

Ferment Incremental change

x = 0 i = 0.025 to i = 0.125 more outsourcing X2 ≈ 17.0 no sign. dif. X2 ≈ 0.529

x = 8 i = 0.025 to i = 0.125 no sign. dif. X2 ≈ 3.60 more outsourcing X2 ≈ 7.26

i = 0.025 x = 0 to x = 8 more integration X2 ≈ 4.57 more outsourcing X2 ≈ 11.1

i = 0.125 x = 0 to x = 8 more integration X2 ≈ 46.0 no sign. dif. X2 ≈ 2.91

Table 9.2 McNemar statistics on change in vertical governance strategy upon a change in

capability regime parameter value. With one df, the McNemar test rejects H0 (governance

forms are not affected by the change in regime property) if X2 > 3.84 (5% significance level).

Table 9.2 that, for low complexity, there is no significant change in the governance form

sought in the era of ferment. However, for high complexity, if imitability increases, there

is significantly more outsourcing. The conceptual explanation of these findings is that if

imitability increases, appropriability decreases, and the evolutionary benefit of being an

’integrated synergistic developer’ rather than ’opportunistic combiner’ further decreases

(see Subsection 9.2.2 for the explanation of these two concepts). The advantage of vertical

integration, which is somewhat higher if complexity is higher, decreases when imitability

increases.

Now we inspect the preferred governance form for the era of ferment. For high complexity,

the prow values are low, so firms are significantly often integrated, regardless of the level of

imitability. In case complexity is low x = 0 (substitutability is high), matters become more

complicated. Firstly, we note that in case of low imitability i = 0.025, the prow ≈ 0.382

indicates that firms have no significant preference for one or the other governance form in the

era of ferment. We interpret this as that, under low imitability and high substitutability,

the governance form does not matter, performance-wise. The combinatorial freedom of

outsourcing at high transaction costs apparently balances with the synergistic attuning of

integration without transaction costs. However, note, as established before, firms do prefer

outsourcing in the era of incremental change.

In case complexity is low (x = 0) but imitability is high (i = 0.125), firms prefer being

vertically specialized throughout both eras. The conceptual explanation of why firms prefer

remaining vertically specialized in the era of ferment is as follows. As compatibility is

high, the combinatorial advantage is high: vertical specialization allows to firm to flexibly

optimize by switching suppliers (or -in case of being a supplier- the higher sales due to

serving multiple assemblers). The advantage of integrated technology is limited and -due

to high imitability- moreover imitated near instantly. Consequently, the additional value

of only moderately higher performance of developing integrated technology cannot even be

appropriated. Moreover, the integrated firm does not enjoy the freedom of being able to

switch to alternative suppliers or being switched to by assemblers.

Particularly striking is the effect of an increase in complexity at fixed levels of imitability.

Under low imitability, we see that indifference for the governance form changes under low

substitutability into preferring integration under high complexity. Under high imitability
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Substitutability

Low (x = 8) High (x = 0)

Imitability

Low Integration for attuning and Indifference in era of ferment

(i = 0.025) exclusion followed by outsourcing in era of

outsourcing incremental change

High Integration for attuning, Outsourcing in both eras

(i = 0.125) followed by outsourcing

Table 9.3 Emerging governance forms in both eras subject to imitability and substitutability.

i = 0.125, that same increase in complexity brings about a structural shift from strong

preference for outsourcing, to strong preference for integration during the era of ferment.

The conceptual explanation is that, under high imitability and low compatibility, there are

no compatibility issues between assembly and component, such that firms remain vertically

specialized to combine with newly emerging components in the hope of finding a high

performing product. Furthermore, firms do not integrate because the advantage of an

integrated product quickly deters due to the high imitability. If complexity increases from

x = 0 to x = 8, the combinatorial advantage of vertical specialization decreases and the

advantage of vertical integration increases: while integrated firms inspect much less different

technologies, the performance of those (few) technologies found is generally higher than

combinations of components by vertically specialized firms. As the vertically integrated

firm furthermore appropriates all generated value and does not incur transaction costs, it

has a higher chance of accumulating the most capital.

Table 9.2 confirms the intuition that this competitive advantages for integrated firms

decreases with imitability.

Comparing theoretical predictions with statistical results

We now compare our simulation results contained in Table 9.3 with our hypotheses contained

in Table 9.1.

We see that whenever the effect of imitability and substitutability both indicate to outsource

or both indicate to integrate (i.e. the two on-diagonal cases), our simulation results confirm

that this effect occurs during the era of ferment. We see that whenever integration is

predicted (the case with low substitutability and low imitability), that during the era of

incremental change the tendency to integrate is dominated by outsourcing.

Whenever the effects of imitability and substitutability are opposites (i.e. the two off-

diagonal cases), there is theoretical ambiguity, we argue that our simulations will show

which one of the two factors dominates. We see that, in case of high imitability and

low substitutability, emergence of integration (specialization) as a dominant strategy

would indicate that the effect of attuning (decentralized search) dominates the effect of

decentralized search (attuning). In this particular case, simulation reveals that firms

integrate to attune technology. In case of low imitability and high substitutability, we

find that there is no significant preference for either integration or specialization in the era
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of ferment. Apparently, in the era of ferment, under our parameter choices, decentralized

search by specialization gives about as much competitive advantages as does appropriation

through integration. Again, cost advantages has firms outsource in the era of incremental

search.

Moreover, as we argued that the combinatorial advantage of vertical specialization is

relatively weak in the era of incremental change, the outsourcing that occurs is attributed

to the mediating effect of the transaction costs.

Reproducibility and robustness checks

Several runs for different seed values for the 100 cases inspected revealed that the results

provided in Subsubsection 9.4.2 are reproduced. In Subsection 9.4.1, we explained that

the number of feasible capabilities on the landscape, the periodic operation costs, and

possible revenue are fine-tuned to one another. Disruptive change to parameters in either

one of these modules will generally cause more variance in the simulation outcomes and less

significant results. The explanation of this increase in variance is sought in the fact that

disruptive change in parameters weakens the discriminative power of the selection in the

neo-Schumpeterian model. If costs increase or payoff decreases disruptively, firms generally

live shorter, have only relatively few search steps, such that their survival highly depends on

’accidental’ findings of capabilities. If costs decrease or payoff increases disruptively, there

are relatively few firms that go bankrupt, industries get a low clockspeed, and there are

only few ’selective’ technology punctuations (emergences of a dominant design and radical

breakthroughs). In both cases, there is considerable ’uncertainty’ in which strategy survives,

and thereby considerable variation in the emerging governance strategy.

The values in Appendix 9.A for the parameters of these modules are chosen such that the

simulated economy does not suffer weak selective power due to the longevity of the industry,

nor suffers weak discriminative power due to mostly accidental survival. Experimentation

runs have revealed that incremental change to parameters has only moderate effects on the

simulation outcomes.

However, given the parameter values for these modules, there still are parameters that

mostly affect the costs and chances of finding top-fit capabilities depending on the governance

strategy. The most obvious one is the transaction cost when buying components upstream.

Simulation studies showed a dominant effect of transaction costs: if transaction costs drop,

there is more outsourcing, especially in the era of incremental change. Other obvious ones

are the costs of vertical integration and outsourcing. The higher these costs, the more firms

stick to a single governance form over both eras.

9.5 Conclusions

The research goal of this chapter was to uncover the patterns of capability-based vertical

integration and outsourcing over the product life-cycle. In particular, we postulated
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the claim that the governance pattern depends on imitability and substitutability of

the capabilities in the industry. We developed a neo-Schumpeterian simulation model

that reproduces an industry evolution consisting of consecutive product life-cycles. This

model reproduces the usual evolutionary economic stylized facts: swarm-in and shake-

out, the technology turmoil after the breakthrough innovation gradually making way for

one dominant design, and technology competition gradually making way for just price

competition causing profit margin erosion. We used our neo-Schumpeterian model to

study the emerging governance strategies of agents (and thereby governance patterns of the

industry) under different settings for the independent variables imitability and complexity

(inverse of substitutability).

In the simulation results, there is no uniform governance pattern, but, instead, the emerging

pattern strongly depends on the two capability properties imitability and substitutability.

In the era of incremental change, firms prefer vertical specialization. The lower substi-

tutability (the higher complexity), the greater the combinatorial benefits of being able to

switch supplier in the rare event that a new component technology is invented that further

improves the product technology. We find that there is a dominant mediating effect of

transaction costs. In the era of ferment, imitability frustrates attempts to appropriate

value of product inventions. Consequently, under high imitability, firms do not vertically

integrate with the purpose to develop products with superior performance. However, we

also find that firms do then not automatically vertically specialize. While the combinatorial

advantage of vertical specialization dominates in this case, under higher complexity, there

will be more compatibility issues, thus diminishing the advantages of vertical specialization.

Indeed, under high imitability and high complexity (low substitutability), the combinatorial

advantage is low and firms will still prefer vertical integration.

The major contribution of this chapter rests in formulation and testing of hypotheses on

the effect of capability properties on the governance pattern: to understand and predict

the (preference for a particular) governance form in a specific era, we need to know

the fundamental properties of the capabilities. An integrated framework containing both

imitability and substitutability is required to determine whether firms pick the flexibility of

vertical specialization to be able to switch to alternative component technologies or rather

vertically integrate to fine-tune component and assembly.

These properties seem to be closely related to the technology regime of an industry. As

such, we expect that governance patterns are technology- and capability-regime specific.

This ’technology/ capability regime specificity’ of governance patterns is discussed in the

context of the value network organization in detail in Chapter 11.4.

As the ongoing discussion in literature on governance patterns does not deal with capability

properties in general, we recommended follow up empirical research on the role of capability

properties.

Ultimately, this conclusion immediately reveals the reason as to why aggregation of these

findings with a dyadic focus to a complete value network is troublesome. Regime specificity

of governance patterns has us doubt whether there is vertical integration and specialization
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in all of the tiers of a value network, let alone synchronized. Whenever moving upstream into

commodity tiers, the complexity drops and imitability increases, so there will less vertical

integration. Whenever moving into tiers with complex specialized components, we expect

more vertical integration. So, the vertical integration at the various tiers of an industry also

depends on the actual technological decomposition.

A word of warning is issued that whenever technology becomes more modular, i.e.

substitutability increases, economic and strategic rationales are likely to explain more of

the variation in governance form pursued.
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Appendices

9.A Parameter settings

Technology landscape parameter settings

We have the following parameter settings to specify the number of capabilities, the number

of feasible capability distribution, and the distribution of the capability performances.

Number of abilities per capability N 6

Number of types of abilities/ skills/ techniques D 5

Number of feasible capabilities per landscape C 100

Capability performance distribution (scale, tail) α, β 3.0, 0.5

Strategy parameter settings

We have the following parameter settings for the decisions that firms take to either explore,

imitate or conduct radical innovation

Imitation performance threshold (entrepreneur, manufacturer) 1.05, 1.15

Min. improvement of top product required (entrepreneur, manufacturer) 0.8, 0.9

Required minimum profit threshold to enter (entrepreneur, manufacturer) 0.15, 0.05

Maximum design dominance to enter (entrepreneur, manufacturer) 0.8, 0.8

Radical search profit margin threshold 0.02

Radical search dominant design threshold 0.90

Business strategy threshold (margin) 0.80(±0.06)

Strategy imitation failure rate 0.05

Demand/ diffusion-substitution parameter settings

We have the following parameter setting to specify the market demand and its development

due to substitution-diffusion.

Market size in number of customers M 4000

Number of customers upon product launch 150

Product panel size Q 4

Discrete Choice Choosiness γ 600

Replacement rate r 0.05

Standard Deviation Rogerian adoption willingness µ 30

Maximum willingness-to-pay p∗ 150
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Pricing parameter settings

We have the following parameter settings to specify the polling that firms conduct to adjust

their price.

Poll panel size B 100

Investigated price change 0.00125

Capital/ costs parameter settings

We have to the following parameter settings to specify the capital the firms have when

entering, and the costs that firms make periodically and for certain actions.

Unit production costs (entrepreneur, manufacturer) 5, 2

Transaction costs per supplier relation 300

Periodic operation costs per tier(entrepreneur, manufacturer) 400, 850

Capital starting level 800000

Cost of production change (entrepreneur, manufacturer) 0,−50000

Cost of radical search, imitation of next generation −400000,−200000

Cost of governance change (insourcing, outsourcing) −50000, 0

Parameter settings for macro-economic variables

We have the following parameter settings in the initialization of and (plotted) macro-level

metrics during the simulation of an industry.

Initial population size A 4

Discounting/ expon. smoothing rate capital 0.001

Exponential smoothing rate design dominance 0.003

Exponential smoothing rate profit margin, market concentration 0.01
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Part III

Top-down network development

and evolution





Chapter 10

Network development and

firm-level implications

10.1 Introduction

As explained in Chapter 2, there are roughly two research approaches to study value network

development. In the first approach, one studies how value networks are shaped bottom-up

by activities of firms. This gives rise to ’micro-level’ studies in which the focus is on when

and why firms decide to change relationships in their value network. In Part I and Part II,

we conduct such bottom-up studies on how micro-level firm decisions change the orientation

and organization of networks.

In the second approach, one starts off from network development rationales and how this

determines firm activities (in network shaping) top-down. This gives rise to ’macro-level’

studies in which the focus is on which network forms are empirically observed or normatively

preferred under certain economic and competitive conditions. In this part, we follow this top-

down approach. We propose a new conceptual model on network development that derives

from the value perspective (see Section 1.2). We then infer, top-down, on the implications for

firm activities (including network management activities), see Figure 10.1. In Section 10.2,

we present this novel model of value network development. We then use this so-called biplex

network development model to infer on firm-level decisions given our current understanding

of both governance decisions and strategic management which we acquired in Parts I and

II.

Analogous to how firms have to balance between generating current value and creating

future value, the value network balances activities over production and development.

As such, in our biplex network development model, production and development occur

simultaneously. This is in contrast to product life-cycle and ecological industry evolution

models in which development and production are distinctly consecutive phases. As a
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value network 

development 

firm-level 

decisions 

Figure 10.1 A graphical representation of the causal relationship we investigate in this part:

how the value network development affects firm-level decisions.

consequence of our assumption that Schumpeterian technology competition drives industry

developments -including value network development- (see Section 1.3), we synchronize the

network development model to the cyclic model of technological change (see Section 2.2).

We see that industries are at the same time in the era of incremental change for one product

and in the era of ferment for the next product. Firms that make the transition from one to

the next generation of product technology must (normatively) have entrepreneurial features

in development activities and production house qualities in manufacturing activities. We

thus obtain a (theoretical) temporal template on industry and network development, which

we use to study how network development affects a firm in its (orientation and organization)

activities and strategy. In Section 10.3, we point out how being involved in both development

and production activities and the temporal patterns in these activities complicate the firms’

organization decisions. In Section 10.4, we provide a network development model with

fine-grained phases to discuss the strategies that individual firms may adopt in managing

network orientation and organization given the complications discussed in Section 10.3. The

structure of this chapter is depicted in Figure 10.2.

The network development model, the explicit treatise of development and production in the

same temporal model, their interactions and a refined phasing of network management over

the industry evolution are our additions to current literature.

10.2 Biplex network development model

In this section, we provide a novel model on value network development that is subsequently

used to study top-down implications for firm level decisions. In literature, it is argued that

a value network takes a form based on the purpose its serves: a network serves production

innovation, product innovation, or business renewal (Möller and Svahn, 2003), a network

serves exploring new or exploiting old technology (Rosenkopf and Tushman, 1998; Gilsing,

2005), or is engaged in serving a new or existing market with new or existing technology

(Kambil, 2008). As the industry evolves, the value network takes on different forms to serve

different purposes.

Our value perspective (Section 1.2.4) states that there are two main reasons to engage

in relationships1: firstly, the production and sales of a well-defined product to generate

immediate value and, secondly, the research and development of new product technology

1We omit super-network activities, like standardization and format establishment.
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Value perspective

* Balance appropriating current

and creating future value

* Balance serving own and

partners concerns

Assumption: Schumpeterian
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Figure 10.2 A graphical representation of the structure of this chapter. The biplex network

derives from the value perspective and the cyclical model of technological change. From

this biplex model, we infer on how network developments affect orientation and organization

decisions at firm-level.

(and complementary production technology) to generate value in the future2. We argue that

these two main reasons to engage in relationships shape two elementary network forms: the

development network, which serves product & production technology development, and the

production network, which focuses on efficient production of the selected product design.

We discuss each of the elementary networks separately first, then their interrelationship in

Subsection 10.2.3 and the temporal complications from having to engage in both activities in

Subsection 10.2.4. In Subsection 10.2.5, we discuss the relationship of network development

with the cycle of technological change. In subsequent sections, we will use this network

development model to reflect on the implications for orientation and organization activities

as well as strategic management.

10.2.1 Development network

In developing new products that are market viable and technologically feasible, firms engage

in interfirm relationships to tap into alternative knowledge bases and capabilities, at first

to explore and later to exploit technological opportunities. This notion is widely shared in

fields such as industrial purchasing and marketing (cf. H̊akansson and Snehota, 1995), social

network studies of innovation (cf. Duysters, 1995; Gilsing, 2005; Soh and Roberts, 2003),

2This is the network counterpart of a firm’s exploitative efforts to ensure current viability and, at the

same time, explorative efforts to ensure future viability (March, 1991; O’Reilly III and Tushman, 2008).
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economic analysis of innovation (cf. Pyka and Küppers, 2002), and strategic management

(cf. Dyer and Singh, 1998).

According to the network embeddedness principle, capabilities derive their value from the

combination with other capabilities. Furthermore, capabilities can be cross-fertilized to

create new capabilities. According to the open innovation paradigm (Chesbrough, 2003),

particularly during the research phase, firms should explore the capabilities available in their

current and adjacent industries, then narrow down innovation targets to pursue, and then -at

low level- attune and cross-fertilize capabilities. We expect the value network properties to

be different when the firms in the network want to be able to flexibly reconfigure capabilities

from when the firms are engaged in creating, absorbing, and cross-fertilizing capabilities (cf.

Belussi and Arcangeli, 1998). Based on this, we distinguish three types of activities in these

interfirm relationships3: firstly, reconnaissance of the options in developing technology and

market, secondly, recombination of the capabilities in realizing experimental product and

production technology according to an envisioned product design, and, thirdly, the actual

synergistic attuning of technological knowledge and capabilities4. We now discuss these

three activities in detail.

Reconnaissance occurs both at the firm population level, by browsing the pool of possible

and actual network members, as well as at the level of these firms’ knowledge and capability

pools. Firms exchange ideas about the product design with different potential component

suppliers and potential customers. Firms iteratively select potential vertical partners with

whom there is basic consensus. With these, they engage in preliminary recombination of

technological knowledge to establish (indications of) feasibility. So, there are technology-

based ’generative rules’ that govern the formation of relationships (and coordination within

those relationships) (Kogut, 2000). As such, there is co-evolution of the technology and the

network developing and producing the technology5.

However, technology development is a process of trial-and-error (Nelson and Winter, 1982).

Upon repeated failures in experimental recombinations, the preliminary product concept

is rejected and relationships possibly abandoned. Firms then engage in new rounds of

reconnaissance, now communicating the failures and new product ideas. This process

continues until technological feasibility and market viability have been established. Until

that time, firms are hesitant to dedicate resources to a single solution6

3We are hesitant to use the exploration/ exploitation concepts (cf. March, 1991) as their use is rather

ambiguous. Also in our context we can apply them in multiple ways, e.g. exploitation may be taken to

refer to putting gained capabilities and knowledge to use in producing products (and we would hence need

another term for the ’attuning’), or exploitation may be taken to refer to picking fruits from having gathered a

collection of capabilities by synthesizing and cross-fertilizing them. Furthermore, our terms are explicitly and

purposefully laden with a ’social’ dimension in jointly and interactively populating a development network.
4In Chapter 9, we distinguished two ways in which research and development activities affected the vertical

network organization: recombining and attuning, but the actual product design and thereby technological

connection of the up- and downstream tier was assumed fixed.
5This is a widespread observation and found in disciplines like strategic management (cf. Sanchez and

Mahoney, 1996), evolutionary economics (cf. Orsenigo et al., 2001), and sociology and organization science

(cf. Orlikowksi, 1992).
6Certain industries (e.g. biotechnology) feature small entrepreneurial firms that spun off from university

research. These firms use venture capital to further their highly specialized technology or capabilities in
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Over the course of time, we expect that firms move from reconnaissance to more

recombination, with which the development network of firms crystallizes. By the process just

described, the firms in the network, firstly, share the consensus on what product technology

is to be developed and, secondly, have already established basic technological feasibility and

market viability. Firms come to know which product technology and production capabilities

are required. The horizontal and diagonal redundancy in the network that may have been

present during reconnaissance reduces (through explicit formal severance or simply dieing out

of communication) as the value of information exchange drops. With this, firms generally

select one out of possibly multiple potential vertical partners for further recombination.

The network now starts to feature the vertical relationships that reflect the product and

production technological dependencies (Kogut, 2000; Hite and Hesterly, 2001; Walker et al.,

1997).

Within this relatively fixed organization and network of capabilities, firms start to

synergistically fine-tune the product technology and capabilities (cf. Schilling, 2000). In

this, pursuing product modularity may well be a deliberate strategy (cf. Baldwin and Clark,

2000).

The aforementioned three processes of reconnaissance, recombination, and attuning drive the

network orientation (defining the product and selecting a product-market combination) and

organization (the governance over capabilities) in a bottom-up, self-guided, and piecemeal

approach. Given the development of reconnaissance, recombination, and attuning activities,

we find that the development network gradually ’solidifies’, which is in line with Chesbrough

(2003). We discuss management activities given this temporal pattern in the development

network in Subsection 10.4.3.

10.2.2 Production network

Firms only engage in (large scale) production if there is a sure market demand and if the

product is properly defined such that investments in production technology do not become

obsolete by design changes later. Whenever multiple firms are involved in production,

the production process must be decomposed and tasks divided. For this, the component

specifications must be codified and transfered, and the interface between component and

assembly defined (cf. Macher and Mowery, 2004; Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996; Baldwin and

Clark, 2000).

Generally, firms either comply with the emerged dominant design and vertically differentiate,

or dedicate themselves to proprietary technology for horizontally differentiated products

(cf. Argyres and Bigelow, 2010). When producing the dominant design, technological

activities are limited to incremental problem-solving (Rosenkopf and Tushman, 1998). As

the production network serves exploitation of existing ideas, the network structure is spanned

hopes of being acquired by a large incumbent. This in fact constitutes a form of decentralized search in

development networks, where the risk lies with venture capitalists, and large capital intensive production

houses simply manage their portfolio of products.
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by the product technology specification. Ties between firms merely serve the transaction of

goods and bare modest information content (cf. Gilsing, 2005).

We discuss management activities in the production network in Subsection 10.4.4.

10.2.3 Two-layered model

As described in Section 2.2, industries change over time according to the life-cycle of its

products. With each of the phases of the product life-cycle, the value network serves a

different purpose. However, each value network is involved in a (changing) mix of production

and development activities (cf. Lamming et al., 2000; Möller and Svahn, 2003). As we want

to know how the development/ innovation network and production network evolve and

interact, we need more than just the state of the agent topology, capability structure, or

product component decomposition.

A value network 

      consist of.. 

.. a development 

   network layer.. and.. 

.. a production 

   network layer. 

Figure 10.3 A graphical illustration how a value network is made up of a development and

the production network layer.

It is possible to trace cont(r)acts, communication, and transactions that pertain to either

development or production: it is generally obvious to both sender as well as receiver which

hat is on when communications and transfers take place. As depicted in Figure 10.3, we

isolate the development and production network layer in the value network. Note that our

nested dimension perspective of the value network provided in Subsection 1.2.3 can be used

to describe both the production and development network. By looking at the considerations

in the network formation decisions (who (not) to contact, why (not) to engage in interaction,

etc), we also get a clear view on how the development and production network decisions affect

one another.

In anticipation of such longitudinal empirical research, we propose our biplex network

development model of this ’disentangled’ evolution of both networks7 and their interaction.

Explicit in this biplex network development model is that the development and production

network co-exist during particular intervals of the industry evolution (’simultaneity’) and

7We use network rather than network layer whenever confusion between the value network as a whole

and a separate layer is unlikely.
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that firms must be able to conduct both activities (’ambidexterity’) to assure continuity, and

adapt the capabilities to changes in technology and market demand (’dynamic capabilities’).

The biplex model serves as a reference framework to reflect on the complications in organizing

both regular production as well as research and development of new product technology.

We contend that firms are continuously producing products to sell, while they intermittently

(but generally recurrently) generate radically new products. The development of product

technology of generation g+1 and production of the products based on technology generation

g occur simultaneously. In the production phase (and hence network), there is also

incremental product and process innovation that fine-tunes technology locally.

We thus propose the biplex model depicted in Figure 10.4.
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Figure 10.4 A graphical impression of the biplex network development model with production

(development) activity plotted in the continuous (dashed) line.

While development and production may have their own autonomous organizational ratio-

nales, there are two phases (introduction and establishment) during which there is definitely

close interaction between the two networks.

During the introduction phase, firms arrange production facilities for manufacturing of

the new product generation. Firms draw up contracts for delivery with suppliers and

customers, thereby formalizing the new production network. The old product is also phased

out, such that contracts may be discontinued. We thus see a cross-phasing from the old

generation production network into the new generation production network. Furthermore,

facilities, communication structures, and contacts in place for radical innovation research

are discontinued, such that the value network is rid of the development partners that do not

coincide with production partners.

During the establishment phase, firms start radical research by engaging in reconnaissance

and early recombination with a wide variety of firms. The contacted firms may belong to

the pool of current production partners, previous development partners (e.g. universities),

and also firms yet external to the value network or even current industry. As described
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before, the firms move and are moved in and out of the development network. The firms in

the network gradually reach consensus on the product definition, establish market viability,

and prove technological feasibility.

Figure 10.5 contains an illustration of how the two layers of the value network develop over

time. The introduction and establishment processes are described in greater detail in Section

10.4 on network management.
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Figure 10.5 A simple illustration how the (two layers of the) value network change(s) over

time.

By signing contracts, fixing production schedules and placing orders with suppliers, the

switch from development to production is relatively clearcut. The coming into existence of

the next generation development network may well be more gradual.

10.2.4 Temporal complications

By adopting an explicit distinction between the development and the production network

(as layers in the value network), we uncover several temporal interactions of development

and production activities: recurrence, simultaneity, and antecedence.

Firstly, there is recurrence. Over the lifespan of an industry, there generally are several

generations of product technology, where each generation goes through its product life-cycle.

Technological breakthroughs may enable the development of a new generation of product
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technology and thus extend the industry life-cycle. So, firms active in an industry are faced

with recurrent product development activities and recurrent phasing-in of new products into

production (and phasing-out of outdated products out of production).

Secondly, there is simultaneity . The dynamic capability concept (Teece et al., 1997) stresses

that firms should be engaged both in exploiting existing capabilities efficiently, as well as

developing new capabilities to assure future value creation. As firms must be able to do both,

they must be ’ambidextrous’ (Benner and Tushman, 2003). Obvious from our graphical

representation, our contention is that development and production activities do not occur

consecutively and that there is no clear temporal interleaving in the membership of the

production and the development network. Firms may well be involved in both activities at

the same time, such the firm is member of a production as well as a development network

simultaneously, and the two value network layers co-exist and co-evolve.

Thirdly, there is antecedence in the formation of the development network (cf. Halinen and

Törnroos, 1998; Kogut, 2000; Rosenkopf and Tushman, 1998; Zirpoli and Camuffo, 2009).

Firms rely on current production partners and use existing transaction and communication

infrastructures. Furthermore, firms elaborate on the existing technology paradigm or prefer

to rely on firms with critical resources (like a physical network). This is often the case of

large (public) systems (see Hughes, 1989) like telecommunications (Fleury and Fleury, 2007),

but also in complex systems like aircraft engines (Brusoni et al., 2001), semiconductor or

lithography systems (Malerba et al., 2006) or even not-so-complex systems like automobiles

(Veloso, 2000; Helper, 1997). Antecedence is generally considered to hamper innovation.

In network formation, firms select each other on the basis of technological feasibility and

market demand consensus, see the description of reconnaissance and recombination in

Subsection 10.2.1. In this, there is preferential attachment on the basis of R&D proficiency,

superior technological capabilities, or important inventions already done (cf. Gilsing and

Duysters, 2008). However, in the formation of a development network with a less well-

defined antecedent (either by nature of the technological regime or by prematureness of

the industry as a whole), we say that firms ’nucleate’ on technological hot spots in the

product technology landscape. By the technologically evident interconnection to other

components and complements, the firm gains a position in the development (and future

production) network. Consequently, the development network gradually grows into and -

through its antecedents- may already exhibit the technologically-founded hierarchy of the

(future) production network.

10.2.5 Network development phases and technological change

Now that we know the general temporal pattern of network development, we describe the

industry evolution in the form of a contingency model with a prominent role for technological

changes. Technological change cycles through consecutive eras of ferment and of incremental

change, punctuated by radical breakthroughs and emergence of dominant designs (Anderson

and Tushman, 1990). The punctuated-equilibrium model is also applied to network evolution
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(cf. Rosenkopf and Tushman, 1998; Halinen et al., 1999; Soh and Roberts, 2003). During the

era of ferment, the industry features development networks engaged in radical innovation,

while during the era of incremental change, the industry features production networks

engaged in incremental innovation (cf. Rosenkopf and Tushman, 1998).

We see that our biplex model of value network development is already a refinement as our

simultaneity concept implies that, during the era of ferment, firms are member of a network

developing the new and member of a network producing the old product8. Furthermore, the

model of technological change aggregates the innovation output of firms, while the biplex

model reflects the activities of a single value network. We can temporally disaggregate the

two ’punctuations’ of the model of technological change as follows.

Firstly, at least the ’leader’ development network has to be established prior to the

technological discontinuity: it introduces this discontinuity by definition9. The follower

development network may be established even after the emergence of the dominant design10.

Secondly, at least one value network has launched its product to the market prior to the

emergence of the dominant design. Competing value networks may also already produce

and market products based on alternative product technologies. Upon the tipping of the

market towards one product technology, following or newly entering value networks best

imitate ’architectural’ features of the dominant design to reduce the risk of being deselected

by the market in the shake-out (Christensen et al., 1998). In case of demand heterogeneity

or otherwise lock-in of groups of customers, it might well be there is not one single dominant

design emerging (cf. Bonaccorsi and Giuri, 2000; Malerba, 2006).

We distinguished the establishment and introduction phases in the biplex model. The

technology leader (introducing the technological breakthrough) and the product-market-

winner (the first to introduce the (future) dominant design) act prior to these punctuations.

Followers do and also may act at totally different moments. Value networks of followers face

a structurally different development than do first-mover value networks.

10.3 Economics of value network organization

One mainstream assumption in analysis of industry evolution is that production and

development activities are neatly consecutive. In our biplex network development model, we

assume that development and production activities occur simultaneously and recurrently.

Taking into account this simultaneity has major implication for management decisions

taken, both in organization and orientation. In this section, we reveal how certain vertical

governance concerns are primarily at stake in either one of the network layers (development

or production) and what temporal complications firms thus face, given this simultaneity.

8We discuss alternative business strategy in Section 10.4.
9Other definitions may apply, e.g. the leader network is the one first established or the first that absorbed

or developed particular core technology.
10However, note that this is not a likely scenario: as we have seen in Chapter 4, timing of market entry

and responsiveness in upscaling is crucial in realizing a significant market share, that is, in a homogeneous

demand market. In that case, follower networks best swiftly imitate product technology and seek other

competitive means to increase market share.
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10.3.1 Governance form and value network layers

According to the value perspective formulated in Subsection 1.2.4, there are two main reasons

for firms to select one or another governance form: to appropriate currently generated value

and to create options to generate value in the future. In a stationary industry, the options

to appropriate currently generated value become clear by looking at the following formula:

A = pR− cC (10.1)

The appropriated net value A is the fraction p of the total revenue R generated by the

network minus the fraction c of the total costs C. The obvious ways to increase the net

appropriated value are to increase p or R, or to decrease c or C. So, to increase the

appropriated value, a certain governance form is picked to lower production and transaction

costs, to reap scale economies, but also to appropriate margins of owning capabilities that

are sought after by other firms. Furthermore, there is a shared interest in improving the

product, production, and logistics as the benefits accrue to all members of the network,

ceteris paribus.

The second reason to pick a certain governance form is to create value in the future. When-

ever industries develop, Formula (10.1) does not clarify how a particular (re)distribution

of costs and revenues affects future value generation options. To create future value, firms

pick governance forms that allow them to access, absorb, cross-fertilize with, and create

new knowledge, to experiment with product and production technology, and to develop new

capabilities. We see that a firm’s goal in governance selection relates clear-cut to the type

of network (development or production) in which it is active.

In the development network, as described in Subsection 10.2.1, firms are concerned

with creating new knowledge, capabilities, and technology. Here, it is argued that the

governance form is picked accordingly, but that firms have to trade off the flexibility in

switching (between knowledge and capability bases) against synergistic cross-fertilization of

technological knowledge. Consequently, the degree of integration across the development

network depends on whether the firm is engaged in reconnaissance, in recombination, or in

attuning. After all, reconnaissance and recombination call for specialization, while attuning

calls for integration.

In the production network, the governance activities concern the distribution of production

tasks so as to jointly generate value for customers and cash in on that. Production capability

relationships are defined by the product technology specification, and network ties are

merely transactional. So, the vertical governance form mostly complies with transaction

and production cost economic rationales. The primary performance parameters for the

production network are efficiency, short lead time, margins, and cost competitiveness. Other

performance characteristics (e.g. quality, innovativeness) are part of the product design and

hence are determined in the development network. However, note that design decisions on

modularity, quality, customization, etcetera are taken within the development network, but

that the component and skill boundaries feed forward into the organization of production.

Anticipating this during design (a principle known as ’design-for-X’) in fact constitutes the

’antecedent interaction’.
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We conclude that creating future value occurs in the development network and the network

organization is driven by capability-based concerns. Generating and appropriating current

value occurs in the production network and the network organization is driven by production

and transaction-costs concerns. As these two networks are in fact part of the same value

network, there is interaction in the governance decisions, which we discuss in the next

subsection.

10.3.2 Complications in governance decisions

As we have just seen, the development and production network both have their particular

rationales. However, both networks are in fact layers of one and the same value network. As

such, changing the governance form in one network layer may well affect the organization

of the other network layer. This interaction may well complicate governance decisions.

Consequently, firms in the value network have to give priority to the development rationales

over the production rationales or vice versa.

There are two main types of interaction between the two value network layers with respect

to the vertical governance. Firstly, there is interaction across the two network layers due to

firms possibly being involved in both development and production activities simultaneously.

We discuss this in detail in this subsection. Secondly, there is temporal interaction due to

recurrence and antecedence, i.e. development and production activities have to be conducted

in the future again, albeit possibly for a different product. Recurrence may have a firm

sustain or change a governance form (despite immediate arguments against doing so) as it is

preferred in the future in this or the other network layer. We will discuss such anticipation

in Section 10.4 on industry evolution.

Recall that cost-based concerns mostly dominate organization decisions in the production

network and that capability-based concerns mostly dominate organization decisions in the

development network. Whenever development and production are conducted simultaneously,

and the cost-based and the capability-based views arrive at contradictory recommendations,

there is ambiguity as to what governance form to pick. This is the case, for instance, when

there is high asset specificity (which calls for integration according to the TCE) and high

technological uncertainty (which calls for flexibility according to the capability-based view).

Figure 10.6 depicts how two dimensions may call for the same or opposite governance form11.

Another complication is the fact that a governance decision always starts from a certain

vertical scope, which determines the ’menu of options’ available for change (Cacciatori and

Jacobides, 2005). The question then is: should we change the vertical governance form?

Given that a firm is vertically integrated, the only real decision is to vertically specialize by

hiving off certain capabilities. So, the governance decision is conditional. For example: when

a firm is vertically specialized, it may seek alliances to tap into certain knowledge bases, but

when already vertically integrated, that same firm may not divest the internal capabilities

and vertically specialize to engage in the same alliances. Furthermore, there is asymmetry

11Note that the perpendicularity of the two dimensions suggests that they are independent, while they in

fact need not. If these dimensions correlate, the axes would make an acute or oblique angle.
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Figure 10.6 A graphical impression of how the governance decisions of the development and

production network may lead to ambiguity.

in the governance incentives, i.e. the reasons to outsource are not necessarily the logical

counterparts of reasons to integrate. For example: while an upstream hold-up is a strong

reason for integration (Williamson, 1985), a thick upstream market does not automatically

call for outsourcing.

On top of ambiguity, conditionality, and asymmetry, there also is indecisiveness. We have

seen in Chapter 8, that even in the low dimensional decision problem of relating costs (or

market size) to a governance form gave rise to a region of hysteresis. In that case, the

decision framework does not prescribe a governance action.

We thus have established four types of complications in the governance decision: ambiguity,

conditionality, asymmetry, and indecisiveness. In discussing the network development over

the industry evolution in the next section, we will pinpoint when these complications are

likely to occur.

10.4 Strategic network management

Given the development of the two value network layers and given the various temporal

complications (simultaneity, recurrence, and antecedence), how should a firm manage its

value network over the product life-cycle? In this section, we further specify the biplex

network development model to a fine-grained phase model of network evolution (a.o. using

the reconnaissance, recombination, and attuning activities and extending Chapter 6) and

spell out (normative) strategies to pursue for firms in the value network over time.
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Recall that, in Parts I and II, we repeatedly concluded that being able to orchestrate

the network would be a competitive advantage. However, network orchestration requires

considering firms and their capabilities beyond the buyer-supplier relationship. In Subsection

10.4.1, we introduce the concept of network embeddedness. Whenever firms have to take

into account more of the system of technologies and capabilities, they encounter a multitude

of factors of technological and organizational nature that inhibit such network orchestration.

In Subsection 10.4.2, we discuss the network management inhibiting factors respectively.

As each type of network (development and production) calls for different network manage-

ment skills (Möller and Svahn, 2003)12, we discuss the management of the development and

production network separately (but mentioning the tension between them) in Subsections

10.4.3 and 10.4.4, and conclude this section by discussing the overarching network

management issues in Subsection 10.4.5.

Firms are engaged in strategic network management. We take strategic network management

to be the set of management activities conducted by an individual firm aimed at promoting

static efficiency in production and dynamic efficiency in development through mobilization

and network orchestration over a certain network horizon, per layer, and across layers by

aligning the product-market orientations, attuning the capability organization (possibly by

manipulating the network population), realizing consensus on competitive strategy, and

synchronizing the network changes in anticipation of technological change and market shifts.

The conceptual framework on network management decisions developed in this section is

subsequently used to explain why certain network life-cycle patterns occur in Section 12.2.3.

10.4.1 Network embeddedness

In mainstream governance theories, and also in our Chapters 8 and 9, governance decisions

are studied at the dyad level, i.e. concerned with the relationship between the buyer and

supplier. As firms are embedded in their value network, firms need to hook into, mobilize,

adjust, and attune to external (complementary) capabilities that jointly create value for the

network and individual network members (cf. H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989). A governance

theory that is dyadic neglects the interactions with other value network partners. Figure

10.7 contains the network relationships one tier upstream and one tier downstream that

firms generally have. The actual value network is plotted in thick lines. The value

network is generally more extensive and may involve other types of actors (e.g. government,

universities).

On top of the possible conflicts between production and development activities discussed

in Subsection 10.3.2, the notion of embeddedness emphasizes that there may be conflicts

and shared concerns with value network partners (cf. Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996;

H̊akansson and Snehota, 1989) even within the same layer. In their business and competitive

strategies, firms have to trade off pursuing their own interests against meeting the interests

12In Möller and Svahn (2003), three different ’strategic nets’ are discerned: strategic supplier nets, product

creation, and business creation nets. For each ’strategic net’, they discuss the competences required to cope

with its particular challenges.
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of other firms in the value network. Firms should, for instance, promote a healthy supplier

base rather than squeeze them (Macher and Mowery, 2004) so as to facilitate long term

technological competitiveness rather than only short term gains. In realizing this, firms seek

to orchestrate the network in terms of goals, expectations, and activities. The factors that

inhibit network management are discussed in Section 10.4.2.

By taking into account more than just the dyad of buyer and supplier, it becomes apparent

that also network organization decisions become complicated. Changing the forward

(backward) vertical governance causes cross-relational interactions between customers

(suppliers) (cf. Wilhelm, 2011). Whenever integration is pursued for technological attuning,

also component and complement suppliers are expected to be affected. Changing the vertical

governance also affects competitors, either directly by absorbing a common supplier or a

common customer, or indirectly by affecting a common complement supplier or common

cross-relational component supplier.

Also apparent in the plot is that upstream suppliers or downstream customers may

be horizontally diversified. With diversification in the upstream market, there are two

arguments as to why vertical integration is not to be pursued. Firstly, the supplier has a

larger scale which is likely to result in lower costs and higher performance. Furthermore, as

the supplier taps into money streams in different industries, it is more resilient to shocks in

one or a few industries. Secondly, the supplier necessarily nurtures a broad capability scope.

As such, this supplier absorbs technological knowledge alien to the focal industry and thus

serves as a spill-over device to our focal downstream firm. As we will see in Subsection 10.4.3,
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such diversified ’bridgers’ are likely to play an important part in innovations. They cover

a structural hole between industry networks and have as such high centrality in the super-

industry network. Alternatively, if such a diversified super-industry bridge is not present,

firms need alternative sensors for external technological developments.

So, embeddedness reveals that the system technological ramifications and implications for

diversification and spill-over are to be considered in orientation and organization. In the

next subsection, we go into this in greater detail.

10.4.2 Network management inhibitors

In Parts I and II, we pointed out how the ability to orchestrate the network would help in

creating a competitive market presence by aligning the network and help in developing

product technology by attuning the capabilities and product components. This last

point becomes all the more obvious as, with recurrence, firms are forced to repeatedly

develop new products and production technology as well as develop new capabilities (cf.

Teece et al., 1997; Benner and Tushman, 2003). Managing the relationships in product

development would contribute to sustaining the competitive advantages and would -as such-

be a core competence (Sivadas and Dwyer, 2000; Ritter et al., 2004; Fine, 1998). In the

present subsection, we point out how firms are inhibited in network management by their

(technological) role and their power to orchestrate the network (cf. Harland et al., 2001).

Technological role and comprehension

The extent to which a firm can manage the network depends on the technological role it

fulfills and its comprehension of technological development it has. The technological roles

provide the network evolution with a technological momentum of its own. As the firms in

the value network want to exploit certain opportunities and need each other for this, they

-to some extent- comply with technological requirements. Consequently, the production

and particularly the development networks evolve according to ’generative rules’ that follow

from the underlying technological paradigm (cf. Kogut, 2000). Furthermore, as firms are

contacted on the basis of this role, also while establishing a development network for the

next generation of technology, this role may persist over life-cycles (see e.g. Soh and Roberts

(2003) or Fine (1998) on the continuity of firms like IBM across generations of technology).

Consequently, previously existing technological and organizational capabilities determine

the organizational form of a network (Zirpoli and Camuffo, 2009).

With specialization in a technological role, firms narrow their scope of capabilities and

thereby forfeit the ability to create new knowledge through further internal recombination

(e.g. Leonard-Barton, 1992; Brusoni, 2003; Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2003; Cacciatori and

Jacobides, 2005) or to adjust to system changes (which is known as the ’modularity trap’,

see Chesbrough and Kusunoki (2001)).

Apart from giving up on internal recombination options and absorptive capacity, with

specialization comes also selective perception and corporate filters (Henderson and Clark,

1990). Both the lack of being able to escape the technological role and the limited
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comprehension decreases the absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). So, the

current value network constrains the technology that can be absorbed (Christensen and

Rosenbloom, 1995; Orsenigo et al., 2001; Jacobides and Winter, 2005) and, under extensive

vertical specialization, incumbents are likely to fail to make the transition to a new industry

after a technological discontinuity (cf. Soh and Roberts, 2003; Henderson and Clark, 1990;

Afuah, 2001; Belussi and Arcangeli, 1998). The value network should have sensors to pick

up on imminent technological and market discontinuities so as to take preparatory measures

and adjust the network properties to be able to absorb and develop new technology.

Orchestration power and network horizon

Even if firms succeed in uncovering blind spots, overcoming limited comprehension, removing

corporate filters, and escaping the narrow technological role, firms cannot freely adjust their

own or partners’ capabilities to their needs. As we have seen in Section 10.4.1, firms need to

review effects of (intended) adjustments to the (set of) capabilities on capabilities elsewhere

in the value network. The greater the vertical scope of firms involved in such consideration,

the more extensive the ’network horizon’ (Anderson et al., 1994), and the more power is

(to be) exerted in reorganizing and possibly reorienting the value network. Establishing

the appropriate horizon and managing firms across this horizon is a strategically crucial

competence (Holmen and Pedersen, 2003). Only a four tier deep analysis of its supply chain

warned Chrysler for a strategic reorientation of the single supplier of a critical casting clay

(Fine, 1998, p.105-107). However, even with a wide horizon, firms in the network have

different levels of power in orchestration, mobilization, and persuasion. This also relates to

the aforementioned technological role: system integrators or specialized component suppliers

have more (bargain) power than commodity suppliers. ASML, the large lithography system

producer in The Netherlands, operates across a network horizon that is seven tiers deep.

While system technologies like cars and lithography equipment may delegate power to the

system integrator, a value network is generally not under control of an individual firm.

Value networks, arguably those developing and producing low-tech and highly modular

product technology, are loosely coupled and thereby mostly self-organizing through attempts

of individual firms to manage and manipulate the network (Ritter et al., 2004; Harland et al.,

2001). In Section 11.4, we discuss how certain forms of networks (with a certain broad

network horizon) may well have an evolutionary advantage over others and may thereby be

more likely to ’evolutionary emerge’.

10.4.3 Management of development network and value creation

In Subsection 10.2.1, we have seen that the development network evolves due to establishing

and severing links to sources of knowledge and capabilities. We have also seen that a

development network exists during the era of ferment and, during this era, firms are

engaged in both reconnaissance, recombination, and attuning activities (see Subsection

10.2.1 for detailed descriptions). Over time, activities move from being mostly concerned
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with reconnaissance, to recombination, and to attuning13. We distinguish three stages in the

development network evolution: the monitoring, establishment, and articulation stage, see

Figure 10.8. Over time, there is an increase in consensus, technological feasibility, perceived

market viability, and agreement on the product design. We will now describe the particular

management challenges in each of these phases with regard to the development network as

well as interactions with the production network.

Reconnaissance Recombination Attuning

Monitoring Establishing Articulation
Time

Activity

Figure 10.8 A graphical impression of the extent of reconnaissance and recombination

activities of a firm over the three phases in the development network.

Monitoring

Development networks start with decisions to investigate technology or knowledge that may

lead to the next generation of product technology. As we have seen in Section 2.2, there are

Schumpeterian technology races between firms. To assure long term survival, incumbents

need to leap onto the next industry life-cycle extension. Incumbent value networks must

therefore deploy sensors that warn them for relevant technological developments and, once

triggered, mobilize channels to tap into those possible sources of technological change and

new knowledge. Examples of such sensors are keeping in touch with fundamental and applied

research institutes (e.g. universities), attending conferences, having employees scan external

sources for relevant developments, keeping in touch with (potential) suppliers and (potential)

customers on recent technological and market developments, and attracting employees with

different backgrounds. Note that firms may be looking for solutions to problems with current

technology.

As to where to deploy these sensors and spill-over devices, the prevailing view is that

discontinuous technological change is brought about by creating new combinations of existing

13As we have seen, this is particularly the case for early movers. Followers, that imitate technology, skip

the reconnaissance activities and immediately start basic recombination and attuning.
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with alien capabilities outside the present industry14 (cf. Kogut and Zander, 1992; Jacobides

and Winter, 2005; Cattani, 2006; Adner and Levinthal, 2002; Golder et al., 2009; Teece et al.,

1997; Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001; Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2003). In this line of reasoning,

the sensors and spill-over devices are economic agents at the edge of one industry with ties

to another. So, reconnaissance of alien knowledge bases occurs through structural holes

that bridge distinct industries. In looking for solutions to current technological problems or

novel technology, firms should look beyond current production network partners to overcome

selective perception and to expand the technological comprehension (see Subsection 10.4.2).

Establishment

With a (preliminary) product technology in mind, an incumbent is likely to contact partners

in the current production or previous development network to establish market viability15

and occasionally experiment with technology to establish feasibility. Firms may also seek to

partner with firms in the industry from which the new technological knowledge originates.

In case the new technological knowledge is introduced by an entrant (see Cattani, 2006;

Adner and Levinthal, 2002, on such ’speciation’), this entrant is likely to contact firms in

existing production networks to jointly develop the next generation product technology.

In this phase of development, there still is technological and market uncertainty. There

are two ways to respond to this. Firstly, to remain flexible and prudently move forward.

Secondly, by hooking up with peers to assess how to deal with this uncertainty.

The rationale behind the first approach, remaining flexible, is that relying (too much and too

early) on certain technologies or product conceptions may hamper adoption of and attuning

to a competing technology paradigm later on. Firms prefer flexibility and freedom to discard

one idea and pursue another, to sever one link and establishing another. So, firms prefer

weak (vertical) ties (cf. Gilsing and Duysters, 2008). In Chapter 9, we have seen that the

strength of the tie (in that case: governance form) may well still depend on technology

regime specificities (notably imitability and substitutability).

In moving forward in developing new capabilities and focal technologies, it is important to

pay attention to emerging product technologies, technology roles, and technological prowess

of network partners or competitors. Firms with important innovations are contacted often

and become relatively central in the development network (Gilsing and Duysters, 2008).

These central firms play a pivotal role in the adoption of new technology, and (due to the

preferential attachment process) strongly affect the structural adaptation of the network to

this technology (Soh and Roberts, 2003).

The rationale behind the second approach, hooking up with peers, is that the involvement

14This recombination is then synergistic in that the combination may lead to new knowledge or capabilities

which is not just a convex combination. The grand technology development thus forms an autocatalytic

trajectory through the technology universe (cf. Kauffman, 1993). However, as evolutionary economic forces

regulate the activities of firms, the rate at which new technologies and capabilities emerge is bursty. Hence

the bursty nature of technological developments in the industry evolution.
15Note that if the development network is established in response to a product introduction by a competing

value network, then market viability has already been implicitly provided. Followers may seek a different

structure to their strategic advantage (cf. Langlois and Robertson, 1989).
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of the inner circle (direct customers, complement suppliers, first-tier suppliers and possibly

competitors) assures proper embeddedness in the existing production capability structure.

This would form a (temporary) dense cluster of ties to determine technological feasibility

and market viability of the new product technology concepts. These clusters develop on

the basis of social capital (Soh and Roberts, 2003; Burkhardt and Brass, 1990). At the

same time, the existing production capability structure constitutes a core rigidity (cf.

Leonard-Barton, 1992) at network level. In line with Subsection 10.4.2, we find four

causes of such inertia and rigidity. Firstly, the innovativeness may be impaired by too

much early consensus and early stifling of reconnaissance, with the risk of stranding in

poor local optima (cf. Rose-Anderssen et al., 2008). Secondly, in seeking to assure own

involvement in future production, firms fit this new product with their current production

facilities. Thirdly, the establishment of the development network suffers from ’antecedence’

as specialization (Jacobides and Winter, 2005) and modularity (Chesbrough and Kusunoki,

2001) in production limits technological comprehension, perception and absorptive capacity.

Fourthly, even when the development network is just imitating new technology and succeeds

in absorbing the competence-destroying technology, firms still target current customers,

and as such it may fail to cope with the shock in market demand (cf. Christensen and

Rosenbloom, 1995).

So, in establishment of the development network, firms should balance looking for

reassurance with the inner circle in the current production and past development network,

and looking for flexibility and hooking up with exotic capabilities. In possibly multiple

rounds of reconnaissance, rejection, and reformulation, a development network emerges

with a materialized product technology concept that is collectively agreed upon (cf. Gilsing

and Duysters, 2008). Note that over the course of time, the development network may

well have changed with the product technology envisioned. With the materialization of

product technology, the development network also solidifies. To us, the ultimate strategic

management concern is to find alien knowledge and cross-fertilize with it, then find network

partners to establish consensus, viability, and feasibility, but to also remain sufficiently

footloose from the current production network. This temporal pattern reflects in the

structural dynamics of the development network (cf. Gilsing, 2005; Gilsing and Duysters,

2008).

Already in this phase, the intended competitive and product-market strategy may direct

firms in contacting possible network partners. A firm that runs a job shop facility for

producing customized products for the high-price niches is less likely to approach mass-

manufacturers than to approach firms with a similar strategy. In this way, the production

network forms an antecedence on the development network. We come to discuss implications

of strategy on network formation in Subsection 10.4.4.

Articulation

Whenever firms have, through reconnaissance and recombination, gathered vertical partners

that are convinced of the technological feasibility and market viability of the preliminary

product concept, the articulation phase starts. With basic product technology picked, the
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firms in the value network look for specific market requirements to meet and synergistically

attune components. There is frequent vertical communication in further developing the

product (and production) technology (cf. Von Hippel, 1994; Ragatz et al., 2002). Firms

gradually codify the tacit knowledge and define interfaces. In the articulation phase, there

may still be considerable technological diversity and turmoil, e.g. competing development

networks may work on different technology. It is likely there are multiple milestones in

that feasibility findings in certain components warrant further development investments.

Or, whenever firms encounter technological infeasibilities, additional recombination may be

required.

So, while the network orientation is subsequently relatively fixed (even instilled in the

capability structure of the development network), the governance form for development

activities and the network configuration is still relatively open. In fact, both strongly depend

on the product paradigm pursued and technological roles of firms, as well as the properties

of the technological regime (imitability and substitutability).

In this phase, in which both the development network as well as the product crystallize, firms

need to attune product to strategic choices. It greatly matters in design choices whether the

network eventually targets price fighting, customizability, or high-end niches. We discuss

such strategic implications in detail in Subsection 10.4.4.

As far as the interaction with the production network is concerned, both the current as well

as future production capabilities should be taken into account. While development partners

have selected one another on a certain (adopted) technological role and the impression that

the actual production can be realized, each firm still has to consolidate its involvement

in production by proving its production capabilities. So, at this stage, firms have to get

a(n) (experimental) production line up and running. Particular product and component

specifications may well be adjusted to current production facilities in place. The reuse of

production equipment is in itself no problem as long as it does not dominate the product

design considerations in earlier phases.

10.4.4 Management of production network and value appropriation

At this point in time, the production network gets affected by preparation of and actual

phasing in of production of the new product. In the rationalization phase, the production

network is an amalgamation of the network for the old product and the network for the

new product (see Figure 10.5). The product, facilities, and network may still require to

be attuned to one another. Later, the old product has been phased out, and production

facilities and network are geared toward production of only this generation of product. We

now discuss both stages in detail.

Rationalization

Given favorable technology and market developments, firms go ahead and rationalize the

design, divide production tasks, and prepare production facilities. The division of production

tasks over firms now determines the form of the production network. However, the actual
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division of tasks depends on technological separability of product and production, production

and transaction cost economics, and strategic considerations. We now discuss these factors.

Firstly, to be able to decompose and distribute the production tasks, the product needs

to be standardized and (interfaces) codified (cf. Macher and Mowery, 2004; Sanchez and

Mahoney, 1996). Whenever the components are clear-cut related to capabilities of either

one of the firms, the options for decomposition are obvious. Whenever components are not

clear-cut related to capabilities of either one of the firms, e.g. components are developed

in an alliance, are technologically integrated, or there are economic complications, the

decomposition requires alternative (governance) constructions. In that case, one firm may

for instance disband the alliance to become preferred supplier or each of the firms leases

production capacity to a joint venture of the allied firms.

Secondly, even when production is separable, economic conditions must still be favorable

for outsourcing to actually occur (cf. Hoetker, 2006; Novak and Eppinger, 2001). In case

of favorable transaction costs (low asset specificity, low behavioral uncertainty and high

frequency of transactions, no hold-up) and production costs (upstream scale economies,

diseconomies of scope), the value network reflects the form of the component hierarchy

(cf. Sanchez and Mahoney, 1996). However, even when the production is technologically

separable, economic conditions may hamper further decomposition, e.g. the whole of

production is integrally outsourced to a single large manufacturer (for example Foxconn)

purely to reap scale advantages and wage differentials.

Thirdly, apart from these technological and economic reasons, there are strategic reasons

to or not to pursue modularization, standardization, and decomposition. A product may

be (re)designed for both manufacturing as well as marketing strategic reasons, which,

as we have seen in Chapter 6, immediately relate to the competitive strategy. Firms

that target high-end niches that require integrated complex or customized products may

continue to run job shop facilities, while firms that target price-competition on the mass-

market (may see themselves required to) discard flexibility for mass-production facilities.

Whenever targeting price-competition, a product may need modularization to improve

decomposability and allow outsourcing to reap upstream scale advantages (see Stigler (1951)

on this classical issue that goes back to Adam Smith (2003)). The product may be redesigned

to improve manufacturability or facilitate a commonality strategy, i.e. to improve operational

performance, in general. Arguably, the strategic decisions are often already taken when the

product design decisions are taken in the development network.

Whenever a focal firm pursues a diversification strategy (which we have omitted in our

studied, for modeling conveniences, see Chapter 3), that firm may promote an open rather

than proprietary standard for components. This enables (entry of) other suppliers or

complement suppliers to provide components and complements. As the product thus serves

multiple niches and promotes component-level technological competition, the product as a

platform becomes more attractive (Baldwin and Clark, 2000).

In Chapter 5, we have seen that vertical alignment across the value chain may be a great

advantage in a focused specialization strategy (as it softens head-on price competition). If

network orchestration power is limited, vertical integration may be needed to facilitate such
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horizontal differentiation (see Argyres and Bigelow (2010), Schilling (2000) and Chapter 8).

Establishing the production arrangement for the new generation of products goes together

with phasing out the old products. As the new product may require new components from

alternative suppliers or may have firms sell to new customers, cross-phasing results in a

temporary boom in ties in the production network (to fulfill both bills-of-materials) with its

many operational complications. Upon a further phasing out of the old generation product,

the production network converges to that for the new product. For a simple illustration of

this ’boom’ in ties, see Figure 10.5. Obviously, the research institutes, universities and the

likes are not part of this production network but may continue to be involved in incremental

innovation in the background. The required phase-in of new products and phase-out of old

products requires an ’overarching’ manufacturing strategy that is discussed in Subsection

10.4.5.

With establishment of this production arrangement, firms (and the network) have to decide

on whether to push forward vigorously by aggressive promotion and upscaling, or to wait

and maintain flexibility to switch to an alternative design. In Chapter 4, we have shown that

timely entry and aggressive upscaling may compensate technological inferiority in creating

a market share. Furthermore, also for a technologically superior product such timely entry

and upscaling is preferred.

Production phase

In the production phase, firms in the value network stick to the product design and try to

recover the investments in R&D and production equipment. In this phase, competition

revolves around price. Due to the erosion of profit margins, firms are concerned with

efficiency and scale (see Section 2.2). The production network is optimized through

operations, production, and logistics rationales. Innovation targets issues like throughput

rates, fault tolerances, lead times, and inventory capacity. As we have argued before,

changes to the network organization abide by the production and transaction cost economics.

Important criteria for firms to outsource production are economies of scale (Stigler, 1951;

Smith, 2003) or scope (Smith, 2003; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990), and criteria for firms to

integrate are to assure supply (Malerba et al., 2006) or prevent hold-up (Williamson, 1985).

Whenever margins become small, firms look for new product (and production) technology

to shake-off competitors. So, development of radically new product (and production)

technology generally starts during this phase. In starting research and development of

radical innovations, and the tension between the current production network and setting up

the development network, the reader is referred to Subsection 10.4.3.

10.4.5 Overarching network management strategies

In Subsections 10.4.3 and 10.4.4, we have seen that there often is interaction between the

network layers and from one to the next generation (between different and within the same

layer). In managing the network (or just a layer), one encounters fundamental complications

as described in Subsection 10.3.2. Simultaneity calls for network strategies that attend to
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both the development and production network layer, recurrence calls for network strategies

that take into account the effect of changes to the current network on future options and how

past choices affect current options. This is conform our value perspective (Subsection 1.2.4):

firms need to balance between current and future concerns (development versus production,

and this generation versus next generation) and between own concerns and that of value

network partners.

To assure continuity, firms and the network must be competitive in both fundamental

activities (development and production) (Benner and Tushman, 2003; Teece et al., 1997).

We contend that, in this, firms and the network face an ’efficiency dilemma’: the firms

and the network need to be dynamically efficient when confronted with (pending) change

and need to be statically efficient whenever possible. In order to deal with this efficiency

dilemma, we discuss two overarching strategic network management issues: firstly, using

two production (network) arrangements and, secondly, alignment in the product-market

choice and how this is carried through in development and production network organization

decisions.

The first overarching strategic network management issue concerns the production facilities.

In Chapter 6, we already argued that one does not need production facilities that balance

between versatility in the era of fermentation and static efficiency in the era of incremental

change. One just needs a well-timed switch from one to the next system. However, how can

value networks be dynamically efficient in development and statically efficient in production,

given the interactions due to simultaneity? If the same production facilities and network

are used for experimentation as well as mass-production, the well-timed switch is no longer

possible because the activities occur simultaneously. The emphasis in the production value

network is on production and sales of the well-specified product. Firms must be operationally

efficient in production. However, as the industry evolution is likely to feature multiple life-

cycle extensions, the production network needs to be cross-generational flexible to, one,

allow cross-phasing, and, two, allow the mass-production of the new generation of products.

This is particularly so since lengthy switching time in production (due to inflexibility) forms

a liability (cf. Langlois and Robertson, 1989). Arguably, this sort of production flexibility

is offered by ’off-diagonal’ production facilities (see Subsection 6.2.4).

In the development network, the emphasis is on acquiring knowledge, and on developing

capabilities and products. Firms must be able to change the pool of knowledge bases and

capabilities they tap into. As such, the development network must be dynamically efficient

and offer flexible, versatile production equipment in producing experimental products.

So, conclusively, our contention is that both recurrence and simultaneity call for two

relatively independent production arrangements. Firstly, a ’generation and cross-phasing

flexible’ dedicated production arrangement (that does not need versatility and flexibility for

both production and development) that is to be considered the regular production network.

Secondly, a network of job shops that offers the versatility for product experimentation in

development. The ’off-diagonal’ production facilities (see Subsection 6.2.4) would offer some
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flexibility in experimentation as well as cross-phasing, but may still suffer ’antecedence’ (see

Subsection 10.3.2) and thereby still hold back radical product innovation.

The implications are that value networks should have, on the one side, a relatively

independent development infrastructure with flexible production facilities and having

freedom to adjust the partner pool, and, on the other side, a relatively statically efficient

network of interconnect mass-scale production facilities albeit with cross-generational

manufacturing flexibility.

To us, this reveals the oversimplification of the product-process life-cycle in which there is

a single traversal from flexible, small scale facilities to large scale dedicated lines (cf. Hayes

and Wheelwright, 1979b; Ahmad and Schroeder, 2002; Magrab et al., 2010).

The second overarching strategic network management issue concerns how firms in the

development should align their competitive strategy, translate this into the product design

itself, and take this into account in production arrangement decisions. So, there is a feed-

forward of the design choices made during development into the future production network.

A development network targeting the main market segment with price competition (focused

price competition strategy) should work towards a modular design and a production network

with emphasis on outsourcing. A development network targeting a specialized high-quality-

high-price niche (focused niche strategy), should work towards a superiorly performing,

synergistically integrated solution (Chapter 9 and Argyres and Bigelow (2010)) that provides

a tenable position given the substitution by mainstream products. Vertical integration in

the development network allows for such synergistic optimization. Integrated technology

generally calls for tight vertical governance. Our contention is that the strategic product-

market choice should be related to both production and development considerations. That

said, there is a risk that antecedence of the production network causes development to

be caught in a poor local optimum, that insufficiently leverages the opportunities of the

breakthrough technology. So, firms should possess technological knowledge that transcends

the organizational decomposition of production tasks to pick up on these opportunities, to

be able to absorb the technological knowledge, and to translate it into (next generation)

product designs.

10.5 Overview

In this chapter, we used our value perspective (Subsection 1.2.4) to formulate the biplex value

network development model. We used this biplex model to determine firm-level implications

in network management. We hereby uncovered temporal complications (simultaneity and

antecedence most importantly) between the development and production activities. We

furthermore established that there is interaction between the layers and that firms may

as such suffer complications like ambiguity and indecisiveness. On top of that, firms are

embedded in their network, lack power to orchestrate the network, and suffer organizational

and technological rigidities.

We proceeded by distinguishing phases in network development as based on industry

conditions and features of the network itself. We then formulated (normative) strategic
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network management guidelines for each of these phases, thereby taking into account

the aforementioned complications. We then harked back to our value perspective and

proposed overarching management guidelines. We argued that a value network with a

’division’ between development and production activities allows experimentation, flexible

reconfiguration, and prevents antecedence, while maintaining ’static’ production efficiency

(but cross-phasing and cross-generational flexibility). Such a value network thus balances

the various concerns in the value network perspective and resolves the efficiency dilemma.

We come to discuss network forms in detail in Subsection 11.4.



Chapter 11

Evolution of network dynamics

and industry evolution

11.1 Introduction

Throughout the dissertation, we have assumed that industry evolution is a regular pattern

of compounded product life-cycles, see Section 2.2. In Parts I and II, we studied how

the decisions of firms during the various phases shape the value network orientation and

organization, given that this industry development pattern occurs. The underlying idea is

that we expect a network life-cycle of vertical integration and disintegration. In Chapter

10, we proposed the biplex value network development model (derived from the elementary

value perspective on firm activities) and synchronized this model with the technological

punctuations in the industry evolution. Although development and production activities

are naturally associated with the onset and mature phase of a product life-cycle, we found

that activities occur simultaneously and recurrently due to overlapping of life-cycles of

subsequent generations. This simultaneity and recurrence complicate network organization

and orientation decisions. While firms would ideally like to orchestrate their networks freely,

a lack in power to mobilize other firms has them engage in strategic network management

(see Section 10.4). We argued that strategic network management should transcend the

network layers and anticipate industry evolution, so as to be dynamically efficient when

confronted with technological and market change and to be statically efficient whenever

possible.

In the present chapter, we study how the industry evolution itself evolves due to change in

the competitive strategies followed by firms. In Section 11.2, we discuss the development of

strategies over time and how the aforementioned strategic network management itself may

well be just the next competitive strategy paradigm. In Section 11.3, we show that not only

the coming in vogue of purposeful manipulation of the network will change the industry and

network life-cycles, but so do innovations in manufacturing and facilitating technologies.
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In our study of how the industry and network life-cycle evolve over time, we use the fact

that more efficient network forms are more likely to survive in the long run (see Subsection

1.2.5). We thus study which network forms have the highest efficiency over the industry

life-cycle. In line with findings in Chapter 9, we find that the product technology regime

determines which network form is efficient. In Section 12.2.3, we look back on our findings

on network dynamics in the bottom-up and the top-down approach, and discuss whether

and -if so- when a value network life-cycle exists.

11.2 Competitive strategy paradigms

As we have seen in Section 2.2, industry evolution is roughly driven by technology

competition during the era of ferment, followed by price, efficiency, and cost competition

during the era of incremental change. If firms follow different competitive strategies, the

industry evolution pattern is different. In this section, we describe how the portfolio of

competitive strategies used by firms has changed over the last decades and we speculate on

the (pending) addition to the portfolio. In Sections 11.4 and 12.2.3, we study the implications

of this addition for value network development.

Each firm uses certain strategic means to try to shake off competition, particularly by making

its product ’more attractive to’ or ’attractive to more’ customers as compared to competing

products. Examples of such means are alternative marketing techniques, actual product

features, and production characteristics. By adding new dimensions to one’s product (in

broad sense) that are relevant to customers, competitors are forced to also take a competitive

stance in this dimension. As such, new dimensions enter the set of consumer requirements,

and thereby determine corporate performance now and in the future (cf. Kumpe and Bolwijn,

1992). In case these new dimensions increase the chances of survival, they are likely to

become part of the arsenal of competition instruments as laid out in professional business

literature, communicated in seminars, and diffusing through the population of business

managers.

To understand the progressive inclusion of ever more competitive dimensions, think of the

following. In case firms make similar products, an evident choice to ’shake off’ competition is

to provide that same product at a lower price. One way to realize lower prices in a sustainable

manner is to produce at higher efficiency (e.g. at a larger scale under positive economies of

scale). As soon as all competing firms have mastered such ’production optimization’ (which

typically is the focus in the mature phase of an industry, see Utterback and Abernathy

(1975)), firms start to look for other ways to shake off competitors. The next choice is

to make your product of higher quality or higher value-for-money1. The next choice is

to provide a product with a better fit with particular requirements, so there is product

diversification and customization. The subsequent choice then is to provide a product which

is befitting sooner : timing and timeliness become part of the marketing, manufacturing,

and competitive strategy (cf. Stalk Jr. and Hout, 1990). To be the first or at least an early

1In Chapter 4, we have seen that all firms in the value network then need to meet these higher standards.
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mover, firms need to develop and cultivate the capabilities to innovate.

In our view, this drive to outcompete and ’shake off’ in capitalist economies causes a

(theoretically relentless) endogenous resetting of the pivot in competition. As such, firms

evolved from focusing exclusively on price in the 60s, to including quality in the 70s, to

including choice and lead time (requiring production flexibility) in the 80s, and culminating

in also including newness (requiring innovativeness) in the 90s (cf. Kumpe and Bolwijn,

1992, 1994; Miltenburg, 2005; Jagdev et al., 2004).

An evident question is what the next strategy paradigm will be to be included into the

strategic management portfolio. This may well be strategic network management. As

discussed in Section 10.4, strategic network management trades off dynamic and static

efficiencies in anticipation of structural technological change and therein transcends de-

velopment and production activities. The efficiencies and necessarily holistic perspective on

industry developments contribute to an (at least temporary, but possibly even sustainable)

competitiveness and it is, as such, likely to be evolutionary selected into the strategic

management portfolio.

11.3 Manufacturing and facilitating technologies

Not only does the type of strategic management affect the industry and the industry

evolution, so does technological change. Production innovations like automation (Buenstorf,

2005), as well as innovations in facilitating technology like information and communication

technology (Macher and Mowery, 2004; Kemppainen and Vepsäläinen, 2003), and trans-

portation (Macher and Mowery, 2004; Guerrieri and Pietrobelli, 2006) have been found to

profoundly affect the shape and development of industries. Infrastructure, communication,

and transportation technologies provide access to both markets and resources (material,

labor) that were previous uneconomic to tap into (if possible at all).

Innovations in facilitating technologies may stimulate both integration as well as (geo-

graphic) disintegration (Guerrieri and Pietrobelli, 2006; Sako, 2005; Helper and Sako, 2010).

Global supply chains in fact exist by grace of these facilitating technologies, although the

the geographical span of value networks breathes with the differentials in wage, tax, and

transportation costs (cf. Macher and Mowery, 2004).

Theoretically, improved communication and transportation allows for globalization of the

value network in both the development and production phase. However, actual outsourcing

requires standardization and codification, as well as modularization of the product and

decomposition of the production. As such, outsourcing and offshoring activities are expected

to be less likely during the era of ferment, i.e. before the emergence of the dominant design.

After all, the frequent technological changes would require excessive communication and

traveling between the various locations.

Consequently, the development network is likely to be geographically clustered, while the

production network may well be geographically more dispersed. Note that firms may

still contact geographically remote firms during reconnaissance, only to geographically

cluster their development activities during the establishment phase (see Subsection 10.4.3)
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to jointly engage in intensive recombination activities. Such a research joint-venture

should be considered a form of vertical integration. Note that, in choosing the legal

form for vertical ’integration’, one should consider possible organizational complications

in vertically specializing at a later stage. Furthermore, if either or both parties are

horizontally diversified, actual full vertical integration may be undesirable because of its

many implications for other activities.

So, technological innovations have changed the value network form, particularly during the

era of incremental change when firms compete on production efficiency.

11.4 Emerging network forms and firm types

So far, we have seen that expansion of the strategic management portfolio has changed the

industry evolution, the network form, and production facilities. We expect firms to adopt

strategic network management as new paradigm, which has the explicit goal to manipulate

value network development. Furthermore, innovations in communication and transportation

technology have enabled exploiting cost differentials, which makes the network form more

particular for technology and economic conditions of the industry at hand. However, are

we to expect radically new network forms, firm types, and life-cycle patterns? Clearly, they

will emerge over time only if such new network forms and firm types provide a competitive

advantage. In Subsection 10.4.5, we argued that evolutionary superior are those network

forms that are statically efficient whenever possible, and are dynamically efficient whenever

required. What sort of a network meets these criteria, and which type(s) of firms populate

such a network?

Attention has been paid to modular industries (cf. Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Macher

and Mowery, 2004). The rationale behind aiming for modular structures (among which

product, network, and industries) is that such modular structures are more resilient to

shocks than complex ones. Modularity is as such likely to emerge evolutionary (cf. Simon,

1962). A modular product structure and related decomposed production system may thus

be evolutionary beneficial. Moreover, there are economic and strategic reasons as to why

modularity in the production network may be preferred over an integrated network: this

enables a focal firm to reap upstream scale advantages and -on top of that- enable entry

of component and complement producers to make the products more attractive to more

consumers (Baldwin and Clark, 2000).

However, apart from occasional transaction and production cost economic circumstances

(like the classical hold-up, diseconomies of scale, economies of scope) that may favor

integration, recurrence of development activities calls for dynamic governance. After all,

as we have seen in Subsection 10.4.2, distribution of capabilities and vertical specialization

inhibit timely signaling, successful absorption, and exploitation of technological change.

So, vertical specialization in product technology is not always dynamically efficient, and it

may even be risky when facing technological discontinuity. Vertical integration into new

technology increases chances of survival, not during reconnaissance and recombination,

but surely during synergistic attuning of technology. As argued in section 11.3, this
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vertical integration takes the form of e.g. research joint ventures. So, we contend that

the evolutionary superior firm is hence engaged in vertical integration through innovation

alliances. This helps firms to cope with the faster pace of innovation and higher complexity

of products (cf. Pyka and Saviotti, 2002), i.e. when dynamic efficiency becomes all the

more crucial. Indeed, empirical findings find an upsurge in such technology alliances in the

information technology industry in the 70s, 80s, and 90s (Duysters, 1995) and in innovative,

high-tech industries in general (Hagedoorn, 2002).

Furthermore, industries differ in the sort of network that they harbor depending on the

properties of the underlying product and production technology paradigm. In medium-

to high-tech industries, like the automobile, aircraft, computer systems, and lithography

equipment industries, the product technology spans a hub-spoke network structure of one

assembler and many first- and second-tier suppliers. The final assembler has the power to

orchestrate the suppliers in the value network.

In case of low-tech industries, like the textile and apparel industries in Italy, the network is

a ’loosely coupled network’ (cf. Guerrieri and Pietrobelli, 2006). The relationships of firms

are merely transactional. In this case, firms have limited mobilization power, and certainly

no control over the overall network form (cf. Ritter et al., 2004; Harland et al., 2001).

We thus get a taxonomic mapping from product technology properties to network types (in

which we are inspired by Pavitt (1984)) and a subsequent mapping to firm influence and

network dynamics as in Harland et al. (2001). In the next section, we expand this mapping

and present it in Table 12.1.

Despite its prominent role, technology does not fully dictate the network form. After all, the

automobile industry, for instance, has not always taken the form of a hub-spoke network,

but has been both vertically integrated and vertically specialized in different periods of time

(cf. Langlois, 1992). Moreover, competing car manufacturers followed a different governance

strategy at the same time (cf. Langlois, 1992). Vertical integration or rather modularity

may be deliberately sought to differentiate strategically. So, the facilitating technology,

management fads, strategic and economic considerations also strongly affect the network

form.

Given that a value network produces a product with systemic technology, what network form

is evolutionary superior? The network needs system-level knowledge that allows absorption

of new technology without losing the ability to flexibly swap capabilities (owned by firms

in the network) during reconnaissance and recombination. Furthermore, the network needs

to have the static efficiency of a decomposed production network. A network that has

these qualities is the system-integrator (lead) network (Pavitt, 2002; Brusoni et al., 2001;

Baldwin and Clark, 2000; Sturgeon, 2002). In such a network, the system integrator designs

modular product technology and outsources production to specialized component suppliers2,

but maintains knowledge of the technological interdependencies beyond the current module

interfaces which is surely beyond its own production scope (Brusoni et al., 2001). The system

2There are obvious parallels with the older concept of lead firm (cf. Gereffi et al., 2005; Von Hippel,

1987).
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integrator redesigns the product architecture to absorb, attune, and exploit technological

change and orchestrates the production capabilities provided by the suppliers. As such, the

network enjoys the resilience and cost economic advantages of modularity, and can still cope

with imminent technological change.

We contend that apart from the importance of having a network with a system integrator

with system knowledge across modules, the diversified component suppliers are more likely

to survive as they are efficient production houses and highly valuable probes into external

industries. These specialized suppliers are thus to be purposefully deployed to nourish

decentralized search, absorb specific knowledge, and feed back the relevant technological

implications. An illustration of this is that a large lithography system producer in The

Netherlands requires its suppliers to draw a significant share of its income from other firms

and other industries, but intensively collaborates on component innovations particularly

during radical product R&D.

Throughout the dissertation, we have assumed that firms aim for sustained presence across

the industry evolution and thereby commit themselves to make the transitions from one

industry to the next and from the era of ferment into the era of incremental change across

technological punctuations. However, a firm’s business strategy may well be to active in

only one of these two eras, based on their competences (cf. Hayes and Wheelwright, 1979a).

Research companies may be specialized just in researching and developing technology to just

license or sell it to production houses. Such production houses may simply enter only during

the window of opportunity (just prior to the emergence of the dominant design (Christensen

et al., 1998)) and put superior manufacturing and market development skills to use. Given

the recurrence and continuity in our biplex network model, we see that firms may thus

limit their activity to either the production network or to the development network. Such

specialization in business strategy appears to be more efficient for individual firms in terms of

capability development and network orchestration. After all, under such specialized business

strategy, there is no need for ambidexterity.

Note that, particularly in high-tech sectors, such complete business strategy specialization

may be inefficient. For instance, independent R&D does not necessarily take into account

manufacturability, which is of crucial importance in the next stage. Furthermore, the

knowhow and production capabilities of manufacturing firms is required in development.

The power of the system-integrator to orchestrate the whole value network and collaborate

with specialized suppliers (in the production network) allows the entire network to overcome

these inefficiencies during system innovation, but may still reap the advantages of business

strategic specialization.

So, we see that, theoretically, modular networks may be more resilient to shocks, but that -

for system technologies- system-level knowledge and mobilization power is required to absorb

technological change and subsequently orchestrate the production network. However, we do

not expect complete specialization in either development (without knowledge of production

limitations) or production (without innovativeness at product level). This seems at odds

with the cyclical patterns in the vertical scope of firms over the industry life-cycle (Fine, 1998;
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Jacobides and Winter, 2005) that we discussed in Section 2.3. For inherently modular (low-

tech) products, the network may remain loosely coupled with development and production

capabilities ’per module’ concentrated in autonomously operating firms. We address the

question whether or not a value network life-cycle exist in the next section.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions

12.1 Synopsis

The objective of this dissertation was to further our understanding of how value networks

develop over the industry evolution. Our curiosity was piqued by recent literature on

’network life-cycle’ theories. At the outset of the research, our contention was that, for

a proper understanding of value network development and industry evolution, we needed

a holistic perspective on the interlocking of industry evolution, network development, and

activities by individual firms that affect the network.

We defined the nested dimension perspective to describe a value network by the structures of

technology modules in the product made, capabilities of firms in production, and the agent

topology. We discerned two properties (orientation and organization) of the value network

for further investigations in the first two parts of the dissertation. The orientation concerns

the relationship of market requirements and product specifications, whereas the organization

concerns how these product specifications translate in technological modules to make and

the production capabilities thus required. We provided a value perspective on firm-level

incentives to change such a value network. We described how efficiency drives firms and

thereby the value network to pick one over other decisions. The nested dimension perspective

is a focal lens on how firms, their capabilities, and produced products form a network in

generating value, while the value perspective (with its efficiency dilemma) is a focal lens

on the rationales in managing the network in creating and appropriating value. To connect

autonomous firm-level decisions on managing a value network, the industry development

in terms of technology, market, and competition, and the value network configuration over

time, we proposed an integrated framework of extant seminal theories from various research

fields concerned with these topics. We thus arrived at our holistic multilayer framework.

We divided the dissertation into three parts. The first two parts deal with how firms change

the value network bottom-up under the assumption that the standard industry life-cycle

occurs. The first part of this dissertation is concerned with questions on how value networks

come to the product to make and the market to target, and particularly when and how this
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’orientation’ changes. The second part is concerned with questions on how value networks

come to a division of production capabilities and when and how this ’organization’ changes.

In the last part, we followed a top-down study of network development. We abandoned

the assumption that the industry life-cycle occurs, and proposed the biplex value network

development model based on the value perspective on incentives to design, manage, and

change the value network. Given the patterns in Schumpeterian technology competition,

we discerned phases in value network development. We then used this fresh outlook on

network development to reflect on firm-level decisions of economic as well as strategic nature.

We discerned two ’layers’ in the value network based on the fundamental activities of a

commercial firm (development and production) and distinguished fine-grained phases in

activities in each of these layers. As both production and development activities are argued

to occur simultaneously, there are numerous interactions across the layer boundaries and

over time that complicate firm-level decisions. We provided a refined phasing of network

development per layer. Per phase, we formulated strategic network management guidelines

to serve the efficiency concerns for that layer. We also provided overarching network

management guidelines that take into account the possible interactions between layers.

We then used this fine-grained strategic network management framework and the bottom-up

research findings to reflect on whether or not there is such a thing as a network life-cycle.

Ultimately, we reflected at a meta-level how industry evolution and the network development

may itself be evolving.

12.2 Conclusions

The conclusions on how value networks develop over the industry evolution and product

life-cycles in particular depends on the theoretical approach followed. Conclusions on how

value networks develop, ’bottom-up’, driven by individual firms under the presumption

of traversing the product life-cycle are given in Subsection 12.2.1. Conclusions on how

value networks develop, given how fundamental regularities therein affect individual firm

production and development activities, ’top-down’, are given in Subsection 12.2.2. We

answer the research questions on the existence and form of the value network life-cycle

in Subsection 12.2.3.

12.2.1 Value network development under classical industry evolu-

tion theory

In the bottom-up approach, we studied how individual firms change the orientation and

orientation of their value network given the development phase of the industry. In line

with the various theories and models we extended, our research in this bottom-up approach

ignores simultaneity, antecedence, and recurrence of production and development activities.

We studied the properties required for a value network to be competitive and made progress

in studying industry dynamics under competition of disaggregated value networks.
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Network orientation is the process in which the value networks discover what products to

offer and which market segments to target, while they are competing for the consumers

that also only gradually find out what they want. To answer the questions on why, when,

and how the orientation of the value network changes, we turned to industrial organization

theory on vertical and horizontal differentiation, and studied milestones in product-market

and production selection decisions over the product life-cycle.

In Chapter 4, we concluded that under substitution-diffusion, timely entry and responsive

upscaling compensates for (possible) inferiority of the provided product. Once a certain

inferior product has already gained a large share of the market (and thereby scale

advantages), a superior product would only relatively slowly conquer the market. So,

timing may be more important than a lengthy product design geared toward high product

performance. To be timely and to ’get big fast’, the firms in the value network need to agree

on the type of product to make early on, and need to synchronize upscaling decisions. If

the first-buyer influx is missed, the value network can best compensate this by leap-frogging

and providing superior products, especially in industries with long life-cycles and ample

opportunity to reap returns on R&D investments.

However, this importance of timing hinges on the substitution-diffusion process. Under

stationary replacement, without the driving force of substitution-diffusion, attention in

competition shifts from entry timing and scaling to other means to differentiate. Under the

restriction of myopic and incremental product-market reorientation, we found, in Chapter

5, that clusters of firms with a similar product-market choice emerge, but that these clusters

differentiate their products from one another. Whenever consumers also strongly care

about which components are used in products, components form an agglomerative force

(products may end up clustered around the components more than they would otherwise)

as well as a dispersive force (assemblers may start using technologically distant components

to access the consumers that prefer that particular component). Furthermore, with the

addition of components, the whole industry may end up in inefficient dynamic equilibria

(like oscillations, pulsations, etc).

The omission of a vertical orientation in the product life-cycle theory is severe as the emerging

product-market choices are structurally different. Without such disaggregation, the product

life-cycle does not account for agglomerative/ dispersive effects nor for dynamic equilibria.

Given the strong tendency to agglomerate whenever consumers care about components or

in the presence of technological complexity, firms in a value network may need more vertical

control over market segments targeted and product technology produced by vertical network

partners. Especially in case of asymmetric competitive conditions per component technology,

assemblers should be aware of options to switch to a technological distant supplier to

overcome fierce competition.

So, we find that in case of vertical and horizontal differentiation, a value network

benefits from alignment of market segments to target, attuning of product technology, and

synchronizing entry, launch, and upscaling times.

However, in Chapter 6, it was concluded that whenever firms (and value networks) face

imminent technological or market change, they may prefer a certain flexibility to link
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up with alternative suppliers (or customers). So, the product-market and production

arrangement decisions need to be well-timed to technological and market development in

the industry. Given the uncertainty in the era of ferment, we expect that value networks

have flexible arrangements at first, and only prudently align the market segments to target,

attune technology, and fix production arrangements. In the era of incremental change,

the vertical control over certain production steps is not only determined by modularity or

decomposability, but also subject to economic conditions and strategic choices. We studied

network organization in Part II.

In sum, we conclude that competitive value network orientation:

• Requires early entry and aggressive upscaling to benefit from first-buyers, which in

turn requires value network partners to agree on the type of product to make, to agree

on the entry and launch times, and to synchronize upscaling.

• Requires alignment of the market segments to target and attuning of the product to

make at the various tiers. This overcome dynamic inefficiencies, lock-in, and head-on

competition, particularly under high design specificity (low substitutability) and high

component exposure.

• Requires firms to prudently time their product-market and production selection to

technology and market developments as, in certain phases, they may -individually-

prefer flexibility in choosing the product to make (and partners to team up with) and

market to target over production efficiencies.

Network organization is the process in which value networks develop the distribution of the

capabilities over the firms in that network. As firms with crucial production capabilities

are often already part of the development network (often involved during the articulation

and rationalization), the organization process generally boils down to vertical governance

changes. Swapping one supplier for a substitutable one does not structurally change the

value network, whereas we already studied swapping one supplier for one targeting a different

product-market in Chapter 5 on horizontal differentiation. In answering the question how,

why, and when the organization changes, we limit ourselves to answering how, why, and when

the governance form changes. To answer this, we turned to transaction and production cost

economics, as well as the resource-theory of the firm (which we short-handedly referred to

as the cost- and the capability-based view respectively).

In Chapter 7, we inferred that creation of future value occurs primarily in the era of ferment,

while firms’ governance changes are capability-based. We also inferred that generation

and appropriation of current value occurs primarily in the era of incremental change, and

governance change is primarily cost-based. We confirm this division in Chapter 9.

In the era of incremental change, firms are mostly concerned with appropriating currently

generated value. Given that the dominant design is a de facto standard, the technological

interface is defined. As it is technologically viable to outsource, firms may base their

governance decision on economic and strategic conditions. In Chapter 8, we concluded

that, in these cost-based governance decisions in the mature industry phase, firms trade off
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substitutability (horizontal differentiation) against production and transaction costs. Firms

are willing to produce a more mainstream product by relying on an outside supplier of

standard components if the costs drop enough and the prospected net profit change is

positive. We find that as soon as one firm starts outsourcing, and all start to feel the

substitution effects, the rest tends to follow. Conversely, theoretically, firms are willing

to accept higher costs to differentiate themselves if this relaxes price competition enough

and the prospected net profit change is positive. However, while there is symmetry in the

advantages of softened competition, there is asymmetry in cost disadvantages. This makes

firms wait for other firms to make that move. So, whenever these ’vertically integrate to

horizontally differentiate’ strategies are followed in practice (e.g. Apple versus Microsoft),

there must be an additional willingness to pay or otherwise favorable economic condition to

warrant doing so.

In the era of ferment, so we concluded in Chapter 9, firms have to choose between being able

to synergistically attune capabilities at micro-level or rather being able to combinatorially

swap capabilities at meso-level. We concluded that, in capability-based governance decisions,

the governance form picked depends strongly on the imitability and substitutability properties

of the capability regime. High imitability frustrates capturing the created value when

targeting high performance products through vertical integration. So, under high imitability

but low complexity (the inverse of substitutability, here), firms vertically specialize. If now

technological complexity in turn makes vertical specialization unattractive, firms vertically

integrate. In case imitability is low, firms can again appropriate value created by the

possibly superior performance realized by synergistically attuning upstream and downstream

technologies. In case complexity is high, attuning indeed pays off, such that we find more

integration. In case complexity is low, the governance form is mostly determined by other

factors like transaction costs. So, an integrated framework containing both imitability

and substitutability is required to determine whether firms prefer vertical specialization

for flexibility or rather prefer vertical integration to fine-tune component and assembly.

In the light of the conclusions for network orientation, we may see vertical integration as

an extreme way to align the product market choice, attune technology, and synchronize

launching and scaling. However, our studies on network organization revealed that also

strategic differentiation, cost economies, and the option to combine or rather attune

capabilities play a major role in governance decisions. Moreover, the technology/ capability

regime properties and cost structure strongly affect the network organization sought after

in the ways we just highlighted.

In sum, we conclude that competitive value network organization:

• Requires balancing cost- and capability-concerns in which cost-concerns dominate in

the era of incremental change and capability-concerns dominate in the era of ferment.

• Requires balancing costs of a governance form versus the effects on competition of

vertical control over technology. The greater the reduction (smaller the increase) in

substitutability, the sooner firms tend to vertically integrate (outsource). However, due

to asymmetry in costs, the ’vertically integrate to horizontally differentiate’ strategy
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requires an additional willingness to pay or otherwise favorable economic conditions.

• Requires taking into account the capability regime specifics on imitability and

substitutability in picking a governance form, particularly during the era of ferment.

Ultimately we find that disaggregation of value networks reveals the delicate interplay

between organization and orientation. The extent of alignment, attuning, and synchronizing

and the sort of vertical control exerted therein determine the market differentiation and the

competitive performance. Findings reveal that there cannot be a uniform network life-

cycle that occurs in every industry. There is strategic interaction as well as technology/

capability regime specifics in governance decisions. Furthermore, dependent on the product-

market structure and competitive conditions on the various tiers of an industry, there

are different organization and orientation actions possible (or desirable) and thus different

industry configurations emerging. In this, vertical integration is sometimes hampering and

sometimes promoting the competitiveness.

12.2.2 Biplex network development and firm activities

A major shortcoming in the bottom-up investigation of network dynamics as conducted in

Parts I and II is that we took the era of ferment and the era of incremental change to be

strictly consecutive. However, firms are in fact developing the next generation of products

already when the current generation is still in full scale production. This insight had us

use the value perspective to formulate the biplex value network model in which the network

consists of two layers in a value network: a development layer conducting R&D for the

next generation, and a production layer manufacturing (at least) the current generation.

Our research on this biplex model has been limited to theoretical extensions of these

conceptual notions (see Chapter 10). We also formulated an extensive strategic management

framework with (normative) rules of thumb per phase of network layer development, as well

as overarching the layers and phases. We will not reproduce the results here, but provide a

synthesis of the important insights.

The point of departure in the top-down approach is the simultaneity of production and

development. Whether development and production occur consecutively or simultaneously

matters for the choices firms make for the production network and manufacturing facilities.

Under the assumption that development and production activities occur consecutively, we

refined the production choices in Chapter 6. Skinner’s classical recommendation to have a

statically efficient, focused factory is opposed by the contention that firms should not only

be statically but also dynamically efficient. Firms are recommended to maintain a ’strategic

manufacturing flexibility’ to allow producing both experimental as well as mature products

while traversing the product-process life-cycle. However, in Chapter 6, we concluded

that value networks should in fact prudently time their switch from flexible production

arrangements to allow experimentation to large-scale, dedicated production arrangements.

Under the assumption that development and production activities occur simultaneously (and

recurrently), there may well be interactions between these two activities. Managers thus
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have to cope with ambiguity (and conditionality, asymmetry, indecisiveness) in organization

and orientation decisions. By separating the production activities from the development

activities, one overcomes interactions in and inhibitions of network management and makes

both value network layers more efficient.

By separation, the development network is footloose of production facilities. Firms thereby

rid themselves of network development inhibitors (like technological lock-in and limited

comprehension). Especially during the monitoring and establishment phase, firms in the

network should fully exploit the flexibility in rewiring to different sources of knowledge

and capabilities. In picking market and product technology, they should be aware of the

network embeddedness and the dependency on capabilities of other firms, but avoid setting

the network horizon too wide. In network orchestration (market alignment, technology

attuning, agreeing on the competitive strategy), firms should bear in mind the strong feed

forward of such decisions (antecedence). However, firms should not conform to current

production arrangements too much; design-for-X stifles innovativeness.

By separation, the production network can be optimized for the manufacturing of mature

products. Nonetheless, the production arrangements (both facilities and contracts with

suppliers) should allow cross-phasing and cross-generational flexibility. In this sense, we

subscribe to production systems that are ’off the diagonal’ in the product-process life-

cycle framework. The cross-phasing is an operational challenge with the boom in ties,

items to process and produce, etc. Furthermore, during rationalization, production network

management should decompose and distribute the production tasks (e.g. extract tasks from

a research joint venture).

In sum, we conclude that in their network management, firms should be aware that

development and production activities occur simultaneously, recurrently, and are affected by

past network decisions and will affect future network decisions (antecedence). Consequently,

firms thus have to cope with ambiguity, conditionality, asymmetry, and indecisiveness in

network organization and orientation decisions. They may do so by:

• Separating development from production activities to resolve the efficiency dilemma

(enjoy near-static efficiencies in production and dynamic efficiencies in development).

• Acquiring more information to be able to balance the current and future concerns (i.e.

in line with the value perspective) and thus resolve ambiguity.

• Gradually solidifying the development network based on milestones in the monitoring,

establishment, and articulation processes. In their development network decisions,

firms should:

– be aware of network management inhibitors (e.g. technological lock-in, limited

comprehension),

– pick the appropriate horizon to orchestrate the development network and

influence the future production network,

– attune to capabilities across the value network that matter (i.e. cope with
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embeddedness), thereby balance seeking synergistic attuning and combinatorial

swapping capabilities.

• Picking production arrangements with cross-generational and cross-phasing flexibility.

This requires managerial capabilities that can

– decompose and distribute production tasks,

– cope with the boom in ties during cross-phasing.

12.2.3 Value network life-cycle or not?

The main research goal of this study is to establish what pattern(s) in value network

development there is (are). We investigated whether there exists a network life-cycle and

-if so- how it looks like. We first draw conclusions on the role of technological change and

capabilities in network development patterns, then discuss our conclusion that there is no

uniform life-cycle. Finally, we reflect on the stylized value network development patterns

mentioned in literature.

Role of technological change and capabilities in network development

Following Schumpeter, we took technology competition as a prime driver of industry

evolution. Building upon this notion, we studied how technology and capabilities affect

the orientation, organization, and developments of value networks. In both the bottom-

up and the top-down approach, we find roughly the same ’standard’ development pattern

in network orientation and organization. In Chapters 6 and 10, we concluded that a

radical breakthrough has value networks start out vertically disintegrated as firms prefer

combinatorial flexibility. Gradually, firms decide on the market segments to target and

product technology to make. In this, firms synergistically attune component technologies

through vertical integration or alliances to increase performance, then modularize and

standardize components, decompose production, and ramp up production. Some value

networks (or at least leading firms in these value networks) wait with this ramp up until

the dominant design emerges, while others proactively try to establish their product as the

dominant design. With the emergence of a dominant design, firms possibly seek to outsource

component production to reap positive economies and to subject suppliers to competitive

forces. So, in this ’standard’ development pattern, there are phases of vertical integration

and specialization punctuated by technological event. Actual orientation and organization

choices are affected by how firms seek to synergistically attune or rather flexibly combine

components and capabilities (Chapter 9), seek to absorb external capabilities or rather

prevent lock-in (Chapter 5), and modularize and decompose technology to further reap

economies.

In specific cases, however, value network development differs substantially from this standard

pattern. Our nested dimension perspective tells us that the actual network organization is
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restricted and facilitated by the product modularity and production decomposability. We

have seen that technological properties associated with modularity and decomposability like

substitutability, complexity, and compatibility determine much of the network development.

We have seen technology and capabilities function as agglomerative force with upstream

scale advantages or hint on the need to align and attune to escape head-on competition, or

rather as opportunity to differentiate from competitors.

Apart from the immediate restriction and facilitation by technology, new development

networks suffer antecedence and are in part defined by technological roles that firms

already have (see Subsection 10.2.4 on such temporal interaction). Moreover, the actual

distribution of production and development capabilities over firms (only making or

developing, understanding only what is made, understanding more than what is made)

determine changes in the network organization in the various eras. This gives rise to different

network dynamics (see Subsection 11.4).

In sum, there is no uniform network life-cycle due to differences in technological factors, as:

• In different regimes, firms have different needs for synergistic attuning versus

combinatorial flexibility.

• With different technologies, there is a different risk of lock-in and need for absorption.

• Product (production) technologies differ in inherent and emerging modularity (decom-

posability).

• There are technology specific (emerging) roles of firms and thereby the (future) network

organizations. The past network form affects the future network forms.

• A different distribution of production and development capabilities (understanding

only what is made, only making, only developing, understanding more than what is

made) yields different organization and orientation activities.

Economic and strategic factors in network development

In the previous paragraphs, we concluded that technological differences may cause differences

in network development patterns. In our studies following the bottom-up and top-down

approach, we concluded that there are economic and strategic factors that further complicate

these patterns. Comparing industries with similar technologies, there still is no uniform

network life-cycle. Moreover, value network development may differ cross-sectionally within

the same industry at the same time, and may even evolve over time within the same industry.

In the bottom-up approach, the theoretical starting point is the product life-cycle in which

we explicitly included competition of value networks with possibly heterogeneous strategies.

While modularization of the product and decomposition of the production process enable

vertical specialization and outsourcing, the emerging organization of the network is still

strongly mediated by the cost structure, scale and scope economies, and strategic choices.

While we found a tendency to outsource in the era of incremental change (see Chapter 9),
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vertical integration to support horizontal differentiation is also well likely (see Chapter 8).

So, from the findings in the bottom-up research, we conclude that there is not a uniform

network life-cycle.

In the top-down approach in Part III, we inferred that the value network development follows

the biplex model. The production network layer is geared towards manufacturing of mature

products. Production is continuously up and running and only occasionally experiences a

phase-in of a new generation and phase-out of old generations of products. The network

organization is, also here, determined by technological separability, the production and

transaction cost economics, and strategic positioning choices. With every new generation

of technology, a new development network is established which goes through several phases

and dissolves over time. We concluded that firms need to be able to monitor for and flexibly

reconfigure with capabilities at first, and then vertically ally/ integrate to synergistically

attune product technology. The development network is -possibly unintentionally- grafted

onto previous development networks and the current production network. Past strategic

decisions in the production arrangements affect the future range of product designs under

consideration. Furthermore, also the prior technological roles affect the way the current

development network can be expanded. So, clearly, again, we conclude there cannot be a

uniform network life-cycle that occurs in every industry.

In sum, both the bottom-up and top-down approach have us conclude that there is no

uniform network life-cycle as:

• Firms may make particular strategic (differentiation) choices, that depend on rela-

tionships within a value network and moreover may be particular for competitive

circumstances.

• Organization and orientation choices may be particular for economic conditions (e.g.

scale and scope economies) and prior market segmentation.

• Network activities are determined by (anticipated) temporal interaction and feed

forward of earlier choices (cross-generational antecedence, technological roles) in new

network decisions.

Evolutionary emerging value network development

We conclude that the standard value network life-cycle pattern changes with technological

and economic conditions, and product design and strategic decisions, both now and in the

past. Given that these decisions are evolutionary conditioned to be well performing, what

value network life-cycle pattern may emerge over time?

In literature, there are two extreme types of stylized value network life-cycles mentioned.

Firstly, there is the cycle of vertical integration and specialization. Networks that display

such cycles feature firms that each produce and develop their product technology individually

(’they know only what they make’). Secondly, there is the stable system-integrator network

in which system knowledge and development capabilities reside at the system-integrator.
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This system-integrator designs the system and orchestrates the network of vertically

specialized component producers. These specialized producers have some development

capabilities but collaborate intensively during research and development of new product

technology.

To understand which network development pattern is most likely to emerge, we reiterate

our findings in Section 11.4 on what sort of network form emerges, evolutionary. Harking

back to the efficiency argument, we stress that value networks that have to change their

governance form repeatedly are dynamically inefficient and face considerable risks of being

deselected. We expect such value networks to be displaced by dynamically more efficient

ones, particularly in fast clockspeed industries with many punctuations.

In a loosely coupled network, each firm maintains its own particular production and

development capabilities. Firms must necessarily integrate or engage in tight governance to

access development capabilities for synergistic recombination. The risk of lock-in without

proper overview of what product technology will eventually emerge makes integration risky.

In contrast, the system-integrator lead hub-spoke network is both dynamically efficient

in development as well as statically efficient in production and may as such well emerge

evolutionary. After all, the production network layer consists of vertically specialized

component suppliers with a ’production house’ business model. The production hence is

statically efficient and the specialized production capabilities are likely to facilitate smooth

cross-phasing of one for the next generation product. Moreover, the system-integrator

maintains the technological knowledge at system level, which allows efficient absorption

of and recombination with alien knowledge. As maintainer of component knowledge, the

system-integrator can flexibly recombine with different knowledge and capability bases that

would substitute for those offered by current component suppliers. Generally, the system-

integrator may assist in technological transitions at the supplier if needed.

The loosely coupled network is expected to display distinct governance patterns with

technology transition (although the choice for certain governance forms still depends on

capability specifics). Given the modularity of technology, the populations in such industries

may display strong swarm-in and shake-out. In contrast, the system-integrator lead network

has relatively durable form and is resilient to technological shocks. As knowledge is

concentrated and components are system specific, there are high entry barriers and industries

are concentrated and stable.

In industries with fundamentally different technology regimes, different network forms

excel and evolutionary emerge. We expect mid- and high-tech industries with systemic

product technology to evolutionary converge to concentrated industries featuring a couple

of large system-integrator lead value networks. These value networks have a relatively stable

production network, are able to absorb product innovations in the product design and are

able to swiftly orchestrate the supplier network. However, the system-integrator network

suffers the technological rigidities of its single integrator.

There is no obvious reason why low-tech industries with non-systemic products would
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Network type I Network type II

fundamental

activities

production and development per module

fully in-house (’understand only what

you make’)

system-integrator with knowledge and

development capabilities plus specialized

component producers with modest devel-

opment

technological

foundation

loosely coupled, universal module inter-

facing, decomposable

orchestrated hub-spoke, possibly pro-

prietary interfaces, possibly integrated

processes

threats to

continuity

market deselection of local solutions, in-

tegration is required to overcome limited

comprehension

lock-in rigidities in reconnaissance upon

shifts in demand

governance

pattern

specialized during production and de-

velopment (modular recombination), but

’tight governance’ in absorption and

attuning

’stable’: production remains specialized,

knowledge remains concentrated

industry evo-

lution

Competitive. Strong dynamics. Concentrated. Persistent networks.

capability

regime

properties

substitutability, imitability (’low tech’) complexity (’mid- & high-tech’)

life-cycle? specialization to integration in the era

of ferment, specialization in era of incr.

change depending on economic condi-

tions and strategic choices

relatively stable network organization,

but intensive collaboration during estab-

lishment and rationalization

Table 12.1 Characterization of emerging network formats, with a mapping from technology/

capability regime to network form, to firm influence and network dynamics, and ultimately to

patterns in network and industry evolution.

develop such system-integrator networks. In industries with loosely coupled capabilities,

there is no advantage of concentrating knowledge, but there still is an advantage of

maintaining recombinational flexibility and modularity. In this case, the capability and

technology regime properties function as mediating variables in explaining the governance

forms in the era of ferment. Furthermore, also here, micro-level strategic choices are

confounding variables. In case there is vertical integration, this is generally not to attune

technology, but as a means to align the firms in the otherwise arms-length relationships.

Due to lack of system level comprehension in value networks, we expect the various firms

to come up with their own local solutions. As many of these solutions are evolutionary

deselected, we expect strong dynamics in these industries.

Table 12.1 contains the characterization of two main types of network and industry

development.

The network development pattern is different when production and development capabilities

(strictly limited to their own product) reside fully at individual firms, from when

development capabilities/ system-level design knowledge reside at a system-integrator.

How production and development capabilities are distributed over firms relates to the

particular technology regime and whether technology is systemic or modular. In mid- to

high-tech industries, products often have systemic features, and a system-integrator lead
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network may emerge. With the technological knowledge, developmental capabilities, and

network orchestration activities concentrated at the system-integrator, R&D and production

activities are efficient. Suppliers may specialize in cross-generational production houses, so

manufacturing is statically efficient. In low-tech industries, networks remain loosely coupled.

In sum, there is no uniform network life-cycle evolutionary emerging due to:

• Differences in how production and development capabilities are distributed over firms

(specialized in production or development, doing both, know more than making)

determine (changes in) the network organization in the various eras. Systemic product

technology is likely to yield system-integrator lead value networks, but there is no

reasons why modular product technologies would.

• Differences in regime specificities. System-integrator lead network are more efficient in

mid- and high-tech industries, while loosely coupled network are less risky in low-tech

industries. Again, economic conditions, strategic choices, market segmentation, and

temporal interactions are confounding variables.

12.3 Scientific contributions

The scientific relevance of our work is obvious as we hook directly into the recent studies in

literature on the existence and form of the network life-cycle. Nonetheless, our contributions

are diverse. Firstly, we provide tools and definitions to describe networks (see Section 1.2).

Secondly, we formulate a theoretical framework to relate existing literature to our research

topic and draw results from these fields (see Chapter 2). We started off patching

shortcomings in the product life-cycle theory with strategic management and network

frameworks, which in turn required amendments themselves. We thus arrived at an

integrated theoretical framework that connects the aggregate industry evolution, network

development and micro-level firm activities. We used this theoretical framework throughout

the dissertation to relate macro-, meso-, and micro-level concepts in our understanding

and description of networks and their developments. This holds for Chapters 6 and 10 in

particular. However, we also use the holistic framework in the introductory sections of the

various chapter to describe the setting and justify model choices, as well as in the conclusion

sections of these chapters to reflect on findings.

Thirdly, many of our scientific contributions rest in our extensions of existing industrial

organization or neo-Schumpeterian models in the bottom-up parts. In our studies of these

last mentioned model extensions, we arrived at extensive conclusions on the orientation

and organization dynamics over the product life-cycle. These conclusions highlight the

importance of research on value network dynamics. We showed that to understand

industry dynamics, we need to disaggregate industry evolution models to involve multi-

tier value networks rather than firms on a single tier. Also in these separate studies, we

introduced several new concepts (alignment, attuning, and synchronizing), showed that cost-

and capability-concerns must be considered together, and showed that regime specifics of

organizational activities strongly mediate value network development (and thereby industry
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dynamics).

Fourthly, a major scientific contribution is in the top-down study on how the value network

develops according to the value perspective and how this in turn affects firm-level decisions

in subsequently managing the network. We had a train of epiphanies starting at the value

perspective on firm incentives in network management, resulting in the biplex network

development model revolving around simultaneity and recurrence, leading to the fine-grained

strategic network management phasing, to reflections on the value network life-cycles, and,

ultimately, to meta-level reflections on the evolution of industry and network evolution.

Particularly in the top-down part, we see that the full scope of macro-, meso-, and micro-

level factors is discussed, and thereby further enriches the holistic framework.

Finally, we use the findings in both the bottom-up as well as the top-down approach to infer

on the existence and form of a value network life-cycle.

This dissertation is our contribution to the scientific debate on the network life-cycle. We

have developed a rich conceptual framework and integrated nomenclature to discuss industry

and network dynamics, as well as the evolution of these dynamics. We showed that it is not

either always an integration/ specialization cycle or always an evolutionary stable system-

integrator network, but that either one is more likely to evolutionary emerge in particular

industries.

12.4 Managerial insights and practical implications

How does our deeper understanding of how industries and the value networks populating

that industry develop over time help the day-to-day manager of an individual firm in such

a value network?

In the top-down parts, Part I and Part II, we presume the firms face the product life-

cycle, act to cope with the technological and market change and thus drive changes in the

value network. Our findings indicate that managers provide their firms with a considerable

competitive advantage by orchestrating their networks in terms of aligning product-market,

production, and strategic decisions, in terms of governing the capabilities to attune and

recombine them, as well as timing these decisions to industry developments.

In Part I on orientation, we find that managers should stay in close contact with component

suppliers, customers, and suppliers of complementary goods or even rivaling products.

During communications with these network partners, managers should address the profile

of customers in mind, the product technology developed, and the timing of production

up- and downscaling. Products and the components therein should be attuned on quality,

market segment targeted, and price. Firms should synchronize timing of entry, launch, and

scaling. There should be a collectively agreed upon strategy to either aggressively upscale

and develop the market or to dedicate design and production only during the window-of-

opportunity to rule out technological obsolescence.

In Part II on organization, we find that managers should prudently time their control

over up- or downstream capabilities thereby balancing strategic, cost- and capability-based
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concerns. Any method focusing on either one of these concerns in isolation is likely to yield

flawed decisions. We have seen that management’s efforts to technologically align network

partners (should) occur predominantly during the era of ferment, and predominantly in

non-modular technological regimes. Under high appropriability (low imitability) and high

complexity (low substitutability), managers should finely attune the capabilities to establish

synergy. In the era of incremental change, managers are no longer taking or relaxing control

(either through actual integration) over capabilities to synergistically attune or recombine

capabilities. In their governance decisions, managers must weigh cost advantages versus

abilities to strategically differentiate.

In the top-down part, Part III, we presume that networks consist of two layers that have

interrelated dynamics. As firms are involved in development and production at the same

time, decisions in the orientation and organization in these layers may be conflicting. The

competitive conditions nowadays require a production performance that is as statically

efficient as dedicated production lines, while at the same time require fast innovation rates

and dynamic efficiency.

On the one hand, the value network should pick up, absorb and put to use radical

innovations. To do so, managers should monitor exotic knowledge and maintain channels

to possibly haul in knowledge when an innovation occurs. Managers should then mobilize

the appropriate network partners to explore technological options and market opportunities

and then synergistically fine-tune to arrive at competitive product technology. This is less

of a concern in low-tech industries in which technology is modular and the value network

is loosely coupled. However, in mid- to high-tech industries, component technology needs

to be defined and fine-tuned dynamically. Development managers establish and maintain

dynamic capabilities to incubate capabilities for future value creation. They should be able

to think at the system level of their technology, and should attune to capabilities beyond

the purely dyadic relationships.

On the other hand, the value network must be able to make switches in production. Due to

simultaneity, production may be considered an ongoing process, which is -ideally- relatively

undisturbed by product development. So, from the perspective of production managers

it might well be that they do not really experience technological turmoil during the era

of fermentation, but only experience complications during phasing-in of the next product

generation. Production managers should establish production facilities that have cross-

generational flexibility, such that starting up production of next-gen technology is not

particularly disruptive. With production technological issues out of the way, managers can

then attend to the booms in network ties and logistic complications during cross-phasing.

12.5 Further research

In the previous section, we provided the reader with normative recommendations based on

our findings in our studies. However, as of yet, it is not perfectly clear to what extend

our recommendations can all be implemented and under which conditions. Further research

would be required to assess the feasibility of each of these recommendations.
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Furthermore, there are several specific directions for further scientific research in both the

bottom-up and the top-down parts of this dissertation.

Each of the studies in the bottom-up parts, Parts I and II, has a plethora of extensions and an

elaborate research agenda. This is an indication that there is yet a lot of research to be done

on classical industrial organization whenever the perfect rationality assumption is replaced

with the bounded rationality assumption. Follow-up empirical research should uncover the

extend to which the complex patterns of alignment, attuning, and synchronization in firms’

activities over time -and over the product life-cycle in particular- actually occur. This

research should also shed light on the strategic, economic, and technological concerns therein.

The major implication of the biplex network development model is that different industries

may evolve to have different network life-cycles. However, the top-down part is based on

theoretical inference of notions in various streams in literature. Longitudinal empirical

research is required to establish whether or not temporal patterns occur in particular

industries yet, and whether certain industries are indeed converging towards system

integrator-lead networks while particularly low-tech industries are not.

An interesting implication that needs elaboration is that the bursty nature of industry

developments (shake out/ swarm in) may be ironed out by transition to industries in which

system-integrator lead networks dominate.

Central in the biplex model are the temporal regularities simultaneity, recurrence, and

antecedence. We stressed that value networks (and firms therein) cope with the potential

interferences and inefficiencies due to these temporal regularities through moderation of

the distance between development and production. This claim needs further investigation.

Further inquiry may attend to whether or not ’everlasting’ firms indeed moderate the

distance between development and production, and which managerial tools are used for

that.

In the top-down approach, we established network management strategies to cope with

cross-relational, cross-layer, and cross-generational interactions. In the bottom-up approach,

studies targeted an isolated problem (e.g. segment or governance form to pick) that ignored

the simultaneity and recurrence. An extensive research agenda can be established that

focuses on simple problem and model formulations as in the bottom-up approach that

concern the interactions between development and production activities as discovered in

the top-down approach.
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Summary

Value Network Dynamics and Industry Evolution

Machines, appliances, and consumption goods are developed and produced in value networks

populated by firms ranging from final assemblers, component suppliers, complement

providers, the suppliers’ suppliers, all the way upstream to firms that extrude raw material.

Evolutionary models of industry developments describe regular patterns of interlocking

changes in market demand, product, and production technology, the industry population,

and firms’ strategic activities. However, these models take an industry to consist of a single

tier of firms, rather than value networks with firms at multiple, vertically related tiers.

In this dissertation, we answer the exploratory research question: how do value networks

develop over the industry evolution?

We define a value network as the hierarchy of value adding productive steps to produce a

product to fulfill market demand. The technological decomposition of the product spans

the structure of productive capabilities required, which in turn restricts the topology of

buyers and suppliers involved. We then follow two different approaches in answering the

research question. In the bottom-up approach, we assume that firms manage their network

in response to and anticipation of product life-cycle events. In the top-down approach, we

formulate our biplex model of regularities in network development over time, and then derive

firm activities and strategies in coping with those regularities.

In the bottom-up approach, we study how the value network arrives at its orientation

(product-market selection) and organization (distribution of production capabilities). By

tuning product specifications to consumer requirements, a value network orientates itself

towards demand. In this decision, firms look for a match between requirements and viable

specifications, but also seek a competitive position. We study the timing and responsiveness

with which to do so, and find that timely entry and responsive upscaling compensates

for product inferiority. Furthermore, we find that, in horizontal differentiation, attuning

product and component technology overcomes unfavorable agglomeration or even inefficient

dynamic equilibria. Firms in the network should hence align the market segments to target,

attune the product technology to make, and synchronize entry, launch, and upscaling times.

However, with imminent technological or market change, it is in the interest of individual

firms, and thereby the network they are part of, to prudently time this alignment, attuning,
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and synchronization.

Value networks have an organization in that productive capabilities are distributed over

firms. We study the vertical governance problem on whether to integrate or outsource

certain productive capabilities during different life-cycle phases. We hereby study both the

cost-based as well as capability-based view.

In the era of incremental change, firms’ governance decisions concern appropriation of

generated value. We find that firms should balance cost of governance and the competitive

effect of vertical control: vertical integration may be pursued to horizontally differentiate

and thus soften price competition. In the era of ferment, firms’ governance decisions concern

creation of future value. We find that, while capability-based concerns dominate, the actual

governance form preferred is determined by the capability regime properties imitability and

substitutability. This is an indication that industries with different regimes may well have

different governance patterns.

In the top-down approach, we formulate a novel biplex model on network development.

Rather than the studying management decisions under the presumption of the consecutive

nature of development and production activities, as in the classical product life-cycle theory,

the biplex model focuses on management decisions given the simultaneous and recurring

nature of these activities. We distinguish several phases in network development and

then study the implications for both organizational economic and strategic management

decisions. We infer that the production network needs cross-generational and cross-phasing

flexibility, and benefits from management capabilities to cope with the boom in ties during a

product phase-in. The development network benefits from the ability to overcome network

development inhibitors, as well as benefits from management capabilities to design products

integrally and relegate production tasks. Finally, we discuss how even the industry life-cycle

evolves over time. We infer how certain network forms and firm types are likely to emerge

in particular industries.

We conclude that value network development is generally contingent to the product life-

cycle, primarily punctuated by technological changes, but that cross-sectional differences

in value network development, both within and across industries, may occur. We

conclude that there are at least two types of value network dynamics based on industry

particularities. In industries with systemic products, the resolution of dynamic inefficiencies

will drive the emergence of sustainable system-integrator networks in which system design

knowledge and network orchestration power reside with the integrator. In industries

with technological modularity and production decomposability, networks will cycle through

phases of specialization for combinatorial flexibility and integration for synergistic specificity.
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